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ASSTKficT
SYNOPSIS OF DISSERTATION.

This series of interconnected studies in the ritual
practice of the groups associated with the early
Christian movement which are now usually now described
as 'Gnostic', is a modest essay t ouar-ds a survey of
the subject, last undertaken by Bousset in 1907 and
Fendt in 1922.

Of the three main groups of sects which became
dist'inguishable during the investigation, these studies
are conce~ned with two:- those hers de3ig~ated 'Cults
of Power', and those showing signs of having their
origin in the separation of church from synagogue.
A consideration of the third group, here entitled 'The
Gentile Counter-Churches', is omitted, to keep this
dissertation within manageable compass; it would have
been comparatively brief, because of the paucity of

evidence. At the outset, it had been expected that
general characterizations would be possible. However,
the repeated discovery that the exp~ctation of unifying
characteristics, or even of some sort of underlying
unitive rite, was not substantiated hy the material,
made it necessary to revert to a detailed survey of
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each detectable ritual association on its own, with
the minimum recourse to evidence from other contexts,
except to note the clearest parallels and probable
borrowings.

Chapter One lists the questions asked; surveys the

present literature and the sources (both patristic
and sectarian); lists and classifies the sects to be
examined; and discusses method.

Chapter Two examines the 'Cults of Power', after
a definition of that term and a characterization of
such cults, past and present. The topics are:- Simon
Magus; Menander; Satornil; Cerdo; the Carpocratians;
Marcus and the Marcosiansj and Elchasai. In the course
of this chapter, in connection with Marcus, a major
suggestion is made as to the original order of

Adversus Haereses I, which affects all presentations
of Valentinian liturgy, and hence of all 'Gnostic'
worship in general.

Chapter Three argues liturgical
continuity, combinin baptismal devotion with 'Ascent-
of-the-Soul' Ri aI, can be traced through the users
of the Gosp of Thomas, the Peratae, the Naassenes/

\
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Chapter Three argues that a degree of liturgical
continuity, combining a baptismal devotion with
'Ascent '-ritual, can be traced through the users of
the Gospel of Thomas, the Peratae, the Naassenes/Ophites,
Justin the Gnostic and the '?hibionites' of Epiphanius,
and certain Jewish-Christians who claimed a 'James'-
tradition. (Apparently cognate groups, the users of
!pokryphon of John and of the Petrine apocrypha
from Nag Hammadi, offer insufficient liturgical data
to be incorporated here). It is argued that this complex
of sects derives from the chaos of the separation of
Christianity from Judaism.
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION

SUBJECT. SOURCES, METHODS.

1 Subject

The title of this investigation indicates the subject:
Worship in Second - Centu,ltyGnosticism - Studies in the Ritual
Lif'eof soma liarly Christian Minorities.

8) "Rityal Lif'e"
This investigation is a liturgical atudy, not an exercise in

the history of ideas (although the insights of that discipline are
respected and invoked); it is an attempt to detect and describe
ritual life, things done in ritual settings and for ritual purposes,

(1)an attempt to appreciate what participation in thmse acts felt like,
and (where evidence i~ available) what the participants intended to
achieve by them. The profe~sed theology of' the actors is not the
only, nor indeed always a reliable, guide to the intentions and
sensations and relationships of the actors; indeed, prectice and

. . (2)
conscious affirmation were not always in step in the Great Church,

I

and such inconsistencies are even less surprising when they occur

in groups that are marginal, dissident, reforming or threatened.

b) "Gnostics"
Since this study is not one of the history of 'ideas, it is

not an investigation of the nature of'"Gnosticism". Indeed, as the
work has progressed, the concept of a single entity of "Gnosticism"
has proved les8 and less helpful el,though it has not been necessary

to adopt the severely negative judgement of Morton Smith that the
( 3)entire concept is a misohievous academic fiction.

1 ef Mendelson 1967, Green 1977. 2 ef Keifer 1977
3 see Morton Smith 1981
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There were, efter all, certainly a number of groups who

explicity and deliberately called themselves fvwIT'''OI, "Men 0'
Insight": the followers of Karpokrates, the Naassenes, the "followers
of Prodikos", the so-called "Phibionites" and "Archontics'''. Some of

the features of the life and thought of these groups appear also in

others, and there does emerge from the chaos of second-century
Christianity an amorphous but distinguishable bundle of tendencies

(4)that is justifiably studied, for some purposes, as a unity. But it
is saying far too much to speak of a "Gnostic religion", as is done for

(5)example by Hans Jonas in recent times, and by Bousset~Anz and so many
(6)

others in former days. Such a view - all too convenient for polemical
purposes - is dangerously misleading, for it encour~ge8 a policy of
basing calculations of historical probability upon a priori

01 j SjIAI'SA!oe. iU

assumptions which are ~definitions. It is not necessary to be

a specialist in philosophy to see a crucial distinction between the
synthetic 8"l d the analytic. for e.xample: the interpretation of

(7 )
Pliny's evidence in !£ x 96 (97) is not helped by suggesting that the

Christians of Amastris or Sinope could not have sincerely given up
Christian practice because they were Gnosticsj who by definition
were indisposed to court martyrdom, or they must have been Catholics
because they di~ court martyrdom. which Gnostics by definition did
not do!

It is perhaps best to work with a description (rather than a
definition) of Gnosticism as a variable conglomeration of spiritual
aims - a quest for peace through understanding, through speculation,

through withdrawel, through mastery. through mysticism, by affirmation

4. as in
5 Jonas,
Anz 1897

Brox 1966, Casey 1936, Wilson 1958
Gnostic Religion 1963. G Bousset 1907,

7 Bauer (~.) 1972, 90-1
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of the subjective; a va~iable combination of religious methods -
myth-making, myth-mending, myth-reinterpretation, prayer, ab8tent~ion
from prayer, re-interpretation or elaboration or rejection of
sacraments and symbolic actions, intense individualism, intense
minority collectivism; and tendancy to value a number of common

(8) (9)mythical forms: the Humiliated Lady, the Reb.JrJnof the Wanderer,
(10)

the Ascent of the Soul with its pass-words and so on.

Another danger of working with an elaborate definition of 8

"Gnostic religion" is that attention comes inevitably to be (lrawntoo
excl~sively to philosophical systems, whereas on elementary historical
grounds, far greater influence is to be expected of systems of be-
haviour, and especially ritual behaviour. Such a method is not
indifferent to theology; but, in the words of francis Crawford 8urkit~11)

"Hymns may lie behind theology, 8S well 8S theology behind hymns".

c) "Minorities"
The groups whose practices are under consideration wSDe~in

most cases secbdeservedly so ~ntitled(12), followers of a specified

leader, but this is not the case with all of them, and the role of

thefeader differs significantly from one example to another. Despite
every methodological effort, "sect" cannot be freed from pejorative
overtones and, although the investigator too cannot disguise un-

O.t M@ .....'f
favourable judgements Q~ ~ places, historical method is subtly
compromised by building such adverse judgements into the definition

of the task.·

8 Kramer 1950/1 9 ef Kaster, 1970, eh.24 (Siriuhe)
10 Bousset, Himmelsreise 11 Church and 9nosis 1932
12 cf Shorter Oxfor~ English Dictionary 1947 I1,1827 (defn 3)
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Like "sect", "cult" is currently being used in sociology (13) to

denote a particular style of group life, and especially a distinct

phase of group development. In a theological tliscipline,"cult" is
best used of a particular direction of ~orship, to a divinity, or to

a saint, etc., ~hich may take place at very different social levels and
in ~idely varying communal styles. Some of the groups to be noticed
here defined themselves as cult-associations (7 Marcus, Peratae,)
but this is not apt to all, and where the classification is applied
from outside (Ophites) it is badly misleading.

"Heresies", as being "associations ~ith divisive and arbitary
opinions", could in most cases have been applieaj but this too suffers
from the disadvantage of pejorative meaning, and is also inept 8S

prejudicing sympathetic insight iota the self-perception of the g~oups

studied, •some of whom felt themselves to be the norm for the
Christian world, (the users of the Gospel of Thomas, and alao those of
the "Gospel uf Philip", are examples).-

It might be objected that "minorities", too, is prejudical,
especially if the suggestion of Bauer(14) that in the earliest Church

no majority. orthodoxy can be assumed, is accepted or held to be

probable. Even if Bauer was correct, ho~ever, the circumstances
which his theory was designed to~preciate nonetheless finally pre-
vailed - the dominance of a doctrinal orthodoxy beside which other
views, however loudly they dismissed the majority as "katholikoi",
common-or-garden Christians(,15)were and remained minorities. Quite

apart from the questions of minorities and ~ajorities (and in the

13Wallis 1975, ch 1 14 Bauer (W) 1972, ch 5, 10
15 1renaeus, AH, 1~I.xv.2 (11,79 Harvey)
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present state of oUf_'knowledge of second-century Christianity,

there ere many times and areas where such q~estions are unanswerable),
the issue of orthodoxy is not an anachronism at this period, even
although there may be no standard or majority convention to appeal
to, no element of "5ecurus judicat orbis terrarum" - to say nothing

of "Roma Locut.a. causa finita est"!

The ~ (see especially xxi. 20 - 29) is at least in part
directed to the issues of'rprinciple bitterly contended by Jewish

(16 )
Christians of differing views and Gentile Christians; and in Paul's

speech et Miletus (xx 17 - 38) to the presbyter-bishops of the
eEphesian Church the apostle is depicted as fo~seeing - of course,

with the wisdom of hind-sight - the incursions of "sevage wolves"
(29), presumably bearers of alien pagan influences, and the emergence

"even from your own body" of limenwho will distort the truth to
induce the disciples to break away and follow them" (30. NEB). The
preoccupation of the Pauline letters with issues demanding the
re~ation of the Gentile Christians bo Israel needs no demonstration,

lefll.st
but other doctrinal controversies are elsa at ~ making their
debut~17) The fourth GosJ!lel'S bitter tone in reference to "the Jews"

urgently needs explanation; and i~ addition to the shame and
resentment provoked in a Christian Jew by the failure of so many of
his people to receive Jesus as Messiah (and also perhaps the irritation
of a Galilean with "men of Judah"?) a feference to Jewish Christians
(~f. la vi. 59 - 71) may be a secondary or even a primary theme~18)

Jokt:.M",i~
In writing, I John, if Konrad Weiss(19)is correct,

it is possible to detect an esrly phase in the distinction of a

16 van Unnik 1967
19 ~'leiss'1967 ~7 Schmithals 1956 18 Curning 1949
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normative from misleading versions of the Christian proclamation.
In this last case, the pastoral method apparently adopted, of
sharing the language of novel theories to facilitate a fruitful
dialogue, is in marked contrast to the all-absorbing political
motivation posited by Bauer(~O) In one respect, Bauer's criticism of

an unquestioning acceptance by historians of the hereseologists'
terminology did not go far enough: weight must be given to the
observation of N.A. Dahl(21) that anti-heretical polemic was itself

one of the factors that created heresy.

The contention of Bauer, as modified by H.E.W. Turner~22) that

issues of orthodoxy were not at first so clearly discernible or
determinable as they coma to be in the light of experience, and that
there was for "a long time" a penumbra of undefined matters around

the central core of Christian teachings, has much to commend it. It
ill~strates, and is in some measure confirmed by, the developing
concept of "heresy" (to speak anachronistically) in the Pastoral
E.pistles. (23) In II Tim., the doctrinal danger is perceived aa a

, ,
preoccupation "with foolish and- ignorant speculations", f'w p~S 140tL

(ii 22), which lead to quarrels, distract the

mind from moral concentration, and expose people fascinated by them

to exploitation (ii. 23 - iii. 7); the way of orthodoxy is to avoid
subtleties and keep to basic matters. In Titus, doctrinal danger-
is created by men TCP<JU'EX0"\JTU 'lou6"'~t(.07s r-~eO~$ (i.14),8

description entirely ap; to the content of such works 8S Hypostasis

of the Archons and other documents producad by the chaos of the

separation of Christianity from Judaism. finally, with I Tim,

20 Bauer (W) 1972, ch.10 21 Dahl 196f
22 Turner (H.E.W.) Pattern of Christian Truth 1954
23 a~suming the orde; posited by Falconer 1937
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heterodoxy has grown into a complex of "Subversive doctrines", with
different encratite aystems of ethics, and questioning of the goodness
of creation (iv. 1 - 5). By observing this development, I have been
led to the classification of Christian minorities which provides the
structure of th~..presentation.

d) "Early Christian"
No attempt is made here to determine whether or not any

specified group was "Christian", except in so far as it belongs or
does not belong within the framework of Christian history. Simon

Magus (for e~ample) was denied by Justin Martyr the name of Christian;
yet he received Christian baptism, belonged to 8 Christian f.llowship
and shared its worship. No doubt the condemnation of Peter warns
him (and informs us) that Simon's understanding of religion is utterly
inadequate to comprehend the Christian faith, and Lt is hardly
possible to ask if Simon could at any time of his life have answered
us if we ~er8 to question him as to his being a Christian; yet he and
his reputation have affected Christian History, and hia atory is part
of the Christian family lore, for good or ill. The case of Marcus
iea little different: it will be shown that the proper milieu of his

"sacrament" is Hellenistic magic, and that his use of Christian rites
and words is hardly at all informed by Christian belief; but what is
known of him concerns an event in a Christian Church's worship life,
and he too must for our present purposes be reckoned among the

Christians.
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2 Principal Sources : a) The Hereseologists
Despite the disadvantages inevitably attendant upon the use

o~ hostile evidence, the hereseologists remain the first of
available sources for an investigation such as this. In the course
of this work, as in the researches of others, the newly available
documents from Nag Hammadi have both supplemented and corrected,
but at many points confirmed, the accounts of the Catholic fathers.

Some brief observations on the hereseologisal texts must be made.

t ) The "Lost Syntagma" 0 f Justin, and his "First Apology"

The words of Justin in I Apol xxvi, where he refers to a
general work against sectarian forms of Christianity that he has
beside him, and which is available to the EmPeror if he is interested,
(1 ) naturally suggest (though they do not state outright) that the

work is his own composition. The possibility that this work may lie
behind Irenaeus' statements about the heresies that flourished
before his own time is noted at several places where it is
relevant to the dating of the information discussed. However, the
extent and method of such bor~owing by Irenaeus cannot be reliably
estimated; nor is it possible to define the relationship between

Justin's book (if it existed) and other sources used by Irenaeus,
such as lithetradition of the Elders,,~2) I Apol. is also a source

in its own right.

ii) The "Adversus Haereses't of Irenaeus (3 )

In th~ discussion of Marcus ("Cults of Power", 6) a major

issue Is raised as to the place of Irenaeus' account of this man

and his disciples in the first book of Adversus Haereses (A.H.)
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as first written. The suggestion there made (4) is so closely

tied to the discussion of Marcus that it is not argued here.

Nonetheless, it is of considerable import; for, if correct, it

separates Marcus from the Valentinian schools entirely, and so

precludes the interpretation of the Valentinian systems in terms of

Marcus' ritual(5] incidehtly ~etting aside most of the evidence

previously adduced on the matter of Valentinian rites; it also

precludes the interpretation of Marcus in terms at a Valentinian

theology, thus obviating the need to marry a speculation 'both subtle

and profound with a mystagogy that is, frankly, gross; and it makes

necessary some new exploration of the supposedly V8l~ntinien

"Sacrament of the bride-chamber" and commendatio animae.

iii) The "Hypomnemata" of Hegesippus (6)

Hegesippus' five books of "Memoirs", composed after his return

to the East from Rome after the start of the ponti fieate of Oeutherus

(174 - 189), are especially relevant to the problema of secterian

Jewish Christianity.

iv) The "Physiologus"

It has been argued by Ursula Treu(7) that the "Phyaiologus"

belongs to the second century. An examination of the text(B) has not

brought to light any evidence relevant to this discussion.

v) Tertullian, "de praescriptione haereticorum"
~

The usual convention by which the summary of heresies eppend~d

to many MSS of this work(9) is referred to as "Pseudo-Tertullisn" is

not here observed, both 8S a mental caution against undervaluing. its

(4) 159-165 infra. (5) As by Sagnard, La gnose valentinienne (1947)
416-425_ (6) In Eusebius, h.e. (7) znw-57 (1966) 101-4.
(8) See also Petavius,cd.,Epi hanii... era (1682) 189-223.
(11) Cpfl.JIr;_')~: p.n.T.f'onolo TTT 1;7,?_11; v;n-df'n Brink omits.
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evidence, and also es en acknowledgement that its addition does not

seem to be so much an attempted felsification e8 8 sensible step by a
user of de praescriptione. It is referred to by its Incipit, "Quorum

haereticorum."

ut) The "Lost S:t_ntagma"of Hippolytu9, snd derived works.
The hypothesis-of Lipsius in Die Quellenkritik des Epiphanios

(1865) that there is a common source behind guoru~ haareticorum,
Epiphanius' panarion~10) Theodoret's Haereticorum fabulorum
compendium a-ndfilastrlua' diverserum haereseon liber~ 11) is here

assumed, end has proved of greet benefi,t.

viL), The Refutation of Hippolytus
The arguments of Pierre Neutin that the Refutation ia not by

Hippolytus, have received little attention and les8 favour.(12) However,

Neutin's questions cannot easily be brus~ed aside. There remain
problems about the whole Hippolytan corpus: The "resum'" in
Refutation X differs in pleces from the previous nine books it 1s
supposed to epitomise; the account of Noetua in B!1 is hard to reconcile

with that in contra Noetum(13); the presence of a Syrian anap~ora(14)
-in whet is taken as a ~omBn document,"ABostolic Tradifion~ has yet to

be explained. Until tlies~Btter8 can be re80lvfd It tilaemsmethod-
ologically sounder to call the author 0' the Refutation (Raf,) "the
Refutatorlt• Whoever the author, the work(15)la still very clearly
written against bishop Cellistu! (217 - 222) by B contemporary who
belonged to Rome, as is evidenced in the statements on the Book of

Elchasai (Cults of Power, 7)

(10) ed.Holl (GCS). (11) For Theodoret, Migne PL 83,335-
556; for Filastrius, Marx (CSCL). (12) cr Nautin, Le dosi1er
d'Hippolyte et de M6liton (1953); Quasten, Patrology 11,166
comments without argument. (13) ed.Charlesworth.
(14) See Smith (1970) (15) edd.Duncker-Schneidewin and
ed.Wendland (GCS); see Koschorke, ~polyts Ketzerbek~mprung
(1CJ75). --
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~he Panarion of Epiphanius, and the works of Theodoret of

Cyrus and of Filastrius of Brescia have already been mentioned

in connection with the "lost Syntagma". Also to be mentioned,

without any need for comment, are Clement of Alexandria's
. (16)Stromatels , and particularly the seventh book(17), which is

explicitly anti-heretiaal, the same author's Excerpta e~

Theodoto(18), and Origen's Contra Celsum(19).

In such an investigation, the whole of patristic liter,ture

~ight reasonably be laid under contribution not only

the works of anti-heretical tone, such as the letters of Ignatius
. (20) (21)of Antloch ,and of Polycarp and the ~p06tolic Constitutions •

hut also devotional works like Origen's On pray~(23) and fictional

literature of the character of the Acts of peter(24) and the

"C'Lementi ne Romance". (25)

~he few directly litur~ical rlocuments may be quickly listed.

~he welJ-known letter of Pliny, fp.X.96 (97) is here read as an

account of initiation, according to the interpretation. of Harnack,

1G edd Preuschen, 3tHhlin (GCS) 17 ed Hart and Mayor
18 ed Casey 19 ed Koetschau (OCS), tr Chndwick'
20 ed Funk etc 21 ibid 22 ed funk 23 tr Jay 2/fe d Bonnet
25 ed OCS.
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which the present author has defended in print~26) For the
rensons offered in that connection, the Didache (at least in
its oJdest strata) is given the earlier date maintained by

Tl-teusc of ~postolic Tradition must be very cautious
in view of the as yet unanswered questions raised by Ratcliff(2R)

,

and hy Smith(29) in the matter of the anaphora; on the other....
hand, the evidence of Tertullian's de baptismo(30) and of the

(31 )Acts of Perpetua shows that its evidence for initiation
is more reliable.

26 cf "'Plinyand the Liturgy - Yet A~ain" in the forth-coming
volume of TU devoted to the papere of the 1973 Oxford Congress
of PatriStic Studies.
27. and against Vokes, Riddle, 1938. 28 LiturGical Studies,
1976, 18-hO. 29.cf n. 1"-,p.10. 30. ed Lupton.
31. edd llarris, Gifford, 1890 (Gk); ed Knopf-KrUger-Ruhbach,
(Lat.)

,
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3 The Catalo~ues of Heresies and Sects
It was more than a tactical need that drove the Catholics

to list the heresies IIIhichthey opposed. Tactical needs were
,

certainly very real - the device of tracing a 6t~8o~ of sectaries
implied that they were all plagiarists and not the bold innovators
they sometimes liked to seem - but the proliferation of sects that
marked the second century produced a confusion that the passage of
time has not completely resolved, and if the you~ Christian Church
was to find its identity it needed to see very clearly the iesues
which confronted it, to distinguish the voices which threatened ~
wooed it.

i.lo
The lists given to us by the heres~gists are ind.spenssble

as a way into the confusion, but they are not satisfactory guides,
for they are tendentious in their ordering. In general, the
examples felt by the particular author to be the worst, the most
threatening, are placed last, et the conclusion of a crescendo of
error. So Justin, in his Apology, lists Simon, Menender and Marcion.
Hegesippus moves from Simon and Jewish - Christian figures onward to
Valentinus and Basilides - it is curious that Satornil l' the ·last
and he looks lika an after-thought. This order appears,again in
Apostolic Constitution~.(1) ~owever, and eo perhap~ Satornil was more
threatening a figure to the Syrian Church tha~ extant evidence
suggests. For Irenaeus, the pressing danger is Ptolemaus; his
argument begins with an exposit~on of that writer, and his survey
of schismatic history begins with Simon (r xxi) and proceeds to the
emergence of Valentinu8 and his school, ptolemaeus returning 88 its

extreme expression (I.xxix). tram Lipsius' reconstruction of "the
lost Syntegma". it appears that Marcion is the chief target. In the

Refut8tion, Pope Callistus is certainly the arch - villai~.

(1) VI.vii-viii: Simon, Cleobius, Doaitheos, Kerinthos,
MarkOR, Menanrlros, n~Gilirtes, Sntornil.



For the purpose of this investigation, it has proved

impossible to rely on any lists left by the hereseologists -
but equally impossible also to do without 80me attempt at class-
ification. The groups to be considered cannot be considere~ as
undifferentiated if their lIturgical usages are to ~e sought with
any pretence a~ realism. As a result of this study, they are
grouped under three h~ading;, in the order in which the three
categories first made their entrance upon the earry Christian stege.

The first, and in a aense the paradigmatic, "heretic" i'
Simon of Gitta, who is portrayed ae claiming to be in person the
Great Power. Thus considered, he is indeed typical of a particular
form of cult, which we have called "Cults of Power". The largest

d.t'lottJbulk of available informati-on turns out to be that which is ~lv d tad
food>.

to them. Our presentation of them as a group c~~19!rationale, and
that r.ationaleis given in term er the psychology of religion, with
especial reference to what might be called corporate religious
ataVism. Under this heading are ranged: Simon, Menander, Satornil,
Carpocrates, Kerdon, Marcus and "Elchasai".

A careful study of the information given by the Refutation
about the Naassenes and others, using further evidence from Clement
of Alexandria and Epiphanius, and adducing the bewildering mesa of
Nag Hammadi documents, makes it possible (in the submission of this

• " J/ .

study) to detect a series of groups created and then left isolated by the
separation of Christianity from Judaism. These groups, originally
eccentric Jewish-Christian in character, show signs of increasing
syncretism, although there are also indications of reaction in a

Christian direction. To this section of our study belong the
"Naassenes" (or "Dpht tes"}, the Peratae, the "Se th iaris" (not a

distinct sect Qr tradition, but a self-designation used by several
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groups of this kind at various times), and tha "Archcmtit.s"of
Eplpha 'nius, who fell outside the time of our investigation.

"" e 0 (0:1 i"",1,/
The third heading c~vers the most ~eelig,eel%Y interesting

of all. Indeed, if this were a study in the history of doctrine,
they could not be herded together under one general rubric. In terms
of liturgy, however, there is least to say of them. Our information

,
is most disappointingly meagre. What they have in common is that

they assume a Gentile Christianity. They are therefore grouped

together here as "the Gentile Counter - Churches"; they comprise

Basilides, Valentinus, Martian, Tatian and Montanus. These in-

dividuals and their grouping together is not intended to suggest

uniformity', but their appearance in such numbers, and at times
not far separate, is evidence that the Gentile Church, in its life
and doctrine 1n general but in its worship in particular, ha~

pressing questions to answer.

,
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4 Princieal Sources b) Sectarien Texts

The sources for the study of early Christian Sects, liturgy,

and doctrines, of Gnosticism, and the Hellenistic wo~ld in general

have been so much extended by the 6iscovery(1) of the Neg Hammedi

texts that a review of sectarian documents must start with the contents
of these thirteen papyrus codices. Despite intense study devoted to

them(2), uncertainties remain, and any researchers who intend to use

them must state the presuppositions as to their provenance and

character upon which they intend to proceed.

It was at first, and quite naturally assumed thet the collection

~ theologically homogeneous, allowing for such obvious interlopers
l'

as an except from Plato's Republic, another from the He~etic tractate
~

Asclepius, and the already known Sentences of Sextus~3) Even the

limited assumption that a single group had gathered all the texts for

1'\corpus of docttines and rites that called for or somehow 8cco~od8tBd

its own purposes would carry the implication that such e group had 8
\

this collection of texts, diverse as they are. Such a body would be

of exceptional interest to historians of religion, if it e~isted.

The collection itself, however, 'shows signs of being gathered from

variegBt~d sources for a patron:(4) the possibility that this patron

gathered them out of mere curiosity has been described as banal (5) -

though this motive, banal or not, can never b~ ruled out, and may have

contributed to the formetion of the earlier collections fused in the

present Nag Hemmedi collection, end the alweys greater li~elihood,
that the texts were assembled for and by 8 herespologist (as had been

done by Ireneeus, by the Refutator, and by Epiphanius in their day)

has bean progressively strengthened, to the poi~t of virtual certainty,

by recent research into the history of the Pachomian monastery near

(1) See Doresse, Secret Books,116-127. (2) Surveyed by Giversen
(~963)and Scholer (1971ff). (3)CG VI/5} VI/7-VI/8; XII/1.
( ) See CG VI: 15, 7-end. (5)" ••• interpretation •••toute superficiell~'
;.o Pll nC11, If" (111 V" ,.,11 '{ ~ cri. t r; • • .' ( 1oSO) 11, ") •
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which the f.indwas made and the special role of Shenoute.(7)

Though there ar~ still some aspects under which it is right and

necessary to consider the Nag Hammadi library as a single entity -

as a body of new material for scholarly 9.simi18tion~8) or as the

precipitate of conflicts between theologies or cultures~9) for

example - it is more important to consider the significance of the

individual tractates, so fer as that can be estimated with or without

indication of their locus of origin. (The placi~~ and interpretation

of the codices themselves, each one a collection in itself, except

C. G. X, is another task in its own right, beyond the scope of this

investigation) •

We use here the nomenclature and codicology of the Coptic

Gnostic Library Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity,
(10) . (11)with minute modif1cations, and with an eye also to the work

of the French Canadian counterpart.

1) C.G. 1/1 (1/5, Canadian; flyleaf, A, 1 - B, 10): Prayer of the

Apostle Paul is here taken as Valentinian.

ii) C.G. 1/2 (Canadian, 1/1; 1:1 - 16:30) : Apok~~phon o( James
II

is here taken as "Jewish - Christian of the Greet Church.

iii) C.G. 1/3 (1/2, Canadian; p. 16:31 - 43: 24, and C.G. XII/Z):

lb.e GosEel Of Truth is here read as a Valentinian text.

iv) C.G. 1/4 (1/3 Canadian; p. 43:25 - 50:18): The 'Treatise on
R eScAJYe",t.. 'Rs:!>e\fLec L10tl or Epistle to Rheginus" is also here read as Valentinian.,..

~) C.G. 1/5 (1/4 Canadian; p. 51:1 - 138.25) : The Tripartite

Tractate is read here as a Valentinian document, albeit of 8 distinctive

character.

vi) C.G. 11/1 (p.1 - 32:9; of 111/1. B.G. 8502/2, Irenaeu8 A.H.

I xxix Massuet .. I.xxvii, Vol. 1,211-' Harvey): The Apocryphon of John

(7) See Young (1970), SMve-SBderberg (1975), Orlandi (1982).
(8) See Cullmann (1949), Wilson (1974), M~nard (1975), Wilson
(1978), Krause (1978). (9) BBhlig 1974; ~ysterionund Wahrheit
(1<)68) RO-111. (10) NHLE x i ii-ocx, (11) e.p:., "Authenti.kcsLortoa'!,
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was already known, without a title, from Irenaeus, although its

literary unity could be appreciated only after the Barlin papyrus

had been identified by Carl Schmidt in 1909 as representing the

source. It was regarded as "Barbelo - Gnostic" because of tha

centrality of Barbelo in Irenaeus' account; it is used hare as
Na"SSen.e.~

evidence of the Peratae - Nee.~e~es - Ophites comple~.

vii) C.G. 11/2 (32:10 - 51: 28; of P.Ox. 1, 654, 655 and Puech's

"bandel ette , (I~)funetaire"): The Gospel of Thomas.

The Oxyrhynchus lo~ia had been known since the end of the

nineteenth century, and had encouraged the view that before the
n

cafonical gospels were written there existed non-narrative sayings -

collections. This view is still maintained in some quarters, even

with the added theory that Thomas, the coptic text of which supplies

the whole of which ~ Ox. 1, 654, 655 are fragments, represents a genre

older and more authentic that the synoptics. Even without such ex-

travagant hypothes~s, the case has been argued for a "rehabilitation"

of Thomas.

The Gospel 0 f Thomas differs from the canonical gospels and

the previously known apocryphal ixnitations not in being a non-

narrative primitive gospel but in singling out sayings from 8 narrative

setting. As is argued below, this singling out is directed to polemical
0..

ends immediately related to the prediclments of certain Jewish-

C~fistians during the agonising rupture of Christianity from Judasim.

The questions posed by that situation appear in Thomas as questions

posed by the disciples to Jesus:

"Wouldst thou that we fast? And how should we

pray (and) should we give alms, and what diet

should we observe"?

(12) Literature surveyed in Tripp (1981).
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(log. 6; 81 :14-18, p , 4-5 GuiLlaumont);

"We know that thou wilt go away from us.

Who is it who shall be great over us?"

(lQg. 12; 82: 25-27, p. 8-9 bullaumont);

»Tell us how our end will be."

(Log. 18; 84: 9-11, pp 12-13 Gualaumont)j

"Tell us what the Kingdom of Heaven is Like."

(!£g. 20; 84: 20-28, pp 14-15 GUdlaumont);

"Show us the place where thou art, for it is necessary

for us to seek it."

(1£g 24; 86: 3-6 pp 18-19 GUllaumont);

"When wilt thou be revealed to us and when shall we

see thee?"

l!ag. 37; 87: 27-29, pp 22-23 GUdlaumont)j

"When will the repose of the dead come about, and when

will the new world come? ••• Twenty four prophets spoke in

Israel and they all spoke about thee •••• Is

circumcision profitable or not?" \

(logia 51-52-53j 90: 7-10. 12-15, 18-19,

pp 28-31 Guillaumont);

"Thy brethren and th~ mother are standing out.aide".

(!£g. 99; 97:21-23, pp 50-51 Guillaumont);

"When will the Kingdom come?"

(log. 113; 99: 12-14. pp 54-55 Guillaumont).

There are ground, for believing that the Gospel of Thomes was

compeed in Greek but in a Semitic language milieu, which makes it

possible to infer that the traces of early and semi-indeppndent

tradition of the words of Jesus which have been detected in Thomes
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may be ascribed to a period when oral tradition of Jesus' 10g1a in

Aramaic was still alive, and could still influence the f~rms in
\

which Greek versions of the same logia were presented. In essence,e
however, Thomas shows signs of being dependfnt on the four canonical

gospels, and it reflects some secondary developments in Jewish

Christianity after the Jewish-Christian rift. It stands near the

head-waters of a distinct stream of Jewish-Christianity, within which

may be also placed Apocalypse of James, Apocalypse of Paul. Hypostasisof th

Archons, Origin of the World, Testimony of Truth, Trimorphic Protennoi:

This sheds light on some documents which appear to react against the

stance adopted by Gospel of Thomas and its cognates: II Apocalypse of

James".Ap.£'£TYIlll.QrJ.of James. Gospel of Mary •.APocry~hon of John.

viii) C.Q. 11/3 (51:29 - 86:19): The Gosgel of Philip.fr3)

This t8~t, one of those from the Nag Hammadi collection that

have received considerable scholarly attention already, end particulacli

from a liturgical point of view, is not easy to place. 'It quotes from
.,~:g

"the apostle Philip" (7'ti-r1"8') in the third person, the unavoidable

inferences being that the author of this book does not claim to be the

apostle Philip, and that the source quoted is the "Gospel of Philip"

detected among the "Phibionites" of Panarion. l:!!!.!!.t. xxvi. We, ere
No.Q.ss~"e.

thus pointed toward the NeeS6i16 - ophite group, and the book does in-

deed appear in the same codex as products of that group (Thomes,

Hyposta',is of the Archcm!!_,Origin of the World). However, it lacks the

typical thealogoumena of that group (Mother, Snake, tree of knowledge,

etc.) and before the addition of the co1ophon naming Philip, it
has moved or has always existed outside the milieu in which The Gos~

of Philip properly so called is known and used. Achamoth and Plane

occur in the text; the use of these Valentinian terms causes us to

(13) Literature surveyed in Tripp (1982)
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place the book among Valentift~an works, albeit with some caution.,
ix) C.G. 11/4 (86: 20-97:23): Hypostasis of the A~hoftl is,like

the following, associated with Gospel of Thomas (vii).

x) C.G. 11/5 (97:24-127:17): Origin of the World

xi) C.G. 11/6 (127:18 - 137:27): Exegesis oM the Soul is classed

as Valentinian.

xii) C.G. 11/7 (138: 1 - 145:19): Thomas the Contender belongs

to the milieu of early Syrian encratism; it may in 90me sense be

classifiable with Apoq-yphonof John (II/1) and other books witnessing to

a reaction against Gospel of Thomas (vii), etc; but it has yielded no

liturgical evidence, and is not cited.

xiii) C.G. 111/1 (1:1 - 40:11) another copy of (vi)

xiv) C.G. 111/2 (40:12 - 69:20). The Sacred Book of the Great

Invisible Spirit which, under its misleading sub-title (69:6), ~

Gospel of the Egyptians", appears in Ref.v 7.9 along with Gospel of

Thomas among the books o~ the Naassenes.

xv) C.G. 111/3 (70:1 - 90:13): Eugnostos the Blessed, which is

followed by its christianized form,

xvi) C.G. 111/4 (90:14 - 119: 18): Sophia Jesu Christi appears to
(J,

be basically pagan work in process of adoption by Christians who also,.
used Apocryphon of John - for the latter work is found with Sophia

Jesu Christi and Gospel of Mary in B.G. 8502 (19:6-77:7).

xvii) C.G. 111/5 (120:1-149:28): Dialogue of tha Saviour is here

classed with the sane tradition as Apocryobon .•of John.

xviii) C.G. Iv/1 (1:1-49:28 another copy of (vi).

xix) C.G. Iv/2 (50:1-81:2): another copy of (xiv); its

association here with Apokryphon of John argues that the Apokryphon
tAUt'uti.

of John and its tradition are deoised from Gospel of Thomas and its

tradi tion (including Sacred Book~, and that the corrective movement

which produced tha Apokryphon took with it at thai ~ separation the
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Sacred Book.

xx) C.G. V/1 (1:1-17:18): another copy of (xv) but here associated
with Apocalypse of Paul (v/2) which suggests that Eugnostos, a pagan
text, was adoptad unchanged by the tradition which used Gospel of
Thomas and Apocalypse of Paul. If this is correct, it would appear
that (xvi), the christianized form, is the product of the corrective
movement just referred to.

xxi) C.G. V/2 (17:19-24:9): The Apocalypje of Paul must be related
in a way as yet not finally determined with the non-canonical Apocalypse
of the same title. In its Nag Hammadi form, it is cogna~e with Gospel
of Thomas. ,

xxii) C.G. V/3 (24:10 - 44:10: First Apocalypse of James is here
presented as another product of the corrective movement, in this case
a revision of

xxiii) C.G. V/4 (44:11 - 63:33): Second Apocalypse of James, which is
here argued to be cognate with Gospel of Thomas.

xxiv) C.G. vis (64:1 - 85:32); Apocalypse of Adam belongs with Gospel
of Thomas, according to the testimony of Penarion, heer.xxvi.

xxv) C.G. VI/1 (1:1-12:22): Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles
~ ~ ~~oel·,.;fu.
is in tAi~ !~epti~a6io= plag~ with the corrective movement mentioned

l f '11'1{«~ ~ ~elj)&..l ~Iilf..r..". .. t;"~.under '(xix), SI"'"' "';> r I" r

xxvi) C.G. VI/2 (13:1-21:32): The Thunder - Perfect Mind is, as

MacRae says "difficult to classify". Its relatlonship,distent but
sure, with Jewish Wisdom - speculation and its combination of ascetic
with e'/'ot!cimagery together cause one to speculete that it may lie
behind the E""oia-myth applied to Helen in some accounts of Simon
Magus; but it has yielded no evidence for this investigation.
xxvii) C.G. VI/3 (22:1 35:24): Anthentikos Logos is here

tentatively ascribed to e Syrian encratite tradition, perhaps that of
Tatian.
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xxviii) C.G. VI/4 (36:1 - 48:15): ~ refers to the anomoean

heresy of the fourth century; it therefore falls outside the scope of

this investigation. It may be "Archontic."

xxix) C.G. VIis (48:16 - 51:23): Republic 5888 - 5898

xxx.)C.G. VI/6 (52:1 - 63:22): "Discourse on the Eighth ahd Ninth"

is Hermetic - or is meant to seem to be Hermetic. It is here con-
,

sidered, albeit briefly, in connection with the Paratae.
,

xxxi) C.G. VI/7 (63:33 - 65:14): Prayer, from Asc1epius is cognate

with (xxx) as is also

xxxii) C.G. VI/B (65:15 - 78:43): Ascleplus 21-29

xxxiii) C.G. VIllI (1:1 - 49:9): Paraphrase of Shem is here

ldenti fled with the "Paraphrass 0 f Seth" in Ref. 11.22, and placed wi th

the Peratae - Naassenes - "Sethians" sequence.

xxxiv) C.G. VII/2 (49:10 - 70:12): Second Logos of t~e Great Seth is

here associated with the Peratae.

xxxv) C.G. VII/3 (70:13 - 84:14): Apocalxpse of Peter has yielded

nothing for this study.

xxxvi) C.G. VII/4 (B4:15 - 118:9): Teachings of Silvanus appears to

be a later monastic appeal to ethical endeavour as the best protective

against heresy. On these grounds, it is omitted from examination.

xxxvii) C.G. VII/5 (118:10 - 127:7): The Three Steles of Seth is

here classified as a document of Jewish MeAkabah mysticism.

xxxix) C.G. VIII/l (1:1 - 132:9): Zostrianos is pIeced among the t«I.rks

of the Peratae

xl) C.G. VIII/2 (132:10 - 140:27): Letter of Peter to Philip

is tentatively assoicated with the corrective movement noted in relation

to (vii) •

•
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xli) e.G. IX/I (1:1 - 27:10): Melchizedek is regarded as a

Jewish Christian document of a distinctive kind,

xlii) e.G. IX/2 (27:11 - 29:5): The Thougbb of Norea is for present

purposes considered in connection with the Peratae.

xliii) e.G. IX/3 (29:6 - end, damaged): Testimony of Truth is

argued to be Naassene.

xliv) e.G. X/I (1:1 - 68:18): Marsanes is a Peratic document.
"'>..xlv) C.G. XI/1 (1:1 - 21:35): Interpretation of Knowledge is

Valentinian, as is the following

xlvi) e.G. XI/2 (22:1 - 39:39): ValentLnian Exposition.

xlvii) e.G. XI/3 (45:1 - 69:20): Allogenes is argued to be a

document of Merkabah mysticism.

xlviii) e.G. XI/4 (69:21 - damaSied end): Hypsiphrone is too damaged

to be of assistance.

xlix) e.G. XII/1 (15:1 - 34:28; both ends lost): S~ntences of

Sextus may be classified with (xxxvi).

1) e.G. XII/2 (53:19 - 60:30; both ends lost): another copy of

(if) .

Ii) (The fragments from the end of e.G. XII do not merit listing

here).

Ii) e.G. XIII/l (35:1 - 50:24): Trimorphic Protennoie is Peretic/

Naessene,

Iii) e.G. XIII/2 (51:1 - 79 end): Another copy of (x).'",

liii) El.G. 8502/1 (Beginning lost, 7:1-19:5) and P.Ryl', 468; Gospel,
of Mary is placed as indicated under (xvi).

liv) B.G. 8502/4 (128,1 - 141:7): The Act of Peter may wall belong

to the same corrective movementJ possibly as a counter to

"gnosticizing" misuses of the sto'ry of Ananias and Sapphira (Acts V-
1-11). It has proved too alight to be of value in the present work.
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Iv) Codex Askewianus, in which five documents may be dist-

inguished, although it is convenient to cite the whole codex ~9

"PisUs Sophia" :

Iv~a) an account of the Repentances of Sophia (1 - 114; Pistis

Sophia I, 1-52)

Iv) a: a fragment on names (114 verso)

Iv) b: Second Tome of the Pistis Sophie~(115 - 233 recto; Platls

Sophia II, 63 - 100).

Iv) c: Part of the Books of the Saviour (233 verso - 234 verso;

Pistis Sophia. II 101);

Iv) d: Part of the Books of the Saviour (235 recto - 318 recto;

Pistis Sophia. III 102 - 135);

Iv) e: Part of the Books of the Saviour (318 verso - 336 verso;

Pistis Sophia, IV 136-143);

Iv) f: Dialogue of Jesus on final Destiny (345 recto - 354 Versa;

Pistis Sophia. IV 144-148):

Iv) g: Later addition (355 recto; Pistis Sophia IV 148)

That these documents belong together in a comparatively late

stage of the Peratae - Naassene ~ Ophite tradition can hardly be

doubted. How they relate to one another is less clear. Lischtenhan's

views (1894) suggest caution in using them on the assumption that they

represent the same stage or style of theological reflection.

Lvf ) Codex Brucianus, another collection of three "Ophite" and

one "Peratic" work:

rvi ) a: First Book of Jeu (pp , 1-53) ;

1vi) b: Second Book of Jeu (PP. 54-85);

Ivi) c: f,ragment of a gnostic hymn (p.8?);

lvi) d: Fragment on the passage of the soul (p.88);
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lvi) e: the "Untitled Text", or Cosmological Treatise" (pp 1 -

suggested by

which we regard as a unity, and call by the name usefully
8c,.,.l<i tt (111-)
8ilkett, Setheus.

51, 52 - 6).

(14) Church and Gnosis (1932) 63. For Pistis Sophia, I have
used Schmidt-McDermot; for the contents of Codex Brucianus,
Baynes and Schmidt-McDermot. The arel1ments of Burkitt (1922)
and (1926) have persuaded me that Pistis Sop~ is a Coptic
composition of the fourth century, and therefore outside the
immediate scope of this study.

For the separate Nag Hammadi treatises, the editions used are
noted at the first citation of the respective works.

'Gnostic gems' have not been brought into the discussion of
this subject very much since the work of King (1887). They do
not figure in this study, although the literature has been taken
into consideration (see H.Leclercq in DACL VI/1, 1924, 838-842,_:..t ~
P60-864), on the grounds that the gems belonr, in a niveau of
popular relip,ion where theological distinctions are negligible
and seotarian allegiances extremely fluid. Allegedly 'Gnostic'
art has nbt been judged helpful, either, whether in ihe case of,
the statue in Illustration I, or of the tomb painting described
by Achelis in ZnW 1 (1900) 210-218.
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5 A Scene Set: Worship in the Hellenistic World

An. adequate appreciation of the place and significance of the

rituals of the early Christian minorities would req~ire an extensive

account of the cultic observances of the Hellenistic World. Within

the limits of this present study, a sketch must suffice.

a) The Extent of Ritual Expression

It would probably be unrealistic to describe the Hellenistic Wo(1J..

as being exceptionally religious; but is was certRinly a world in

which ritual expression extended into every area of corporate life,

and in which religious acts were like.ly to be sel f-conscious and

studied.

period of

The second century of the Christian era coincided with a
""j",o./lidtS

religious and social change. The end of the .!jennies of
IMt..n;"tS

Domi tian and the accession of the Q;,,£aos seemed to mark a new

departure in social ethics, for example: denunciation by anonymous

informers was, so T~.jan wrote to Pliny (la. X, 98), unworthy of the

new world: nee nostri saeculL This utterance was provo.ked by. an

enquiry of a provincial governor deeply disturbed by the neglect of

the temples and of traditional worship (1[. X, 97). A remarkable

proportion of the Emperors showed a profound personaL interest in

worship: Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, and Philip the Arabian all occur

to the mind. (I)
The repeated insistence throughout the Historie Augusta

on the observance by new Emperors of the officia, the due respects, to

the deities and temples of Rome, though it Is a report from the fourth

century, is true also of the second. Worship was of interest at all

levels of society, even whe~e a Lucian scoffed at it and e Petroniu9
(7)

Arbi ter made it the foil far indecent humour. The biography o.f

AppolloQius of Tyana reflects a popular belief that the mysteries
0')give insight into truth.

(1) Hadrian i.6it-1arcusxiii.1-2,xxiv.4; cf Herodian I.v.2,II.iii.11,
II.vi.12,III.viii.4,IV.v.6. (2) Lucian, On Sacrifices, Judgements
of the Goddess, Menippus, de dea Syria (ed. Harman, I11.153-171,384-
409,IV.71-109, IV.337-411)j Petronius, Satyric on xvii.44.
("))Philostrntus, yHn Ayollonii II1.xvi, VIILiv-v.
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Religious observance defined the identity of a community, 8S

Artemis did for the Ephesians (Acts xix 23 - 36). Cultic practice

marked the events also of family life - birth, adolescence, marriage,

parturition, death. It brought together devotees, whether for the

feasts of Serapis - "the god invites you to hts couch", or for the

initiations into Dionysiac perFection and the like~4)

b) Variety and Strata 0 f Ritual Expression

The Hellenistic world was a vast diversity'orought into one by

the conquests of Alexander and the succeeding hegemony'of Ro~e.

Many cults were intensely local, but many others spread from their

place of origin to flourish elsewhere. This disgusted some, for whom

the influx of Orontes (the drainage of Ant.'och)into the Tiber was an

occasion for alarm; others took the mingling almost as a matter of

course - we find Catullus composing epithalamia for weddings by
(5)Roman and for Greek rites without any hint of incongruity.

Hellenistic ritual life was, as avar with cultic activity, many-

layered. The oldest deities of field and chase survived, as did

magical arts designed for miscellaneous purposes: revelation-magic

for guidance, other magics to secure health, love or revenge. The

state cults were largely traditional, but were embellished by new forms

of Caesar-cult and occasionally by direct adoption or transportation
(6 )of shrines and deities.

The oracles showed a last flowering in the second century. It

seems indeed that it uaa possible to create B new one in favourable

circumstances. For those who wented to go beyond guidance and

gratification, there were the mysteries. The experience of Lucius

Apuleius, fictionalised in the Golden Ase, ~ives an insight into

the moral force of the sense of regeneration and the sheer beauty of

(4) Serapis: Koenen (1967) 121-6; Dionysus: Matz (1963) 16-21.
(5) Juvenal, Sat.iii.62; Catullus, Carm.lxi and lxii.
(6) Carcopino-rET 1956) 137-144; Ehrenbers and Jones (1955) 81-97;
Suetonius, ~p,ula 22, Clnudius 25.
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mystical vision that the rites of Isis might convey.

c) The Jews

Against this kaleidoscopic background stood out the cultus of

the Jews. Most noticable, and most threatening to some, was their

domestic worship, with its silently obtrusive day of rest and their

candles burning in the window or even in the street at Hanukkah. Of
ODcircum(ision, a Gentile fouhd it hard even to speak.

The cultus of the Synagogue was equally dis~inctive. To the

few who entered the House of Assembly, the House of Interpretation, the

gathered men reading their sacred books, the ~ (Acts xv 21) and the

Haftaroth (Luke iv 16-17) might resemble a convention of philosophers

conversing upon divine things. For those who stayed outside,the

synagogue might represent only a close-knit, isolated and yet
cl»international, vigorously supportive community.

Behind all this was the distant Temple in Jerusalem. While it

stood, even paga~s regarded it as an ancient and sacred place, although

no doubt its cycle of daily offering, its annual Day of Atonement, end

its centrality to the Pesah, were known in detail only to Jews._,...
In some areas at least, Judaism was a vigorously missionary

t.:
religion. It defended itself against polytheistic calumnies, and

offered to teach seekers a Way of Life. A reading of the works of

Philo suggests that one of thair chief purposes was not only to enable

Jews to deepen their religious life by means of Platonic meditation

but to guide and encourage pagan enquirers to the point ~f taking the

Torah upon themselves. At crucial points in the cu~lative arguments

of his books, Philo appeals for repentance (de virtutibu~ 175-186_ .....
~~ PP. 270-9 Colson), and explicit1t for conversion (de preem!!. et..

poenis 152-164, ~, 408-417 Colson).- .Vlll-(7) Parkes (1967) 140-141; Angus (1929) esp.ch.ivj Apuleius, ~-
formations of Lucius xviii. (8) Juvenal, Sat.vi.542-5i iii.13-17;
xiv.90-106,vi.157-161; see Rankin in The L;byrinth (1935) 159-209.
(9) See Bevan and Singer, LegaC~ of Israel (1928) 31-2 (10).Cf Joseph
and Asenath (but see Kcc N'J'S19 3); and Josephus, c.Apionem.
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Conversion, if complete, called for circum'i~ion for men. for

men and women, it entailed the purifying bath, the Jewish baptism.

The history of this rite is obscure, but it is so similar in outline

to the later Christian rite that it must in its essentials ante-date

the Christian era; it is hardly conceivable that a rite developed by
e.Christians independ;ntly could have been adopted by a community for

,
whom sacred differentness was so vitally important. The rite of

(II)pouring~ preceded by an exhortation to observe the law in full

awareness of the cost of conversion, linked immediately to a personal

avowal of adhesion to the Law, and followed by an address of con-
('2)

gratulation, is well attested. There is some evidence that an

anointing belonged somewhere in this complex, but the matter is un-

certain, and the significance of the act if it was performed is mOr.e

uncertain. The possibility - it is no more at present - may be

mentioned that this marks the admission of Gentiles\into the

sacerdotal race. Two passages from the Testaments of the Twelve

Patriarchs may be cited in association:

"And I saw seven men in white raiment saying unto me,

Arise, put on the robe of priesthood,

and the crown of righteousness,

and the breastplate of understanding,

and the garment of truth,

and the plate of faith,

and the turban of the head,

and the ephod of prophecy.

And they severally carried, (these things) and put

(them) on ma,

and said unto me:

(11) See C.F.Rogers (1911) and (1912); the observations of Abrahams (1911'
do not seem to invalidate his case. (12) Gavin (1928) 26-58; text in
Po l s t o » (19?i)).
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From henceforth become a priest of the Lord,

thou end thy seed for ever.

And the first anointed me with holy oil, and gave to

me the staff of judgement.

The second washed me with pure water,

and fed me with bread and wine (even) the most

holy things ••• r •••• "

(T.Levi, ix2-5; ET 39-40 Charles, GK 42-43

Charles)

'Then shall the Lord raise up e Mew priest,

And to him shall the words of the Lord shall be

revea..led••••••
And the glory of the most High shall be uttered

over him,

and the spirit of understanding and sandificetion
( 13)shall rest upon him.

For he shall give the majesty of the Lord to his

sons in truth for evermore,

end there shall none succeed him for all generatioA8

for ever.
And in his priesthood the Gentiles shall be multiplied

in knowledge upon the eerth,

and enlightened through the grace of the Lord •••"

(T.Levi. xviii2, 7-9; ET 46-47 Charles,

Gk. 61-63 Charles)

Esoteric Judaism added its own elements to the variety of
(II\.)Philo oescribes a contemplative community not farJewish cul tus.

(13) The Christian interpolation here ("in the water") is clearly
identifiable in the MS evidence; the detail under discussion may be
reliably regarded as integral to the original (Jewish) text.
(14) de vita contemplativa 78-147 Doumas-Miquel.
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different from a later Christian monastery - for which indeed

Eusebius (h.e. II xvii) mistook it. The Qumran community have a
( tS)

highly distinctive cultus, as did the Essenes. Beyond a rejection of

sacrifice, no influencel from these groups has been traced on the

Christian minorities studied in this investigation, while the

influence of Jewish Merkabah Mysticism' is very considerabl e.

Even when the Temple was no more, its cultus as d~scribed in

Scripture rfmained as a source of ideas. The rite ~or the ordination,

or, perhaps better, the hallowing, of the Aaronic ministers of

sacrifice (Lev. viii - x, ~.iii - viii) offers B schema that was

to appear later in Christian ini~iation: washing, clothing, anointing,

(~. viii 6 - 12), sacri fices wi th following dedicato"l''1acts (13 - 3D),

and eating of sacrifical meat and bread (30 - 31). This pattern is

adopted also by Ezekiel as a symbol of God's relationship with
(IQ

Israel and his readiness to re-new Isreel's spiritual health.

d) The Christians

The Christian movement came upon tha scene with the re-

putation of being subversive. Its fouadet, Chrestos, had been
(IT)

executed by Pontius Pilatus, as an insurrectionist. It posed 8

threat to good order and settled opin~on8 in religion, it was 8

prava et immodica superstitio. Its abandonment of the gods 8~d their

temples marked its members as ~tOL.. The strangest and most

repell~nt thing about them was that their worship suggested a

fascination with death. "They collected the bones and skulls of

criminals", says Eunapius of Sardis, "who had been put to death for

various crimes, ••••••• made them out to be gods, and thought that

they became better by defiling themselves at their graves. 'Martyrs"

the dead men were called, and ministers of a sort, and ambassadors

(15) On Essenes, Conybeare,H.D.B. II (1898), Moffatt in ERE,Black
(1964); on Qumran, Burrows (1958), 363-516, Driver (1965) '516,
Leaney (1966) 91-117. (16) Ez.xvi.4-9 (17) Suetonius,
Claudius xxv.lt, Nero xvi.2.
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(I~)

with the gods to carry men's prayers." When Polycarp had died e

martyr's death, the Christians were refused his remains, and believed

that their opponents expected them "to abandon the Crucified and

begin to worship this manit - Jc'f~T'$ T~" ~trT«VP""""~"O" .~~'"
." ,cJlrfw"'T. 61~t661!C1.(Mart. Pol. xvii.2) - the reference to "the

Cruci fied", as a designation requiring no explanation, nor even

any apology for standing as the object of "worship", has the ring of'

a Christian expression; the more likely phraseology on pagan lips

would lump the crucified Jesus together with other disgraced persons,

as EunapiUS does.

Two early pagan accounts of the cultus of the Christians are

hostile, but not nearly so vituperative as pure hatred would have

dictated. Pliny's report to Trajan (EP. X. 96), the discussion of

which belongs in a later part of this ~resentation, speaks only of

the Christians a~eSSing Christ as divine (guasi deo), of their

assuming a commitment not to commit sins, and of their simple and

innoc2ent meals. Lucius Apuleius of Madaura, in his sharp cartoon

of the baker's wife, tells of a group that insists on the existence

of one god and worship that god in secretive cult-meals with ample
(Iq)

supplies of wine, meals at which social distinctions are ignored.

The Christians, in reply, were not a,uerse to describing their

rites, which in the ante-NiceneChurch were private rather than

secret. Thus Justin Martyr (I Apol. 61-65-6,66-7) describes how each

person who is persuaded of the truth of Christian teaching and

feels able to promise t~ live accordingly, prays and fasts to beg

from God the forgiveness of sins, the other Christians sharing in this

discipline; he or she is then taken to where there is water, to receive

by a washing in water, "in the name of the God who is father and

(18) Lives of the Sophists 472, from Brown, Cult of the Saints
(1981) 7. (19) Transformations of Lucius xiii
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Ruler of all things, and of our saviouf Jesus Christ and of Holy

Spirit", the regeneration. This washing is called "Enlightenment".

The newly enlightened is then brought to the meeting place of "the

Brethren", who offer prayers both for themselves and for the newly

enlightened and all who are like-minded, that they may have the grace

to live worthily of the knowledge they have been vouchsafed, and may

receive eternal salvation. They greet one another with a kiss. Bread

is brought to the president of the Brethren, with a cup of wine and

water, and he takes them and offers up praise and glory to the father

of all things through the name of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,.
with thanksgiving for his counting them worthy of ~ese things. He

prays at length, and when he finishes all respond "Amen'~ "Deacons"

then distribute the bread and diluted wine to those present and also

to absent members. This food, known as "Thanksgiving", ~s not mere

bread and wine, but ~ Christ's body and blood, for at his institution.
of this rite he said "Do this for my remembrance. This is my body", and

"This is my blood". The sacred gifts are given only to the baptized.

This one-for-all event in the initiation of the individual is

matched by a continuing celebration: the Brethren constantly re-

minding one another of their enlightenment, giving each other aid,

praising the Creator through the Son and the Spirit for all benefits

received. At these gatherings on every "Sun"-day they heer reedings

of apostolic and prophetic writings, and exhortation from the

president, before they intercede, and go on into the bringing up of

bread and wine-and-water, and so on, as on the days of initiation.

The outline of this account, with its indication of the

baptism~ rite and bap~i9mal Eucharist taking pIece at different

locations, is so close to that of Pliny's report that one is tempted
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to infer that both are based on a prepared pattern of evidence,

drawn up under pressure of persecution. That such a response was

needed, so that even in martyrdom Christians could give evidence of

the essential innocence of their rites, i9 9uggested by the currency

of most serious accusations of Christian01alpractice. Justin himself

(II Epol. xfL, 2) repudiates char-qae 0 f cannibalism, observing that

slaves and children df Christian households have been tortured into

admi tUng the truth of them. Athenagoras (Le,at:4 3.1) has aleo to

rebut charges of "Thyesteian banquets, Oedip~iat\. interbourse."

Theophilus of Antioch (Ad Autol. 3.4, 3.15) and Tatian (Or. 25) meet

the same accusations. In the evidence of tortured Christian slaves

during the sufferings of the Christians of Lyons and Vienne(in

Eusebius, h.e. V. 1.14, 1.25-6, 1.19, 1~52) we find direct denials

of the same charges~20)

e) The "Gnostics"

It has been argued that these charges were provoked, and

justifiably provoked, by the practices of ~eviant Christians such 8S

111\

the "Gnostics" of whom Epiphanius reports i:e his Panarion, haer. 26.

This is inherently impro~able, for the charges themselves were almost

conventional in the Hellenistic world's attitude to minorities. The

same attacks had been made against the Jews, and had been rebutted by
,r~

Josephus (~piQ~. III. viii. 89-90). It is interesting to observe

Trypho the Jew assuring Justin (Dial. 68.32.1) that he finds the charge

against the Christians quite incredible.

Deviant Christians brought the Church's worship into disrepute

in other, less ghastly ways. There were some who claimed divinity, or

perhaps access to divinizing rites (Justin, I £pol. 26). Others gave

Celsus the impression that Christianity was a farrago of Jewish-

(20) ef DBlger (1934), de Labriolle (1913).
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Hellenistic magic and psychopompy (see c. Celsum III 9 - 16, VI.

22 - 40).

The cultus of early Christian deviations has been commented

on from time to time. R.M. Grant, in his cautious survey, "Gnostic

and Christian Worship'\ detects cases 0 f the acceptance, with reinter-

pretations,of the ordinary Christian worship-pattern (Marcion,

Valentinus and most Valentinians), cases of the creation of

additional modes of worship (Basilides, Marcosie~~,Valentinians), and

cases of the total rejection of conventional lLtlrship(Oocetism,

Prodikos, Gospel of Thomas). This is an adaptation of the older

majority view, which saw "Gnostic" worship as parasitic upon the
(21 ),worship of the Great Church.

Others have suggested that "Gnostic" rites were the means by

which pagan cultic methods and purposes found their way into
L

Christianity. This is particulary the contribution of Edwin Hatch;
A

it was taken up by Harnack, and is perhaps the key to the proper

understanding also of his view of Gnosticism as the Bcyte assimilation

o f the Christian faith to the prevailing attitude ~ f Hellenistic

popular religion (Verwel tlichung, .!:!_el_len1:,.s_i_erung).Lietzmann in-
. (22)clined to this pos1tion also.

Yet another principal view is that Gnosticism was·(is) a
k

religion in its own right, and that its cultus came to merged in

varying degrees with that of the Christians. This seems to be the

view implicit in the hypothesis of Anz that the Origin of Gnostic

cultus is in the lustral rites of Babylonia. The view of Gnosticism

as a distinct religion is explicity advocated by Bousset's
14

Ha~ptprobleme der Gnosis (1907). The Gnostic mysteries used pre-

Christian elements of lustretion and anointing (277-305), chieflv

of an exorcistic purpose. The Eucharist was largely ignored (305-

(21) e.g. by A.J.Mason (1891) 113: "a profane improvementll; and
Batiffol. Eucharistie (81929) 189-203. (22) Hatch (1889);
fla.rnllck, !~l_F;~:V _().!_P~r:!"!-l (E'L' 1905) I.227-?3Ri Lictzmann (1937,).
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-313). Bousset interpreted the gnostic master-scheme of sacraments

which he detected as ordered to the ascent of the soul (313-316)

and the sacred marriage-union with a heavenly being (316-8). A
\comparable but less sweeping view is represented by Rudolph in his

Gnosis: Wasen und Geschichte einer 9p~tantiken Religion (1977):

Gnosticism is basically anti-cultic; it values sacraments only 8S

attesting a spiritual strength already working in the mert of insight.
(23)For the rest, RudoJph uses Grant's observations.

Detailed studies have been devoted to particular areas of

"Gnostic" worship. 'SFendt, in his Gnost\che Mysterien (1922) inter-

preted the rites of the "Phibioni tes" of Panarion, haer. 26, as a

syncretistic phenomenon. (His use of Epiphanius is trusting to 8

fault; but his detection of the theme of power is vitally significant).

After this (h.22), he turned to the snake-cult of the Ophites(22-28),

which, like Rudolph later (252-4), he took very literally; this he reads

as an example of religious atavism. His analysis of water-eucharists

(22-38) and "Grace"-eucharists (38-63) detects the survival of. .
apostolic simplicity in the one and Fr~hkatholizismus in the other.

Not very different are the findings of Max Pulver's "Das Spielraum

gnostischer Hysterienpraxis" (1945).
(24)

Gnostic initiation has received much attention from various

stand-points: in terms of the sacred marriage by Grant (1961, on
3

Gospel of Philip), Batey (196~, on Jewish Gnosticism), by Cremer (1967,

commenting on the "Sons of the bride-chamber"), by Orbe (1972, on the

Valentinians), by Mah~ (1975, on 9'totic symbolism), and by Horsley

(1979, on Valentinianism again). Widengren (1946) and Scopello (1978)

have pursued the theme of enthronement in this setting. The rites for

the dying have also been the subject of investigation, by M~ller (1920),

Quasten (in Miscellanea Mercati) and Quispel (1951). UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
LEEDS

(23) Anz (1897); Bousset, Haup!yrobleme (1907) and ef Himmels-
reise (1901); Maier (1963) (24) For more general studies:
nuonaiuti (1935), Segelberg (1959) and (1962), Perkins (1981).
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Most recently, it has been argued that "Gnostic" sacraments

ante-date Christian ones, and that the latter are an etiolated version of
the former. This was maintained by Arthur Drews as part of his general
theory of the origin of Christianity, but without detailed argument!25)
The case was argued with reference to baptism by Reitzenstein in his
Vargeschichte der christlichen Taufe (1929) in which he leaned

(26)heavily upon the Mandaean evidence. A similar position, but based on
Nag Hammad! and other "Gnostic" texts, with relation to ~e Eucharist
has been hinted at by W.Schmithals (1970), and argued from several
starting-points by Jean Magne. An entire Gnostic hieros gamos rite

(27)has been detected behind Ephesians by Pokorny.

(25) Drews, Entstehung des Christentums aus dem Gnostizismus (1924),
esp. 180-196.
(26) His ther.is has not been considered in detail here because the
evidence amassed by Yamauchi (1973) 117-142 seems to this writer
to have put the thesis out of court. By the same token, the view
of Bultmann (e.g. in Theology of the New Testament, ET 1952, I.
133-183), the historical undereirding of which leans heavily on
Reitzenstein, has also been sufficiently discredited to need no
explicit discussion here.
(27) Pokorny,ZnW 53 (1962) 160-194; Magne,'L'exaltation de Sabaoth'
(1973), Tradition apostoliq~ and Sacrifice et sacerdoce (both 1975),
'Le pain d'Emmaus'(1975), 'Ouverture des yeux' (1980).
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6) A Programme

Adequate consideration of the very serious issues raised by

Schmithals, Magne, and Pokerny is a pressing necessity. That, how-

ever, would require a detailed presentation of the worships of the

Hellenistic World, and particularly of Judaism, far more extended

that is possible within the limits of this study. A much more modest

programme is all that is possible here.

The method pursued has been the analysisof the distinguishable

traditions of cult attested among Christian minorities. (as discussed

above), takine note in passing whether any such tradition or traditions

may be related to contemporary Christian usage, asking in particular

whether there is evidence of primacy on either side oy evidence of a

common origin.

In anticipation of the presentation of the results, it may be

said that the analysis has left the abiding impression that hypotheses

of a corpus of "Gnostic" cultic practice have seemed less and less

necessary to account for the ritual activities that can be traced. The

one positive general finding that emerges for the author is that the

ambivalence of many of the mystagogues and other heresiarche in their

attitude to worship may be traced in part to the risks that Jesus was

prepared to take in trusting his message to his disciples. The one area

of influence on the worship of the Great Church exercised by the

"Gnostics" and other minority groups appears to have been in the

compulsion to explain and define; this (from a theological view-point)

created the risk of making the secondary and dispensable s~em to be
, ,

essential; but it also established the principle that Dlko~O~~d~
\

a stewardship. of the intellect and conscience in matters of
worship, is integral to the profession of Christianity.
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CHAPTER TWO

CULTS Of POWER

CULTS OF POWER:

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Awareness of power is at the deepest roots of religion; and an

attempt et an appropriate response to the presence of power is

probably the first element of ritual motivation. At every lavel of

sophistication, there occur apotropaic, defensive responses(1): the

avoidance of sacred places, the observance of warnings, the wearing

of charms, the utterance of defensive formulae, making plans with

regard to auspicious and inauspicious days. How these responses will

develop depends in part on how the powerful presence that is sensed

comas to be explained by a belief-system, through the accumulation

of personal and corporate experience. Thus: an advance towards a

theism with personal god-concepts will usually incorporate expressions

of personal relationship with deity into the ritual responses, or at

least many of them. If the belief-system is polytheistic., the

responses will allow for playing off one god against another, or for

asking one deity to secure the good offices of another. Where the

belief-system is becoming monotheistic, the cultic responses touched

by this change will vary between direct request and a total sUbmission

that esks for nothing. This is in turn pertly determined by the

(1) cf the 'negative cult' identified by Durckheim as the first
of the 'principal ritual attitudes': ;~lementary Forms of the
Religious Life (19G1 edn) 337-361.



understanding of how godhead is related to human life and its

environment but only in part, for even within a single belief-

system, the personality and life-history of the single worshipper

will cause the ritual responses to divine power to vary from person

to person, from group to group, and from situation to situation,

while they still remain consistent with the belief-system. For

example, a Christian as well as a Muslim will at times say, "Not

my will but thine be done", "Insh'allah", and yet be as truly

consistent with the Christian Father-God theology as whan he says

with the frank impatience of the martyrs (Rev. vi.10), "Lord, how

long?". No less maya Jew with complete consistency both say, lilt

is the Lord; let him do what seems good to him" (r Sam.iii.18) and

at another moment hector the Eternal with all the abruptness of a
Honi the Circle-Maker.(2)

The individual personality is largely modelled by the corporate

experience of the family or other faith-community, both advance and
vdecline, evolution and a~e~ism, in religion as in other areas, are

possible because individual personality has and claims at least a

degree of freedom and initiative. This is a major factor, perhaps a

necessary condition, of communal spiritual growth, at the heart of

which there is always to be found an individual with a band of

disciples. On the other hand, it is this same element of non-conformism

that makes possible the survival, or sometimes more accurately the

revival, of ritual stances that the surrounding communel belief-system

(2) See Goldin (1963): Honi an example, not of magic, but of
boldness of prayer, on the model of Abraham or Gideon.
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has discarded. Examples of such survivals or revivals are numerous

in every historical period. They appear most frequently less in
~~

main-stream society bet in sub-cultures and counter-cultures, in
&tvi~~t

the ele~ieRt and the morbid far more than in the enlightened and

the restrained. Although such elements of society are not those

usually favoured by the liturgist or other historians, it is

important for this investigation that these phenomena, however

uncongenial, be adduced as evidence of social and psychological

patterns which may possibly be identified in our sources.

It has been noted that the essential stance of a faith community

with regard to divine power may be expected to change, although

cruder attitudes and hopes survive in minorities. Similarly, there
~oU5

is a development in the ritual techniques employed. Defensive ~s

against a hostile, ambivalent or capricious power will very soon

include techniques for using that divine power itself as a protection.

It is not then a long step to attempting to acquire that power for

one's own chosen purposes, either sharing power with or even wresting

power from its original owner. Communal belief- and value-systems
~ekmove further, to expect the individual or the hieratic caste to ~

power only for the benefit of the wider community, and then perhaps

only in moments of crisis. As theism becomes personal and ethical,

it discountances the seeking for the acquisition of power and favours

instead rites of intercession or submission. Nonetheless, the awareness

of power persists, end, just as the "magical" stage of childhood

mentation(3) often persists into adult years, just so the primitive

(3) ef R.Goldman, Religious Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence
(London 1964) 21
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instinct to seize control of divine power is never wholly lost, and

can resurface at any time. such a resurgence is especially likely

in times when the communal belief-system is shaken by corporate

catast~phe or destabilized by social and cultural change or throughA

contact with differ:ing value- and belief- systems.

The ambition to share or commandeer divine power may be confined

within the privacy of the inner mind; but its very nature asks for

expression in corporate power-seeking techniques. "Corporate", because,

although the figure of the totally solitary magus is not unknown,

techniques of power-acquisition frequently involve the exercise of

power here and now, on an empirical level, directly upon other

personalities within one's own circle. This is not surprising when

the power-seeking is motivated by social inadequacy or deprivation.

The victim of this sort of process may be a chance passer-by,

frequently one unwarned, helpless and manifestly undeserving of such

treatment(4), but a pecking-order usually develops within the circle

of power-seekers also, for the weakness and vulnerability of some of

the circle make them the most readily available target for its tougher

personalities. Just as the group itself believes that its pursuit of

po~er feeds upon the group's difference from surrounding conventional

(4) Examples must be noted, not only in the clinical literature but
also in popular reports of some notorious recent events: Manson and
his 'family' (E~Sanders, The Family, London 1972; see ch.9 for cultic
elements); Brady and Hindley (E.Williams, Beyond Belief, London 1967;
se ch.16-17 for cultic elements); and "Michelle" (M.Smith and L.Pazder,
Michelle 'Remembers, New York 1980; ch.31-33 and passim for cultic
elements)~
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50
society, ~ the leaders in such a case feed on their differences

from and dominance of other members - a process that can be repeated

with the leadership-circle itself, the principal leader feeding on

his or her dominance of the other leaders.
V«r(

The techniques of power-acquisition ~, naturally, with the

sociel belief-system against which such a power-acquiring group is

reacting. Formulae used in conjuring the Powers will reflect the

history of that system. In particular, the ~se of antique formulae

conveys a sense of leaping over time and resisting the onward-moving

stream of restraint and caution. Antiquity in itself has meaning

only by contrast with the main stream of cultural inheritance. Some

such formulae are genuinely antique. The authbr of The Owl Service

tQok the trouble to decipher and translate old Celtic spells, and

repro~uced them in the novel - carefully making small changes, just

in case! - and the departments of Egyptology report that much patronage

of evening classes on the Pyramid texts is from students who intend

avowedly to acquire the magical repertoire of Pharaoric Egypt(5).

Modern occultism has produced serious attempts at scholarship, such

as the translations by "S.L. McGregor rlathers" of The Book of the

Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Maga (London, 21900) and of The Key

of Solomon the King (london 1909), and G.R.S. Meade's English edition

of Pistis Sophia (london, 1892); and there is a steady market for

historical studies of magic, ~hether from occultists, as with A.E.

Waite'8 rendering (London, 1913, 21969) of The History of Magic by

UEliphas Levi" ( • Alphonse louis Constant, also author of The

(5) Personal communication from an Egyptologist on the staff of
the British Museum, December 1982.
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Doctrine and Ritual of Transcendental Magic, 1855-6), or from others,

a prominent example being Margaret Murray, author of The Witch-Cult
p.

in Western Europe (OU~ 1921) and The God of the Witches (london 1931).

However, side by side with the genuinely antique there is the spurious(6).

Like antiquity, real or contrived, strangeness itself conveys a sense

of borrowing from alien cultures, as Hellenis/tic magic took divine

titles and angelic names from esoteric JUdaism.

The whole category of the forbidden is the principal resource of

power-acquiring techniques, both because the things that society shuns

are shunned for the very reason that power is associated with them,

and also because of the psychological effort released in a deliberate
;n"'~attempt to confront the fearful thing. Forbidden things, thus iR~sll!ed

or otherwise used, fall under three heads: firstly, things dangerous

in themselves, or thought to be so, and so shunned for common-sense

reasons (the snake, the lion, the wolf, fire, lightning, the sea,

dizzy heights, weapons, the moon, blood, darkness)j secondly, things

banned by ethical judgements of generations (wilful violence, deviant

or promiscuous sexual activity, drugs); thirdly, direct defiance of

deity by the abuse of holy things (the Mess, the host, holy water,

the Bible, the divine name).

Most potent of all are combinations of all three categories of

the forbidden:

"47. I will give thee the kingdoms of the earth,

(6) Of the many obvious examples, A.LaVey's Satanic Bible (London 1977),
with its 'keys' in the 'Enochian' language, 'thought to be older
than Sanskrit' (p.144j for specimens, see pp.149-222), and the
pathetic Book of Shadows (in J.Johns, The King of the Witches,
London 1969, Appendix A), may be mentioned.
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o thou who hast mastered the kin~oms of the

East and of the Westo

48. I am Apep, 0 thou slain one. Thou shalt

slay thyself upon mine altar. I will

have thy blood to drink.

49. for I am a mighty vampire, and my

children shall suck up the wine of the earth

which is bloodo

50. Thou shalt replenish thy veins from the

chalice of heaven.

51. Thou shalt be secret, a fear to the

world.

52. Thou shalt be exalted, .and none shall

see thee; exalted, and none shall suspect

thee.

53. for there are two glories diverse, and thou

~ho hast won the first shalt enjoy the

second.

54. I leap with joy within thee; my head

is risen to strike.

55. 0 the lust, the sheer rapture, of the

life of the snake in the spine!

56. Mightier than God or man I am in them,

and pervade them.

57. follow out these my words.

58. fear nothing.

fear nothing.

fear nothing.
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59. for I am nothing, and me shalt thou fear,

o my virgin, my prophet within whose bowels
I rejoice.

60. Thou shalt fear with the fear of'love: I
shall overcome thee.

61. Thou shalt be very nigh,unto death.

62. But I will overcome thee; the new life shall

illumine thee with the light that is beyond the
stars.

63. Thinkest thou? I, the force that have
created all, am not to be despised.

64. And I will slay thee in my lust.

65. Thou shalt scream with,the joy and the

pain and the fear and the love - so that
the l\ 0r'oC 0 f a new God Laaps out among
the stars.

66. There shall be no sound heard but this

thy lion-roar of rapture; yea, this thy'lion-roar
of rapture".

This passege from an incantation-book of Aleister Crowley, (7)
illustrates the use of all three categories of the forbidden: the

dangerous (blood, 48 - 50; the vampire, 49: the snake, 53, 55);

the unethical (pride, 52, 65: lust, 54-5, 59, 64-6); defiance of

God (47, 48, 56, 59, 62, 63, 65). All these ere woven together in

(7) A.Crowley, Liber Stellae Rubrae, in Ll·ber I18-20. ••• (Seattle, n.d.)
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invitation to power which combines the offer to the disciple of

personal mastery inseparable from complete submission to the master
magus.

A strong element of secrecy, or perhaps rather secretiveness,

is also present in this text (see 48, Apep ~ 1; 51; 52; and the

whole atmosphere of mystification). Together with that which is

distant in time or culture and that which is forbidden, that which

is secret is a major technique of power-acquisition. The secret may

be powerful because the initiate has it, and.the non-initiate lacks

it - and the power-acquiring process will take one or other of the

principal ways according as the initiate continues to withhold the

secret or Qontinuously shares it, as a Mormon missionary "identifiesll

the mysterious script of the Golden Plates discovered to Joseph Smith

and "translated" by him.(8) The ,secret may be powerful because it is

not articulated, either because silence is itself is potent and the

breaking of silence an act of appalling destructive power - a theme

of most primitive myth that survived into the methodology of

philosophical mysticism(9) - or because the restraint of utterance

creates a bond as of conspiracy, however artificial the conspiracy

may be (as the mysteries of Eleusis were a matter of public

knowledge but also public silence). Or the "secret" may be defiantly

(8) See 'The Book of Ether'i-iij general background a~d appreciation
in T.F.O'Dea, The Mormons (Chicago 1957) ch.1-2. The reform:d.
Egyptian' acript turns out to be an ada~tation of the.Kabbal~st~c
alphabet, preserved (revived 7) by Rena~seance occult~sts: see, e.g.,
the appendices of P.J.French, Dr John Dee (London 1972).

(9) Cf O.Casel, De veterum philosophorum silentio mystico (Giessen 1919),cap.L
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flaunted in the face of society. The air of secretiveness is achieved

by some power-acquiring groups by the deliberate obfuscation of

trivial matters; one recent example is the currency of three

incompatible accmunts of the career of Alex Sanders, self-styled

"king of witches", all of which can be traced back to him as their
source.(10)

Claims made by power-acquiring groups to fit into specific belief-

systems must always be treated with reserve. A major factor in such

groups' psycho-dynamics, already mentioned, is their sense of difference

from a society which they feel would probably - in some moods, they
if it

hope(11) would certainly - oppress and terrorize them rt-rf knew what

they did. Part of the power-acquiring game is to conceal, and to revel

in concealing, the 'true' nature of the group by professing either

conventional values and beliefs or attitudes 80 outlandish as to be

~nthreatening. Closely allied with this tactic is the desire to court

danger, whether for the sake of power-acquisition through the heightened

awareness generated by fear and bravado, or as part of the well-known

behaviour-pattern of 'risk-taking,.(12) One example of this phenomenon

(10) See e.g. J.Johns, King of the Witches (London 1967), S.Farrer,
What Witches Do (London 1971), J.Johns, Black Magic Today (London
1971) for three incompatible accounts of the life of a single cult-
leader (Alex Sanders), all ~erived f~m the subject! And note that
two of the accounts are from the same writer.
(11) The association of a sense of divine vocation and an explicit
hope of being persecuted is well illustrated in the popular account
by S.W.Taylor of 'fundamentalist' Mormons who persist in clandestine
pOlygyny: S.W.Taylor, I Have Six Wives (Kingswood, Surrey 1958),pp.
31, 53-4, 80, 110-121.
(12) See J.Steiner~ E.Moran, C.P.Seager, iRisk-Taking' in Proc.Royal Soc.
Medicine 63 (1970) 1271-1278; cf J.C.FIUgel, Man, Morals, and Society: a
Psycho-Analytical Study (London 1973 imp.) 197 for older formulations:--
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from Epiphanius' account (Pan. 26) of the "Gnostics", will call for

attention in this investigation.

There is a sense in which a power-acquiring group does PP~QQ&&

a belief-system, indeed survives only through the unifying effect of

a belief-system. It will tend, however, most noticeably in the more

sophisticated of such groups, to be determined by personal stance,

to be a belief-system determined by a value-system, a commitment to

the pursuit, ecquisition and satisfying exercise of power that demands

that such power shall exist, a preference of uti over frui that

obliges the metaphysic to subserve an extreme ethic, and frequently

enables the grmup or its leader to profess, at one and the same time,
d..:~"t~

two or more radically)doctrines or to demand conflicting responses

to its symbolic presentations. (This goes far beyond the trivial

obfuscation mentioned earlier). Indeed, the forceful offering of,
mutually hostile beliefs and irreconcilabe images in rapid succession,,.
in virtual simultaneity, is a favoured technique of power-acquirers,

especially at a stage where the sense of power derived from the

subordination of other personalities has become an end to be pursued

for its own sake. One CBse of this method to be noticed in the

material here investigated is that of some imitators of Simon Magus

whom lrenaeus mentions. They confronted would-be disciples (or should

we say "clients" here?) llIithstatuettes of Simon and Helena. We must

assume that either these statuettes bore the inscribed names "Simon"

and "Helena", (or that at some earlier stage they had been identified

88 representing these two people), for the point is that the victims

must now identify the statuettes - ~ithout being told the answer et
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the moment - as those of Zeus and Athene. They get it wrong, of

course, end their reward is a torrent of abuse. The purpose of such

tactics is so to undermine the subject's hold on logic, his sense of

the predictability of events and people, his confidence in his own
rationality, that he becomes suggestible and dependent.(13)

In groups that want to be threatened, and in groups whose

rationale has thus been reduced to the leader's will to power, the

solidarity of the group is reinforced by rituals which humiliate,

shock and shame the dependent members to the point where they are

emotionally unable to retreat, not least because they despair of
any prospect of society accepting them if they recant. A band of

sectaries detected near Soissons about 1114 A.D. had a rite in

which they consumed, or were to~d that they consumed, the cremated

remains of an aborted fetus; cuique pars pro eucheristia tribuitur,
., °t (14) It .gue assumpta nunquam pene ab haeresi ipsa reslplscl ur. lS

significant that no such extreme instance can be reliably detected
among the Christian minority groups here investigated, except perhaps

in the case of Justin "the Gnostic".
Groups devoted to the acquisition of divine power are, in the

setting of this investigation, ranged together as "Cults of Power".
In some cases, and at certain stages of development, they may descend

(13) See A.Deutsch, 'Tenacity of Attachment to a Cult Leader' in Am.Jl.
Psychiatry 137/12 (Dec.1980) 1569-1573, for evidence of psychological
regression in disciples. On the general issue of the technique employed I
~ee N.L.Munn, Psychology: the Fundamentals of Human Adjustment (Boston,
1966) 555; J.T.Ungerleider, D.K.Wellisch, 'Coercive Persuasion (Brain-

washing), Religious Cults,and Deprogramming' in Am.Jl.Psychiatry 136/3
(March 1979) 279-282.
(14) Thus Abbot Guibert of Noyons, de vita sua III.xvii (PL 156, 952).
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to the kind of "manipulationist" sect(15) of the kind described in

the last few paragraphs. However, this sort of manifestation is itself

only one outworking of a deeper preoccupation - a preoccupation with

Power, conceived as the most significant divine attribute, even as

the constitutive element of divinity, and as the principal object of
cult, i~e., of veneration and potenti~l e~qUisition.~16) Under this"'~~heading of Cults of Power this investigation considers: Simon Ne~§~;

Menander; Satornil; Kerdon; Karpokrates, Epiphones and the Carpocratians;
Cl')

l'1arcus;Elchasai; Justin "the Gnostic".
It may be asked whether any of these were in any significant

sense Christian, and so whether they deserve any place in a survey of

Christian minority groups. Even where they must be judged, on close
()II ie»

examination, to be in their basic alignment ~ to the Christian
creed and the teaching of Jesus, they must still be included in such
a survey, for they ranked themselves as Christians or were held by
others to belong to the Christian movement, end their doctrines or
ambitions effected the Christien mind, for good or ill.

(15) B Wilson Religious Sects: a Sociological Study (London ~~~~~ssions141-166. Amon~ modern examples: J.Symonds, K.Grant,edd., ;T~h~e~~~~~ _
of Aleister CrowleY(London 1967), esp.Sec.VIi and cf n.(7). , ,
(16) 'Cult is here employed as denoting the act of ~evotion to at~pec~f~CIt) d also by extens10n, the prac 1cesobject or end (colere"c~ us, anth than a religious minority groupinvolved and the pract~t~oners, ra er , l'
t 'f' tage of ;ts social evolution, as def1ned by R.Wal 1S,a a spec1 ~c s. ,t ' .'The Cult and Its Transformation' in R.Wal11s, ed., Sec ar1an1sm,

(London 1975) 35-44.
(1'1) J[,\.S~ ~ ~$t"G ~ a,.·~(,,~I$H. cl ,"eeff'1 t4W\c"'j ~ ev.lll

~o l~'&« ~ ~ etw.$ ~ - J.e.w,J,l.. ALf(lo,f~ J ~ (;, f(.
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CULTS or POWER, 1:

SIMON MAGUS

(a) Simon in the "Acts of the Apostles",

Simon the Samaritan, who was to figure so largely in the pages
L

of the heres,ologists, and to enjoy the reputation of being the first

head and spring of every deviant movement in Christendom, makes his
Sjt\.j{(..

first certain appearance in a simp*e section of Acts:

(viii.5): "Philip, in particular, having reached a city of Samaria,
preached Christ to the people there. (6) With one accord, the
crowds paid attention to him and saw the signs which he

performed - (7) for many of those who had unclean spirits
. (1)came out shouting with a loud voice and many people suffering

from paralysis(2) and lameness ware cured - (8) and great joy
came to that city,

(9) Now there was a certain man, by the neme of Simon, already
present in tha city, who was practising magic end making the

people of Samaria obsessed, for he maintained that he was a
0"-

certain Great Personage, (10) Everybody, Df low estate ~ high,
paid attention to him, and said, 'This man is the Great Power(3)

of God', (11) and they paid attention to him because he had been
making them obsessed with his magical arts(4) for a long time.

(12) However, when they believed Philip as he proclaimed the

I

_<pwvfi p.~'Yo);!I: : perhaps a deliberate echo of Lk i 42 J.'v 43 ... 28
7Ta-\\ , _'. , • ,VJ.J.~. ?PUll(iIlIJP.~"O' : cf Bruce in Loc ,
. K~olJp.iVTJ: is omitted by Peshitta, Sahidic (er Clark Acts"'49)' on
us~ng capital initials to convey the distancing eff;cr--s~e P'57
7'at~ p.ay{at~1 I' 1 d . , ••rather than' magJ.ca oJ.ngs' - a comparatively neutral term _sorceries' (pace Rackham in loc.)
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good news of the Kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ,

they were baptized, men and women alike. (13) Even Simon himself~

became a believer(5), and after being baptized he continued as

Philip's PUPil(6), for he was obsessed by the signs and great

works of power which he saw taking place.

(14) When the apostles in Jerusalem heard that Samaria had

received the word of God, they sent them Peter and John, (15)

who on their arrival were to pray for them that they might

receive the Holy Spirit, for he had not yet descended on any

of them, and they were merely living as those who had been

baptized into the name of the lord Jesus. (17) Then they laid

their hands upon them and they received the Holy Spirit. (18)

So Simon, when he saw that the Spirit was given through the

laying-on of the apostles' hands, pressed valuables on them,

(19) with the words, 'Give this authority to me as well, so

that whoever I ley hands on may receive the Holy Spirit'.

(20) Peter however said to him, 'To perdition with you and

your money, for thinking you could get God's free gift for

yoursel f by means of valuables! (21) You have .ne Ltner part nor

lot in this Word, for your heart is not honest with God. (22)

Repent, then, of this evil of yours, and beseech the Lord that

perchance the scheming ef your heart may be forgiven you; (23)

for I see you ere plunged in utter bitterness and the bondage

(5)
(6)

. ,
€1TLO'TEUUE~ reading in the use of the aorist a note of decision •

: cf Acts ii.42j see p.60.'. .
rrpo(JKapTEpwvl.
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of unrighteousness'. (24) Simon replied, 'You (pl.) beseech
~

the Lord that AafflG of the things you have mentioned may come
upon mel.

(7) iIn the plan of Acts , this incident is the parallel, in the

career of Peter, to the discomfiting of another sorcerer, Bar-Jesus
or Elymas, at Paphos in Cyprus by Paul (Acts xiii.4-12), just as the

imposition of hands by Peter and John and the consequent gift of the

Spirit corresponds to the equally effective laying-on of hands by
.'

Paul at Ephesus (Acts xix. 1-7). We cannot here pursue the question
as to whether either of these sets of narratives, Petrine or Pauline,
should be dismissed as 'unhistorical invention to fit Luke's plan of

reconciling the wings of early Christian opinion - though we may

observe in p~ssing that both Peter and Paul knew the Old Testament
basis (Num. 1S.11-2S)for linking the imposition of hands with the

conferral of Holy Spirit - for the most significant aspect of the

story of Simon Magus is not his historicity but his reputation, and
especially the use of his name after his death by or against people

who had no resl link of tradition with what Simon himself did or

said. However, the historicity of Simon, Magus and Samaritan, giuen
here in ~, is not lightly to be rejected. In the first place, we

haue the character of the narrative itself. The description is in

general restrained, free from the kind of polemical drama typical of
. . (8)

even the 'more Bob!'lr apocryphal .~. Peterls rebuke leads to no

(7) ef B.S.Easton, The Purpose of Acts (1936).
(8) e.g., Vercelli Acts of Peter xvii (ET, 318-320 James).
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miraculous punishment, such 8S we should have expected after the

case of Ananiasand Sapphira (Acts v, 1-11), and as indeed does occur
in the case of Elymas. (If the [lymas story had been 8 doublet of the

Simon story, as was suggested by waitz(~), the punishment of [lymas

would have had a counterpart in Acts viii, which it does not). In the
second place, we have the apparently independent testimony of Justin

and an unexpected witness in Hegemoniu~, both to be noticed in due
course.

The governing motive of the Acts viii narrative is of course to
illustrate the triumphant progress of the Christian mission, in this

instance despite the intrusion of dangerous elements into the heart
of the Church's membersh1p; to illustrate the equality and unanimity

of the leading figures in the infant community; and also no doubt to

reassure anxious enquiries that·the new religion, far from being a
new instance of the vicious occultism so prevalent in the Graeco-

Roman world, was totally opposed to such occultism and could both

detect and discredit it. Little attention can be spared for Simon,
and as soon as he has been rebuked by Peter he falls completley out

of sight. However, thr.e points about Simon are clearly made.

One is his total inability to appreciate the spiritual end
ethical requirements of the indwelling of the Spirit. He approaches
the Christian community entirely on the level of magic, offering
money for secret techniques, and leaves it on the same level(10),

Waitz, 'Simon Magus in der altchr.Lit.' (1904); ef Nestle,'Der
Magier in Josephus, Ant.xx' (1907), Harris, 'A Curious Bezan
Reading' (1902). (10) ef Raekham in loc.(p.119).
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nervously asking Peter and the others to use their privileged access

to the Deity to avert from him the ill luck threatened by his
maladroitness and Peter's supposed curse.(11)

The second point made about Simon is that he is a magos. This
category was so readily comprehensible in the Hellenistic world that

no more specific statement would be necessary, but its use here (in
the use of p-ay£vwv for the activity of Simon), although it classifies

Simon clearly enough, leaves many details undefined. The only clues

given by Acts viii to tha nature of Simon's practice as understood

by the author of Acts are, i): the reference to power, and, i1):

his interest in distinctively Christien experience. The reference
to power is first ascribed, not to Simon himself, but to the people

of "the city", who identify him as "the Power of God that is called

Great". The use of t<.l ~ov".l-J'l .' here fulfils for an age without
p~inting the task carried out in modern times either by inverted
commas or by capital letters: by inverted commas, if the reporter

is compelled by accuracy to use the precise term given by an original,
but to distance himself from it, either because he is unsure that the

source ie correct in applying it, or because,e term itself as

applied in the context is ethically or aesthetically repugnant to

him; or by capital letters if e well-known title, especially one
implying unique importance, is intended.(12) The device seems to

(11) So regarded, clearly, by Simon, although the words of Peter
are carefully phrased by Luke to be rather a solemn rebuke (so
Chr.Wordsworth, in Icc.) (12) In colloquial English, the
empha~is (in writing, represented by underlining or italics) may
do thi.s; 'You're not the David Shepherd, are you l' (A ~ CA(

)H;'\o.clw.~ " ~J' f\~ ~ ~ L«~ ~ torit1\ B~L.-Ar
~(M;-.}J. S'~\ -,.
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function in this text on both levels. There is no doubt that the

author of Acts distances himself from Bny suggestion that Simon is

anyone great; this distancing himself from any use of superlatives

about Simon is certainly allowed for in his use of t(G().C)o",t"1 ,

but the point has surely already been made enough in his dismissive

description of Simon's giving himself out to be a certain Greet

Personage, as well as his terminology of "obsession". He is, then,

also saying that the 1<"~O(l"'" ''''1 overtone is present also in the

source that he is using. 8eyschleg(13) argues that~e Samaritans,

as reported by Acts, ere quoting some ritual utterance repeatedly

used by Simon: "I am the Great Power of God", or the like. This is

certainly possible, for such claims made by cult-masters ere common

in cults of power (Marcus and the prophets cited by Celsus are

examples that call for notice later in this investigation). However,

if ~ is to be dated as late as Knox(14) and others prefer, the use

of such a title is much more likely to be a feature of Simon's

posthumous reputation than part of his own magical teaching. Not

that we need to posit a late date for Acts to question Beyschlag's

view. If Acts had meant to tell us that Simon said, "I am the Greet

Power of God", a direct quotation would have been much more economical.

(13) K.Beyschlag, Simon Magus u.d.christliche Gnosis (1974) 99-106;
cf LUdemann.,\ untersuchungen zur simonianischen Gnosis (Gt:Sttingen
1975) 41. (14) J.Knox,'Acts and the Paul~ne Letter Corpus'
in L.E.Keck, J.L.Martynvedd., Studies in Luke-Acts (London 1968)
279-287.
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$'" ""Even ifAa sentence had been too blasphemous for Acts to quote verbatim,

some clear reference to Simon's claiming or accepting such a title was

not beyond the author: we note his description of Herod half

acknowledging divine titles in Acts. It is far more natural to read

the Samaritans' words as an acceptance of Simon's divine e~ semi-divine

status in terms of a theology already favoured by them. What that was

or might have been must be considered when discussion of Simon's own

views is complete.

The second clue to Acts' understanding of Simon's teaching and

practice is the scale of priorities reflected by his interest in the

new religion. He is impressed by Philip's healing miracles upon (it

seems) both psycho-somatic and functional disease, and yet more

impressed by the illapse of the Spirit - or rather, presumably, by

manifest effects of that illaps~, which can hardly be anything other

than 9105S01alia(15), as in the later case of Marcus. Laying-on of

hands is the ritual act clearly linked with glossolalia. It may have

been linked also with the healings, as<~ome cases in the GoSpels(16),
"

although other ects associated with Jesus' healings, such as words of

etc.(17),command, insufflation, the use of spittle, might have served

(15) ~ ii.1-13, x.44-48, xix.1-18 (not, apparently, in the
cases in iv.31, ix.17-19 (19) Mk.vi.5i vii.32j Lk.iv.40,xiii.13.
(17) See surveys in E.R.Micklem, Miracles and the New Psychology
(London 1922), A.Richardson, Miracle Stories of the Gospels (London
1941), J.M.Hull, Hellenistic Magic and the Sy~ptic Tnadition
(London 1974),esp.76-78,82-86,133-141; A.Oepke in TDNT III (Grand
Rapids 1966) 208-211.
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as Philip's models; Simon's offer of a bribe for some secret known

to Peter and John but denied to Philip suggests that their outward

practice was similar - leaving an occultist with no alternative to

the expectation of e hidden device - and that the healings too were

indeed associated with the imposition of hands, but the matter is

not clear. Simon has already participated in Christian baptism,

admitted among the believers. He has also taken part in the regular

gatherings presided over by Philip. Since the verb in vii. 13,

., is used also in Acts ii.42 for the continuing

worship of instruction and sharing, breaking of bread and prayers,

it is probably meant that Simon took part in the same sort of

worship-pattern (including in some sense eucharistic worship?).

Of the phenomena he has observed among the Christians, then, Simon

is most attracted by glossolalia. He expects to be able to pay for

the secret of inducing glossolalia. The conventions of his time

encouraged place-seekers to buy priesthoodS(18), but this is

something more: he asks not only for status but for power, ,

..1o;€lCa~oln1vitouulavTavnj~L_ .• _ 'This, and the outward similarity

between the incomprehensible sounds of gloss0191ia(19) end the

strange noises of Hellenistic magi(20), make it certain that Simon

(18) See Derrett in ZnW 73/1-2 (1982) 52-68: 'Simon Magus (Acts
8.9-24)'. (19) cf M.Smith, 'Pauline Worship as sein by Pagans'
in HThR 73 (1980) 1-2(Jan.-Apr.) 241-249. (20)2See E.Wellesz,
History of Byzantine Music and Hy~gE!P£Y (Oxford 1961) 64-68.
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regards the naw religion as, at least in part, a power-cult, and
probably as one specialising in revelation-magic.

The third point about Simon by ~ viii is that he is not a
Jew, although it is often taken for granted that he was one(21),

perhaps because it has been natural to read "Samaritan" as

"Samaritan Jew" here, as in the Gospels. His name is a Greek one,
and there is no reason to assume that it represents "Simeon".
Peter's words to him,

O~K £UT'V aa, /-,€pi~'0~8t KMj-
" ... \ ' I f \ ~. t ~

pOt; lEV T'fJ 1\0yip TOIYT'fJ' '1) yap Kap"u' (IOU OUK .a~'\1-'~". "e- .,
IUVf'l1_lEVfLVn TaU . ~:. • •• • • .__ ns yap

xo>."" ft"Kplas Ka, C7UY&~"OV ~lIdas opw alE ana.

include (as well as a reference to Isaiah lviii.6) an allusion to
Deuteronomy xxix.18:

(so LXX).

Since these words denounce the admission of heathen cult-practices
among the Jews, the implication may be that Philip's converts era
Samaritan Jews; but since conversions from among Gentiles may have

already begun (~viii. 1-4), it is not safe to assume more th~n

(21) Apparently assumed (e.g.) by the discussion of A.Ehrhardt,
The Acts of the Apostles (Manchester 1969) 43-44.
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that Peter is applying to the Church the same standards of loyalty

that applied to Israel. As for Simon, he represents in person the

whole of Gentile superstition. It is not the danger to him threatened
e

by pagan influences which Peter is concerned with, so mu~h as the

threat which Simon himself poses to the ~hurch: Simon is in person

lithe root of bitterness", suggested by ~,xxix. He is not a Jewish
magus, then, like the sons of Sceva in Acts xix. 13-20, but a heathen
one.

Attempts have been made(22) to explain Simon's alleged status

as "the Great Power" from Samaritan Jewish theology. This is not
without value, for it may throw light on one element in the religious
climate of Samaria which provided the vocabulary applied to. This

information is nonetheless of li~ited value if, as is here argued,
Simon was not a Jew. Samaria was largely Gentile. [vidence of pagan

worship in Sebaste, the former Samaria and probable site of the ~
viii events(23), may provide some parallel to the veneration of Helen

of which later sources testify, but it does not illuminate the claim

to Power reported by the Lucan account. Nor is any light thrown upon

Simon's cultic acts or that of any followers of his. His followers,
if any, were more an audience than a congregation.

(22) See LUdemann, Untersuchungen 45-6.
(23) Initially by Headlam in HD~IV (Edinburgh 1902) 520-527
~~re.su~stantiallY by L.-H.Vincent, 'Le culte d'Helene ~ Sam~rie"
, ~Blb •.5 (1936) 2(avril) 221-232, L.Cerfaux, 'Simon Ie magicien
a amarle' (RechScRel XXVII/5 (d~c.1937) 615-7.
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(b) Simon in the Extant Works of Justin Martyr.

In his argument in the First'Apology that the profession of

Christianity should not be an indictable offence, Justin shows that
pagan attitudes to Christians are illogical and inconsistent (I

~ xxiv ff). Christians share the civilized distaste felt by the
Greeks for grotesque rituals - yet they are punished because their

worship is not conventional (xxiv). Their theology is free of the
lcrass blemish~a of which decent pagans are ashamed - but this is

not remembered to their credit (xxv). They are not tolerated,
although eccentric and novel religious sects on the edge of Christianity
are not persecuted, nor the behaviour of their members investigated

(xxvi). The Christians care for children as the pagans know they

themselves ought to (xxvii-xxix2 •••and so to a positive argument as
to the work and dignity of Christ.

The novel superstitions which have appeared after Christ's
ascension and have been allowed to flourish with impunity are those

of Simon, of his pupil Menander, and of rlarcion. Their two common

features are (1) that they are reputed to be Christian movements

(which Justin stoutly denies), and (ii) that their founders claimed
divinity. (This is clearly totally inapplicable to Marcion; but the
strength of the assumption is one of the many features of Justin's

tM
report which indicate how deeply ~ figure of Simon impressed him

at a receptive stage of life). Of Simon in particular Justin states
~r"c.
~ things: that he was worshipped in Rome as divine; that he was

worshipped in Samaria as divine; end that the Samaritans ~naw'of a
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woman companion of Simon's, Helen, whom they also venerated:

(evil demons unleashed upon the world) "a certain Simon,
a Samaritan from the village named Gitta. In the reign of

Claudius Caesar, after he had, by means of the craft of the
demons who were working through him, performed powerful acts

of magic in your Royal City of Aome, he was thought to be a

god and was accorded the honour of a statue among you as if

he had been a god. This statue was erected (on the island)
beCl"'i~in the middle of the Tiber between the two bridges, leeviol4g

this Latin inscription: Simoni Dea Sancta".

(I Apol. xxvi, I. 190-2 otto).
The statue mentioned was finally discovered in 1574(24), and

found to bear the inscription to SernaSancus, the Sabine (and,
if Rendel Harris was correct(25): originally Egyptian) god of
contracts:

Semon!
SaneI:')

Deo. fidio
Sex. Pompeius S.P.f.

Col. Mussianus
Quinquegennalis

Decur.
8identalis

Donum. Dedit.

(24) Text in C.I.L. VI 56
(C • 7.ambridge 1931). (25) J.R.Harris, Semo Sancus
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It is usually Justin who is blamed(26) for the error of

transforming this votive statue to Semo Sancu~put up by an
aristocrat of the gens Pompeia in thanks for civic honour~into
a cUlt-statue devoted to "Simon the Holy God". He does not,

however, suggest that he has seen the statue himself, as he
certainly would have done if he had seen it. Indeed, he speaks of
Rome throughout the First Apology as a distant, though respected,

place, as of a city he had never yet visited. His later stay in
Rome, where indeed he died; has made it easy for us to assume that

the First Apology represents his knowledge at that stage of life,
~~~~~~~~

whereas it is more .ee~o"albeto set the composition of the book,
addressed to the

.
Emperor Antoninus Pius and his sons,in the

still an itinerant teacher in the Levant.(27) Hisdays when he was

evidence, then, for this statue supposedly to Simon is certainly

that of another, some excited visitor to Rome who was also an
enthusiast for Simon and his magic, psychologically disposed to

find support for his enthusiasm everywhere, most reassuringly in
the great city so far west from his Levantine home. A Samaritan

from Justin's or his family's circle, deciphering analienscript,

would hardly be en expert in Sabine gods, with or without Egyptian
antecedents. However, this linking of Simon's name with a statue
is not without interest, for it recurs in the evidence of lrenaeus,

(26) e.go by Grierson in HDB 1909,855, and by Beysehlag, Simon Magus
(1974) 11,n.11. A fairer estimate in LUdemann, Untersuchung~ (1975>50.
(27) ef L.W.Barnard, Justin Marty£ (1967) 19.
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itself also perhaps from Justin.

It is suggested that such an enthusiast might be a Samaritan,
not arbitrarily, but in the light of what Justin goes on to say (I

Apol. xxvi):

"Almost all the Samaritans, and even a few people of other
races, confess this man as the First God, and go so far as

to worship himll.

(I.lql otto).

The tenses of the verbs suggest that Justin believed e Simon-
cult to be still prevalent in Samaria when he wrote this Apology.

Indeed, his reference to this passage in his Dialogue with Trypho
&"'~(xx. 6, where he regards his.attack on the Samaritan Simon-cult

-",.MA
as a sharp criticism of his own people) could also bef~in such

I

a light, for there the Samaritans "say" (AGr oo 6 I ) certain
things of Simon. On the whole, however, his account must be judged

chiefly as describing a past situation, for in the next sentence of

I. Apol. xxvi we find Helen wandering about with Simon "at that
time". The present tenses have a dramatic air, as has Justin's

claim to describe the feelings of "almost all" the Samaritans. Such

naivete is most understandable in a young and impressionable person.
The passage is therefore to be interpreted as recalling the vivid
impact made on him in adolescence by the religious interest of the
circles in which his pagan parents moved, end by which his mental
world was then encompassed. , This points to the period of (say)
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100-120.(30)

The cult of Simon as First God is an enigma. It has been
associated with Samaritan-Jewish concepts of deity(31), but the

title is hardly consistent with any sort of monotheism. Pagan
parallels, such as with Samaritan-pagan cults(32), are more

~
prom~~ing. It is nonetheless possible that we have here Justin's

loose periphrasis of the kind of title used in Acts viii, "the

Great Power of God", read by Justin, understandably, as virtual

deification. This is rendered more probable by Justin's expression

in Dialogue cxx.6: of Simon, the Samaritans say he "is above every
principality and authority and power,,(33), clearly not the terms

used by the Samaritans, but a paraphrase of whatever they said in
the language of Justin's devotiQJls and Justin's Bible(34): "above

all principality and authority ~nd power and dominio~' ([ph. i. 21).
Whatever the titles applied, the statement that the Samaritans in

I ,..

question "worshipped" ('rfP'OO"I<U\fOI,J(n.,) Simon is emphatic, though

it may mean only that he was invoked in the course of theurgic

operations, or that his statue was venerated with garlands or
incense.

(30) Valuable discussion in Barnard, Justin Martyr (1967) ch.i.
(31) cf LUdemann, Untersuchungen, 45-47; the negative remarks of
Beyschlag, Simon Magus, 42-47,-Seem entirely justified.
(32) cf Vincent, 'Leculte d'Helene ••• '(1936).
(33) I I, 402 Otto: 811'eEav ,N,u~" ...O), nad'1' ';~1.fig ",,1 ·lsovala~l Jvvcil«OJHlvG' '"';. ~

AlY01JC1_"" '.".:., ".' ' • , 'I' , I
(34) lCaeiacas Cv &£&4 ClU'~U',;-:"~i;mOlJpo.vlots IVrr~p-'

a.VCIJ,'FTa.UT]s ap)(fjs Ko.l l'olJCTlo.s Kal 8wQ.JioeCIJ$
Ko.l KIJP"'"lTOS Ko.l 710."'0; OVOJU1TOS OVOILo.,o-1
JiolvolJ OV Jioovov ~V TW o.lwv, TOOTW a..ua Ko.i tv 'l'ca
JiolMovr," • • •
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Justin goes on to remark (1 Apol. xxvi) that the Samaritans

"also say that a certain Helen, who travelled about with him,

having originally been a street-walker" (Justin uses the
" Ieuphemism, "having stood on the roofs", .:n I T'€yo vs trrE-

.8~lf'Ot'~'was the first Thought which came forth from himll.
(I. 111 otto).

Justin is the first to mention these details. That Simon had

a conspicuous female disciple whose name was remembered is entirely

possible, and there seems to be no reason for inventing her. That
she was a converted prostitute is also possible, and this statement
is apparently derived from friendly sources. There is no charge of
immorality here, still less of sexual rites. Have we a IISimonian"

attempt to compete with the Magdalen? Helen's role as Simon's first
Thought is obscure. It may raf'Lact;some kind of male-female sy.z;y'gy-
doctrine associated with Simon's or similar magic. Inferences from

this about Simon's cultic usage, to say nothing of any "Simonian"
cult-tradition, are unjustifiable.

In his Dialogue CXX.6, as has been noted, and in I Apol. xv,

the Simon-cult is portrayed by Justin as a Samaritan peculiarity,

for the most part. When, in another context (~ xxxv. 6), Justin
sets out to line up the chief perversions of Christianity, he lists
only Marcionites(35), Valentinians, Basilidians and Setornilians.

Simon, apparently, does not come to mind. He is, at most, peripheral
to the Christian world.

(35) With ET of Davie and of Lukyn Williams, and with Barnard,
~meft Wa~fte,129.
"J",si: ... W\M~,
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(c) Simon in the "Hypotyposes" of Hegesippus.

The enigmatic references to Simon in the extant fragments of
11ft

Hegesippus ~ mentioned for completeness and as a check on some

later sources. His description of the origin of heresy and its

infection of the Church (in Eusebius, H.E. IV. xxii, 4-6, pp.156-
157, Schwartz) lays all at tha door of one Thebuthis, who is

represented as having been passed over, in preference of Symecn,

a cousin of Christ, in the election of the successor of James the
Just.(36) In his envy and thwarted pride, so Hegesippus seems to

say, Thebuthis made common cause with the "seven sects" in tha
eattack on the Church's faith. from this unh~y alliance emerged

what seem to be Jewish movements in competition with orthodox

Christianity ("Simon and his Simonians, Cleobius and his Cleobienes,

Dositheos and his Dosithians, G~rthaios and his Gorathenes, and

flJasbotheans")and subsequently the heresies of Gentile origin

("I"lenandrianists,fVJarcianists,Carpocratians, Valentinians,
Basilidians and Satornilians"). The assertion that one group or
opinion is derived from another is of course a polemicsl

/ (I [ i \
and such phrases as Zip-Wil, oeeV t rw"VI (;tYO,. f<r.{L

~(Jev K."tll~i'l'}YO{ " ••• ere so vague and stylised as to
conclusively that Hegesippus is trying to make some sanse of a

commonplace,
K ~G;rlO.5,

show

remote, largely forgotten and confusing parcel of events.

There is no hint of liturgical information about Simonians

(36) On the Christian 'khalifate', ef "Brandon, Fall of Jerusalem,
Ch.3, and the cautious remarks at p.52,n.2.
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(or anyone else) here. We may however note is passing the "seven

sects". These Bre sceptical Jewish sects, who denied the Resurrection
and the final advent of the Judge (see their debates with James the

Just, described by Hegesippus apud [US., H.E., II. xxiii.B, p.69

Schwartz). They appear to be identical with the "Essenes, Galileans,

Hemero baptists, Masbotheans, Samaritans, Sadducees, Pharisees" so

unhelpfully listed by Hegesippus at Eusebius IV. xxii.? (p.157
Schwartz). In a confused fashion, Hegesippus is saying that

Simonianism and heresy of all sorts are results of the Church losing

its hold on its own faith and succumbing to the influence of its

environment - in Hegesippus' experience, a JGwish environment.
(d) Simon in the "Adversus Haereses" of lrenaeus.

The passage devoted to Simon the Samaritan in Adversus Haereses

(I. xxiii. 1-4 Massuet, I.xvi. 1-3 Harvey E Vol.I, pp.190-S) falls
naturally into three sections. The first (xxiii.1 Massuet, xvi.1
Harvey • pp.190-1) is a quotation from Acts viii, with comments and

two additional details (the statue and Simon's pretended status as

the supreme father). The longest section (xxiii. 2-3 Massuet, xvi.2
Harvey = pp. 191-194) is, not unlikely(37), an excerpt from the lost

Syntagma of Justin against all the heresies which seems to be

mentioned in I Apol. xxi. The original must have included a reference
to the alleged statue of Simon in Rome. Irenaeus omits it in this
section altogether, having mentioned it briefly (end perhaps on the

(37) For the source-criticism of this part of AH, cf Lipsius,
Quellenkritik (1865) 78-87; Hall in ERE 11 (1920) 516; Headlam
in HDB IV (1902) 520-7; Beyschlag, Simon Mag~, 13-18.
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authority of the Apology) in the foregoing section; this omission,
though small, is a clear indication that we cannot regard this

excerpt, if it be such, as an exact copy of its supposed source.

The concluding section (xxiii.4 Massuet, xvi.3 Harvey • pp.194-S)
turns from past to present tenses, and may be taken as representing

Irenaeus' impressions of the current state of the Simonians.

The whole passage about Simon end the Simonians has the

appearance of an after-thought in the structure of Adversus Haereses

I. The main preoccupation of the work as a whole is Valentinianism,

after all, and the inclusion of other manifestations of heterodoxy,
although it strengthens the polemical effectiveness of the argument,
has about it a suggestion of happening for completeness' sake (and

perhaps out of a pupil's pietas toward the revered Justin).

The first section, based on Acts viii, includes such common-

place observations as that Simon mistakenly regarded Christian
healings as magical and the gift of the Spirit as the mark of a
higher grade of magic.(38) The narrative is extended to the assertion

that ne went on to pursue the knowledge of all branches of magic,

with the result that Claudius honoured him with a statue. Irenaeus'

cautious reference to this rumour - IIQuippBcum esset sub Claudio

Caesare, a guo etiam statua honoratus esse dicitur propter magicam
- shows how sceptical he was as to Simon's deification in Rome,

either because he had looked for the statue when in Rome and failed
to find it, or (more probably) because of a sound sense of

(38) There is a remote possibility that Luke's motives for the
inclusion of the Simon story included concern that the developing
Christian liturgy was already beginning to be surrounded by
quasi-magical expectations.
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probabili ties.

The final feature of this section is the description of Simon's

pretended divinity. Although it contains no ritual details, it is

relevant to the existence and history of any Simon-cult. "He was

glorified as a god by many" says hardly more than its probable

source, I Apol. xxvi. However, "he taught that he himself was the

one who was to appear among the Jews as Son, would descend in

Samaria as Father, and would come among the other nations as Holy

Spirit" is on an altogether different footing. The appearance of

this "modalistic" expression in a Montanist context(39), and its

obvious parallelism with the crisis of Trinitarian theology in

the late second and early third centuries(40) is convincing

evidence that we have here a theologoumenon from a contemporary of

lrenaeus. In the sentence, "He said that he was the Absolute

Sovereignty" (or, more probably, "Highest Power", sublimissimam

virtutem), "that is the Father above all, and was willing to be

called Whatever men called him", we meet a combination of the

information of Justin in I Apol. xxvi and Dial. cxx. with the

title of Father, a divine title that could have been bestowed at

any stage, and the doctrine of "polyonomasia". This doctrine, that

the multiplicity of divine names concealed a basic monotheistic

consensus, was a philosophical common-place of the Hellenistic

(39) ef Didymus of Alexandria, de Trinitate III.41.Note also
the use of a story of magical flight followed by fatal fall
in the case of Theodotus the Montanist, by the Anonymous
Anti-Montanist in Eusebius h.e. V.xvi.14.
(40) For modalism, see Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines,
119-126; the Simon of Acts viii, who asks for a power, in
the bestowal of th~ Spirit, distinct from whatever is given
by baptism into the name of Jesus, is hardly a modalist !
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world(41), but its use in this context, in association with the

"modalist" use of Trinitarian language is so apt that we may

conclude that both ideas had been developed together, not long

before Irenaeus' time, and combined in a syncretistic doctrine in

which the figure of Simon ~oomed large. What kind of people had an

interest in such a doctrine is to be learnt from the third section

of the evidence of Irenaeus.

The middle section of Irenaeus' evidence (xxiii. 2-3 Massuet)

~ in essence to go back to Justin. However, some explanation

must be found for the many details which appear here but are not

supported by the short references in I Apology and Dialogue. The

story of the woman Helen and her release from prostitution is a

little more elaborate than in I Apol. xxvi, the only sUbstantial

addition being the location of her servitude in Tyre, a feature

which has been attributed(42) to confusion with the myth of Isis,

probably correctly. The role of Helen as the first thought of the

Creator is also compatible with I Apol. xxvi. However, the story

of Helen!Ennoia's descent and enslavement and her redemption by

the manifestation and apparent incarnation of Simon, with its

concomitant denigration of the world and of moral obligation, goes

well beyond the reports of Justin examined above. The myth of the

Simonian circles which we have associated with Justin's youthful

encounters Was cosmological. This is soteriologicel; its centre of

gravity has shifted.

(41) See O.HBfer, 'Polyonymos' in W.H.Roscher, AusfUhrliches
Lexikon der gr.und rBm. My.thologie, Bd.3, Abt.2 (Leipzig 1909),
2680-2682.

(42) ef Hall (1920) 518.



This change may be more epparent than real. The Helen-story

in Irenaeus, when examined as closely as possible, shows no sure

signs of internal inconsistency. Simon and his first Thought move

on a purely spiritual level, free from the trammels of the flesh

until Helen is captured by rebellious angels who imprison her in

a physical body in the material world which they have made. The

act of creation as such is not evil, but is satisfactory only

when directed to creating spiritual beings. What appears superficially

similar to the Valentinian Sophia-myth turns out then to be

significantly different from it, and we cannot simply regard the

H 1 t . d' f' t (43)e en-s ory as be~ng a debase vers~on 0 ~.

Some features of the story have nonetheless the appear~~e of

being additions later than Justin. The metempsyohosis of Helen

and the references to Greek literature are among those, and ape

consistent ~ith the syncretistic features noted in the first section

of I.xxiii as being close to Irenaeus' own time. The same may be

said of the disguise adopted by Simon as he descends to save Helen:

he passes down through the powers and authorities and angels

"transformed and made like" one of them, to appear among men in

the guise of a man. This has an obvious kinship with later second-
( ,+~Cl)

century Christological developments.

A confident decision as to precisely how much of this middle

section goes back to Justin and how much is fresh matter from other

sources known to Irenaeus is beyond us. This is no great problem to

(43) A suggestion noticed in passing by Cerfaux (1926) 11.
(43a) Cf Ascension of Isaiah x.8-xi.15 (according to the Ethiopic
text as represented by Charles ET, 70-77 the Latin and Sahidic,
129-30 Charles, seem to have misunderstood the logic of the passage);
Latin Infancy Gospel of Thomas v.6 (ET p.60 James, ANT); 'Vercelli'
Acts of Peter xx (1,68 Bonnet).
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the present investigation, for no directly ritual information is

involved; but it would have been helpful if some clearer evidence

as to the existence of a Helen-cult had been discoverable here.

The concluding section (xxiii.4) of Irenaeus' account of Simon

has every appearance of conveying in his own words his view of

their current position. Its very general character and lack of

detail on persons, places and customs shows that Irenaeus had little

if any direct contact with professed disciples of Simon.

The first significant point is that Irenaeus is not describing

a religious community, a sort of Simonian church. He speaks only of

a series of individual teachers. The Latin reads: Igitur (i.e.,
k

consistently with the low view of the pysical world and of prophecy
~

described in xxiii.3) horum myst!ci sacerdotes libidinose guidem
, .....vivunt, magias autem perficiunt, gue madmodum potest unusguisgue

,u

ipsorum. The name of Simon is preserved in the lore and practice

of magical practitioners (all essentially solo performersl). The

Greek text as preserved in Hippolytus VI.xx has been both abridged

\
l<ctL

) \ \
€TTdOl.6 d. s • Hippolytus' choice of fli el) Tc;tL

may be purely for continuity with his preceding account of Simon,

but his avoidance of whatever word stood in lrenaeus' text encourages

the view that the latter had chosen a phrase which Hippolytus found

surprising - perhaps

The catalogue of magical operations - exorcismis et incantationibus

utuntur. Amatorie quoque et agogima, et gUi diceuntur paredri et

oniropompi, et gusecungue sunt alia perierga spud eos studiose

exercentu~ - has been dismissed(44) as a feature transferred from the

(44) LUdemann, 86; cf, in general, Rudolph (1977).
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account of the Carpocratians in Adversus Haereses I.xxv.3 (hassuet,

I.xx.2 Harvey = I, p.206), although it would have been more reasonable

to suppose that the later chapter imitated the earlier~ It is indeed

true that these items of magical stock-in-trade are so much of a

common-place that the details must not be pressed. Imaginem guogue

Simonis habent factam ad figuram Jovis, et Helenae in figuram

l"1inervae; et has adorant (j[pooJ;:IJVo'2r~1. , Hippolytus).

Irenaeus has already alluded, and that with obvious scepticism,

to the supposed Roman statue to Simon. This statement is clearly

independent of that matter, and from another source. Irenaeus need

be referring to no more than one case of a magus who displays busts

alleged to be of Simon and Helen in his consulting room or in the

sacred niches of his house rather as Alexander Severus collected,
the busts of great men of religi~n and philosophy, Christ included.(45)

"Adoration" of such busts need mean no more than burning a stick of

incense or leaving a bunch of flbwers before them or displaying

the busts in a presiding position over the scene of magical operations.

More exact we cannot be.

Irenaeus has had some recent information of the opinions of

occultists who use Simon's name, for their reputation has been linked

with recent Docetist, syncretistic, modalist fashions of thought. In

the last resort, however, Simonianism as he knows it can be reduced

to the magical performances of a few individuals, of whom nothing

extraordinary can be said. If some of these occultists penetrate the

heterodox fringes of the Church, that is only to be expected. They

(45) Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Alexander Seveuus 29.2.
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do not represent any developed deviant version of Christian belief

or worship.

(e) Simon Magus in the Acts of Peter, and other minor documents.

Chronology alone places the Acts of Peter between Irenaeus and

Clement and Origen, for this fiction is not re~lly comparable with

the writings of those fathers as a historical source or as a

vehicle of theological judgement. However, the fact of the composition

of the Acts of Peter somewhere in the last two decades of the second
(46) .century , and so more or less contemporaneously with Adversus

Haereses)offers a criterion by which to judge the sobriety of

Irenaeus, as of later patristic authors.

In the Acts of Peter(47) Simon appears as little more than a
a....,t LilIs

towed target for peter.~Paul introduced to show he is on Peter's

side? He is twice described as ;-Jew:(vi and xxii; Vol.I, p.S1,

1.27 and p.70, 1.1 Lipsius-8onnet). Since Peter's being Jewish is

also mentioned in the second case, this is not an anti-Jewish

feature; and indeed Simon is made to speak as one whose faults

included contempt for his own people (xiv; p.61,1.29). His magic

is depicted as consisting in the inducement of hallucinations for

dishollest ends (iv, xvii and xxxi; p.49, 11.1-7 note the

hour, and the use of dazzling sunshine - p.61, 1.33 - p.65, 1.25
.;. £to ~ it\j

and P.SO, 11.23-25, tollweiR~ the Greek text with James, Apocryphal

(46) On the date of Acts of Peter as 180-200, see Schneemelcher in
Hennecke-Schneemelcher 11,187.
(47) Numbering the chapters consecutively as in the Latin, with James,
ANT 300-336.
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N.T. p.331), and in feeble attempts at theurgic healing (xxviii,

p.75, 1.31-p.76, 1.2 and xxxi; p.80, 11.26-29), although his

killing of a boy by whispering magical words in his ear(49) (xxv;

p.72, 11.26-28) and his flight alone on the Sacred Way in a last

desperate attempt to outshine Peter (xxxii; p.82, 11.16-19) are

depicted as real enough, but of course only to be the more effective

as a foil to Peter's greater achievements. Tangled references to

Simon's claim to deity and its acceptance by some (iv, x) and what

seems to be the first reference to the title "The One who Stands"

applied to Simon (xxxi; p.80,1.37) are the only hints of any

positive doctrinal position of Simon or his disciples. Simon is

shown as an alien force invading the Christian community, his only

reference to Christ being a contemptuous dismissal of his godhead

(xxiii); any veneration of Simo~-can only be diametrically opposed

to Christian worship, not the devotion of a Christian sect of any
sort.(50)

Simon had clearly become a remote figure, available for

unrestrained use as a Judy to Peter's Punch in this entertaining
t r ,/drama; and, except for the passing reference to 0 ECTc..;)-.S ,

which may reflect some document or oral tradition that was later

to be incorporated into the Clementine literature(51), there is

(49) Cf the min who healed by whispering in the patient's ear:
Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Midrash (1903), quoting Shabb.14d.(50) c f Ce r faux ( 1937")=r61::-:6~.=';';;;';;;"";;;=_:":":=-==:"='::=
(5]) Cu~lmann, Probl~me litt~raire et historique du roman pseudo~
clement~n , 99-116, does not resolve this matter.
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nothing even distantly suggestive of current developments.
ofBrief mention may be made here ~ some minor sources associated

with the Acts of Peter or at least their general milieu. Epistula

~postolorum (c.160, so Quasten, Patrology 1,150-1, noting other views)

mentions Cerinthus and Simon as contemporaries of the Apostles and

typical false teachers, who subvert faith in Christ; [Po Ap. vii

(Duensing,5.8; James, ANT p.437; Hennecke-Schneemelcher,I.129-30).

Both heresiarchs are lay figures, one derived from Asian traditions

linked with John, the other from Acts. The Acts of Paul (c.185-195,

Schneemelcher in Hennecke-Schneemelcher II p.241) include a reference

to Simon and Cleobius, names perhaps derived from Hegesippus. They

are described as causing confusion in the Church of Corinth. Their

doctrine is Docetic (material world made by angels, not by God;

denial of Christ's coming in the flesh and of the resurrection) with

a rejection of the prophets and of divine omnipotence (Acts of Paul

viii, Schneemelcher, pp.257-9). The details show a lively theological

interest in current controversies, but the names of Simon and Cleobius

are obviously inserted as those of typical opponents of orthodox

Christianity. The DidascaliaApostolorum from mid-third century----------~
Syria, brings together the pictures of the Acts of Peter and the

Acts of Paul (with Connolly, Didascalia Apostolorum~pp.lxxviii-

lxxix and lxxxiii, against funk's suggestion of direct dependence

on Hegesippus). Again, Simon and Cleobius are typical representatives

of Oocetism, with various kinds of encratism added for good measure.

Again, Simon flies and is shot down by Peter, but is let off more

lightly - he breaks his ankle (xxiii Syriac, vi.8-9 Greek (Funk),

English version of Syriac pp.200 and 202, and Latin pp. 201 and
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and 203 Connolly). A scaled-down version of the competition at

raising the dead, as in Acts of Peter, is found in the Syriac
Teaching of Simon Cephas in the City of Rome.(52)

(f) Simon~a9us in the Writings of Clement of Alexandria and Origen.
In all of the third book of the Stromateis, in which particular

attention is given to sectarian versions of Christianity, there is

no single mention of Simon or Simoniens. This is not final proof
that Clement knew nothing of the subject, for he nowhere claims to

give a comprehensive historical survey of heresies nor to identify

their sources or order of development, and his interest is in the
theological positions advanced by the sects in varying combinations.
However, the absence of Simon from book Vii becomes significant

when it is observed that references to him and his followers

elsewhere in Stromateis assume a-.-generalknowledge of Simonianism
which the book itself (and the ;est of Clement's writings) fail to

provide. On close examination, the three passages on Simon - on the
desire to be assimilated to the "standing figure" of Simon(53),

on the heretical claim to apostolic tradition(54), and on the

identification of Simonians with the Entychites and the reason for

(52) See B.P.Pratten, tr., ~yriac Documents (1871), 53-4.
(53) Strom.II.xi. Abraham (Gen.xviii.22-3) and Moses (Ex.

xxxiv.2) are examples or-knowing God by means of their
stability; an inept annotator adds that Simonians Beek
assimilation with the Stable One, the object of their
worship. The note is doubly out of place within a list
of recommended spiritual models.

(54) Strom. VILxvii. 107 (p.188 Mayor): Ma.pKO~ yap Karel. r~JI aVT~JI

atiToL~ ~ALKCaJl yfJl6p.£1I0~ W~ 1rP£(Tf3UT'T]~ 1If(.uripOL~, e' .. ~, ,. '\' ,avveyevero, P.f 011 ",LP.CUII £1r OIUYOII K'YJP\)O"O"OIJTO~

" n' .,TO\) fTPOlJ f1r'T]KOlJO"fJl.

The addition of Simon, anachronistically after Marcus,
is attracted by the preceding references to Peter and
Paul as alleged sources for Basilides and Valentinus.



their title(55), show every appearance of being interpolations.

It is suggested here that they are notes attached to the text by a

reader familiar with the Refutation of Hippolytus or some similar

source, and erroneously brought into the text. On this view, any

knowledge of Simon and Simonianism on Clement's part becomes .most

unlikely. If Clement with his width of knowledge has nothing to say

of Simon, we may reasonably infer that neither he nor any supposed

followers of his were subjects of current interest to the Christians

of early third century Alexandria, orthodox or ~eterodox.

Orioen.

Origen's information about Simon is chiefly negative. The only

documentary source he clearly uses is Acts. He has heard that there

are a few Simonians in Palestine (an echo of Justin?), but is sure

that there are none anywhere else, and jocularly observes that there

can be no more than thirty, if so many (c. Celsum I. lvii).

The mention of Simon in contra Celsum is prompted by references

in the Alethes Logos of Celsus. c. Celsum Ie lvii is devoted to the

problem of false Messiahs and to Celsus' jibe that there have been

plenty of Jews who thought that they were the fulfilment of Messianic

prophecy. It does not appear that Celsus himself had mentioned
st..,e.

Simon at this ~j but he did so in the passage taken up by
ofOrigen in V.lxii. Celsus 'knows ~ some also who are Simonians,

who reverence as teacher Helena or Helenus, and are called

(55) Strom.VII.xvii.108 (p.190 Mayor). In the passage in point,
the omission of the bracketed words yields a better sense;
they have probably been added by an annotator to remedy
what to a later reader seemed an astonishing omission, or
may just possibly be a survival from a lost part of the
preceding phrase which lists eponymous cult-objects (i.e.,
8ain and the Snake): at
~, ',J..' t" "'8' , , '\O£ aq: osu 7TapaVOJ-!wr; £7T£TT) £VCTav T£ Kat (TOI\I-( turo»,
wr; lTWV '2:LJ-!wvtavwv] OL 'EVTVXtTat K!l.AOVfUVOL



"Helllfnianslt (p.312 Chadwick), a statement which needs no explanation

other than as e confused memory of Justin's First Apology. Origen's

reply, based solely on Acts viii, is that Simon was never on a level

with Christ, even in the view of his adherents, for they call him

a 'power' of God, not 'Son' of God. Origen adds his own suggestion

that Simon was ignorently imitating Christ.

Origen (but not certainly Celsus) touches upon Simon again in
-fM

the phase of ~ argument devoted to the effects of faith (VI.xi).

Against Celsus, Origen insists that, as an object of faith, Jesus

is unique. His imitators, such as they are, have never begun to

understand him. Examples of such folly are Simon and Dositheus,

Judas of Galilee and Theudas (as in I.lvii). Both Simon and Dositheus

are briefly described as founders of failed movements. Origen now

says that Simonians are nowhere to be found, and that Dositheans

are said to be no more than thirty in number.

It has been plausibly suggested(57) that the inconsistencies

between I.lvii and VI.xi spring from a confusion in Origen's mind

of Simon with Oosithsus. He seems indeed to have met information

about both in some writing or tradition in which they occurred

together; yet he took no trouble to attempt any consistent account

of their relationship, and when mentioning Dositheus alone is

consistent to dismiss him as an eccentric Samaritan (de Prine.

IV.3.326, p.736 Gurgemanns-Karpp). In any case, it is going too far

to infer from any of this that Origen knew some version of the

(57) by Chadwick, ET of Contra Celsum, p.53 n.2, p.325 n.2.
In the Commentary on John (VI.17), it is clear that
Origen knows no other reiiable source on Simon than~.



Pseudo-Clementine Grundschrift. The distinctive features of the

Clementine tales are quite absent: Helen (Origen fails to rise at

all to Celsusl mention of her at V.lxii), the rivalry of Simon and

Dositheus, Simonis repeated confrontation with Peter. The only
I'M

common feature is ~ number 30. This may be a conventional number

for moon-worshipping cult circles(58), and so a natural choice for

a Quick jibe by Origenj or it may be that Dositheus was described

as leading a circle of thirty in Origen's source. What that source

might have been must be left to conjecture. The one document older

than Origen, and now available to us, in which we certainly find

Simon and Dositheus mentioned in the same context is the Hypotyposes

of Hegesippos.

Two sources Origen cannot call upon: personal observation and

local reminiscence. No supposed_sect of Simonians has been a feature

of the Alexandrian scene so far-as he is concerned.

(g) Simon and "Simonianism" in Tertullian and in 'de Hebaptismatel.

Tertullian.

Tertullian depends almost entirely, for his information on

Simon Magus, on Acts viii, read through the eyes of a convert from

polytheism. Simon is the prime example of the magician-showman,

ilIa species magiae, guae miraculis operatur, of a kind that might

infiltrate the Church, but would be detected and driven out: exinde

et Simon Magus iam fidelis, guoniam aliguid adhuc de circulatorie

secta cogitaret, ut scilicet inter miracula professionis suee

etiam spiritum sanctum per manuum impositionem enundinaret,

l(58) So Hi~enf01d (1865) 373; Beyschlag 57.



maledictus ab apostolis de fide eiectus est (de idololatria ix,

1.37 Leopold). His offer of money is used for a moralizing

comparison when Tertullian condemns the use of bribery to escape

persecution (de fuga in persecutione xii, 1.216 Leopold). Tertullian

regards Simon, and thereby presumably all magicians, as serving

angels (de praescriptione haereticorum xxxiii.12, 38 Bakhuizen van

den Brink). This is not just a reference to any supposed Simonian

theory of angel-mediated creation, for he equates this angel-service

with the 'nest of bitterness' which is condemned in Simon by Peter -

Simonianae autem magiae disciplina angelis serviens utigue et ipsa

inter idololatrias deputebatur et a Petro apostolo in ipso Simone

damnabatur. These remarks do not show any special interest in

Simon, let alone any contemporary knowledge of Simonians, for Simon

is mentioned almost perfunctorily as an example of heresies already

condemned by the apostles and requiring no further refutation.

Slightly more interesting is the reference in de anima lvii to

necromancy, of which Simon was a typical necromancer (there must

be some glancing reference to the Acts of Peter or soma similar

tale). Simon's "sectaries" (hae ret Lc os ) still claim, it seems,

to call up the souls of the prophets. In this case also, no

significant evidence of a living Simonian tradition can be traced.

Necromancy - and Tertullian is quite prepared to admit of its

possibility, though if it happens it is still a "lying wonder"

mendacium , which Christians can see through, as even pagans do,

end can vanquish, unlike pagans, with superior spiritual power -

was a common-pIece of contemporery magic(59), and to call e

ef Justin, I.Apol.xviii, Ammianus, Mist. XXVIII.i.
Discussion in Scudamore, DCA I (188or-1383-4; A.S.
Hunt, A Greek Cryptog~ (1929), '.vUnsch,Sethianische
Verfluehungstafeln-r1909).



necromancer a 'dupe of Simon' is to do no more than discredit a

whole genre by association with a notorious name - notorious,

that is, certainly among Christians, whose sub-culture and folk-

lore Tertullian assumes, and perhaps also among pagans, if Celsus

was not exceptional in his knowledge. The only significant

information here is the choice of Simon's name as typifying

necromancy, a practice within the general area of cults of power.

De Rebaptismate.

A reference has been(60) found in de rebaptismate to a supposed

Simonian baptism.

The author is aware(61) of certain desperati homines who have

taken advantage of John the Baptist's promise that Messiah would

baptize in the Holy Spirit and fire, to mount an assault upon

baptism: guomodo senctitatis ba~tisma ita corrumpant ac violent ut

etiam evacuent. So far, this is to say only that they oppose the

Catholic usage of baptism, for whatever reason. After a statement

that they originate from Simon, which needs separate attention, the

author goes on to specify how some opponents of Catholic baptism

argue their case.

Some of them claim a superior baptism, et which fire appears

over the water when the candidate goes down into the water:

"tentant nonnulli illorum tractare se solos integrum atque

(60) e.g. by Hall (1920) 524.
(61) de rebap!.ix (£ypriani •••Op~, Paris edn.,539-40)



perfectum, non sicuti nos mutilatum et decurtatum baptisma

tradere, quod taliter dicuntur adsignare ut quam max in

aquam descenderunt, statim super aquam ignis appareat. Quod
r

si aliquo lusu perpetrari potest, sicut adfi~mantur plerique

hujusmodi lusus Anaxilai esse, sive naturale quid est, quo

pacto poscit hoc contingere, sive illi put ant hoc se conspicere,

sive maligni opus et magicum virus ignem potest in aqua

exprimere, illi tamen talem fallaciam et stropham praedicant

perfectum baptisma esse".

It is interesting, but probably mere coincidence, that our

author chooses, aE his paradigm of the stage-magician, and for

comparison with these claimants of a potent baptism, Anaxilaos,

who is chosen for similar purposes by Irenaeus in his study of

the devices of Marcus, another ~ractitioner of a cult of power

noticed subsequently in this investigation. If the sectarians

envisaged by the author of de rebaptismate did in fact stage some

sort of fire-like light shining on baptismal water, then their

rites have at least the psychological concomitants of a power-

cult. This confused author, however, cannot be relied upon even

to have understood the claims of those he quotes. It is possible

that the strange version of Jesus' baptism (Jesus confessing real

sins, and accepting John's baptism et his mother's insistence, end

the appearance of fire upon the Jordan) in the book that he cites,

the otherwise unattested Petri Praedicatio, is the only source

that he knows, and that he has inferred from the book what he

expects its users to posit as the essentials of baptism. Even at

that, his testimony is doubtfully reliable. All thet can be said



is that he may have had to cope with a mid-second-century sect,

claiming an initiation superior to the Catholic baptism, and

describing its superiority by the contrasting images of fire and

water (as in the Valentinian "Gospel of Philip", to be examined

later), though perhaps with dualist or antinomian traits.

None of this has anything to do with Simon Magus, or with any

genuine Simonian counter-church. That these sectaries originem jam

exinde trahunt a Simone mago is true only in that figure of Simon

is an apt symbol for.all those who bring magical pretensions into

the baptismal community. There is no extended comparison made here

between Simon and ttle later sectaries, and oar author virtually

says as much by his choice of quotation; what interests him most

is not Simon's heterodoxy but Peter's 'curse'.

(h) "The Lost Syntagma" and the ~Refutation".

The reconstruction of the passage relating to Simon in the

lost Syntagma posited by Lipsius is especially difficult, not

least because the source behind Quorum haereticorum 46, [piphanius

Panarion 21, rilastrius' diversarum haereseon liber xxxix, and

Theodoret's Haereticarum rabularum Compendium i may well have been

used also by the author of the Refutation for his section on

Simon (VI.vii-xx), but also because it seems to have shared more

material with Irenaeus than other parts of the Syntagma, and

furthermore because an allegedly Simonian document on which it

appears to draw shows signs of having been affected by OphitB

interpolation before the author of the Syntagma obtained it.(62)

(62) See Lipsius, Quellenkritik (1865), 74-85, esp. 76-7.
Lipsius' identification of the 'Ophites' here is owing
to his assumption that the 'Ophis' must have been a
cosmological snake-figure; despite this error, his
sUgGestion that the ~p~phasis is interpolated has force.



It is also unclear whether the Apophasis tJegale, "The Great

Announcement", given verbatim by the Refutator as V is given

completely; whether it is itself interpolated, or expanded as a

Simon's(63). whether it was,commentary on a genuine text of

originally given in full in the Syntagma, or only in summary

form, such as now appears in Epiphanius (Pane 21.6).

Extensive and repeated study of the available text(64) of

the Apophasi5 Megale leaves one quite uncertain as to its

relation with Simon and Helen. for the purposes of this investigation,

this is not a difficulty, for no evidence appears in it as to how,

if at all, its cosmology (expressed in the imagery of organic

reproduction) might be expressed in ritual.

Epiphanius does et one point (Pen. 21.4) ap, ear

to infer that Simon advocated SDme sort of sexual mystery-rite:

'-*.-.- ""
. I· ,l, 1 i : t " , (,

4, MV(JT:7iPta OE 't::rl:&l:lo C:lGI.(l0TJiTO; (It'CEW;' TE aQ),IIaHU}·', O,iQ)': '

(JEfivOnpOIJ tXPI,,/7;aCJ,Ual, avo(l(.:jl' ph o/{': T~; cbo(J(loia::. i'l.,.al%(~I',
Ot 0'(: n;;t' xc r 1 ~&l(il/(H' ~rcil" ~UlIl11'io.H' uti.i.lli'!! TII'I c:i(jl.tl()T'~T!1
ti.; flt'(jT'ieJla (j'vva'i'O,Uilo'~')V' 'xd ~a'i:~a _Eb)a~ pt'Gd()/c: ;C)~..; ,,/VcO.GEW::
iH) T~r; TEJ.WJt:anj.;· : ,i ••

(63) ef Frickel, 'Die Apophasis Megale eine Grundschrift der
Gnosis l' (1967).

(64) In the edition of Salles-Dabadie; ef also Frickel, 'J.:.:ine
kritische Textausgabe der "Ap,2phasis Megale" (Hippolyt,
Ref. 6,9-18) l' in Wiener Studien 6 (197~162-84.
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(1, 242. 20-24, 3.2, 5-10 Hall).

The learning of pass-words for a safe journey through the

heavens is an "Ophite" technique that needs attention in its proper

place. It has no logical connection with the alleged Jlvan}(lta

•••• ala1.!JoTTj'ro; , as well as being interpolated into Epiphanius'

source (unless [piphanius himself dragged it in for good measure).

As for the themselves, the reference appears to be, not

to a congregational act using semen and menstrual blood, but to a

challenge to defy, probably in the secrecy of the house, the almost

universal tabu against marital intimacy during the woman's menses,

an act of defiance calculated to "liberate" and "strengthen" the

mind. A comparable counsel is given by the contemporary Power-Cult

orissor(6S), and, although no historical continuity need be posited

for one moment, the psychological parallel is noteworthy and in such

an area a useful guide to probability. This would be a ........"t:c-.,,.

in two senses: it would represent a breaking through the concealing

(65) D.Fosbrooke, Orissor is the Way for All (Sowerby Bridge
1978) 13-11+.
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of fear into the secrets of supposed power, and it would, even as

an act entirely confined within the head of one individual, have a

deliberate and resolute quality sufficient to give it a ritual

status. This nexus of considerations will need be borne in mind

when apparent semen-and-blood-rites are found in evidence relating

to the "Gnostics" cf Panarion 26. It is in any case probable that

this element in Epiphanius' source is itself one of the "Ophite"

additions, inserted because of the use of menstrual imagery in

the cosmology already in the basic text now preserved in ~anarion

21.

The Refutation has a passage (Vl.19.5) of comparable import.

Before introducing Irenaeus' statement about Simonian use of

incantations and love-potions (Ref. Vl.20), the writer observes,. t
in connection with Simon's presentation of Helen as the ~ost sheep

and the source of liberating gnosis:

, ol Uf al:lft:;
IJI,uIlra, rov ~lavav xai ~'i,u{))va:; ,ucqov ra'O,UEVOt ra 3,uo,a U(l~(jl~', 10

alayiorm; rrcaXOVrE; atev "'yveo8-at, Uyovrc;' :;raaa Y~ Y'j, xat Ot!
OlarpE(JEt ~aii Tt; axeloe«, )C).;,v tva OJfE{(J!l, aUa xal .uay.a(Ji;ol:o,~·
~avrav; bL rfj (§.EV1J)fJ'geL I raVrtJV slvtu Uyovre; r~v ulEiav a,a-

,Cl ( , fa..' I'";'C'/V, xal ro ayLO; aylmv •• U" . 0; aytaOv1)OEral' OV yap IHl x(la·
nla8-at avrav~ En Ltv, vo.llt~o{J{vqJ xaxcp, ).tAvt'(lCJvrat lap.

10 (roii) Ital Cruice Ilarol) Ijpwvo~ "" We. 12 TroD et P 18 eivr/ :

Miller, e wohl kenntlich, Accent auf 2. Bucbst.: ItOU'V cs, tl4la'l'OPIP Cruice un-
mllglich U a;'icp Klost. U'I·( P, vorber kllnnea 1-2 Bucbst. feblen: iTr((U~)'o,

IIr
We., lto)J.'19EIt; Klost. arlao/Ir; P, or aicht sicher kenntlich 1& Efl W~.: brl P

Wendland).
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If, as seems possible, this goes back to a passage comparable

with that in Epiphanius' source, we detect hera an adaptation, ·the

source behind the Refutation being the later version: the alteration

is two-fold, the advocacy of sexual liberation moving away from

confrontation with deep-seated aversion to more conventional

libertinism, and the spiritual ideal pursued moving aW8Y from an

explicit quest for potent insight to a superficially Christian

pursuit of holy love. Nonetheless, the Power motif is still present:

no matter who sows, some ;one must. The Refutator is clear on the

point that that sort of material is later than Simon.

(j) Simon in the Pseudo-Clementine Romance.

In the now lost "Clementine Romance" of which both The

Clementine Recognitions and the Clementine Homilies are differing

abridgements(66), the figure of'Simon Magus has 8 major place. It

has been maintained even in recent times(67) that the Simon of the

Clementines represents a combination of the historical Simon of the Acts

and Justin Martyr with later Simonian theology and practice. The

other major theory is that which regards the Simon of the Clementines

as a screen for the figure of Paul, the real target of Jewish-

Christian polemic.(68)

(66) Cf Hort (1901), Cullmann(1930)
(67) e.g.Beyschlag 46-67.
(68) Still upheld by Schoeps, Theologie und Geschichte

des Judenchristentums (1949) 128-33, 144-6.
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The interpretation of the Clementines is a thorny problem,

(too complex for any attempt at adequate solution within the limits

of this investigation), which depends upon the answers given to five

questions: who the probable author of the Romance may be (or, if no

name can be suggested, the author's place in the varied levels of

Christian society or at least his geographical location); to what

extent his personal theology and practice reflect that of a local

church or distinct Christian tradition or are merely his own; what

his main purpose was in writing the original Romance; and who or

what is represented by his Simon Magus character; and the probable

date of composition. Of these, the fourth question is our present

concern, and that itself requires at least a provisional answer to

the third (the purpose) and the'fifth (the date). Some estimate of

purpose and date will make possible at least a provisional

understanding of the author's use of sources, itself essential to

a reading of the author's use of the figure of Simon.

As to the date, we have the clear statement of Eusebius,
(69) the rr'TutJ,.. ",,1 IA'f"'w,,,,, S~).:""tWSwriting about 325 A.D. , that r-

is a recent production, attested by no authors of earlier days:

Eusebius is apparently contradicted by Origen, in the extant taxt

of whose works are found two clear references to the Clementine

Ro~ance.(70) It has been shown conclusively, however, by the late

(69) h.e.III.38.5; on the date, see the arguments of
G.A.Williamson in his ET (1965) 19-21.

(70)CPhilocalia, p.204 Robinson, and op.imperf. in Matt
th~ r~ference in the full comment-ary 'on Mat t. xXvi:

~~ J.S J.nany case only in the Latin text). Cf Hort901) Ch.1.
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Abbot John Chapman(?1) that these references are interpolations of

at least the fourth century. The evidence of Eusebius may stand: the

Romance is a product of the last years of the third or the early

years of the fourth century.

As to the purpose - and the Romance is too full of theological

argument to be chiefly for edification or entertainment - we have a

clue in the astonishing statement put into Peter's mouth that, when

all is said and done, there is no essential difference between

JUdaism and Christianity:

"Since •••both to the Hebrews and to those who are'called from

the Gentiles, believing in the teachers of truth is of God,

while excellent actions ar~ left to everyone to do by his

own judgement, the reward is righteously bestowed upon those

who do well. for~ there would have been no need of Moses, or

of the coming of Jesus, if of themselves they would have

understood what is reasonable. Neither is there salvation

in believing in teachers and calling them lords. for on this

account Jesus is concealed from the Jews, who have taken Moses

as their teacher, and Moses is hidden from those who have

believed Jesus. tor there being one teaching by both,

God accepts him who has believed either of these. But

believing a teacher is for the sake of doing the things

spoken by God. And that this is so our Lord himself says,

'I thank thee, tather of heaven and earth, because thou

(71) In ZnW 9 (1908) 21-34.



hast concealed these things from the wise and elder, and

hast revealed them to sucking babes'. Thus God himself has

concealed a teacher from some, as foreknowing what they

ought to do, and has revealed him to others, who are

ignorant of what they ought to do.
",,,cieM uti.

Nei ther, there fore, are the Hebrews esOIIdeillSI Id on account

of their ignorance of Jesus, by reason of him who has

concealed him, if, doing the things (commanded) by Moses,

they do not hate 'him whom they do not know. Neither are

those from among the Gentiles condemned, who know not Plos as

on account of him who hath concealed him, provided that they

also, doing the things spoken by Jesus, do not hate him whom

they do not know.

And some will not be profited by calling all the teachers

lords, but not doing the works of servants. For on this

account our Jesus himself said to one who often called him

Lord, but did none of the things which he prescribed, 'Why

call me Lord, lord, and do not the things which I say?'

For it is not saying that will profit anyone, but doing.

By all means, therefore, is there need of good works.

Moreover, if anyone has been found worthy to recognize

both (Moses and Jesus) as preaching one doctrine, that man

has been counted rich in God, understanding both the old

things as new in time and the new things as old".

(Hom. VIII. v-vii; 184-5 Dressel, ET in A.-N.r. 1978,271).



This passage(72) says much of the author's Christology and

of his sense of being, as both a Christian and a Jew, in a very

unusual position; it also reflects a passionate longing to reconcile

Jew and Christian, even at the cost of not converting Jews to

Christian belief. He is inviting his fellow-Jews, and encouraging

his fellow-Christians to join him in inviting Jews, to make common

cause against a single enemy - an enemy who, it seems, may inveigle

Jews into seeing him, "Simon", as a valuable ally against Christians.
()1 of~...t\Z U.)

Whoever this may have been'lthe author of the Homance~ the danger of

such an apparent ally was potentially very great, as may be seen

from the ease with which Marxist advocacy has been able to play upon

anti-Christian feelings among Jews (in themselves all tODexcusable

after the treatment they have received at Christian hands), despite

the avowed intention of Marxism to destroy theistic religion, which

strikes as much at the rationale of Jewish existence as at the basis

of Christianity.

It is now impossible to state confidently what sources relating

to Simon were available to the author of the Romance.(73) It cannot

be unimportant, however, that no use is made of the Lucan theme of

paying for gifts of the Spirit, nor of most of the Helen story from

Irenaeus and Justin. The novel view that Simon is linked with John

the 8aptist(74) may be an attempt by the Clementine author to link

the Simon-theme in the minds of Palestinian readers with a baptizing

(72) From the Grundschritt; more moderately in Rec.IV.v
(73) cr Arai (1977), esp.118. It may be going too far to

say with Chapman, art.cit.147-9, that the Clementines
have no source.

(74) Hom.II.xxiii.
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power-cult, such as that associated with the name of Elchasai.(75)

Descriptions of Simon's cosmology, and the style of argumentation

against it(76), are somewhat reminiscent of the Megale Apophasis

in the Refutation.(77) The strange tale of Simon's conjuring the

soul out of a little boy(78) sounds like a typical example of the

use of children in revelation-magic(79); the source is folk-lore,

based on magical stock-in-trade, and does not argue an underlying

source. The same may be said of most of his other achievements:

making statues walk, rolling on the fire without being burnt,

turning himself into a serpent or a goat, acquiring two faces,

turning into gold, opening locked gates, melting iron, creating

optical allusions, making plates appear to float through the air(80)

- these are the conventional repertoire of high-class stage magic -
(81)but his claim to fly must come ftom the apocryphal Acts of Peter ,

and turning stones into loaves sounds like an echo of the temptation

(75) See infra, 220ff.
(76) nom.III.xxxviii-xlviii, Rec.xxxvi-lxix (and cf Acts

ar-Peter xxv-xxviii).
(77) With LUdemann, 93-5.
(78) Hom.IT.xxvi.
(79) er the example discussed from P.Lond.465 by Hull,

Hellenistic Magic and the Synoptic Tradition
{1970) 21. --

(80) ~. II.xxxii.
(81) see ch.xxxii.
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of Jesus.(82) In the disputations, however, Simon assumes a

different character: he_is an apologist for pagan polytheism.(83)

It is probable that the Clementine author is using Simon as an

aiming-point for several targets, but Paul is not one of them. None

of Paul's distinctive ideas, even in garbled version, is maintained

by the Clementine Simon(84); and, where Paul appears (unnamed) as

opponent of the (85) he is distinct from Simon, andan Church ,

represents hostile Jewry led by Caiaphas. (86) It is by no means

impossible that the sources of the Clementines contained anti-

Pauline material, but it does not survive in the Romance in connection

wi th Simon.

One candidate for the role of hidden target does present

himself: Porphyry. Porphyry was a vigorous opponent of the Christian

movement, an advocate of neo-Platonist theurgy, and an apologist for

the old pagan polytheism; and he sought the sympathy and support of

the Jews.(8?) His activity belongs to the period 260-280 A.D.(BB)

(82) Cf Lk.iv.3, Matt. iv.3.
(83) See Hom.III.iii, XVI.xii.
(84) Noted by Headlam (1902) 524-7.
(85) ~.I.lxx-lxxi.
(86) ~.I.lxi-lxxii; in I.lxx,Paul attacks Simon. The theme

of Simon could be used by Christians who wanted
to magnify Peter at Paul.'s expense (whatever their
reason); but then the method would be to represent
Paul-founded chunehes as more vulnerable to Simon's
baleful influence, and needing Peter's paternal
correction we see exactly this in Acts of Xanthippe
and Poly~ xxiv. -

(87) Relying rather on Telfer (1914) than on Harnack (1916);
ef also Bardy (1913).

(38) Helpful survey by A.C.Lloyd in A.H.Armstrong, ed.,
Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval
Philosophy (London 1970) 233-297.
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On all these counts, he is the only likely target for the kind of

attack launched by the Clementine author by way ef Simon. Of Simon

himself, and of any supposed "Simoniens", the Clementines have

nothing to say.

(k) The "Acts of Archelaus" and a "historical Sirnon"?

The curious account preserved by Hegemonius(89) of the

disputation held between Mani and the Christian bishop Archelaos in

Mesopotamia (Haran?), probably in 277/8 A.D., while Probus was

Emperor(90), contains the following story of one of Mani's forebears:

a certain Scythianus, of Saracen descent, and a contemporary of the

apostles, advocated a radical dualism (Inimicitias •••inter duos

ingenitos introduxit et omnia haec guae conseguuntur huiuscemodi

assertionem). He married a slave-woman from the Upper Thebaid, and

at her suggestion settled in Egypt - the traditional home of magic,

be it noted. He had a single disciple, Terebinthus, who wrote for

him four books: The Mysteries, The Headings, The Gospel, and The

Treasury. Scythianus and his disciple set ~ off to Judaea to

seek out well-known teachers there. Before this could be arranged,

Scythianus died suddenly, 'and Terebinthu5 felt compelled to flee

with his master's books to Babylonia. Here he set up as B sage,

claiming the whole of Egyptian wisdom (i.e., magic), declaring

(89) In the edn of Beeson (GCS).
(90) So Acts of Archelaus 37, Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat.vi,

Leo the Great, Serm.i in Pent.; Epiphanius, de-mens.
~pond.20.
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himself to be e second Buddha, to be virgin-born, and to have

been brought up on a mountain by an angel, linking these personal

claims with a developed form of his late master's dualism. He

lodged with his one convert, an old woman. Going up to her roof

one day to offer incantations in privacy, he fell off and was

killed. The old woman had him buried, and kept his books, which

she subsequently left to a boy whom she had bought as a companion

and attendant. The young man took up the system expounded in the

books, adapted and expanded the books themselves, and made them

the basis of a new sect, beginning with three disciples (Thomas,
":$Addas, and Hermas), with himself, ~ name now changed from

Corbicius or Kourbikos to Mani, as its head.(91)

The~are difficulties with the text of the Acts of Archelaos,
e -lfst because we must conten~ ourselves with an imperfect Latinnot

rendering of a Greek adaptation (hardly even a free translation)

of a lost Syriac original. Even for the Greek text, the evidence

of Epiphanius (haer. 66) and Cyril of Jerusalem (Cat. vi) give

variant readings: the forms of the names vary, and the authorship

of the four bOOk~S credited directly to the master, Scythianus,

and not to his amanuensis. In any case, the Syriac original claims

no more than to hand on a piece of oral tradition. There are

several indications that "Scythianus" and "Terebinthus" are one

and the same: they both have a dominant female companion (it looks

as though the Egyptian slave-woman has, as it were, turned into

(91) Acts of Archelaus lxii.1-ixiv.5 (90-93 Beeson)
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Terebinthus when Scythianus and a single companion set off for

Judaea), they both come to an untimely death.

Needles/to say, this account of I"lani'sorigins is distorted by

polemic. Only recently has it become possible to have any estimate

of Mani's own version of his career. The still not yet fully published

Cologne manuscript of Mani's biography gives a different story, albeit

with some points of contact.(92) Mani entered the baptizing sect

which was his point of departure at the age of four, and at the age

of twelve received the revelation which gave a sense of inward

difference (liberty) from the sect's principles which he did not

make public until his second experience of revelation in his twenty-

fourth year.(g3) The statement of HegemOnius(94) that the future

Mani entered the woman's service at "about seven years of age" and

that she died "when this boy had reached his twelfth year" sounds

like a garbled version of the same general story.

The Cologne Codex identifes the baptizing sect that was the

young Mani's milieu as that founded by IIAlchasaios,,(95), thus

confirming the statement of the fihrist(96): "Their head is known

(92) See Henrichs and Koenen, 'Ein gr.Mani-Kodcx', ZPE 5
(1970) 97-216.

(93) 119 Henrichs and Koenen.
(94) Acts of Archelaus ixiv.2 (92 Beeson)
(95) 135 Henrichs and Koenen.
(96) From GT of F1Ugel, quoted by Henrichs and Koenen,

133-4.
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as al-~asih. He is the one who founded the sect, and maintained

that there are two beings, one male and one female •••" (which

is a clear reference to the vision of the two gigantic beings in

the Book of Elchasai, to be noted later(97) in this investigation).

The tradi tion that formed I"lani,then, was that of "The Hidden

!Jower,,(98), and the denigratory story preserved in the Acta

Archelai which accuses Mani of deriving his works, including his

Gospel and Kephalaia from his disowned antecedents is also an

attack on those antecedents by identifying their origins with a

discredited itinerant occultist.

The itinerant occultist, here identified with the self-styled

"Hidden Power", has several features is common with the Simon of

western Christian polemic: a female companion bought from slavery,

claims to fulfil the particular-religious longings of the local

community (the father among the Jews, the Son among the Christians;

where Christianity from the west and Buddhism from the East meet in

the Persian empire, the virgin-born and the new Buddha). It was

suggested above that, where the influence of a Power-Cult supplied

the category, Simon had been hailed as "~ Great Power": it is

suggested now that this garbled tale in the Acta Archalai preserves

a distant memory of the death of Simon, and also the sole clue to

what his cultic practice may have included.

The story offered by Hegemonius of Terebinthus falling off a

roof in the middle of his prayers suggests a credible origin for

(97) See infra, 220-241.
(98) Brandt, Elchasai (1912) 7-8.
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the wild tales of Simon flying by means of magical invocations,

only to be shot down by Peter's stronger magic. The story of en

accidental death (which even in the less hostile version of

Hegemonius is presented as a divine judgement) has in the West

been linked with the theme of Simon's being rebuked by Peter, that

theme having been severed from its original Lucan context, end it

has been tranferred with the cycle of Peter-stories to Rome -

probably encouraged by the tale current there(99) of an unnamed

actor over-reaching his ecrobatic skill and falling off the god-
. (100)walk. The story of the accldent is set at dawn, the suggestion

being that the invocation of secret names is a communion with the

primal Power that makes the sun to rise:

Tunc deinde mane primo ascendit solarium Quaddam excelsum,

ubi nomina quaedam invocare caepit •••cum ergo ascendisset

ritus nescio cuius vel artificii gratia, solus autem ascendit,

uti ne ab aliquo convinci possit, Quod si dissimulesset vel

pro nihilo duxisset, cogitabat se ab eeris principibus poenis

esse subdendum haec eo cogi tente, iustissimus deus sub terras

eum detrudi per spiritum iubet, et continua de summa deiectus,

exanime corpus deorsum praecipitatum est, quod anus illa

miserata collectum locis solitis sepeluit.

(99) Suetonius, Nero xii.21. An early discovery -
ef Fabiani, Notizie di Simon Mag~ (1860) 23-30.

(100) Acts of Archelaus lii.5-6 (92.7-15 Beeson).
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What the nomina guaedam were, the Manichaeans claimed that

their seven Chosen Ones knew, or so Hegemonius tells us. That detail

belongs to the subject of Manichaeism, and so outside this investigation.

Ritus nescio guis must be for this investigation as well as for

Hegemonius the summary of available knowledge of Simon's own cultic

usages, beyond~ hints of revelation-magic (for which various

techniQues(101) were available) and of invocations of Power or Powers.

The importance of Simon lies not in his own history but in the history

of his reputation: he represents the vulnerability of the Christian

community's hopes, thought, and liturgy to infection by the interests

and motivation of Cults of Power.

(101) Obvious examples in Lucian, Pseudoprophetesj othe~s in
Preisendanz, 'Zur synkretistischen Magie im r~m. Agypten'
in Festschrift Gomperz, 111-125; F.Cunen, 'Lampe et coupe
magiques', ~ymbolae Osloenses 36 (1960) 65-71.
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CULTS or POWER. 2:
MENANDER AND BAPTISM INTO INCORRUPTIBILITY

There is little difficulty about the sources of our knowledge
about Menander(10), for the sources resolve into one - Justin Martyr.

The information provided by lrenaeus gives every sign of being
derived from Justin's lost Syntagma. and the statements of Tertullian,
Eusebius and Epiphanius are (and in the case of Eusebiu8 admittedly)

based on Irenaeus.
Justin's passing reference to Menander, as an example of

impostors laying claim to divinity, in his first Apology, places
Menander in direct association with Simon Magus, who has just been

mentioned:
"1 know also that a certain _!.lenander,also 8 Samaritan, from
the village of Capparetaia,~ho had become(11) a disciple of

Simon, waS similarly moved ~y the demons and, having settled
in Antioch, deceived many people by magiC art. He even persuaded
those who followed him that they would never die. There are still

some people, followers of his, who profess the same belief".

~ ~ \
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(10) See Lipsius, Quel*enkritik (1865) 85-7; Foerster 'Die
"ersten Gnostikerll Simon und Menander' in Bianchi ed
Le origini dello Gnosticismo (1967) 190-6. ,.,

~~' 'wh~ was'. which is preferred by most translators;
t a l~teral rendering seems more apt.

(11)
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1 Apol. xxvi. 19-20, p.192 otto.
Justin does not claim to have met or seen Menander, and suggests that,

p().st
like Simon, he belongs to a ~ generation. This brief sketch has
very much the appearance of being part and parcel of Justin's
youthful memories of the reputation of Simon. There is no reason to
dismiss his statement that Menander had spent some time as a pupil

or adherent of Simo~, especially-if the tale comes from circles in
which both men were approved of, or at least found impressive. The

connection of Menander with a named village suggests well founded
local tradition. for Justin, Menander is not a local figure; he has
gone off to Antioch and found success there. What precisely he did

by way of 'magic art' is not indicated; nor is the nature of being
~ I~no~~o' nor the way in which belonging to these ranks was

sUpposed to ensure that one would become immortal.
It is usually assumed(12)that those whom Justin knew, or had

heard of, who still (K4l v~v ) professed the same belief were
, , I )surviving disciples (ollt' 6-1({:-'VOV of Menander. It is not however

clear that Justin in fact says this. His expression

(12) E.g. by Davie in his ET of Justin, and by Lawlor and
Oulton in their ET of Eusebius h.e.III.26.3.
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need mean no more than that there were still sectaries who perpetuated
the same kind of view that Menander had represented, or even offered
their own special immortality-conferring mysteries.

Justin's statement in the first Apology. then, describes a
Samaritan; adherent of Simon, who settled in Antioch and flourished
there in (say) the last two or three decades of the first century(13),

who claimed to be able to confer immortality on his disciples. To this
sketch Irenaeus and his successors have some few interesting details
to addo

Irenaeus' account of Menander (Against the Heresies I.xvii),
which is part of his summary account of the growth of heresy before
Valentinus and Ptolemy, is clearly not the fruit of his personal
researches, and it is reasonable to assume that, like the rest of
this summary, it comes from Justin's(14) lost Syntagma.

Irenaeus reports (or so his latin translator makes him say):
"Successor to this man (se. ~imon) was Menandar, a Samaritan
by race, who also (like Simon) reached the highest achievements
of magic. He maintained that the first Power was unknown by all;
and that he himself was the one who had been sent by (or from)
the Invisible Ones, as Saviour, for the salvation of meA. The

world, he said furthermore, had been made by angels - and, like
Simon, he asserted that these had coma forth from Ennoia.

(13) Ehrhardt seems to be justified in his remark that Menander
was dead before Ignatius' time: Framework of the New
Testament Stories (London 1964) 180.

(14) Cf Lipsius,85-7; and Salmon, art. 'Menander' in DCBIII
(London 1882) 902.
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He claimed to make it possible, by the magical knowledge which
he taught, to overcome even the angels who made the world; for his
disciples (he said) received resurrection through the baptism which
was 'inta himself, and, furthermore, that they were incapable
of dying, but would endure without ageing, immortal".
"Hujus successor fuit Menander, Samarites genere, qui et ipse

i"~j" lt~M
ad summum magiae pervenit. Qui primam Quidam virtutem i:ftIoYliilttm
ait omnibus; se autem esse, Qui missus sit ab invisibilibus
salvatorem pro salute hominum. Mundum autem factum ab angelis;
QUOS et ipse similiter ut Simon ab Ennoia emissos dicit. Dare
Quoque per eam, quae a se doceatur, magicam scientiam addidit,
ut et ipsos Qui mundum fecerunt, vincant angelos. Resurrectionem
enim per id quod est in eum baptisma accipere ejus discipulos,

et ultra non posse mori, sed perseverare non senescentes, et
immortales".

(Adv. ~aer. I. xvii, Vol. I p.195 Harvey).
In the Refutation (VII. xxviii), ~enander appears only as a

reference point for the teaching of Satornil. There are signs at
this point of the Refutation of specially hurried compOSition; but
it is still surprising that Menander, with his obviously questionable
baptismal theories, did not catch the imagination of the author of
the Refutation as an obvious stick for the beating of Callistus. It
may be mere accident, or it may be that in the Rome of the Refutation
the name of Menander means entirely nothing; whatever tha cause, the

text or the Refutation does not in this matter.give us the help with
the text of Irenaeus that it affords elsewhere.

Eusebius paraphrases the account of Irenaeus admittedly and in
sufficient datail to support the Latin version:

"Menendar, who succeeded Simon the Magus, showed by his behaviour
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that he was a second weapon of the machinations of the devil
not inferior to the first". - (ThiS is either adaptem from
Justin's first Apology, or the"text of Irenaeus has lost it.)

"He also was a Samaritan, and advanced to the highest
achievements of (Black) Magic, falling short of his teacher
in nothing, and being full of even more amazing tales of
~onder. He said, indeed, that he himself was the Saviour
sent from somewhere above, from the invisible Aeons, for the
salvation of men. He taught also that no-one could get the
better even of the world-creating angels except by first
going through the magical practice taught by him and through
the baptism administered into him. Those thus favoured would
partake of eternal incorruptibility even in this life, and

would never die, but would endure here for ever, without
ageing, having become immortal". (He goes on to quote Justin,
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(h.e. III. xxvi. 1-3, p.105 Schwartz).
One possible ambiguity must be noted here and kept for a

discussion before we leave Menander. The Latin version of Irenaeus
seems to indicate that the instruction in magIcal techniques for
getting the better of the world-creating powers was a distinct

process from the baptism "into" Menander. Eusebius, by interpreting
Menander as making the instruction and the baptism conjoint conditions
of the outwitting of the angels and the attainment of incorruptibility,
seems to suggest that the instruction and the baptism were perhaps
identical.

Menander's claims to heavenly origin and mission as
Epiphanius also follows Irenaeus (Panarion 22). He renders

, 'I ,

~~I.1TO" SG

himself, a power of God, had been sent dotalnfrom above". At least
Epiphanius indicates that the contemptuous noe~vis an addition and

comment by Eusebius, not part of Irenaeus' text. The notion of $U'\l~"'ts

e&o~ • "a power of God",has clearly been dragged in by Epiphanius
from the account of Simon; as a comment that Menander belongs among
the oults of power, it is justifiable, but it cannot be taken as a
fair quotation of Menander. Eusebius also paraphrases the purpose
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/.

Holl) : So that he

might bring together certain persons to the Mystery-Initiation linked
with himself, for the sake of their being free from the domination
of the angels, principalities and authorities that createa the
world". It is probable that Eusebius and the translator of Irenaeus
are right in making Irenaeus call Menander's rite a "baptism", and
that Epiphanius shies a~ay from calling so deviant a procedure by
the same name as a Christian sacrament; but it is worth asking
whether Menander's rite was known as a "baptism", especially as
Justin in his Apology is not explicit on the detail. At all events,
Epiphanius supports Eusebius in describing Menander's "magic" as

'Y0'\T6-~'" , !!.ill. magic. This was no doubt also lrenaeus' terRI; his
Latin translator had perhaps a more restricted vocabulary, and was

limited to the less
.-severe magia.. (Justin does not use yOY') Tt-I d ;

~ , ~ I
014 fAd.')"lkrts Tt-)("1,S" 1.but neither does he use pd. y f::-I~ 'alone:

ApoL, xxvi.20; fAd.YII<.~r Svv1f'(;1S , I. Apol. lvi; pp.102 and 250
otto) 0

Hegesippus speaks of "Menandrianists" among the miscellaneous
Christian heresies that sprang up as soon as the Church of Jerusalem

lost its pristine innocence and seclusion (in Eusebius, h.e. IV.
22. 4); but the reference is entirely formal and represents nothing
significant in Hegesippus' experience, at Jerusalem or elsewhere.
It may perhaps just be significant that he includes Menander among
the Christian heretics, but leaves Simon among the purely external
phenomena that should never have touched the Church's inner life -

and that he mentions Satornil in the fifth and last phase, and not
in direct association with Menander: but the whole passage is too
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rhetorical to be pressed.
Tertullian, as is well known, used lrenaeus' Against the

Heresies, and his references to Menander are clearly dependent
on it. In his book On the Resurrection of the flesh (ch. v), he
mentions Menander and Marcus, in passing, as proponents of the

doctrine that the human body is made by angels:
futtile et;

frivolum istud corpusculum, quod malum denique appellare non
horrent, etsi angelorum fuisset operatio ut Menandro et Marco
placet, etsi ignei alicuius extructio aeque angeli ut Apelles docet,

, sufficeret ad auctoritatem carnis secundae divinitatis oatrocinium:

(p.14, cap.5, 11.6-11 Evans; 'futtile' error for 'futile')

His beok On the Soul, in ch. xxiii, refers also to this view
of Menander as being shared by Satornil, whose opinions receive
fuller discuBsion, but Ch. 1, which is devoted to the inevitability

of death, deals with Menander mo~e fully:
IIAccording to the general sentiment of the human race, we
declare death to be 'the debt of nature'. So much has been
settled by the voice of God (Gen, ii. 17); such as the contract
with everything that has been born: so that even from this the
frigid conceit of Epicurus is refuted, who says that no such

debt is due from us; and not only so, but the insane opinion
of the Samaritan heretic Menander is also rejected, who will
have it that death has not only nothing to do with his disciples,

but in fact never reaches them. He pretends to have received a
commission from the secret power of One above, that all who
partake of his baptism become immortal, incorruptible, and

instantaneously invested with resurrection-life. We read, no
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doubt, of very many wonderful kinds of waters: how, for
instance, the vinous quality of the stream intoxicates the
people who drink of the Lyncestis; how at Colophon the waters
of an oracle-inspiring fountain affect men with madness; how
Alexander was killed by the poisonous water from Mount Nonacris
in Arcadia. Then, again, there was in Judaea before the time of
Christ a pool of medicinal virtue. It is well known how the
poet has cmmmemorated the marshy styx as preserving men from

death; although Thetis had, in spite of the preservative, to
lament her son. And for the matter of that, were Menander
himself to take a plunge into this famous styx, he would
certainly have to die after all; for you must come to the Styx,
placed as it is by all accounts in the regions of the dead. Well,
but What and where are those blessed and charming waters which

not even John Baptist ever Used in his preministrations, nor
Christ after him ever revealed to his disciples? What was this

wondrous bath of Menander? He is a comical fellow, I weeno•
[pun on Menander]o«Sut why (was such a font) so seldom in

request, so obscure, one to which so very few ever resorted
for their cle~nsing? I really see something to suspect in so
rare an occurrence of a sacrament to which is attached so much
security and safetY ••oThe whole question resolves itself, in

short, into this challenge: Where are to be found the men
whom Menand.r hea ~aptiz ••? Whom he has plunged into his styx?
Let them come forth and stand before us - those apostles of

..his whom he has made immortal?

(p.521-523, Po Holmes, tro)
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This does very little for our investigation but assure us
further that Tertullian's source which said clearly that Menander
baptized. Tertullian observes only that Menander's baptism is also
supposed to convey immortality (a cleim which he takes utterly
literally), and does not even mention the fact that Menander's
baptism, according to Irenaeus, caused the initiate -to enter some
special relationship with the saviour-figure of Menander. Nor
does he even notice Menander's claim to techniques that protect
believers from angels. One detail only, and that perhaps no more
than a mistake, is new: the description of Menander's initiates

as "apostles". If there were signs of Tertullian having known
Justin's Syntagma as well as Irenaeus, this new feature might
be important. As it is, Tertullian's treatment of Menander as
a convenient target for abuse do~~ not encourage us to take his
interpretation of his source ver9 seriously.

The Libellus ·Quorum haereticorum" that has survived at the
end of Tertullian de praescriptione. and is thought to reflect

the material in Hippolytus' lost Syntagma. and may also indirectly
go back to JUstin(15), affords little extra light, except to

confirm a clear, explicit reference in the earlier documents
to baptism:

"After him (Simon) his disciple Menander, also a magiCian,
taught the same doctrines as Simon, and whatever Simon had
called himself, so Manendar styled himself, and he denied
that anyone could have salvation unless he had been baptized

(15) See again Lipsius 84-7, also Hilgenfeld, Ketzergeschichte
(1884) 21-30, 187-90



in his name".
(Quorum haereticorum, 2, tr. R.M. Grant,
Second-Century Christianity, p. 126).

"Post hunc Menander, discipulus ipsius, similiter magus,
e",tA.em ~ icE'Y\S
eseam dicBOS, quae Simon ipse, quicquid se Simon dixerat,
hoc se Menander esse dicebat, negans habere posse quemquam
salutem, nisi in nomine suo baptizatus fuisset~

(p.32 leopold).
This very condensed report of Menander squeezes together his

claim to be a saviour with his special form of baptism into a
combination of ideas and practice to which this author gives a
more Christian sound than the earlier accounts do. Particularly,
in suo nomine is very reminiscent of orthodox Christian baptism.

Irenaeus, in the Latin version and as quoted by Eusebius, avoids
this term. It might be that Iren~eus' source used this term and
that Irenaneus'srid others altered it lest th~y seem to suggest
that Menander's baptism closely resembled the baptism which they
confessedo As t~e documents stand, however, it is more likely
that the author of Quorum haereticorum. himself introduced i~
suo nomine to make Menander's rite more comprehensible to Christian

readers. It looks like interpretation, not quite accurate but not
entirely unreasonable either.

'hLipsius, in his Quellekritik (pp.as-a?), suggests that the
common source of Quorum haereticorum, the Panarion and Philastrius
depicts a later condition of Menanmer's sect and its views and uses

than (Justin and) Irenaeus doo However, as there is no clear
evidence that Menander left an organised sect, it is more likely
- what is in any case inherently more probable - that the common

source was a rewriting of Iranaeus, possibly of Justin's bmok
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directly.
The resultant picture is of a Samaritan mystagogue, influenced

by Simon and probably associated with him for a time, setting up on
his own account in Antioch. His successful career in that city may
be attributed to the years around 70 to 90 A.D., for, although his
memory was green in some Samaritan circles in the early second
century, he is not mentioned, even indirectly, by Ignatius; by 110,
he had been forgotten in the city where he had flourished.

His doctrine resembled that of Simon, but with significant
differences:

the absolute God, the 'Highest Power' is unknown;
the Invisible Aeons, who must be powers inferior to the
Highest Power and superior to the creating angels, are
concerned with the salvation of the human race;
the created order is the wo~k of angels, emanated from or
commanded by the (apparently rebellious) Ennoia, and these

angels keep humankind in subjection, and part of this subject
state is human mortality:- the creation of man, already
mortal and in subjection, follows the creation and so, it

seems, the pre-cosmic fall of the angels and Ennoia;
from the Invisible Aeons is sent a Saviour, with whom
Menander claims identity )
the salvation offered by this emissary includes both freedom
from the angels and freedom from death and corruptibility;
this salvation is appropriated through receiving Menander's
teachings end by undergoing his baptismo

The exact relationship between the two aspects of the salvation
offered (freedom from angels, incorruptibility) and the two aspects
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of Menander's work (teaching, baptising) is not clear. Irenaeus
seems to speak as if Menander's exposition af secret knowledge
was a distinct activity, and offered a distinct grace, namely
the liberation from world-creating powers. If this impression
were correct, the most probable view would be that Menander's
secret doctrine was concerned with pass-words and other devices
that allowed the initiate to pass into blessedness in direct
despite of the angelic rulers (such as is familiar in Orphism
and in various "Gnostic" systems). Menander's ministry of baptism
would then be a separate activity in its own right (for an inner
circle of devotees? - but Ir.naeus does not hint at this),
offering incorruptibility. On examination, however, Irenaeus'
apparent distinctions appear to be purely stylistic. Eusebius
and Epiphanius(17) must have rea9.him in this sense, for the two
activities are portrayed by both-of them as belonging together,
and as together offering the one salvation under two aspects. In

any case, the idea of this saviour conveying an incorruptibility
effective in some sense here and now makes otiose the notion of
pass-words for the soul's journey through the heavens. It is risky
to interpret the mysteries of a mystagogue on the assumption that
he is consistentj but it is not illogical to infer that, for
Menander, baptism into incorruptibility was itself the essential
liberation from the archons - even though he may have had further
instruction to offer on the future destiny of the incorruptible
believer.

Menander clearly belongs, with Simon, among the exponents

(17) While Tertullian, in de anima, is concerned only with
baptism, and with baptism as an observable ritual
event. There is here, as elsewhere in Tertullian, an
element of wilful misunderstanding: he reads Menander's
claim to Power as a claim about Menander's baptismal
water, not Menander's word.
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of Cults of Power. His Supreme Being is Virtus, power. Although
Irenaeus (and Justin) must be right in not suggesting that Menander
identified himself with that Power, his role as emissary from the
unseen real.s confers upon him a share in the vigour of that power.
So far, Epiphanius is justified in interpreting Menander as claiming

to be "a power from on high". It is important, then, to notice the
importance of accepting, not only ~enander's doctrine, but also

Menander as its teacher, and not only his baptism, but also him

as its source or administrator. Also symptomatic of the presence
or a cult of Power is the dominant idea of salvation in terms of
potency, of vitality.(18)

Before considering Menander's baptism any further, we must
ask if his personal cult of Power is in any sense Christiano An

hat Leal I t' h b 'b (19)L"emp a lca y nega Ive answer a&. een glven y some. IpS1US,
for example, places Menander in'an anti-Jewish Syrian gnostic
milieu(20), GWQtkin, in an interesting phrase, assigns Menander
(with Simon and others) "to the age of false Messiahs".(21)

Menander certainly gives an appearance of coming, like Simon,
from a heathen Samaritan background, but of having learned from

(18) Variously described as 'a d~ctrine of natural redemption'
(Lampe, Seal of the Spirit, 1967,169) or as vitalism (so
Bianchi, 'Perpectives de la recherche sur les origines
du Gnosticisme' in Rudolph, ed, Gnosis undo Gnostizismus,
1975,722).

(19) e.g •. by Puech (1933), in Rudolph,ed.,Gnosis •••,311.
(20) Lipsius (1860) 1n Rudolph, ed., Die Gnosis ••• 94.
(21) Early Church History to A.D.313 (London 1909) 11,31.
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Judaism, directly or indirectly, some sort of monotheism. His

angelology is not that of orthodox Judaism, but not therefore

to be put down hastily as anti-Jewish. If more were known about

his whole system and also about contemporary heterodox Jewish

speculation, considerable agreement between the two might well

be observed. There are, however, grounds for giving Menander

some place, however marginal, within the story of the Christian

movement. first, there is his association with Simon, in whose

career Christianity, however misconceived, played a major part.

Second, there is his choice of a rite of baptism, interest in

which had been important in Simon's relationship with Christianity.

These two features, taken together, would of themselves link

Menander with Christianity. Third is his description of himself

as one sent, an apostle. This was not exclusively Christian

language if Schmithals(22) is ri~ht; but, in association with

the title of "Saviour" and the first two points, may reasonably

be read as echoing Christian terms of (e.g.) the Johannine

vocabulary. fourth is the combination of a baptismal rite with

the person (if not explicitly the name) of a specified Saviour -

at this period, only Christian baptism offers a parallel. fifth

is the inclusion of Menander among the heretics of Christian

history by Justin, Hegesippus and (usebiuso Justin and

Irenaeus~ particularly, add that Menander and his ilk are not

(22) Office of an Apostle (ET London 1971) 143-).
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genuine representatives of Christianity; but he is admitted to

the claim to be one. It is at least true, as Hilgenfeld observed(24),

that Menander has moved from Simon's position nearer to Christianity;

and it is helpful to think of Menander as one of those who, while

starting from a non-Christian base, found it natural and attractive

to seek a place under the new Christian umbrella.(25) The social

situation of Menander and his like, if it was indeed that of an

educated and lively middle class whose civic role had been taken

from them by foreign domination, as Rudolph suggests(26), would

reinforce such a tendency - but evidence is lacking.

Some few notes on the baptismal rite of Menander may now be

set down in conclusion:

(a) A phase of preparatory instruction, of unknown duration,

as suggested by the sequence of (~ustin and) Irenaeus' report.

(b) The baptism, from the sense of the name, must have included

the application to the initiates of a liquid. Tertullian naturally

assumes that it was water; but we do not know.

(c) Tertullian is clearly quite wrong in suggesting that the

water (etc.) of Menander's baptism was supposed to have Some intrinsic

efficacy. Justin, however, in 10 Apol. xxvi, shows that the efficacy

(2J.,.) Hilr;enfdd (1.890) in Rud o.l pb j ed , , .. Unosis ••• 183.
(25 )

(26)
ef the remarks of Jlerzog in REPTK (1858) RL • ~~~
Hud~h, 'Handerscheinungen ••• t (1967) in nl:ta9~*-hled.,
~ Gnosis ••• 776-7.
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lay, not in the water, but in the adhesion of the initiate to the

teacher Menander and his words. This strongly suggests:-

(1) that there was some act of adhesion to the teacher, as

there was an adhesion to the Torah in proselyte-baptism and to the

Way of Life in contemporary Christian baptism(27); and,

(ii) that the administration was performed, at some stage,

by Menander himself, acting explicitly on the authority of his

celestial mission; and, Similarly,

(iii) that at some stage near the heart of the rite the

result, the gift of incorruptibility, was mentioned - perhaps

rather in the way that later Christ.ian baptismal orders add l!.!
vitam aeternam, and sa forth, to the baptismal formula.(28)

(d) The natural place for further instruction in "magical"

techniques for living the incorr~ptible life in this world and

the next, and for defying angeli in the process, is after the

central act of initiation, either in the position occupied in

Jewish and Christian use( 29) by the "address of conqr atuf ati on",

or in subsequent weeks of instruction, analogous with the much

later Christian "mystagogical lectures".

What was this incorruptibility which Menander believed himself

to impart? (Justin and) Irenaeus and others maintain by implication,

supra, p.30; the cautious argumentation of Paul
lear. ii.10-18 SUc.;'7eststhat the admdndct r-n t i on
baptism in the Pauline churches could be misread
the making of a disciple of the ministrant.
Bobbio Missal; conveni~ntly in Whitaker, Documents
the Baptismal Liturgy, 1970, 212.

(29) See Gavin, Jewish Antecedents (London 1928) 35, and
't'ri pp, 'r·:perotema...' (1981).

(27) cf
in
of
as

(28) ef
of



and Tertullian with brutal directness, that he expected his devotees
to be in every sense immortal and incorruptible, ageless and ever-
young. No doubt his figurative Semitic manner of speech occasionally
sounded very much like this, as the Odes of Solomon might, if read
with literalness. It is noticeable, however, that the obvious mockery

that such a claim would provoke is not evident, except in Tertulliano

Menander's eschatology cannot now be reconstructed(30); but the most

just and rational view is that he believed his baptism to confer a
'spiritual', or 'inward,(31) immortality. There is, beyond doubt,

some connection between this view and the doctrine of Hymenaeus and
others that the resurrection had already taken placeo That heresy
must be considered as part of the process of Christianity's separation
from Judaism, for that is where it belongs. Menander the Samaritan
who may for a moment and for thi~ purpose be associated with the
Samaritan Jews, has replaced the-whole idea of resurrection with
that of immortality; and he has linked the whole issue with baptism.
That baptism is linked with the gift of eternal life is certainly
not Menander's invention(32); but he is the first certainly attested

example of the linking of baptism with a version of the 'Hymanaean'
doctrine of the resurrection.

(30) \'/ithLo i sy , Birth of the Christian Relie;ion (~T 1 L,·8) 300

(31) So Lipsius, Quellenkritik, 87
(32) Cf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament (ET London

1965 edn) I.140-2, however questionable his historical
reconstruction of influences.
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Such knowledge as we have of Menander's baptism affords a
little light on the history of Catholic Christian worship. The
presence of pre-baptismal catechesis and of some act of adhesion
seems to be common to both.Menander's acting in the authority of
his mission is reminiscent of the mistaken impression that the

act of baptism could give in at leest the Pauline Churches
that the minister was acting on some entirely personal authority
and was therefore involving the candidate in some special loyalty
to the minister (this strengthens our earlier suggestion that "I

baptize •••" was a formula in use in the earliest times, and also
suggests that Menander imitated or adapted such a formula). The
intimate association of sacraments with the longing for immortality,
particularly for the incorruptible state, to which Menander's cult

~de""ft.J.
witnesses, is subsequently found (as entirely Christian and right)- ~
in Ignatius of Antioch.

tor Ignatius, eternal, incorruptible life is of the essence of
salvation: "the prize-money is incorruptibility and life eternal",

ha tells Polycarp (ii.3), and the purpose of the Church's ministry
may be summed up as the provision of "~modil and dacttine of

incorruptibility" (Magn. vio2). for Ignatius, eternal life is a
colourful, full-blocided affair, and the existence of a mere
disembodied spirit is a damnation (Smyrnaeans ii).

The gift of immortality is available through Christ; ~ is
the one whom the father has sent (Magno viiio2) - perhaps a two-
fold protest against the claims made by Menander or his kind as

to ~ mission from the invisible realms, but not a very vigorous
protest, for this threat seems to have been replaced by other



heterodoxies. The anointing of Jesus enables him to breathe
incorruptibility on the Church (Ephesians xvi1.). Particularly -
and this must be stressed against docetism - Christ is able to
offer this boon only because of his own suffering and death
(Trallians ii.i). Christ is victor over magic, evil, and death
(Ephesians 13.3).

The g1ft of immortality is received by sharing the suffering
and death of Jesus Christ: "if we do not willingly choose to die
through him and so to enter into his suffering, his vitality is
not in us" (Magnesians v.z), "By this mystery (of Christ's death
and resurrection, celebrated on the Lord's day), we received the
gift of believi~g, and because of this we endure, so that we may
be found (se. at the judgement) disciples of Jesus Christ our only
teacher" (ix. 1). for the prophets who longed for Christ, Ignatius

may have thought that the resurrection had already taken place
(Magnesians Ix. 2, probably taking up Matthew xxvii. 52-53); but
this was certainly not so for everybody else, for all present
believers must expect to be tested so that any surviving element
of corruption in them may be exposed and expunged (Magnesians x.2).

Ignatius's evidence as to the growth of Christian worship
cannot be adequately studied in this work, but his exposition of

baptism and Eucharist must be briefly noted here in the context
of Menander. Entry into Christ's suffering is by baptism, an act
of faith in Christ's death (Trallians ii. 1)0 Indeed, it is Christ's
death, appli~d :to water by his own baptism, which has "purified"
water for this purpose (Ephesians xviii. 2). It represents an
inward crucifixion of desire, an extinguishing of the fire of lust
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by living waters(34) that call the believer to the father (Romans

vii.2). The evidence of the Didache, taken with I Peter, suggests

that the baptismal rite known to Ignatius incorporated an act of

adhesion to the Way of Life; in the light of the probability that

Menander's baptism involved his disciples in public affirmation of

allegiance to him, it must be asked here in passing whether the

association of the Two Ways homily with Christian baptism was

encouraged (even caused) by the need to repudiate such claims to

subservience ef Menander's. If his rejection of the world-creating

angels involved a rejection of the God of Israel's commandments, a

Christian reaction in favour of the Two Ways, with its use of the

Decalogue, would be more probable; but the uncertainty in our exegesis

of Manander leaves this matter also insoluble.

Unlike Menander, Ignatius lays more stress on the continuing

process of entering into the incorruptible life brought by the Saviour

than on the first initiation. After the inward crucifixion of baptism,

"I take no delight in the food of corruptibility or the pleasures of

this life, I long for the bread of God, which is the flesh of Jesus

Christ, descended from the sect of David; for drink, I long for his

bloOd, which is love incorruptible" (Romans vii. 3). faithful

participation in the Eucharist, which is the flesh of the Saviour

crucified and risen, is an anticipation of the Resurrection, and is

inseparable from practical expression here and now of Christian love

to the needy (Smyrnaeans vi. 3 - vii. 1). It is in the Eucharist,

that, ror Ignatius, his dominant concerns coma together, and are

(34) ef ~lehasai, diGcusaed below,220-241. IBnatiuF'
reference to "Li vi ng wn t o r s ' t urns the mind Lo
DiJaclle vii; and hi c imar,ery of '.:f)Oo'1.kinG wn t ors '
lG ne r ha pe r omin l s co n t of ,h i.v.10, vii.~;8.
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expressed with singular vigour and clarity, as he envisages the

Christians gathered in harmony with their bishop,

cl
tVd..

)/ "
oIp1ov K)..W'V1(;S,

~(fld ~~P0d.I<OV

\ I "lA Y) ol n OeOC"Vtl"ll)

'J'76"O~ Xp Itfr~

" breaking one bread,

which is the medicine of immortality,

the antidote which ensures we shall not die

but shall live in Jesus Christ for ever.

(~e_~esi an~ xx, 2).

Whether or not derived from Menander, this language of vivid

sacramental realism, combined with an awareness of experiencing even

now a life of eternal and unfading quality, reflects exactly the

religious longings which Menander fostered, although in Ignatius

it is carefully shorn of the distinctive doctrines which he taught.
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CULTS or POWER. 3:

SATORNIL or ANTIOCH

Irenaeus(1) (probably following Justin), places Satornil after

Menander, partly for chronological reasons, partly because of a

shared belief in an unknown Father and angels. The Refutation.

however, while similarly treating Satornil as a contemporary of

Basilides, sees him as a forerunner of Marcion( 2). This may ba

basad on the lost book of Hippolytus thought to lie between the

Refutation and JUstin(3), or it may be a personal contribution

from the author of the Refutation. However that may be, the amended

order is more logical than the earlier one. To associate Satornil

with Menander is to treat his system as a cult of power; but, on

examination, it shows a different character.

Satornil was a native of Antioch, "ea Quae est apud Daphnen"

(Irenaeus), and appears to have spent his life in Syria, and to

have been prominent in the reign of Hadrian, A.D. 117-138(~).

According to the account of Hippolytus, as reconstructed by
Lipsius (5) I he

(1) AH I.xviii (J.196 Harvey)
(2) Ref.VII.28 (380 Duncker-Schneidcwin), er ~h~ schema

in VII.1-12, esp.3 (and 10, Cerdo),
(3) Lipsius, Quellenkritik 87-93.
(4) See discussion in Hilgenfeld, Ketzergeschichte 194-5
(5) Quellenkritik 89.
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"maintained a doctrine similar to Menender's, saying thet the

cosmos had been created by angels; and that there existed the

Unbegotten Power above all things in the infinite and most

exalted Places; and that the angels ware far inferior to the

Higher Power; and that the cosmos was apportioned in lots to

the several angels according to their various offices".

Irenaeus' account of this part of the scheme (preserved in the

original Greek by the Refutation) is comparatively superficial(6):

the One is -the Unknown father·, who is credited with creating

angels, archangels, authorities and powers, seven of whom, in their

turn, create the cosmos and its contents. This version is less

consistent than HippolytlJs' with what follows, and presents Satornil

as teaching a basically monistic theology closer to orthodox Judaism

and Christianity than the rest of his system seems to be.

"There appeared" (continue Irenaaus and the Refutation( 7)

"from above, from the Supreme Authority, an image of light,

which they (the angels) were unable to detain to misuse it,

and it withdrew on high; and they called one to another,

saying, "Let us make man according to the image and according
•to the likeness.

When they had done this, the thing they had formed

could not stand upright because of the feebleness of the

angels; it jerked about like a worm. Then the Power on high

took pity on it, because it had come into existence in the

(6) cf comments of I1ilgenfeld, "De r Gnostizismus' (1870) in
Rudoph , cd., Gnosis ••• ,199-203i 'tlil~on, Gnostic Problem,
102- -~.
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likeness of that Power, and sent a spark of life

(according to HiPPOlytuS(B), "a spark of that same Power")

to lift the man up and make him live.

According to him, this spark of life returns after death

to its own kindred, while the rest of the constituents from

which man is made are dissolved into their separate steteso

He assumes that the Saviour is unbegotten and incorporeal

and formless, and that he appeared to men only as an apperition;

and that the God of the Jews is one of the angels;

and that, because of the father's decision(9) to do away

with the Archons, Christ came here to do away with the God of

the Jews and to save those who are obedient to him(10) and that

these are they who have the spark of life in themselves. This is

part of his theory that two_kinds of men were formed by the angels,

one evil, one good;
and that, whereas the demons give aid to the evil,

the Saviour came to do away with the despicable men and demons

and to save the good;

He maintains that marriage and procreation ar of tho SAtan.

In addition, many of those who share his views abstain from

eating living things,

(8) sc. in the 'lost Syntagma' ns reconstructed by Lipcius,
QuellcnkritH: 92.- -- --

(9) following the reading of Theodoret (sec Harvey 1.196).
Irenaeus's Latin translator prefers to see here a
decision of the archons to abolish the Father also
a possible reading (cf Wilson, Gnostic Problem,113,n.47).
This rendering is hard to square with Satornil's account of
the relations of Christ, the elect, the Satan and the God
of the .Jew s,

(10) So l<cr. and 8piphanius, haer.2,3.2.2. =250,1.11 Hall:
'.-.~)v jr(:IOCI"~v'"Jv ~ur.J ; l r-onaoua lat. c r-edenti um I~i.
represents perhaps' JtC:-{lIUrtv,\ojwol ,rrobahly exr~ctcdl7Y
the rr:Clder in '\bantismal con t cx t ,



(and lead many astray - so Irenaeus) by this pretence of

sel f-disciplineo

He also maintains that the prophecies have been uttered,

some by the angels that made the cosmos, some by the Satan,
~S

whom he portrays ~ an angel working against the angels who

made the cosmos, chiefly against the God of the Jews".

As Salmon noted a century ago(11), Satornil's system is an

inconsistent combination of unreconciled views. The distinction

between the Unbegotten Power and the world-creating angels and

that betldeen the Satan and the world-creating angels clearly do

not belong to the same scheme of speculation. The deepest assumptions

appear to belong to a non-Jewish monotheism, although a place - even

an honourable place - is found in the system for Jewish(12) ideas

and scriptures. The most import~nt figure, after the Unbegotten

Power, is the "Saviour", ""ho "came". The forefront of Satornil's

mind(13) is taken up with a presentation of his version of Christianity,

for this Saviour is directly identified with Christ. What e~actly the

Saviour has to do with the Unbegottan Power, with the spark of life

(or of the Power), or with the angels, is unclear; but the Saviour

is certainly not incarnate, and appears among mankind solely as an

apparitiono Although Satornil's view of deity owes much to the cults

of power, his own system is not such a cult: there is no claim to be

(11) art. 'Saturninus' in DeB IV (1887)587-8.
(12) On the crawling Adam: Genesis Rabbah viii.1, xv.8; see

van Unnik, 'Die jUdische Komponente •••'(1961) in Rudolph,
ed., Gnosis •••,488-9. ef the discussion of Satornil's
angeL -"'cS (Jewish, ultimately Zoro3strian) in Reitzenstein,
Hcllenistische Mysterienreligionen 1927,347, and
general estimate by Rudoph, 'Randerschcinungen •••'(1967), as
repro in his Gnosis •••,785

(15) against Puech, "Ou en est le probl~me du gnosticisme ')'
(193:;jll)i'n~, Die (~nosis••., )11-;>,341, who
';ivcc,Ic::;us a c:_condary r1ncc in Sacornll'r; ~:;y~ltcm.

RlIldOI~k
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identical with the Power.

Satornil is obviously wrestling with the reconciliation of the

same conflicting influences and convictions that were to preoccupy

Marcion, whether or not Marcion was directly influenced by him.

The scattered excerpts from Satarnil preserved by Justin (and

by Hippolytus, if he had sources of his own besides Justin) say

nothing at all of Satornil's scheme of worship. We are not told how

the good race of men, those who have within them (presumably from

the start of their existence) the spark of life, come into the

state of being "obedient to the Saviour". This is not the style

of language we should normally expect in a "Gnosticizing" author

(although it may be less surprising in a writer of [ncrat~t~

inclination).(14) It is possible then, that Satornil's Christianity

incluaed an initiation rite which featured an act of adhesion to

the moral teaching of Christ, such as we have traced in the late

first and early second centuries in the Christian use of the "Two

Ways" homily as an ~Tle-pWT~~\d with its attendant response( 15).

The "salvation" bestowed on those "obedient to the Saviour" is

clearly liberty from the created order and from its makers - but

not because they are hostile; they are merely obsolete - and safety

from the Satan. More we are not toldo

(14) Not merely ,die Anerkennung Christi als des vom Urvater
gesandten Erl~sers' attested by a life of abstinence as
suggested by Hilgenfeld (1890), in Rudolph, Gnosis •.: 217.

(15) The choice of verb cannot be fortuitous; see Tripp,
'~perotema .••1(1981).

/
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"The Second Treatise of the Great
~1/2.

Seth" (e.G. IH:i ,~): a Satornilian

Document adapted for
Opkitt
8p!:!e use.

liThe Second Treatise of the Great Seth" does not mention Seth

anywhere in its text, and the title is clearly added as part of a

deliberate adaptation of the text for use in a group that claimed

to represent the progeny of Setho That such an adaptation has takan

place may also be seen from the conflicting accounts of the coming

of Christ. At 51:20ff, the perfect one who dwells with the perfect

Majesty "visited a bodily dwelling.oec8st out the one who was in it

first, and went ino And the whole multitude of the archons became

troubled. And all the matter of the archons as well as all the

begotten powers of the earth were shaken when it saw the likeness

of the Image, far it "'as mixed". At 56:21ff, by contrast, we find

an account of the descent from Christ, changing his form as he

comes down, very much as in the Ascension of Isaiah: "••oas I

came downward no one Saw me. for 1 was altering my shape, changing

from form to form. And therefore, ",hen I ",as at their gates I

assumed their likeness. For I passed by them quietly, and 1 was

viewing the places, and I was not afraid nor ashamed, for was

undefiled". Both descriptions are in different ways docetic; but

the former description uses the image of indwelling, the second

the image of phantasm.
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CULTS or POWER, 4:

According to Irenaeus (I. xxiv), whose Greek text is preserved

in the Refutation (VII. 37), and by Eusebius (h.e. IV. xi) Cerda's

doctrine was that "the God proclaimed by the Law and the Prophets

was not identical with the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ: for the

former was knowable, the latter unknowable; the former merely just,

the latter good". So far as it is reported, this system appears to

be a simplification (and perhaps a more Christianized form) of the

view of Satornil(1). The statement that Cerda is in the succession

of Simon is no more than a detail of Irenaeus' polemical method. The

chief interest of Cerda lies in his having brought notions like

5atornil's to Rome, and having provided Marcion with the distinction

between the just God and the good. His opinions in the matter of

~orship are not recorded: but we may infer that his liturgical usage

was, at least at times, sufficiently close to that of other Christians

for him to enjoy some degree of communion with the Roman bishop. This

alone can explain the fluid state of his relations with Hyginus,

during whose episcopate (c.139-c.143) Cerda "often came into the

Church and made an open profession of his faith, and then went on, at

one moment teaching in secret, at another making open profession again,

(1) The 'Satornilian' features of Marcion's system in Ref.
X.19 (differing human natures, Christ coming to save-
those inwardly akin to his Father, a docetic Christology,
rejection of marriage) are there app~rently re6arded as
havin6 been mediated to Marcion by Cerdo.



at yet another being refuted as to the evil elements of his teaching
and expelled from the fellolllshipof the devout", as Irenaeus reports(2).

(2) AH III.iv.3 (11.17 Harvey), quoted in Greek by Eusebius
h.e. IV.11.1-3 (134-5 Schwartz), whQ rc~~s, ~from the,
felloy/ship of the brethren', T~!l riJ~ ,.x.:'Ii.,\clw,l Civil. JI,:J~·.
Does Irenaeus (lat.) sugr,est that Cerdo had n rer,ulnr
congregation which was from time to time in varying
degrees of fellowship with the more convcntionnl (to
later eyes, the orthodox) congregations? whereas
Eusebius assumes that either such a man or group must
be in the Church ('the fellowship of the brethren) or
outSide it ?



CULTS Of POWER. 5:
THE CARPOCRATIANS

Hegesippus (fr.3, in Eusebius h.e. IV. 22.4) mentions
C4V"f>DC r d.:.'A1s1 )
carpQnet'aR£ between Marcionites and Valentiniansj but what

else, if anything, he had to say of them is now unknown. His

reference is interesting only in being the earliest surviving

reference to this grsup - unless Irenaeus' description uses an

excerpt from some book that pre-dates Hegesippus - and thus in

establishing that the name was known in the Syrian region before

180. (It is interesting therefore that the name seems to be totally

uninteresting to the author of Ap. Canst).

Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria are our only two substantial

sources of information.

Irenaeus' account (I.xx, V91. I pp.204-210 Harvey, I.xxx.

Massuet), which is also the same for Tertullian, de anima 23,35.

and for the Refutation (VII. 32), and has influenced the lost

Syntagma, begins with a description of Carpocratian cosmology and

christology.

1 (a) 'Karpokrates and those who spring from him say that

the world and the things that are in it were made by angels

far inferior to the Unbegotten father. Jesus, also, was begotten

of JoSeph'Cas in the Greek cited by Refutation1,'and, although

he was begotten similarly to other human beings, was distinguished

from the others Cbecame more righteous than the others, Ref.}

in that when his soul had become vigorous and pure it remembered

(1) a11/1 370, 372 Schwartz. On the reltion of the sources:
Lipsius, C-2uellenkritik 109-115, liill!;enfeld, Ketzergeschichte
(1884) 397-~oR. On their value: de Faye, Gnostiques et
gno::.;ticisme (1913) 'j91-7. I"or the letter of ClemenL, i1..Smith,
er]., Clement of Alexandria and a Secre t Gospel of t1ark
'19r}1;) f'u t a t i , - 'r » •• ,e u a t i ori : 217-:21 'dr.nrll:1l1d; c.CclGum,1L.l)~-7 Ko c t s c ua u :

de ~J11'ma c1r Qz' '/ ',I 'Iu. ,U), 'I _J " - IIIa s z 1. n { •
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what had been seen by it within the sphere of the Unbegotten

God and thereby power was sent to it from him s0 that it rby means

of this (power) Ref) might be able to escape the world-creators,

and passing through them all and having been set free in all,

it might ascend to him and embrace the things whose return it

Ref. ).

(b) They say that the soul of Jesus was brought up according

Jewish customs ri.e., according to the Law - a correct gloss in

Ref.], but despised them, and for this reason received Powers

through which it annihilated the passions which cling to hunU!ln

beings and torment them.

(c) That soul, therefore, which can despise the world-making

archons, just as Jesus' soul did, similarly receives Powers to

perform similar thingso And_so they have come to such a pitch

of boasting that they even say they are like Jesus - and some

say they are superior to his disciples, such as Peter and Paul

and the rest of the apostles: these people say they fall short

of Jesus in nothing. Their souls, having come down from the

same sphere and so similarly despising the world-makers, were

counted worthy of having the same Power, and of returning to

the same Power, and of returning to the same destination. If

anyone has despised the things of this world more than he did,

they can be better than him.

2 (a) These people, therefore, practise magical arts, and

incantations, charms and spells (~:>'T'ol TE:I<ot~ X"t'T~r".t ,
Ref.), familiar spirits and dream-senders and all other sorts
of evil rites, saying that they have authority for the domination



of the archons and makers of this world, and not only of them

but also of all that has been created in it.

(b) They were driven by Satan to cause the divine name of

the ~hurch to be detested among the heathen, so that people

who hear of their deeds of one sort or another, and think

that we are all like them, may turn away their ears from the

proclamation of the truth - or even, actually seeing their

deeds, may blaspheme all of us, though we have nothing in

common with them, either in teaching, or in morals, or even

in day-ta-day relationships. But their life is self-indulgent

and their outlook immoral; they misuse the Name as a mask

for their own evil-doing, and "their condemnation is just"

(Rom. iii.8), for they receive from God the retribution

fitting for their works.

(c) Their frenzy has brought them to such a pitch of madness

that they say they have it in their power to perform, and that

they do perform, whatever is godless and immoral. They say that

good or bad actions are merely a matter of human opinion: that

souls ought, in the course of transmigrations through a succession

of bodies, to experience every kind of life and action, if, in a

single incarnation anyone does not take care to do all at once

and in equal completeness everything unfit for us to mention or

even to imagine or think possible for people living in what we

call civilisation - so that, according to what their writings

say, their souls, formed by every possible experience of life,
~maY,at their departure still suffer any lack; throughout their

h
J
•
texperience they must so act that they may~be forced to be sent
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into a body again because anything is deficient in their

liberty.

(d) For this reason, they say, Jesus told this parable: "If

you are with your adversary in the way, take care to be freed

from him, lest he hand you over to the judge and the judge to

the officer, and he cast you into prison. Amen I say to you,
~{~

you shall not come out of ~, until you repay the last

farthing" (Luke xii. 58-9, Platt. v; 25-6). They say that the- -
adversary is one of the angels who exist in the world, whom

they call the devil, saying that he was made for the purpose

of leading the souls which have perished from the world to

the Ruler. He, they say, is the first of the world-makers,

and he hands on such souls to a second angel who is his 'officer'

so that he may enclose them_in other bodies - they say that the
(1a) ,

body is the prison. And the words, 'Vou shall not come out of
~.,t.
~ until you repay the last farthing', they interpret to

mean that no-one shall leave the power of those angels who made

the world, but is always re-embodied until he has experienced

every conceivable kind of act'('sins', as glossed in Ref.l.

When there is nothing left that he has not done, then his

liberated soul departs to that God Who is above the world-

making angels. Thus are all souls saved, whether those who

take care to enter into every kind of action in one incarnation,

or those who migrate from body to body, or fulfil their task in

one form of life or other into which they have been sent, they

are set free, so that they are no longer born in a body.



(3) I do not want to believe that such godless, unrighteous

and unmentionable things (as they claim) are in fact practised

among them. For in their own writings it is written thus - they

themselves offer this exposition: that 'Jesus spoke in a mystery

to his disciples and apostles privately, and commanded them to

hand it on to those who were worthy and gave assent to these

traditions. Salvation is by faith and love - since everything

else is indifferent, and whether this or that is called good or

bad is a matter of mere human opinion, for nothing is evil by

nature'.

4 (a) Some of them brand'Creading t<Jt1lT"p,~~o"nJwith Ref.,

...,r\d signant, ca&lteriantes as pedantic unpacking] 'their disciples

on the back of the lobe of the right ear.

(b) One of them r~eJ, ~arcellina, who came to Rome in the

time of Anitetos, since she' was of this teaching, brought many

into disaster.

(c) They call themselves "Gnostics". They have images, some

painted, others made of different materials, and they say they

have a likeness of Christ made by Pilate at that time when Jesus

was among men. They crown these images, and display them with

images of the philosophers of the world, that is, with the image

of Pythagoras and Plato and Aristotle and the rest. And the rest

of their cult of these images they perform like pagans'.

Of Irenaeus' other references to the Carpocratians, two use them

as a standard of reference for other groups - Ebionites, in Christology

(Ioxxii. Volo I, p.213 Harvey, I. lxxvi.2. Massuet) and Cainites in the

morality of experiencing everything (I. xxviii. 9 Vol. 1, po242 Harvey,



I. xxxi. Massuet); two are merely negative - Carpocratians and other

sectaries have no healing powers, nor do their names have saving

virtue (II. xlviii.1 and xlix.3 Vol. " pp.369,376 Harvey, II. xxxi.1

and xxxii.5 Massuet). One concerns promiscuity, and needs separate

comment.

This account from Irenaeus, which (as Hilgenfeld
().

based on person~l knowledge of

1913, 399 remarks)
I~,
e& clearly a unity and Carpocratian

books and,more interestingly, is concerned with a current situation

(sal Salmon 1877,409), is here set out in full because it clearly

describes, at every turn, a cult system. Before commenting upon it,

the other sources must be noticed.

Celsus is quoted by Origen c. eels. v. 61-2 as referring to

Christian sectaries who include'Marcellians from Marcellina,

Harpocratians from Salome, and others from Mariamne and others from

Martha'. The proximity of Marcellina's name makes it likely (2) that

'Harpocratians' is a natural error for 'CarpocratianJ; and the use

of 'Salome' in the context of a secret tradition such as that of the
a.

Carpocrati~n gospel exegesis is entirely to be expected.
11

The only major addition to our knowledge of the Carpocrati~ns is

offered by Clement of Alexandria, in the stromata and in the recently

discovered letter published by Morton Smith.

Stromata III. 2.5 remarks that 'The disciples of Karpokrates

and Epiphanes believe that women are to be shared, and as

a result it is they who have caused the worst blasphemy

against the Name. This Epiphanes, whose writings are extant,

was the son of Karpokrates and his mother's name was Alexandreia

though it was his father who was Alexandrian his mother came from

i\ c phal 1.eni.a,



He was only seventeen when he died, and he has been given divine

honours at Same in the island of Kephallenia, where a temple made of

'"great stones, altars (~to)tul),sacred precincts, a shrine of the Muses,

was built and dedicated to him; and the Kephallenians, gathering at

the temple at new moon for EpiphBnes' birthday, and the day of his

deification, offer sacrifice and libations and prayers to

Epiphanes, and sing hymns. He was educated by his father in the
1 I \ /Comprehensive Syllabus ( 6yKvJ(l\lo~ Jtctc&f.CIl") and in Platonism, and

was the inventor of the Monadic Gnosis. It is from him'Cor, cfrorn this
. .,' Ai·' '&' )si tuat Lon; IX.'f OU also that the sect of the Carpokratians is derived~.

Before examining Clement's account of Epiphanes' book On Justice,

this passage must be examined for any liturgical information it may

offer. Harnack supposed that the Carpocr::ltians had a body of literature

which included not only the syggrammata quotej by Irenaeus, and

Incantations mentioned by IrenaelJs, and the book rr~pl AfKo!IOO-~V'lS

written by Epiphanes, but also the text of hymns addressed to

Epiphanes (Geschichte der altchr. Literatur, I. 161-2, II. 537).

This last detail rests on an assumption about the whole character
...

of this passage of Clement, an ;sumption which comes to the surface

in Leclercq's article in D.A.C.L., where he remarks in an aside,
'0 t ;0 , ...u re la veneration et le culte qu'ils rendaient a leurs fonciateurs,

iIs poss~daient des images ••• ' (coI.2176). But Clement does not suggest

that the Carpocratians as he knew them still included any veneration

of [piphanes or his father: the alleged cult belongs to one place

only, Same'on Kephallenia.

It has been suggested, in various terms, (first by Mosheim,



de rebus Christianis 370, then by Volkmar 1856, and most recently

by Kraft 1952), that Clement has created a historical figure out of

a misunderstanding of a Kephallenian festival and its accompanying

myth. However, the author of On Justice, whom Clement describes in

such circumstantial detail, certainly must be a historical person.

That he was a juvenile prodigy is hardly impossible - German authors

compare him with Melanchthon, who gave university lectures at the

age of 17, and an English author might adduce the case of Newton.

Nonetheless, de faye (1913, 392) makes a substantial point when he

asks how the veneration described by Clement could have been devoted

by the pagans of Same to a known Christian author; and he resolves

the problem by classing both Epiphanes and his father as pagan

philosophers, and denying any direct link between them and the later

Christian sectaries who used thei~ book(s) and their reputations. As

will be noted below however, On Justice does contain Christian

references, and so d~ faye's question retains its full force.

Such solution as is possible must be sought in the mind and

personality of &arpo~rates, who is reasonably inferred to have

survived the tragically premature death of his brilliant son. How

such a bereavement can affect a devoted and strong minded father may

be seen from the example of Sir Oliver Lodge, whose son's death

caused him to devote the rest of a life-time to psychical researCh.(4)

Salmon (1880) suggested that Karpokrates published his own ideas in

(J.~) O.J.Lodge, Haymond, or Life and Death (London 1916); his
interest inpsychical research was already well eGtnblished;
see the ano~ymous article on Lod~c in Encyclopaedia Hritnnnica
(ChjCilf'"O and London, 1()5<j ed n ) Vol.1!i,293-71:--
(,In. the n~ycho-dynilmi.c:., involved, r .H.rioin, 1~.·:J.Ful'go.ync,n nd .i .»,
.o i n , 'r~melc:~:; ALt?-~hmcnt to'\ 'loaoi ilc1.aLive' (!\Il1.Jl.I',~ychi.ntry
1"(,:':' / .July 1rJ7C).()"/',~_C)) offer on" or the rew uo s.itLv o C'v:,lun.tiollu.



his son's name in On Justice; and certainly the contiguity in

stromata III of Clement's account of the Kephallenian cult and

his quotation from On Justice makes it very likely that the younger

man's work was published with an introductory memoir and explanatory

addenda by his father.

It is not far-fetched to imagine how such a memoir could

interpret sympathetic behaviour by Karpokrates' Samian neighbours

in joining in the bereaved father's commemorations of his dead boy

as popular ratification of his adoration of his son. Anyone who

reflects on the late Victorian and Edwardian habit(S) in England

of incorporating photographically exact likenesses of the departed

into the figures of saints in stained-glass windows will find such

a reading of Clement's text not only admissible but even probable.

Another possibility - that Karpok;ates simply lied about the popular

deification of his son - is, in human terms, far less likely.

The second-century Ephesian Tale of Anthia and Habrocomes (6) by

Xenophon of Ephesus reflects a circle of social and literary

conventions - from the same period and even from the same general

area - which seem to explain both Karpokrates' report and the

neighbourly response of his Samian neighbours which we detect

behind it. Of Habrocomes, Xenophon says that he "grew handsomer
k~rt

every day, and the qualities of his soul ~ equal pace with the

beauty of his person. He was diligent in every form of culture,

(5) e.g., in the stained glass from the former Wecleyan
Methodist Church, Windmill Road, Brentford,. Midalesex,
now preserved in the r~ethodist Church, Cl; fden Road,
Brentford.

(6) ET from M.Hadas, Three Greek Romances (1953) pp. 101,
10), 115.



and practiced the various arts; his training included the chase

and horsemanship and the various arts. By all the Ephesians he

was cherished, and likewise by the inhabitants of other parts of

Asia; all expected that he would one day bring great distinction

to his city. They honored the lad as he were a god, and indeed

some there were who bowed down when they saw him and offered him

pr ayar "; And similarly of Anthia: "Her eyes were lively, shining

sometimes like a girl's, sometimes severe, as of a chasta goddess.

Her dress was a frock of purple, fitted down to the knee and hanging

loose over the arms. Her wrap was a fawn skin, and a quiver hung

from her shoulder. She carried bow and javelins, and dogs followed

at her heels. Time and again when the Ephesians saw her in the

sacred precinct they bowed down as to Artemis.(?) And now too when

Anthia came into view the entire multitude cried out in astonishment;

some of the spectators asserted that she was the very goddess, others

declared she was a replica fashioned by the goddess. But all did

obeisance to her and bowed down and called her parents blessed".

Their honeymoon takes them to various places, including Samos, sacred

island of Hera, and Rhodes: "Astonished at the beauty of these two

the Rhodians gathered in a crowd, and none who saw them passed in
01 iSl ence. Some said that these were divini~es come to sojourn on the

island; others bowed down to them and sought their favar •••Public

prayers were addressed to them and many victims were sacrificed,

and their arrival was celebrated as a festive day ••• the entire

(7) whose emblems she displayed: fawn-skin, quiver, bow,
javelin, dogs; ef II.J.Rose, Gods and Heroes of the Greeks
(London 1957) 19,43-5.
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multitude of the Rhodians escorted them to their sailing". This is

fiction; but in a society where such hyperbolic language was acceptable,

even in fiction, the use of deification language in tribute to a

precocious (and handsome?) youth is entirely to be expected. If

Karpokrates and his friends used in their tributes to Epiphanes terms

reminiscent of the local moon-cult, this would be less emphatic than

Xenophon's use of features of the cult of Artemis.

It is quite unclear from Clement whether there was any continuity

at all between Karpokrates and the devotions at his son's memorial and

the group, known to Clement, who were using the book On Justice, or

whether there was 'ein Harpokrates-Kultverein' which 'hat sich

gnostisiert und christianisiert' (Kretschmar 1959). The example of

the 50-called 'followers of Prodikos', discussed below, suggests that

we should not be surprised ;i it_turned out that the 'Carpocratians'

were a totally new group who took over Karpocrates' name for the sake

of a 'philosophical', 'intellectual' public image, because his moral

teaching suited their ends.

Clement continues (strom. III. ii.6) with a long quotation from

On Justice. Since this says nothing about worship, we shall not

reprodUce it at length. We must note however that( Epiphanes addresses

himself to a Christian readership who, if they are not Jewish Christians,

nonetheless use and revere the Old Testament. 'The sun causes food to

grow for all living beings alike; the universal justice given to all

equally. In this respect there is no difference between the species of

oxen and particular oxen, and so on with all the rest: In them

universality is manifest as justice: ••

'The light of the sun, which is the cause of the daytime and the
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and the father of light, God pours out from above' (cf. ~ i.17J

tupon the earth in equal measure on all who have power to see. for

all see alike, since here is no distinction between rich and poor,

people and governor, stupid and clever, female and male, free men
) (and slaves Cef. Mt. s.4sl •••• furthermore, all plants "after their

kind· are sown equally in the earth. Common nourishment grows for

all beasts which feed on the earth's produce; to all it is alike.

It is regulated by no law, birth rather is harmoniously available

to all through the gift of him who gave it and commanded it to

growlrGen. i. 11-12, 22J~ ••• As the laws could not punish men who
twere ignorant of them, they taught men to transgress [cf. Gal. iVa

19] ••••rand in strom. III. 3.9]:'ConseQuently one must understand

the saying "Thou shalt not desire-'[£x. xx.1?, Dto vo21] 'as if the

lawgiver was making a jest, to w~ich he added the even more comic

words, \I Thy neighbour's goods". Tor he who gave the desire to

sustain the race orders that it is to be suppressed, though he

removes it from no other animals. And by the words, "thy neighbour IS

wife-, he says something even more ludicrous, since he forces what

should be common property to be treated as a private possession~'

(using Grant's trans., Anthology 3g.40).

We cannot agree with de raye that this is a purely pagan product;

it uses Jewish and Christian scriptures with sympathy and even some

respect, however mischievous the exegesis of Paul may be. What else

may have been in the book we cannot guess, but these passages at least

are more than superficially Christian. Indeed, their view of the

Creator is essentially that of orthodox Je~s and Christians - and
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- and although his commandments are expounded as jests, they are

benevolent jests, and the physical world they speak of is a good

and wonderful gift from a kindly maker: we are a long way from the

'world-creating angels' whom Irenaeus' Carpocratians made a point

of defying. They deserved Clement's strictures of being at war with

God the Creator (111.3.9. ,119 Sttlhlin), but this is not obviously

applicable to Epiphanes.

Clement is judging Epiphanes by the activities professed by the

Carpocratians of his acquaintance, who were clearly of the same stamp

as those who troubled the Roman Church during the pontificate of

Aniketos. Clement is certainly quoting from a written source when he

describes them (III. ii.198 Stlihlin), for at two points he goes cut, of

his way to say that his quotation avoids the precise terms of his

source - though whether this sour~e was incorporated with the text

of On Justice or was a separate document there are at present no

means of saying:

"They also say that they, and certain other imitators of such

eVils" rsc,, the principles of On JUstice]," gather tog~thar for

meals - I cannot allow myself to call their gathering an 'Agapel~~
..

(obviously, their own name for it) - both men and women in

association"[sc., they dined 'promiscuously', not sitting in

separatio~,-and that, after they have filled themselves with

foods of the kind that stir up lust, the lamp that would rightly

put to shame their fornication is taken out, and when the light

is removed they copulate just as they will and with whom they

will; their view is that, in such sharing (of women) in this

'Agape', they exact, from whatever women they choose, obedience to

"r'the law of KPrpokrates' - it would be wrong to call it as



they clearly did)· 'the divine law'."

Clement remarks that the ideas behind this rite, and also

~ehind On Justice, are partly inspired by Plato's Republic, which

advocates the sharing of women(8), and, more pertinently, by the

Magica of Xanthus, which admitted the link between the arts of
(Ba)

magic and incest and woman-sharing. wnether or not Xanthus' book

was a direct influence on the Carpocratians, Clement has rightly

pointed to the underlying character of their cult as they themselves

descr:bed it: its sexual features characterise it as a cult of power.

The evidence offered by Clement is valuably enlarged by the

discovery of a letter bearing his name and couched in his style,

which was identified by Morton Smith in 1958 in a leaf pasted into

the binding of a copy of Voss' edition of Ignatius in the library

of the monastery of St. Saba. Th~ letter encourages its addressee,

an unknown Theodore, in his opposition to the Carpocratians. The

Carpocratians have appealed in justification of their rites to the

Gospel of Mark, and specifically to a version of that Gospel

lDng~r and fuller Dr .snteric matter than the version publicly

available. Clement a~ that this fuller version did exist, that

Mark was its author, and that it was kept in the Alexandrian Church,

reserved for those ready for admission to 'the great mysteries'. He

adds that Karpokrates had by devious means secured a copy of this

fuller version and had himself then added spurious passages to it.

Such details as the letter affords must be examined for their

value as evidence for the Catholic liturgy of Alexandria. Clement

agrees with Theodore that there is a passage (which he is happy to

quote in full) which in the esoteric version is inserted between



~. x.34 an6 x.35. Then the esoteric version is again identical

with the text of the exoteric version through the section x.35~45.

In the esoteric version of x.46ff, there is a single sentence

added to the text publicly read.

It is clear from Clement's letter that the Carpocratian version

of the added passage after x.34 had a number of embellishments of

its own, which are not in the authentic text of the esoteric version.

Only one of them is even partially quoted by Clement - t~~v~,yv~~,
"naked man to/with naked man". There are also additions in the

carpocrat~an version of x.46 ff, but no hint is given of their nature.

Clement does not repeat the quotations from the Carpocratian gospel

which clearly occurred in Theodore's enquiring letter, perhaps to

avoid unnecessary repetition, but also more probably also to avoid

repeating distasteful statement~.
\ "I f "(VIA".' 1vrver is typical of the sort of additions that

Theodore and Clement are discussing, then their character is clear:

the Carpocratians' Gospel presented Jesus as engaged in sexual rites

- in this context, specifically in homosexual acts. Where exactly
\ ,.

1vfA~oS '(vrV't occured in the Carpocratian text we are nat told; but

it belonged somewhere in the passage, 'And after six days Jesus told

him what to do and in the evening the youth comes to him wearing a

linen cloth over (his) naked (body). And he remained with him that

night, for Jesus taught him the mystery of the kingdom of God'.

(Smith 1973, 453 Gk, Smith 1974, 17 English).

Morton Smith's rendering prefers to link "naked man with naked

man" " , ..wi th f:t-4t;lyt; ~fI,J oI\1"f\J "remained with him", but a link with "taught..



him" has at least as much to commend it, for the sexual innuendo

has greatest force in an initiatory setting, and it is clear that

"taught •••the mystery •••" is a periphrasis for baptism (Smith 1973,

173-183).

What are we to make of this account? Clement, and the Church

he represents, are clearly embarrassed by the whole situation. On

B ' . (9) (auer s va ew ,the Alexandrian Church would have been at any

time these events might reasonably be placed - say 125 - 1407)

still doctrinally uncritical: but even Bau~ts thesis can hardly,.
posit a Church so comprehensive as to approve of Karpokrates if

he appeared under his true colours, and the character of the

surviving Christian manuscripts from second-century Egypt suggests

in any case that the prevalent form of Christianity there in the

earliest period was not 'heterodgx' - as has been shown by C.H.

Roberts in Manuscript, Society and Belief in Early Christian

f£YEi (p.~-17).Clement's explanation that Karpokrates had tricked

one of the Alexandrian presbyters into lending him the esoteric Gospel

is 50 humiliating that it has the ring of truth.

The account of Karpokrates in the lost Syntagma (Quorum

haereticorum ix; Philastrius, haer. 1SjEpiphanius, haer. 37;

Theodoret, haer. fab. camp. I.v.) lacks all this information kept

by Clement, and adds little to what we learn from Irenaeus. It

shows, however, signs of being independent of Irenaeus to the

extent of using the same Carpocratien text that Irenaeus used but

quoting it directly where Irenaeus prefers indirect speech. (The

(9) f3auer, Orthodoxy and. llc r-eay (r~'r London 19'12), Ch.'?



close agreement of the two sources is therefore all the more

significant). The lost Syntagma gives another version of the

heresiarch's name: Karpokras. It also gives a date, saying of

Karpokras and his son. that 'These men began to push their evil

sect while Hadrian was Emperor' - i.e., between 117 and 138

(Theodoret, I.v, P.G. 83, 3510). Three of the passages in which

Epiphanius seem.to claim to quote the words of the Carpocrations

directly where Irenaeus paraphrases, are relevant to this investigation.

In the passage equivalent to Section 2 (a) in Irenaeus, as

Quoted earlier, Epiphanius cites the reasons given by the Carpocratians
M:

for their use of invocations ~ that they allure familiar spirits to
,

themselves so that by this great juggling-trick (~,~ n.~~~s
P~yY~V~H- clearly Epiphanius' hostile addition:), 'they may reign,

I , \as they put it, with full autnor] ty over all things: tU T. ~

't.'- ,," \ I
E~o\l G"'t f f"'tr-'~lI n&(v-twV I ,p'd.~11 1C,"""~"61"( PG 41, 366 0). The

impression given is other than in lrenaeus: where for him the
e, btCa.wk ~ h..,IIt o..uJf...o.,a-'tt {&f J; pi ~~iI4S ""-'1 ~~.

Carpocrati~ns conjureLin order to have authority - and indeed to

rule over everything. Epiphanius' 'as they put it' is an apology

for their whole claim, which he quotes in their own terms.

In section (3) of our excerpt from Irenaeus, he refers to

the Carpocratians' claim to a commission from Jesus to transmit

the secret doctrine. Here too Epiphanius clearly cites the Sectarian

text word-for-word: "They also say" - and then (tTl. , indicating a

literal quotation - "We think fit to teach these things to those

who are worthy, so that they may practice the things that are

thought to be bad, which are not bad by nature, so that, having

been made disciples they may be set free" (PG. 41, 372A ).
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Cl .l\') ~The use of LVr).. jAd.lJovTE.5t:).t';IJihpvdlwn in this context suggests

that 'being taught', 'being made a disciple', here involves a

ritual initiation in which the principle of defying the distinction

of good and evil was demonstrated by practising it. That we are in

the area of initiation is shown by the immediate transition (as in
Ikt.Irenaeus, but with some differences in detail) to the rite of A

branding-iron, 1rhe ~sealt may be made with a knife or razor; it is

not certain whether these details are in his source, or are added

for effect.

Lastly, at the end of his account of the Carpocratian use of

images, he adds, with apparent inconsequentiality: "'vX;S 6£ f;?votL

41, 375 A). This ma~
()a)

same context· j it mav,Inot be a quotation, or at least not from the

be that the inconsistency of venerating images and at the same time
edespising the fl,sh suddenly strikes [piphaniusc The use of ~WT~P(~ ,

however, suggests that the Carpocratians themselvBs found it necessary

to forestall misunderstanding, and that at a sensitive moment. In

their initiation, the ritual movement into salvation, they displayed

the images of their philosopher-heroes to encourage their initiands

to rise above common prejudice as the philosophers did. (If the

initiands were Jews, the mere presence of the images would be in

itself a defiance of tabu). Ouring the mystagogy, however, it was

found necessary to warn the simple th~t this use of material things

did not endorse the vulgar attachment to matter or the material body
Ior any moral constraints upon it. The e-WT")P1o/. now being entered

upon is of the soul only.

A sketchy picture of Carpocratian ritunl can be put together:

,()! 1,) J j ,



Initiation was at the heart of the sect's lifa. As with

mystery religions, there was teaching, even indoctrination, to

overcome moral scruples and inherited ethics. During the preparatory

instruction and/or at the definitive event the initiate would be taught

formulae of power for use in invocation of Power.

These formulae no doubt included such 'Pass-words' as are quoted

by Irenaeus as a piece of floating tradition. ( All I.xxi.l~, I.18r;-~

Earvey). lndeed, if they occurred in a stray papyrus, one would place

them in the Carpocratian ritual; but, as Irenaeus does not link them

with any particular sect, and as the gehre itself is clearly much

older than the Carpocratians, t~~se formulae are discussed separately.

Rising through, past, and above the world-makers has been hailed

as typically Jewish (Danielo~~ 1964, p.84): but there is no hint here

of Merkabah mysticism, of risinQ now in spirit above the bonds of

flesh to glimpse the divine Kabod. Karpokrates' interest is in rising

to the divine sphere ultimately and as soon as possible; present

contemplation is concerned with oneself, one's freedom from the

trammels of false moral distinctions, one's growing superiority over

angels, one's sense of power.

How was that power claimed and the escape of the soul speeded

up? Was the definitive act some version of Christian baptism? The

Carpocratians claimed the Christian name emphatically, as Epiphanius

complains, and Marcellin~ must have been a convincin~ Christian at

first sight, for her to have made dangerous inroads into Anicetus'

flock; ?nd ~arpokrates was associated with the edition of the

Alexandrian church's Gospel which it used at baptism. It must
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be concluded therefore that the Carpocratians used ChristiaA baptism;

while its relation to their distinctive rites (combined? one
supplementing or 'perfecting' or ia some way reversing the other?)
remains unclear. Clement's letter suggests that in this process,
however it was arranged, Christian baptism was interpreted in an
amoral way as an act of homo-erotjcritualmagic, and thus as an

example of the defiance of the ~orld-makers.
The rites of initiation took place in the presence of venerated

cult-images of philosophers (perhaps including Epiphanes and later
eKarpocrates - and Alexandria 7); and they included a marking of the
(

neophyte's right ear-lobe ~ith a secret tattoo. This has been seen by
both Dtllger and Liboronlas a deliberate taking up of the Johannine
image of baptism with fire. It is far more akin, however, to Hellenistic

cult-usages such as those of th~.rites of CYbele(10), and is almost

certainly indicative of personal commitment to the cult-leader.
Peterson (1949, p.929) points out helpfully that the right ear is on
the side of the body dedicated to memory. An apotropaic element,

detected by Liboron (p.SO), may also be present.
The continuing rite of "Agape", in which the lesson of moral

$
indifference is reinforced and practifed, and the saving Power given
ever wider scope for its inner work of liberation, is obviously
related to the Christian Agape-Eucharist, but no less akin to
Hellenistic cult-meals. Where Karpokrates met the Christian Eucharist
we cannot guess, for it is not certain that he took up Christianity

(10) See Minucius Felix, de error.prof.relig. ix and xxxxi;
Clement of Alexandria, ecl.prop.!:f.25,1jOrigen, c s ceLs ,
v.64. Discussion of general issue in E.Maass, 'Segen,
Weihen, Taufen' (1922). Dtllger, 'Sphragis als religitlse
~randmarkung im Einweihungsakt der gnostischen Karpokratianer'
In AC 1/1 (1929) 73-8; Liboron, Die karpokratianische Gnosis (1938).
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while still in Kephalleniaj but, if he did, he learned of it in an
area where rumour pictured the Christian cult-meals as a
disorderly carouse in which social distinctions were ignored. That
at least is the view reflected by Apuleiusin The Golden Ass (xiii.
(ch.xiii ): that is the natural reading of his cruel account of
the baker's wife, 'malicious, cruel, spiteful, lecherous, drunken,
selfish, obstinate, as mean in her petty thefts as she was wasteful
in her grand orgies, and an enemy of all that was honest and clean.
She also professed perfect scorn for the Immortals and rejected all

true religion in favour of a fantastic and blasphemous cult of an
"Only God". In his honour she practised various absurd ceremonies
which gave her the excuse of getting drunk quite early in the day
and playing the whore at all hours•••,(11) Such were the rumours

current in Thessaly about (say) 230. Of personal devotions among
Carpocratians we read understandably little. Peterson (1949, p.930)

has however observed that uses for pagan cult-statues included their
being carried about on the person for apotropaic purposes; and cult-

systems that teach their cult-members formulae of Power usually
(12)generate customs of rote prayer - the Cathari are the obvious example.

Typically of Cults of Power, women had a major place among the

Carpocratians, whether they proved particularly compelling as leaders
of sexual rites, or whether giving them prominence was in itself a
defiance of social prejudice. Of how many other religious leaders of
the Romano-Hellenistic world do we know their wives' names and origins

as we know Alexandreia's? (Akiba's wife is the only case that comes

(11) ET Robert Graves,214.
(12) See also Nock in Journal of Roman Studies 37 (1947), and

Leclercq, art. 'Carpocratiens' in DACL X/2 (1925) 2176-8,
D~lger in AC 4,69. The scanty discussion in Beck, Bilder
und Bilderverehrung (1957),9, suggests that he has little
confidence in the reliability or significance of this
evidence. ef our remarks on Illustration I. On the Cathars,
see Tripp (1977).
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to mind). Marcellina is the only leader of the cult known after
Karpokrates, and she may be his contemporary. Celsus certainly
thought Salome was claimed as a founder; and he may mean the same

in his references to Mariamne and Martha.
Mention of these last raises the issue of the possible use of

a Gospel attributed to, or largely featuring, Salome. What relationship
such a book, if it existed, had with the purloined esoteric edition of
Mark, cannot be suggested. Knowledge of Matthew, Galatians, perhaps

~, also of Genesis, Exodus and Deuteronomy is indicated in
Epiphanes. What use he and his father's sect might have made of these
books beyond quoting them for purposes of debate we cannot tell.

The unanswerable question of the Carpocratian scriptures renders
insoluble also the problem of stating the role of Christ in Carpocratian

worship. Their speculative theology presents him as a model, exceptional
but not unique, not even insurpassable - and not apparently as a
mediator, though possibly as a Pioneer(13). It is interesting that
Karpo~rates himself is not quoted as claiming a mediatorial role(14).

Although he shows few signs of Jewish influence, his 'monadic gnosis'
is so far monotheistic as to require no mediator (unless the impersonal

Power from on high is in some sense mediatorial or messianic)o It may
be that the id~e fixe of universal oneness 80 dominated Carpocratian
interests that any mediatorial concepts they took over incidentally in
Christian scriptures and rites which they adopted or adapted remained

(13) Whe~ Bousset (Haup!probleme 1907,327) observes: ,Wir
gew~nnen auch hier den Eindruck, dass in eine schon
vOll~ommen fertige Winkel-Religion, deren Ideen auf
vtlll~g anderem Boden erwachsen sind, der Person Jesu
nachtrHglich und kUnstlich eine gewisse Position
eingerHumt ist', he is somewhat overstating.

(14) There is not the slightest evidence for Schmithals'
statement (Office of an Apostle 116 and 171n) that
Karpokrates made such a claim.
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as part of their vocabulary, although not assimilable to their

central convictions.

Unlike the Cainites, the Carpocratians were not worshippers of

eVil(15), nor were their rites calculated to debase matter or humiliate

individuals, as so easily happens in cults of Power. Bareille

suggested that their recruits would be from the dregs of society(16);
their appeal might well cross social divides, bringing together the

mischievous and the unconventional; but there are no sure signs of the

exploitation and even down-right cruelty that a totally degraded

cult tends to display.

(15) AGainst Salmon (1877) 409.
(16) Barei11e (1905) c01.1803.
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CULTS Of POWER, 6:
MARCUS AND THE MARCOSIANS

The extant works of Justin make no mention of Marcus at all,
though he fits into the category of men who claimed divinity for

themselves, a trait which for Justin characterizes the heretics
listed in the Syntagma which he had compiled or inherited (I. Apol.
xxvi, ). Hilgenfeld (Ketzergeschichte 1884, 8k. 2) omits Marcus
from Justin's list and classes him (369-384) with those first
mentioned by Irenaeus. However, Irenaeus himself quotes a poem
against Marcus by one of the 'elders', presumably from the same
source that informed him of Marcus' doings in Asia, and the possibility
cannot be ruled out that this source was in circles within which
Justin moved.

The poem itself treats Marcus as a dangerous opponent in his
Own right, needing separate attention, and not as a disciple of
some other master or as a representative of a school, that of
Valentinus or any other. That this impression is strengthened by
a stUdy of the rest of Irenaeus' report will be maintained below.

The poem also characterizes Marcus as a magician, as the exponent
of a cult of power.

The Latin of Irenaeus I.viii.17 (1.155 AHarvey) re~ds:
Idolorum fabricator, Marce, et portentorum inspector

t
Astrologiae cognitor et magical artis
Per Quae confirmas erroris doctrinas,

~Signa ostende~s his qui a te seducuntur

Apostaticae virtutis operatlones,
Quae tibi praestat tuus pater Satanas

~
Per angelicam virtutem Azazel facere, habe~s te
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I!.
Praecursorem contrariae adversus Oeum nequitial.
And the underlying Greek is preserved by Epiphanius, Panarion,
(~.34.11.11 ), copying from Irenaeus:

£:~wb7.d M:.i~'Y.E 'l..~1uF:X-:IJ(j".~r.E,
i:j':;;~)~~:,~y.ii;EJ.1~e~pE Y..:X: f.12r~Y:Yj; 'tix~nJ;'
tl' ~)"y'~~-:·jv<~; til; "::/.civ'Y,; '::X ~!~:.iYI1:X-::X, I
cr,fJ.::::X c:::y",1J; ':0:; U7:~ ~:;'j r.1.:X"(JJlliv~:;, I
~":::;7'::r.::Y.~; c'J'I::tfJ.H'); iYI.E:;;1,1l:X::X, I
i cr~! X~~~y£r (j~;7:2:~P ~2-::X\I O;!:
e:' ci'{'«i.:y.y;; C'Jv:.i:.1EW; ~:\;:x;~).r.c:e:v,
£/'0)'1 a~ ~~6~t'i0fJ.~·' cXv:~&ic,'J 7':o:v';·JP'Y~!l;. II.23.8-15 Hall

1.6 em. Harvey.

'0 Marcus, idol-maker, seeker-out of wonders,
skilled in the devices of astrology and magie,
by means of which you enforce the deceptive teachings,
displaying signs to the people deceived by you,
operations of power that turn them from God:
these things your father Satan always grants you
to perform through the angelic power of Azazel,

so he has you as the pioneer of his whole campaign against God'.
This octet may be part of a longer poem against Marcus or against

a number of heretics; but is also complete in itself. Its author
cannot yet be identified. When the denunciations are left aside,

there is a little information left about Marcus: his teaching and
practice are aimed at winning converts, and their dominant theme

is the acquisition of power over or by means of angels.
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The other information given by Irenaeus is consistent with

this, and may be from the same source. Earlier discussion of the

text of Irenaeus at this point must here be recalled. It was argued

above that the original order of Adversus Haereses I was (citing by

Harvey's chapters):

(a) the Valentinian system, i-vi;

(b) Simon and his successors, xvi-xxix, and especially

(c) Marcus, vii-ix.2

(d) Heresy in general analysed and judged, ix.3 - xv.

Consistently with this view, Marcus is not here examined on the

assumption Df his being a disciple of Valentinus, of his scheme

being a variant on the Valentinian gnosis. Nor will it be felt

necessary to find room in Marcosian usage for the rites described

in xiv-xv.

As the text of Adversus Haereses now stands, it is natural -

indeed, scarcely avoidable - to conclude that Irenaeus describes

Marcus as being, like ptolemaeus, a pupil of Valentinus. The author

of the Refutation (VI. xxxiv-1) certainly read Irenaeus in this

sense. This is not impossible, for one who imagines himself a true

disciple may diverge from his master to an astounding degree -

Mani himself claimed, no doubt sincerely, to be an Apostle of Jesus

Christ. However, the change from the lofty speculation of Valentinus
and Ptolemaeus to the crudities of Marcus is nonetheless startling;

and the fact that Valentinians known to the author of the Refutation

stoutly denied that they got up to this sort of thing (Ref. VII.37).
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cannot be dismissed, as he does, by accusing them of deceit - there

is an incompatibility between the styles of 'Valentinus (or of

ptolemaeus) and of Marcus, and another solution than that Marcus

transformed Valentinianism out of recognition is in fact available.

It is best discussed at this point, despite the disadvantage of

making our section devoted to Marcus disproportionately long.

The preface to Adversus Haereses II includes a careful summary

of Book I (I, 249-50 Harvey).

In primo quidem libro, qui ante hune est,

(a) arguentes falsi nominis agnitionem ostendimus tibi,

dilectissime, omne ab his qui sunt a Valentino per multos

et contrarios mod os adinventum esse falsiloquium;

(b) etiam sententias exposuimus eorum qui priores extiterunt,

discrepantes eos semetipsos ostendentes, multo autem prius

ipsi veritati.

(c) Et Marc! quoque magi sententiam, cum sit ex his, cum

operibus ejus omni diligent!a exposuimus, et quanta ex
v'

Scripturis eligentes adaptare conantur fictioni suae, diligente$

retulimus: et quonam modo per numBros, et per viginti quatuor

elementa alphabeti veritatem affirmare conantur et audent,

minutatim perBxivimus.

(d) Et quemadmodum conditionem secundum imaginBm invisibilis

apud eos Pleromatis faetam dicunt, et quanta de Demiurgo

sentiunt ac docent, renuntiavimus,

(e) et progenitoris ipsorum doctrinam Simonis magi Samaritani,
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at omniam aorum, qui successerunt ei, manifestavimus.
diximus quoque multitudinem eorum, qui sunt ab eo Gnostici,
et differentias ipsorum; et doctrinas, et suceessores notavimus,
quaeque ab eis haereses institutae sunt omnes exposuimus.
(f) Et quoniam omnes a Simone haeretici initia sumentas,
impia et irreligiosa dogmata induxerunt in hune vitam,

D
ostendimus; et redemptionem ipsorum, et quomod~ initiant

aos qui perficiuntur, et adfationes eorum, et mysteria
manifestavimus; et quia unus Deus conditor, et quia non

postremitatis fructus, et quia naque super ilIum, neque
post ilIum est aliquid.
(The argument of Book II is then outlined).
The text of Book I, as it now stands, can be matched up with

this summary to some extent, but not entirely:
(a) is clearly I. i-vi, 'omne ab his qui sunt a Valentino •••
adinventum', referring to i. 1-20, 'per multos et contrarios

modos' to v.i-vi.3, and 'arguentes falsi nominis agnitionem'
to the critical theoLog oume na in ii-iv.

(c) is clearly I.vii-ix.2 the account of Marcus, in which

'cum operibus ejus' refers to the rites in vii, and 'quomodo
per numeros •••alphebeti veritatem' to the numerology and its

critique in viii-ix.
(d) is clearly I.ix.3-xiii.
(f) must be I.xiv-xv: 'et redemtionem eorum, et mysteria

man i.f'eatav imus.! can hardly refer to anything else. An

examination of I.x-xv as a whole shows that Irenaeus'
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account of the heretical view of the Creator needs to lead
directly into his account of heretical initiations to form a
logical sequence: these chapters display the heretics'

depreciation of the Creator in both theory ('quanta de
Demiurgo sentiunt ac docent') and practice ('impia et irreligiosa
dogmata induxerunt in hanc vitam').

This leaves us with sections (b) and (e) of the Preface, and
xvi-xxix of the present text of Book I. A hasty reading would identify

I.xvi-xxix with (e); but this identification must be rejected on three
grounds. firstly, Irenaeus' clear logical progression from (a) to (d)
and onwards requires (b) to function as a substantial step in the

~
argument; but, ~ (b) is I.xvi-xxix, there is a serious gap in the
development. Secondly, the description of Marcus in (c), 'cum sit

ex his', is, because of the present order of Book I, read as including
him among the disciples of Valentinus, on whose heritage he had
'improved' - but a more natural reading of the preface would be that
Marcus belongs among those, described in (b), 'qui priores extiterunt'
(sc. before the Valentinians), and that the master on whom he
'improved' was Simon, the head and fount of all heterodoxy. Thirdly,

the logical development of the Preface from (a) to (f), and its
obvious intention to lead into Book II, the refutation of the
distinction between Supreme God and Creator, requires that the
climax of Book I be that: 'neque super ilIum (the Creator) neque
post ilIum est aliquid'. Such a climax cannot be xvi-xxxix; it can

only be I.xv - compare 'non postremitatis fructus' of (f) with 'de

qua defluxerunt tales fructus' of I.xv.



The inference is that the original order of Book I as planned
by Irenaeus was:

(a) the description of the Valentinian system (1.1), criticized
for its presumption (l.ii-iv) and for its variability (I.v-vi);

(b) the background of the Valentinians in the earlier history
of heresies, starting from Simon (I.xvi-xxix), with (c) Marcus
(I.vii-ix.2) forming a major item in this catalogue;

(d) + (f) the common characteristic of all these movements, the
defiance of the Creator in doctrine and cultic practice is identified
(I. x.3-xiii) and challenged (I. xiv-xv).

It remains to account for (e) of the Preface and for the present
state of Book I. There is no need to suggest any deliberate alteration
of Irenaeus' text by another. A complete explanation would lie in

physical damage to the autograph of Book I (we assume this to have
been in codex form, as it is in a very early papyrus(1», leading to
the detachment of one gathering ~f leaves. This may have been an
accident or due to the author himself removing that section to make
additions to it - xxv.2 seems to mark the end of a section and xxvi-
xxviii.9 to represent Irenaeus' additions from new sources or his own

observation. The detached gathering is returned to the wrong place
surely not by Irenaeus, but perhaps by his deacon, faced with the
task of sorting out his papers - has Irenaeus died in the Sack of

117
Lyons in ~, having just revised the text without having had a
chance to bind up his book again? If the codex was still in a rough

(1) See M.Richard, B.Hemmerdinger, 'Trois nouveaux fragments
grecs de l'Adversus Haereses de saint Irenee', ZnW 53
(1962), 252-5; discussion in C.H.Roberts, Manuscript,
Society and Belief in Early Christian Egypt (London
1979), 23, 53 and ch.3 in general. -



state, the proper destination for the extracted gathering would not
be obvious. A section beginning 'alius vera' (=Marcus, I.vii.1)

would seem naturally to follow a catalogue of names now in I.v-vi -
there was no obvious gap to fill. So the attachment of the detached
gathering at the end of the codex was a natural and sensible thing

to do. This left, of course, an apparent gap in the summary in the
Preface to Book II; (e) is composed to fill it.

Both Tertullian's Adversus Valentinianos ,(cap.iv) and the Refutation
assume the order of Adversus Haereses that we now have; hence our
inference that the dislocation took place in the autograph, or in
the rough copy Irenaeus retained when he had sent off the fair copy
to the friend who had asked for the book in the first place.

The practical consequence of our observations is that Marcus

cannot be interpreted as an exponent of Valentinianism (nor
as a starting-point for Marcus)~ he belongs rather in the company
of Simon Magus(2). The rituals of Marcus and his 'disciples' are

found only in I.vii-ix.2; the important formulae and rites described

in xiv-xv must be omitted here.
The information added by Irenaeus falls into these distinct

blocks: an account of Marcus' own ritual practice (vii. 1-4), and

a similar account of the ritual practice of some of Marcus' wandering
disciples (vii.5-6), and then a summary (viii) of Marcus' special
system of speculation. The theological exposition is so complex that
it argues a written source, and a written source, (the same or another)
must also underlie the long quotations of ritual formulae in both the

liturgical accounts; but Irenaeus' own pastoral experience is reflected

(2) The Gimilarity is noted (without any inferences) by
Schmithals, Office of an Apostle, 177 and note, 339.
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in the report of Marcosian disciples in the Rhone valley, and the
first block of ritual information has features of an eye-witness
account and seems to be based at least in part on the public

had been ;nvolved in one of Marcus'confession of the deacon's wife who ~
rituals and had then returned to the Great Church (vii.4).

Before examining the liturgical information, we turn to the
theological exposition, linking with it the statements of general

doctrinal import from the two blocks of material in I.vii so that
Marcus may be placed theologically and his ~ultus. interpreted in
that context.
A. The Marcosian Theology

The opening sentence of viii.1 has been found problematie(3):

Hie igitur Marcus
vulvam et suseeptorium (v.l!.exceptorium) Colorbasii Silentii
semet solum fuisss dicens, .
quippe unigenitus ex.istens,

semen, quod depositum est in eum, sic enixus est•••
(Irenaeus Lat.) I. 127-8 Harvey_

cf. Panarion, haer.34.it.1 (II.10 Holl)'~i

(3) By Harvey, notes in loc., and A.Stieren, ed.,
S.Irenaei •••quae supersunt omnia, I (Leipzig
1853) 158-60, n.7.
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The Tetrad (Y~l~-;) that is Silence, who is the source of

Marcus' Power, can only be understood in terms of the 'alphabetic'

system which follows; but for practical purposes the Tetrad is defined

in terms of the person of Marcus. It is he who, by his apparently

submissive, feminine relationship to the Tetrad, is the means by

which the Power of the Tetrad is operative in present experience.

Marcus is the unique womb and receptacle for the seed of Power which
~becom~,ffective through the vision to be described a few lines below.

But the centre of the stage is held not by the seed or even by the
i

Tetrad but by Marcus. The ~ext underlying the quotation can only be

an 'I am' saying: 'I am the sole womb and receptacle of the Silence-

Tetrad; I am the only-begotten; thus I gave birth to the seed that

was in me: ••• ' This 'I am' opening characterizes the whole system

and determines the intention of the ritual formulae: Marcus is himself

an essential part of the salvatien-economy and its sacramental

realisation. Unlike Karpokrates"he does not point away from himself

to some other model, such as Jesus, nor is the privilege he claims

achieved by askesis; he is already the unique receptacle of power,

and his vision simply realizes for him and then for others what he

already was. The 'I am's' are of course typical of Johannine language;

but their prevalence in Hellenistic aretalOgy(4) makes it unsafe to

suggest any imitation of the Fourth Gospel here. More significant

is its use at the outset of Marcus' book, suggesting that the book

was to be read aloud for liturgical or quasi-liturgical purposes.p
~arallels with the use of 'I am' in Old Testament covenant ritual

(4) R.E.Witt, Isis in the Graeco-Roman World (London 1971)
100-110.
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(Exodus xx.2: lyw Et,.., ](vpLo,o0£o>lTov, LXX, etc.) may be noted; but
associations are as much'with revelation-magic (cf. PMG 4.1117;5,
110,147,248ff.; 7.825ff., 12.228ff.; 13.254ff) as wit~ covenant-
making.

Marcus goes on to recount his vision. The all-highest Four-

fold silence came down to him from the invisible and unnameable
levels of reality (~) in female form, - since the masculine
version of that being's self-manifestation is more than created
nature can endure(5) - and showed him Her own nature, and the

beginning of all things, hitherto never revealed to anyone, divine
or human. (The centrality and uniqueness of Marcus is asserted more
emphatically still).

The Tetrad begins: first, when the father who has no father,
beyond understanding and existen~e (insubstantivus, anous,ios

perhaps the link with Basilides aetailed by Jerome, de vir.ill.121,
~pistle lxxv.3 ), who is neither male nor female, wished to make

his inexpressible nature expressible, to give form to his invisible
fnature, he opened his mouth and brought worth a word like to himself,

which, standing beside him, showed him what he himself was, having

itself appeared as the form of the invisible. Such a logos-theology

could prove fruitful in a Christian setting - such diverse authors
as Hippolytus contra Noetum x-xi and Anselm of Canterbury
Monologion are examples. The first word of the Name is APXH,

and a 'syllable' of four letters (does this flight of fancy take off

from John I.i1). from the letters of APXII develops a fantastic
numerology, Marcus' equivalent of an aeonology to account for the

(5) An interestin6 contrast here with the theophuny at
the opening of the !pokr.vphon of Joh~ (ET Wisae,
NHLE,99) where the whole three-fol nature of the
Pa ther-Hother-~on is ma.ni fested to .Iohn , Helpful
~X(!I~esis in the brio r nr oLi nunn ry no to by Cu L'Lmarin
In rh" 2,) (19'19) 15r).
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emergence of the many from the one. As a series of numbers/letters

is generated, so it can be reduced at the last to unity, which will

be the final utterance of 'Amen' by all of 'us' together. The system

of letter-configurations includes 'Alpha and Omega' and the figure

of archetypal anthropos (viii.4), 'Christ Jesus' (viii.5), the day

of the Transfiguration and the descent of the dove at the baptism

(viii.7), the creation of man on the sixth day and the manifestation

of the Saviour on the sixth day, the cena pura, and the sixth hour

(viii.7). Seven is the number of the senses (viii.7) and of the

deacons (viii.B), and of the seven heavens, that sound the seven

vowels in a celestial music (viii.B). The Word is praised by seven

Powers, as the souls of children glorify Marcus by weeping and
u

complaining to him. (This, surely the only known theologo~menon

on the symptoms of infant c~olic~ is clearly part of Marcus' patter

in conversations with women). The longing of the soul, expressed by

~, is thus also an utterance of praise, and a means by which the

soul above may recognise the soul on earth as her kin, and may

send her aid (viii.9). This interpretation of incoherent sounds

comes into its own in the ritual reports which describe Marcus'

incitement of glossolalia.

The system starts again from the primal Tetrad, now based on

numbers rather than letters (viii. 10-16). In this calculus, the

Saviour has (for example) an utterable name and a birth that can

beuttered, and a name and a birth that cannot: the unutterable

aspects of Christ concern the saving power hidden within him.

When therefore his six-letter name ( IHCOYC) was manifested,
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he clothed himself in flesh, 50 that he might come down to the
world of hUman sense, having within himself both the six (IHCOYC)
and the twenty-four (Arrhetos + 5ige + Pater. Aletheia), then
those who know him ceased from ignorance, ~ose from death to life,
the name having become for them the way (cf. In. xiv.6) to the
Father of Truth. For the Father has willed (indirect speech here
- a close quotation) to undo ( ),C Oc.li) the ignorance of all and to
destroy death. He assumes the human name "Jesus", with creaturely
limitations, so that he may be the elect Man providentially provided
(so Hippolytus,oblovof~nGEv't"o:.)in the image of the Power Above,

according to the will of himself (or, of the Father?). The baptism
of Jesus has a key place in this economy "When he came to the water,
there descended upon him, as a dove, he that ascends on high, and
fulfilled the number 12 (the 'number" of the emanations); in it
exists the seed of those who ire of the same seed as he,
and who therefore descend with him and ascend with him'.
He says that this Power which came down is the seed of the Father,
and the Son and the ineffable Power of Silence which is known through
them, and all the Aeons". This formula sounds a little muddled - how

can the rather's seed be said to contain the father? - and Hippolytus
has tried to improve the sense by altering "father" to "jJleroms",but
the less coherent form is to be preferred. Marcus' "seed of the Father"
is a pagan concept, found both in Hellenistic mythology (Zeus(5~)
etc.) and Egyptian mythology (Ammon) and he attempts to gloss it for
use with Christians by taking on a quasi-Trinitarian formula, derived

from Christian use, but adapted to his imagery of the divine Silence.

If we lacked any other evidence, we should expect that this description

(50) ~ec art.'~eus' in RE Supplcmentbnnd XV.
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of Jesus' baptism would reflect the kind of ritual language employed

by Marcus in any use or adaptation of Christian baptism.

The origin of this system is questionable, and may not have

been very clear to Marcus himself. Its concern for Jesus shows obvious

Christian influence - at least in the presentation designed for

Christian consumption, we must say, for we have no right to assume

that Marcus addressed himself only to Christians: his personal

starting-point is his own vision, real or pretended, of the Tetrad

in female guise. It is tempting to suggest that the detailed

exposition of Jesus' baptism argues a specifically Jewish-Christian

influence, since "Ebionite" expositions of the baptism are well

known(6); but the exposition is more typical of the cults of Power.

The use of ),ll)ol.-);) is not conclusive, for not all Aramaic expressions

are Jewish, let alone Jewish-Christian.

Valentinian influence is more easily assumed than proven. The

Marcosian and Valentinian aeonologies are not exactly the same; and,

if they were, they could come from a common source. The fall of Sophia

is conspicuous by its absence, and the concept of a defect in the

emanations is not a complete sUbstitute. The essentially moral and

devotional tone of the Valentinian scheme does not really harmonize

with Marcus' ambition for power through knowledge. for Valentinus,
~tl\o :~f."VI,.,

ignorance is ~; for Marcus, it is an j"",felllll!li nuisance.

The numerology has many pagan parallels(7), particularly in

(6) As in the Gospel of the Ebionites in Epiphanius,
haer.30.137

(7) Dornseiff, Das Alphabet, 81-91, 118-141.
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P th . (8) d' (9)y agorean~sm an ~n astroloey •
(9a)

The discovery of the tractate Marsarles afntlngthe Coptic Gnostic

texts at Nag Hammadi (c.G.x/1) has proved enlightening for the study

of Marcus, though it does not answer all questions. It does not

contain all of his teachings as transmitted by lrenaeus. Nor does

his teaching so transmitted contain all the matters expounded in

Marsanes, although the force of this observation is limited both

by the possibility that Irenaeus' account is selective, and by the

fact that much of Marsanes is lost. ~ore significantly, there are

sUbstantial differences between the tractate and Marcus' system.

A full discussion of these differences belongs to a specialist

commentary on Marsanes, but two may be indicated briefly here, which

indicate far-reaching discrepancy between the theologies and

epistemologies of the author of ~he tractate and Marcus. Firstly:

Silence is a regulative concept ~or both; but while Marcus personifies

Silence as a divine or quasi-divine entity, in Marsanes Silence is

an attribute of the Three-Powered One (e.G. x, 4:21, 7:3, 7:20-22;

13:17-18), and therefore in itself the way to the insight that

transcends the active acquisition of knowledge: 'Be silent in order
(1b)

that you may[no~know' (c.c. x, 8:21-25, cf. 9:21-28). Secondly:

the mystical way, which for Marcus is centred in an epiphany of a

descending Revealer, is for the author of Marsanes an inward way of

understanding: 'I have deliberated (/~I~«..PINC-IN) and have attained

(8) Dornseiff, 11-14.
(9) Dornseiff, 81-91, 133.
(9a) edi. Pe~~~e~ ~!rn Giversen.
(1~) (~t ' /)~tu b It., e,k·t-.l, 6~t

~
'O.b.di. dr'fftc.Uo'f .

~" .b.A. P'H fel'(~ol c:tQ
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to the boundary of the sense-perceptible world •••have come to know

the intelligible world •••' (e.G. x, 5:17-19; 5:22-23).
It is necessary to note these and other features of Marsanes

that are inconsistent with Marcus' book because the similarities
between two passages of Marsanes and Marcus are so striking that

is virtually certain. The injunction to receive the imperishable
seed (C.G. X, 26:11-17) must be considered in connection with

Marcus' liturgical forms. The other passage is the alphabetalOg~
numerology of C.G. X. 25:12 - 32:6. The progression of thought
(alphabet-symbolism to number symbolism) is so closely parallel
to the progression from AH I.viii.4-9 (alphabet-symbolism) to

h4t',Al1 fo bt d» ....H...a..
viii.10-16 (number-symbolism) t~at dependence is ~ife~ell) esptaiR.
A comparison of the two expositions suggests that Marcus is the
debtor, for his version seems (in Irenaeus' report) to be a
vulgarisation of Marsanesj more cogently, Marcus' passage is
presented as virtually a system in itself, while the equivalent
paragraphs in Marsanes are but parts of a longer meditation on

the Many and the One (e.G. x, 25:1-34:57), into which they fit

better than into Marcus' eclectic farrago.
It is not easy to classify Marcus. As he appears in a Christian

setting, as will be seen especially in his ritual action, he has a

Christian colouring; but the underlying cast of his mind is
hellenistic and pagan. There are Semitic elements, which mayor

may not be Jewish or Jewish-Christian. As to how (if at all) Marcus
was related to the community that produced Marsanes, there is at
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present no evidence.

B. The Ritual practices of Marcus Himself CAH I.vii.1-4 =

AH l.xiii.1-5 = 11.198-201 Rousseau-Doutreleau).

1.114-122 Harvey'
J

for Irenaeus, (and for us) Marcus is most clearly displayed

in his ritual practice. Irenaeus begins his account of Marcus,

integral to which is his series of charges against him - a claim

to "improve" upon his master (Simon), magical trickery, seduction

of women, the offering of himself as an object of devotion (ad se

~onverti), pretended possession of Supreme Power from the unutterable

Places - with a graphic scene in which Marcus begins a ritual with

a cup.

Marcus is portrayed as 'pretentiously giving-thanks-over

7rPOIJr.OLO':!fJ.f!/O~ fVXaPlrT7"€III, Epiph.) cups of mixed wine, and, as he

is dragging out the formula of i~vocation to a great length
(Kat • \ '\ I ., • , ~. , E' h )

fr.1 7rl\fOI' flCTEll'WI' TOI' \O'YOI' T'l~ fr.1KA'.'~f("~' pi p •. j

he causes it to appear to become purple and red,

so that it may be thought that Grace who comes from the Things 1I.I~;c.h.
~;s

are over all is trickling her blood into that cup at ~ invocation,

( , (\ ... , , \ .... r' Ito""
(tl~ OOKI'III -rnv Or.I. TWI' U7rfP TU ol\a

and insists t'7rfPI/J.€/pErTf/OI ) that those present shall taste of

that drink,

so that Grace, who has been summoned by this magus,

may pour ( e7ro/J.(3p'/rT!l ) into them also.

Then, giving the mixed drinks to some women,



he commands them to give-thanks there in his presence.

When this has been done, he holds out another cup,

much bigger than the one for which the misguided woman gave thanks,

and empties out the smaller one, which has been thanked-for

by the woman, into the one designated(10) by him,

at the same time giving utterance thus:

"May she that is before All Things,

the inconceivable and inexpressible Grace'

fill for you the inner man

and multiply in you the knowledge of herself,

sowing the grain of mustard seed in the good ground".

Saying several things of this sort, and maddening the miserable

woman, he poses as a wonder-worker, filling the big cup from the little

one till the latter makes the fo~mer over-flow.

This fellow also claims to have a familiar spirit, by means of

whom he is supposed to prophesy, and he makes to prophecy also such

women as he judges worthy to be partakers of his grace. for he busies

himself with women, especially those well-born and nobly clothed and

exceptionally rich, whom he often tries to seduce, flattering them

with these words:

"I wish to share my grace with you,

for the father of All always beholds your angel before his

face.

The Place of the Greatness is within us,

It is right that we should become one.

(10) for this use of
,

11.1::)-(0 cu T)~I eVOV , see Liddell and Scott 81901, 856
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~eceive, firstly, grace from me and through me.

Adorn yourself

like a bride receiving the bridegroom to herself(11),

so that you may be what I (am),

and I (may be) what you (are).

Enthrone(12) in your bride-chamber the seed of light

Take from me the bride-groom.

Make room for him,

and let room be made for you in him.

Behold;

CraCA has come down upon you.

Open your mouth -

and prophesy~"

Then, when the woman replies, "I have never prophesied and do

not know how to prophesy", he performs certain invocations (E77'u':/\11(T(lf

to amaze the woman he is decelving(13), and then

.
7'11'f.lf

says to her:

"Open your mouth;

Say anything at all -

and you will be prophesying~1I

Then, flattered and swept off her feet by these things aforesaid(14),

(11) Literally, 'her own bride-groom' j but the structure
of the text calls for a clear parallelism between (TWtJ7'?II

and ;avT~f.

(12) Or, 'implant'.
(13) a77'UTwtJ.e~1Jf read as strictly passive, not as

primarily indicating self-deception (as in Sophocles,
Oed~pus Rex 59~, Ajax~). Irenaeus seems concerned
to lny the blame on Marcus rather than on his victims.

(14) Or perhaps, 'these utterances introducing something
important' ~ c f Iuoc ra t es 113;';;, Plato, iJymposium 198E.
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her soul inflamed by the thought of being about to prophesy, and

her heart racing, plucks up courage to speak whatever meaningless

shameless balderdash occurs to her ••• '

Irenaeus continues (vii.2. II p.119 Harvey) with the statement

that a woman so enabled to 'prophesy' is moved to such gratitude to

here have overtones of idolatrous

adulation?) that she can withhold from him neither her wealth nor

her body. It is all too likely that Marcus will succeed in enticing

her into as well as a participation in his

'grace', and that his formula saying that Grace has come down

upon her so that will be

all too aptly reflected in her down with him

in abasement 111a UtII' atry.t,;' xc-r :,' 'll~I' ft'O TO €~ _ 1 d l' b t<,\0, sure .•y a e ~ e::'ae

His account of the psychology of this procedure (inflammation

of the soul) Irenaeus ascribes to his acknowledged master ( 0

KPfIIJ'1'())IJ "!JoWI!); but the information as to the practices and some at

least of the evidence about their emotional atmosphere clearly

comes from women who have been involved with Marcus but have

managed to escape his influence and come back to the Great Church.

Their experience is quoted in vii.3. They have come to realise that
oJ

the prophecy is inspired by God's command, not 19t the behest of a

magus such as Marcus. They have also learned that any technique of

evoking 'prophecy' by mutual exhortation (as between equals, not

(15) And confirming Harvey's restoration of line 4,
following the Latin , as JEi ~!JoU.f h Ka-racrTijIJal.
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necessarily with a dominant mystagogue) is equally mistaken. Clearly,

we detect here the existence of a Marcosian group or groups, that

subsisted after Marcus had moved on; without his personal magnetism,

they tried to maintain the phenomena he had elicited by conjuring

each other, the turns decided by drawing lots. The setting for these

continued rituals was a cultic meal:

E• ~ lLI' ',\ I ~ ",\ '\ •• 'll ., •
I OVII luapICo~ P.EII IC£I\EV£I, '1 al\l\o~ TI~, It'~ euooaat» £"1 TOI~

~ , t - ,\' .,. I 'Y ",\ '\ 1,\
Oel7rI'OI~ TOV KI\'1pOv aI/Tal 7ral'TOTE7ral~ftJ', Kat al\l\lJl\ot~

, , L1' """ \ t'l 'e '£'}'KEAWEuoal TO "PO;jJI)TW(II/, KW 7rpO~ Ta~ I()ta~ Er.1 tlf.J.la~

'll liI '\.' Iv " ,
eatJ'Toi~ uav-reveaoai, ea-rat 0 K(,,£tWII P.EI~WI' TE Kat KtlPIWTEpO\'-, " e ...", ~~,
TOU r.pOCP'1TIKOV 7rIlEvp.aTo~, all pu.'1rO~ WI', 01r€P U(,(I'OTOI'.

They have come to recognize vii.3 (I.120 Harvey) the nature of

a Cult of Power: it is the ascription to a self-assertive self-

deifying)human being of the power that properly belongs to God, the

sole true author of prophecy.

This information has become available (vii.4 1.121-2 Harvey)

from detailed confessions recorded(16) in the course of of the

reconciliation with the Church of women in this position, especially

the wife of a deacon in Asia, the common home-land of Irenaeus and
(16a)

of his intended reader)T(;)I£)1 2T~ 'Au/Q TWII li~t(T£p/)'lI' • Ihe deacon himself

had taken Marcus into his home: obviously, Marcus has been able to

pose convincingly as a Christian, and as a wandering teacher with a

claim on Christian hospitality - we are still, it seems, in the

(16) Hence the mingling of eye-witness testimony and pastoral
comment in Irenaeus' source.
No sU0gesti?n here o~ Marcus himself visiting the Rhone Valley;
cf Grlffe, Le gnostlque Marcus est-il venu en Gaule ?', Bull.
L~tt.I~C~l.LIV (1953) 243-5, and Salmon in DeB IIr (1882) 829.
D1SCusslon in H.Chadwick, Priscillian of Avila (Oxford 1976)
20~ and n.2~ where Marcus and his Jisciples are not distinguished
(and there lS further confusion in the index,246).

(16a)



climate of Didache xi-xiii. and III John.

(i) The Quoted formulae.
It is necessary first to analyse Marcus' two distinctive

formulae(1?), and then to interpret the liturgical sequence and

context in which they are set.
We are told nothing about the content of Marcus' "Eucharistic

Prayer- or "EpiJeSis". What is reported is in each case Marcus'

'Words of Administration'. There are no 'words of administration'

in Didache ix-x. In the Acts of John, (ch. cx), however, a formula

in this position is assumed(18): 'he brake the bread and gave unto
,...

all of us, praying over each of the breth~ren that he might be

worthy of the grace of the Lord and of the holy Eucharist. And he

partook also himself, likewise, and said: Unto me also be there a

part with you •••" (ET M.~. James! p.268). A similar prayer for

worthiness may be assumed by the'Vereelli Acts of Peter ch.ii,

(p.304 James), where Paul rebukes Rufina as she approaches the

table, and ch.v (pp.30B-9 James) where Peter concludes his eucharistic
(18a)

prayer with these words over the newly baptized Theon: 'Therefore

in thy name do 1 impart unto him thine eucharist, th9t he may be

thy perfect servant without blame for ever'. In the Acts of Thomas

also we find administration-formulae: 'This eucharist shall be unto

you for compassion and mercy, and not unto judgement and retribution'

(17) Taking the second command to prophesy as a coda to the
former, and integral to it.

(18) II/1, 208-9 Bonnet: Ka) xluua_ 'fOt' "(>1'0" tni.~·w)tE" nih"v ,ittiv
ixdcrr~o T(I)V «JE)'(fej'j" intlJ,top.tf'O. a~,o" gUtcr8-cli UUTOV 'T1j~
TOV "u(liou x"!!,ro. leui Til. artWTtXTr;'; dJxu(Jlcrrlu" rwcr«-
iura; Ji lfeLl aUTO:; o!,oiw. Kat EJ(J7;XCJI_ Rap.oj P.t{JOi; lcrfW
1.1df' {'Il WI', Ita; El (J~f/r; po Et?-' V~IwV Ura'ff'lToi,

(18a) 1,51 Bonnet: sic ita que in tuo nomine eucharistiam
til [1111 communieo ci , ut "it consuuuua tus ~el'III1Ei tUlIF sine

I'l'praehcnllio ne ill perpetuo.
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(ch.29, p.377 James) and similarly 'This shall be unto thee for

remission of sins and eternal transgressions' (ch.5o, p.388 James).

Apostolic Tradition (whatever its provenance and date) seems to be

the earliest attestation of 'Words of Administration' in main-stream

Christian use(19). None of these developments is surprising in a,~
tradition of usage that flows from a narrative (Mk. ~:22 and

parallel) in which the distinctive and determinative words are

'words of administration'. Whether any of these parallels are

relevant to our reading of Marcus, and what inferences might be

drawn from them can be discussed only after an examination of his

formulae for their own sake, and ef their significance in the context

chosen for their use.

Both formulae are concerned with the power and workings of

Grace; they agree also in using fmages of fecundity: fill, multiply,

sowing, seed - but differ in that the second links images of fecundity

more explicitly with that of union: conception, bride-groom, bride,

implantation, seed, bride-chambero

Both formulae echo New Testament phrases: the inner man (Eph.iii.

16), the mustard-seed, (Mk. iv.31, Lk.xiii.19, Mt.xiii.31) the good

ground (Mark iv.B, Lk.viii.15, Mt.xiii.8) the angels before the

rather's face (Mt.xviii.10) - though all of these allusions misuse

their originals almost perversely: the inner man is filled and not

renewed, the mustard-seed has been entrusted to the sower who went

forth to sow, it is the father who sees the little one's angel

(19) 56-8 Batte: Panis caelestis in Christo Iesu. Amen •
••••In deo patri omnipotenti.Amen. Et domino Iesu.
Et spiritu sancta et sancta ecclesia. Amen.
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rather than the angel who gazes upon the Father (and 'your father

in heaven' is moved subtly away to being 'the Father of All').
(ii) The first 'words of administration'

lrenaeus (Latin)

(1) ILIa quae est ante omnia

(2) inexcogitabilis et inerrabilis Gratia

(3) adimpleat tuum intus hominem

(4) et multiplicet in te agnitionem suam,

(5) inseminans granum sinapis in bonam terram.

(Lat. Irenaeus, p.192 Roussea~Doutreleau).
3tuum CV 0; tum Si vac A (Suppl. 5.1. A )1.2:

1.3: et om~ AQ 5 Erasmus.

Hippo1ytus (Greek)

( 1) 1j JfQo nov o).(1)V

( 2 )(rtJavEVV01}TO~ xaL a(lQ1}'fOt; l.apt~

( 3) )C).1]Q05aal oo» TOll lao) avffQOJ.'toll

( 4) xal;r ).1]o-.;l-'at Iv aol 'fiji' rvtijalv at:ti7t;,

( 5) EyxaTaaJTEi(l()t:aa TOV x6xxov TOU atvaxEtD~ El~ T~lI cqaff'jv r~v.

Hippolytus (p.1?1, 15-18 Wendland) cf. Epiphanius.

1.2 (~) in VM (Epiph.), Rousseau-Doutrelau, trans.; om.

P (Hipp.), Miller, v/endland;

bracketed Duncker-Schneidewin.

(1) "May she that is before all things,

(2) the inconceivable and inexpressible Grace,

(3) fill your inner man

(4) and multiply in you the knowledge of herself,

(5) sowing the grain of mustard-seed in the good ground".



(1) cf. Col, r,17:

Col~i.9:

Eph. v, 18 : • •• 1T)"7Jpouu8e €II llveufLan,

[ph.irio 16: &Wct;LH Kpo.Ta~we~vo.~ Sui 'TOU llvn(jl-aTos' aVrou
«s -rav EUW aJlttpuJTror..

el Kui <> ;gw ~'_"Wl' al'Bpwr.os S~a"'B£lp£'Tat, ill' <>

£!TW ~fL(;W dl'aKWI'O~'Tal ~/L'P~ Ko.1 ,jl.dp~.
2 Cor.iv.16:

Rom.vli.22:

XclplS VjJ.LV Ko.1 £lp~VYJ '1T)..7]8vv8d'l] €II
E1TIYIJWUlt 'TOU thou KaL •ITJCTouTOU Kvptov ~fL';''''

r.Pet.i.2: , •• ,., \ II B'Xap,> VilLi' Kal ~IPTJVYJ1TIITJUW HTJ.

2 Cor.ix.10: ••• Kai 1TA,?8vvEr"''TOIJ CT7T6pov
VW;)IJ Kai au6juE'I 'Ta yfMj",ara riji 6lkaloau"'1S u!,"Y'

2 Pe t ,iii ()18 : av,cfvE''TE' S~'v xaplTI KaL '}'I'(urm TOU Kvplov :
TJPliJl' Kat Ew-rfjpos • ITJuov XPIa-rOU.

Co1.i.10:
(and see Col.i.9, noted for 1.3)

2 Cor. vii Le 7: (~cmEP EV 1TaV'TL1TEplr1CwJl'Tl, 1Tla-rn KQL A6yo/ KaL
yvwun Ko.., 1Taan urrou8fj Kol 'Tfi J, .ry,_,.t.iw t, v,_,.fv
• I • '. , _, ,ayo.'"7], n'o.. Kat €V 'TatJ'T'11TTl xo..p~'Tt 1TE'plCTCTlVTJTf!.

(and see Rom.xv.14, noted for 1.3)

(4)-(5) cf. 2 Pet.i.B: •• 0 'TQu.,.o.."o.pv/LLIIV1Tclp-

XOV'Ta Kal r.Aeovd'oV'Ta aUK d(>yoU. OUO~ aKcip1TovS
Ka,8taTTJCTIV Eis -niv TaU Kuplo» ~/LWV •ITJCTOUXPI-
a-rOV l1Tiyvw(rIV'



(5) cf. Mk.iv.31: (the Kingdom is) (.. L k • xiIi •19,
I

C7wa1TfWS', ) .
Lk.xvii.6 (= Mt.xvii.20):

1TLcrnv cUii' KOKK:W C7Wtl1TEWS, ••• (not in par allel Mk. xi.23) •

, Mk; , Mt. The Mss.
. , ,\ . \..0,' Luke which read either ;(17\"1V, or d.'{tJG'l.! "d~ 1<..:1)..7'';

all manifestly represent assimilations of Lk. to

the parallels).

The terminology of this 'formula of administration' is clearly

reminiscent of the New Testament epistles, both of the Pauline corpus

(particularly Colossians) and of the Petrines (particularly 2 Peter

- though we must not ignore the possibility that 2 Peter, an
(20 )emphatically 'anti-Gnostic' trac~~te , may even be late enough

to include Marcus among its targets. There are also clear echoes of

~ (xiii or xviii or both, and certainly of viii.2).

Beneath the terminological similarity with the New Testament

there are more significant differences of understanding (quito

apart from the amusing confusion of two parables!): the language of

grace is quite removed from the theological ideas of grace as mercy

and forgiveness and as a motive for and aid to ethical living. Grace

has become a principle of fecundity; and grace itself is here the

invoked agent, not an attribute or act of the Supreme Being, but

the Supreme Being itself. In the light of this shift of concept, it

"becomes advisable to retain~ at the start of line 2: there is a

(20) ef D.J.Rowston, 'The Most Neglected Book in the
New ~e6ta~ent ~, NTS 21/4 (,ruly1975) 554-64.
earller Vlew In J.B.Mayor, The Epistle of St Jude
and ~he Second Epistle of St Peter (London 1907)clxxl-clxxx. '



climax through the concept of the absolute, through that of

transcendence to the reverent naming of Grace; she is the one

who precedes all, the one beyond thought and expression. There

is in the imagery of the blood of Grace an echo - no more - of

the imagery of blood-drinking in love-magic(21).

The prevalence of N.T. expressions suggests though no

more - that Marcus may have heard other celebrants at Christian

eucharists employ comparable formulae at the distribution of

the 'eucharistized' elementso

(iii) The Second 'Words of Administration'o

Irenaeus - Latin (Vol I p.118 Harvey· I.vii.2;Tom.I p.194 90usseau-

Doutreleau = 1.13.39-(7).

(1) Participare te vola ex mea Gratia,

(2) quoniam Pater omnium Angelum-tuum semper videt ante raciem suam.

(3) Locus autem (tuae) magnitudinis in nobis est:

(4) oportet nos in unum convenire.

(5) Sume primum a me et per me gratiam.

(6) Adapta to ut sponsa sustinens sponsum suum,

(7) ut sis quod ego et ego quod tu.

(8) Constitue in thalamo tuo semen luminis.

(9) Sume a me sponsum

et cape eum et capere in eo.

(10) Ecce gratia descendit in te:

(11) aperi os tuum

et pr ophe t a,

(21) Cf P.'.Icrtmann, .Da s Blut des Seth (P.Colon.inv.3323)'
ZPE 2 (1968) 227-301: l ;OP;t~((;J 1"~ ex.rjJCY_, 0 ~'\ex.;3E v
" , "o ~EYex.~ OEO~ IwBcx.8.
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And the subsequent exchange:

(12) Numguam prophetavi, et nescio prophetare.

(13) Aperi os tuum et 10Quere quodcumque, et prophetabis.

2
(1) te om. C (suppl. C ).

ex mea: extranea S.
(2) omnium: omnem AQ Er 5 (influence of Mt. xviii.10).

(3) (tuae) bracketed Tripp; or suae?

(6) adapta te: adaptare V Er
sponsa: 5 Er sponsam CVAQ.

(8) constitue: constituae C.
(11) aperi: apperi V; aperui 5 (:=.. expunct) os tuum: hostium V.

(13) os tuum: hostium V quodcumque: quae - 0; quae - Er.

Epiphanius - Greek. (haer.34,2,7-8 + II.7.~-16 Holl)

( 2)
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( 11)

(12)

And the subsequent exchange:

(13 )

Hall: d,' v sr

( 7) far; seom V 0

( 13) sup. r as , v.

Hall.

'I' 'f3" A, ")a7TolloYL<t KaL (Iv a~wa£L TOV (VaYY£IILOt'

For the mistaken reading of the unbracketed Wl"Jrdsas a unit, see

also Vulg. socias gaudii mei omnes vos esse note the careful
avoidance of an even more misleading gratiae meas - and KJ8:

'ye all are partakers of my grace'.

Heb , iii. 14 : Il£TOXOL yap TaU XPLOTOU ycycill:t}.LclI

vi.4: ••• KO.' }.L£·nixovs yn-rjfJ&-ra-; nll£'; }.LaTa, i4ylotl
Kat Ka.\OIl y£vaa}.L'~'OVS €'hov pilfla 8Wcl}.L£t, T£ fL':'\).01l70~ alc.lI'oS'

xi L, 10 : •• \ Q _ _ ., ._
f:LS'TO }.LlTa.Aa· I'lL" '"IS' aytOT7)TO. avrou.

Cor •.i.x, 1:': (?) ••• Tip OvaLaa'"lplcp O'VI' }.L£pi{OV7'aL

2~ cf. Matt. xviii.10: ••• oiayye'\c, <ll.h-c.oll (se. TWII IA-'''PWII TOVTWII )



3: cf. PGMIV.26-29 (1.68 Preisendanz):

TJE AE r n: rrpooyvEllCOC L' iWtpoc tAO;.i.JV TI} ~piTI.I r T IiI, Cl ~IIHI( de TOrrOV G1:0'
lU)IVW(j~\,Tl Q y~ I ux r l uroo TUU Nti~'''J, nlliv lrrl~,j T'S (,llIWV ") rrtpi,pUTUV <" UA-

I AWe J(o~aK~LICOtVTa cmo TOV N,iAO; U',

PGMIII .36 (1.34 Preisendanz): ••• OTI opv.,irw CE TO[V T..ii::r9Y [TJOUTvV, TilV wpav il
TOUTllV KOTa ~ou orrc:x[plalT11Toll awu I.' '

PQV1I I 1.616 (1. 58 Preisendanz): €V lp~:.I'f'TO :':'i'

PGM111.699-700 (1.62 Preisendanz): WPAElWV in; rorrov J(oilap(civJ

PGMI V. 1927 (1. 130 Preisendanz): TaiiTa b~ (V lrrlTTibLfJ TTOI~:CElC, Ka9aPtfJ T()TTLfJ,

PGM rV.3090 (1.172 Preisendanz): TTpacce b€ VUKTOC lv TOTTLfJ, OTTOU XOpTOC! q>liel.

PG"'!XII.2II (1l.72 Preisendanz): tT(\I~(ae ~66pov lv ~TVlq.llV4J
TOTTIfIutTa(9PIfI, ~t tb~ J..I~,lv] djllan tea6aptfl +tTVIq.U\'IfI, a ~])'ETTOVTI '/TpOe ava-
TO).~V,

cf. P?,~ III.5tJ9~(1.58 Preisendanz):

J.l·LE~V, Oil ({C:l'70\' hutv l'bEl:ac, ' xc:iPOUt\', 071_£V ~}",ic~lac:\' 1)1«C bVTne a;:t·~1lW·
cac T(j CEaUTOr. ·(VWCEI. XaP1C uv!:ipWi':'uU TTJli')C (~ uiu iV ~l(.>(fl\)c. l YVUJpicUi. i·rvw•
P'CfW(V, ill Tijc (/vElrlunivilc zwijc (Z:wli), I (,vwrica.ptv, IlliTI'iI rr;lu;c YVWCEU,C,

hvwpica,u( v, UJ ~J1i7pa K1Jl1(1)(ipEtv rrcrpoc <pUTt'C,!, lyvw(p: W,lfV, w rroTp/Jc V.l"l-

qlOPOUVTOC a;,iJVIOC brcuovn '

(and c f- vi 1i •1) •

4: cf. PGMXXXII a 14-18 (11.158 Preisendanz):
"n) a u]T0 LUpq. .Kol Tl) cunj ~ IJEpq., lE aUiTie CUVI;CTCtY£lEov TaC ~IV-

XC!C ch <;"":'TfpUIV

8-9: cf. PGMXXXVI.286-9 (11.172 Preisendanz):

6-7: cf. PGMVIII.49-50 (11.47 Preisendanz): orM ce, ·EpJ..I~.teal cv tlJl. ~
lTw d(J..II) ru teai ru ~Tw.

'col ),(rw,

j,Jl'j'.pa "'le biva, XUv£ Kaj bt:al TU I cr.t(l!J(l TOC, beiva J::q! q![ lJ~[1.I Ja TO ch,pn-



PGM IV 3147.8 (1.174 Preisendanz): (KaiEicrrmclKIov \EpaTtKOV I TpacpE Ta ovouarc TUum.

Kaalhpucac atho, elc QV Trpoatp~ rcrrov.] aUE aUTtf! XWKOilETwrrov <6v)Cl'fP10V Kai
6AOKUU;CTOU.

PGM VII 2-4 (II 45 Preisendanz):
'tX[a]l ,",01.KUPIE 'Ep,",~, we

Tei ~plCPll de ra(e) K01Xiae TWV 'f\JvaIIK]wv. ~Ael ,",01. Kvpte ·Epll~. cuva"fwv TaC
Tpexpac TWv gewv ! xal civ9pwTrwv, (Ue)E ,",01, T4J heiva, KUptE cEp,",~, Ka\ hOc ).1.)1
xaplv, TPol:<Pllv.vilCTjv, EUllj.1Epiav. lnacppohldav, npocW(n)ou dboc, I a).K~v arrav-
TWV l(a\ nac,jjv.

Marsanes 26*. 12-17 (pp.294-5 Pearson and Giversen): ••• M1To'(AGI/'-i

~"";[ii L\~];,.Ji;:: ~TtTj::,~i ~lCil(;.<Jllt Pt-lt..\ ,..u....'rc: I,.) CNJTt,nt

KC,J'-;"L'- : ' ••• light. (Contr-ol) yourselves, re::l9iv9the imperishable

50ed, ~ear fruit••••

The affiniti8s of this formula differ markedly from those of

the former. There is an unambiguous reference to the Gospels (line 2).

There are echoes of New Testamen~ language, though rather distant,

in lines 1 and 3. By contrast, the use of terms and notions prominent

in the Greek Magical Papyri are numerous and substantial. There is

sven a probable use of Marsanes in line 8< The dominant impression

is of a magi:al milieu, particularly one heavily committed to

revelation-magic and the magic of sexue l coriquest , ~1arcus starts

with Christian language, and moves into that of the occult.

The relationship between mystagogue 8nd adept is also entirely

different. The first formula encourages the intended adept to hope

for spiritual blessings, and the status of the mystagogue is hinted

at only by the authoritative tone of benevolence. In this second

formula, the adept is more emphatically a dependent - we note haw
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the dominant saying is so altered that the 'angel' is passive, it

is God who sees the angel, not vice versa; and the very use of this

'"allusion tells the woman that she is as an innocent child - wh~le the

mystagogue is at least the channel and perhaps even the source of

grace (lines 1,5) and the adept's relationship to this sexually

masterful man (lines 4,6,8,9, possibly(22) also 7). Line 3 has been

read( 23} as an example of the Jewish periphrasis "Place" for God.

However, the use of "Greatness" - a pagan and Jewish-Christian

periphrasis for God, suggests that 'place' is meant more literally.

While in magic (as our numerous parallels show) is greatly concerned

with the location of theurgic operations, with places that will
yla.c(.

entice or even compel the god invoked, the ~ for contact with

the divine, according to Marcus, is 'in us'. This could be taken

as an allusion to the Kingdom in the soul discovered in one reading

of Luke xvii.21; but the context"suggests a more specific reading:

the place for encounter with the Greatness is in both you and me

together, in our relationship - that is why union of adept with

mystagogue is imperative.

Even more interesting is the difference in construction. The

first formula is fairly short, with limited use of ~arcus' preferred

images of fecundity, and a simple development, the second is marked

by a firm and subtle progression, clearly designed to awaken interest

and enthiusiasm and even growing curiosity. A hint of shared privileges

(22) Dieterich, Mithrasliturgie (31923, Darmstadt 1966) 122-34.
Such an overtone is present, but the magical power of the
fusion of the two personalities seems to be more important.

(23) J.Doresse, Secret Books, 33.
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(line 5, echoing line 1), with a slightly enhanced hint of Marcus'

mediatorial role. This stress on himself is matched by a ~udden
e

insistence on the adept taking a dependent and recptive role (line
4

6). This is only the beginning (cf line 5), but promises mystical

identification (line 7). Having drawn back from coitive imagery

(line 5, line 7), Marcus returns to it vigorously (8-9): the vigour

of his demand is equalled by the insistence on the adept's active

submission - her presentation of her needy soul is like the placing

of a sacrifice. Then with a sudden pun (I(.,(T<)l"r~lI'Ofl, line 4, :-:,iT;>--
Sty, line 10), Marcus draws back from provocative imagery, and

simply insists that the woman prophesy.

In the light of the imagery in the second formula, it is

reasonable to see the concluding lines of the first as pointing

forward to the developments planned in the second. There can be no

doubt that the second 'words of administration', emotionally

weighted and skilfully articulated as they are, are the personal

creation of Marcus. We may conjecture that the first 'words of

administration' owe something to him, especially after the opening

two or three lines; but it then becomes reasonable to wonder whether

in the first formula he was doing no more than expand on such forms

of words as were customary in the Church of Asia Minor.

Elaine Pagels(24) has suggested that the brief interchange

after the second 'words of administration' was a cnrefully orchestrated

(24) E.Pagels, ' "The Demiurge and his Archons"
view of the Bishop and his Presbyters l' HThR
(July-Oct.1976) 301-324, esp.321-4.
Sagna~d's r~m?rk (~gnose valentinienne et le t~moignage
de salnt Iren'ee, Paris 19]+7, }_~16) that the formulae 0['-
Marcu~ and. the Harcosians are 'de forme spontanee plllt~t
que f) xe I lG applicabl J' t h .. ,e on.y In e case of thls exchange.

a Gnostic
69/3-4
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little piece of ritual, to emphasise the adept's unworthiness and

the miraculous quality of Marcus' authority. That was, in all

likelihood, his pw(pose; but so natural a disclaimer, followed by
=r«a swift and overwhelming poasonabre, would be more effective if

unscripted. It would not ~ to be orchestrated!

(iv) The Marcosian Eucharist: and its AffinitIes and Psycho-dynamics.

Assuming such a reading of the formulae, the liturgical practice

which forms their context may be set out thus:
)v ......(a) Marcus gives-thanks-over (c:u",7.~,vrr.:-ll; + acc ,) a cup of

mixed wine, and. /

(a') utters a lengthy erttl\l\rp'!j over it, calling down Grace

to pour her blood into it;

(b) as he does so, the contents turn p~uple, then red (visibly -

the cup must be of glass);

(c) all present are instructed to drink from the cup to the

end, probably expressed in an administration-formula similar

to the one that follows as (f'), that Grace, whom he has

invoked, may pour into them;

(d) particularly (or, perhaps, going round again to selected

persons after all have received once), he singles out women,

to whom he gives mixed chalices,

(d') and commands them to give-thanks-over them (again, GCX~-
r t(>-"<i:I~V;+ ace.) in his presence (iA this showmanship - "Do

this right now, in front of me, so that I, as well as everyone

else, can see and be impressed"; or is it magic - "I'm here to

help you; you can do this because I'm here to help you~?);

(e) at his bidding, she empties the chalice into a larger one,

and the larger overflows;
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(r) as she receives from the cup (Irenaeus does not mention

her drinking, but the formula f' seems to require it, although

he treats it as a versicle to accompany the pouring),

(f') Marcus says: 'May Grace, who is before all things •••":

What follows could represent a different style of mystagogy

on different sorts of occasion. Since, however, formula (9) assumes

an act of reception as formula (ft) does, it is more natural to read

the next lines as representing an immediate development (perhaps on

selected occasions) of what has just been describedo

(g) to some of the already select women, just after they have

received from the cup, Marcus says: "I wish to share my Grace

with you •••open your mouth, and prophesy";

(h) the woman replies; "1 have never prophesied - and don't

know how to prophesy".

(1.) Marcus then utters further invocations, and repeats the

command: "Open your mouth and say anything at all - and you

will be prophesying!";

some sort of glossolalia is then expected;

(j) Other women may be similarly called upon to prophesy, but

without any link with the cup, which is replaced by invocations

over the women themselves, with exsufflations and imprecations. •

This whole sequence, or just the incident with the coloured

liquid, could be dismissed as a conjuring trick, as Ganschinietz

prefers to do, on the reasonable ground that the trick of changing

water into apparent blood is a well attested piece of ancient stage

magic at least as old as Moses (Exodus xxiv) and surviving into
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eighteenth century occultism(25).

There is force in this argument, for Irenaeus himself equates

Marcus with Anaxilaus, the PhilosOPher-Physician-showman(26), of

whom Pliny the

'lusit et

Elder tells us:
()., 0-

Anxilaus e, (se.
I<

a form of fuller's earth) ,
4-

addens in ealicem vini prunq~e subdita,. ,
circumferens, exardescentes repercus_um

pallorem dirum velut defunctorum effundente
I.{

in conviviis. Natura ei~s excalfaeit, eoncoquit,
(

sed et discutit collac.tiones cofiporum, ob

hoc talibus emplastis malagmatisque mlscetur'.

Hist. Nat. XV (50~ 174-5 CV. 259-6 I"n-I":ayhoff).

Nor are modern equivalents missing: "Oi-ssolve a little

(25) R.Ganschinietz, ,Zur Eucharistie der Marcosianer',
ZwTh 35 (1914) 45-7.

(26) Jvi.Wellmann, ,Anaxilaus (5)' in RE 189L~.
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phenolphthalein in spirit and stir it into a large amount of water.

If you do not use too much phenolphthalein you will get a perfectly

clear water-like solution. You can show this to your audience, for

smell etc, will show no difference from ordinary water. Have by you

a glass rod dipped beforehand in strong caustic-soda solution

(washing-soda will do if this is not allowed to dry). At a reasonable

distance this will look like an ordinary glass rod. Stir the solution,

with appropriate magical incantations, and it will become crimso~(27).

Precedents in Hellenistic Magic were ready to hand. The third

century (A.a.) papyrus P. gr. CXXI of the British Library (P.G.M.

VII) offers this invocation over a cup - we may assume that the text

is a piece of established magical stock-in-trade generations older
(28'than the manuscript: I

TTOTf!PIOV Ka).ov. ~rr]l trcrnpiou ).€rE t: 'Kavumt[nJ ~POI"IpwboX[.lcp lCaAU- aa5
"ac (j)€1C1Y 'lfo911Eac €paTEUV IlJopqluc Xdplc 41aqll€n Eta w Bou~acn no9unn, I l£OPKil:w
~Jlac, aria OvolJaTa T~C Kurrplboc, c5rrwc, I lav KaTa~aTE elc Ta crr).arx(v)a rile
bdva, <~v) fJ belva, rrol~cal q>1).eiv.' KOIVa. ~

"An Excellent Cup.

Say over the cup seven times:

(27) F.Sherwood Taylor, The Young Chemist (Edinburgh 21961) 126.
(28) Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Mag~ 11.17: text and

commentary.
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'Canopic Dawn Rudoch-ph (?)

veiled, longed-for, much desired, lovely-formed Grace,

dedicated to Ophek, Isis,

o Boubastis Pothopi (=?):

I adjure you (pl.), holy names of Kypris,

that, when you descend into the inner parts of N, daughter of N,

make her to love (se. me).'

(For general use)."

Of this rendering, the attempt to translate the title of the

goddess of love must remain conjectural _ even Preisendanz cautiously

says 'z.w., darunter "Isis aus Kanopos", "Char i s'", "Bubastis", "den

Opet gegeben" '_ but the name "Charls" is indisputably recognizable,

and the purpose of this spell is unmistakable: the powers of the
o~

goddess of love are commanded, by the invocation of her names - ~

of which is "Grace" - to descend into the person of the desired girl

and make her love the magus. The immediate context does not say

whether the cup is then drunk by the magus or poured out as a

libation. Unless we are to suppose that N daughter of N is at hand

and prepared to drink from the cup herself, which is unlikely, then

it must be inferred that drinking by her would-be lover or a libation

are intended as a vicarious drinking on her behalf, as is not uncommon

in sympathetic magic.

Marcus stands in this traditan. His obvious interest in women,

and the fascination he exerts on them illuminate, and are themselves

illuminated by, his selection of Charis, Grace, for the object of

his invocations and(words of administration.'
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The formal cult of the Charites, Graces, with its own shrines
. (28a)and even myster~es ,

~~fu~t
antiquarian ~ (cf.

was by this time largely of local or
lA

Pa~sanias, IX.35). In popular speech and

piety, however, they were still very much present. Some lines of

Panyasis (fr.13), listing the Graces among those to be invoked

in the libations at the outset of a feast, were still extant when

Athenaeus (29) wrote his Dei~nos,?p~~sta_~ about 200 A.D.:

_ '\, '" \ Jf ,%,
np(lYrC'L 11SV XO~P t.r e«; 1; S;,C(XOV Me( L SV9POVEC; ,~po~ I-

i;OLpav XUL LlLOVVO'OC, lpLrpOfIOC,~ Obt:EP f.17S\)~otV.

t: v ')CX

," I

b'f.TLL Kur~pOYF:\JSLu. Bsc( iJXE ):rL LlLOVV00C;.

17E.: :,Ci.AAL0170e; TL0170e; cXV6p0:0L yl.VEHH o i vo u :
, ( , ) , '" JI ."EL 17Le; 170V YE ITLOL Hal., CXT(017porroc, oLxnb arrEhOOL

.... " ,,, ....., ,I , ,
on r r or; c.rto YAVI-U::PT)C;, OV?( CI.v n017E rry)!'cn L itUP00: L:
, ').., ", , , '" 1 '\ I
CI.J·.!\, O'tS 171.,(:: ~IOLpT]e; 17pL'to:n)c, rrpoc; pt.:17PO\J ~/I.~.\JVOL

, : , 'c..,SI Jf 'Jf

rrLV0JV ((0;"'sp;we;, 1701'E u Y~OLOC; C'.[,O'Q XCXL An)r:
, , , ", .... , , ,

YLVE17CXL cxpyaAEcx, XCX~CX 6 cxV8pW~OLOLV orra~EL.
, ", , ..... J' ~ -,...

Ct.A;\C'~ TLErrOV 1 I.LE17pOV yap EXE Le; Y\U~~EpO LO n.o-r o LO,
- ..... ' r : 6 ' ..I. '::JTELXE 1IC(PU ~J\.IT)a17llV cx.AOXOV~ HOLULC,c: c rci.oo vc :

bE[bLQ yap 'rpL17&17ae; ~OLplle; ~E\Ln6toc; otvov
, " 1/ J " \ ", ,

T(LVO~EVlle;, ~~ a Y~pLe; EVL ~PEOL ev~ov ~cpa~l
J ...., ", I ,

EoBAO!C; 6£ ~EVLOLO'L xaxT)v ErrLe~aL 17E~EV17llV.
,,," _...... , ,
aAAQ ~L80\) xaL rraDg rrOAVV ~0170V.

(28a) Cf :~scher, art.,Charites', RE VI Halbb. (1899) 2150-2167,
and L.R.Farnell, Cults of the Greek States Vol.V (New York 21977),426 OJ 31, 462 _L~ • ---_;;_-::.:.:.::.......:.:.:...::.:::.:.:._.:::.:::..:::.:::.:~

(29) 1.134 Kaibel.
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ror Horace, in whose writings Roman and Hellenistic manners

flow together, a Grace (in the singular) was a significant figure,

with powerful erotic associations and also linked with divinatory

libation:

da lunerae properae novae

da noctis mediae, da, puer, auguris

Murenae: tribus aut novem

miscentes eyathis pocula commodis.

qui Musas amat imparis,

ternos ter cyathos attonitus petit

vates, tris prohibat supra

nixarum metuens t3gere Gratia

nudis iuncta sororibus:

insanire iuvat: cur 8erecyatiae

cess ant flamina tibiae?

cur pendet tacita fistula cum lyra?

parcentis ego dexter as

odi: sparge rosas. andiat invidus

dementem strepitum Lycus

et vicina seni non habilis Lyco.

spissa te aitidum coma,

pure te similem, Telaphe, Vespera

tempestiva petit Rhode:

me lentus Glycerae torret amor meae.

(Carmine III xix. 9-28; p.92 Klingner).
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Erotic associations of Gratia recur frequently:

iam Cytharea charas ducit Venus imminente luna,

iunctaeque Nymphis Gratiae decentes

alterno terram quatiunt pede •••

(Carmine I. iv. 5-7, p.6 Klingner).

Gratia cum Nymphis geminisque sororibus audet

ducere nuda charas.

Immortalia ne speres, monet annus et almum

quae rapit hora diem.

(Carmina IV. vii. 5-8, p.119 Klingner).

C . ( 30 )ompar1sons have understandably been made between ~arcus

and the false prophet Alexander of Abonoteiches described by the

merciless pen of Lucian. Although we prefer to read Lucian's

Alexander as a caricature of a type, rather than an account of a

historical individual (the obvious real target is Julian and his

fellow Theurgists, whom it might not have been politically discreet

to attact by name), it is certainly a type to which Marcus does in

several respects conform. 'Alexander' offers the prospect of becoming

a heavenly body by union with a child of the moon (Alexander, p.237

Turner) ; he includes a hieros games in his 'mystery play' (p.238);

and he presents himself as conferring a great favour on women by

seducing them (p.239Turner). Inspiration sought by invocation in

terms of sexual union is also found in the magical papyri: e.g.,

(30) By Dornseiff, Das Alphabet 126.
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'Come to me, Lord Hermes, as foetuses do to the wombs of women'

(PGM, VIII, 2-3; Vol. II, p.45 Preisendanz). Similar overtones may

be detected, as has been observed above, in the formula of identity

'I am you and you are I' (PGM VII, 36 and 50; PGM XIII. 795).

Seen in his context, however, Marcus adds another dimension to

the practice typical of 'Alexander' and the authors of the magical

papyri. His concentration on Grace is clearly directed at a Christian

clientele, for whom X~rtS is a central term of their sacred literatur&31)

and also of at least one tradition in contemporary Christian liturgy(32):

'Let grace (Crace!) come, and let this world pass away!' (Didache x.

6). Marcus both picks up this phraseology to serve as a bridge

between his Christian disciples and the magical-erotic atmosphere

of ~omano-Hellenistic occultism, and in so doing also joins in the

tendency among Christians to traDsform eschatological expectation

into the expectation of an immediate illapse of the divine into
(33 )present experienceo It is true that, as Wetter suggested , Marcus

also typifies the move to turn Crace from a divine act into a
(34) the latercommunicable substance, the move that made necessary

(31) On the frequency of the term anq its centrality, see
Zirnmerli and Conzelmann, art.'X1PIC' in TDNT, IX
(ET, Grand Rapids, 1974) 372-402, esp.391-401; on
'Gnosticism',401-2; on cognates (equally significant),
402-15.

(32) Leaving open the question of the status and typicality
of the Didache: Lie~zmann, Messe und Herrenmahl,
(Berlin, de Gruyter, 1955), esp.Kap.XIV (230-8): pre-Pauline;
Vokes, The Riddle of the Didache (London 1938: Montanist,
archaeologising); J.Magne, Origines chretiennes, II:
sacrifice et sacerdoce (Paris 1975, esp.ch.v: preserves
original character of Eucharist as charity-meal).

(33) G.P:sson Wetter, Charis.Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
des Mltesten Christentums (Leipzig 1913), esp. Kap.3. T.F.
Torrance, Doctrine of ~ Grace in the Apostolic Fathers
(Edinburgh 1948)(concentratss on orthodoxy and legalism).

(34) cf A.L.Lilly, Sacraments (London 1938), ch.vii.
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introduction of the concept of transsubstantiationj but this aspect

of his significance is secondary to his role in the adaptation of

Christian eschatology.

In Irenaeus' account, we nota that thanksgiving (a) (already in

itself a consecratory procedure, so that (0Yt\rt6T~ can take a

direct object, as in Justin, I Apology lxv,S) leads into an epiklesis

(a'). Reiling(35) has rightly pointed out that this prefigures the

sequence found in later Christian anaphorae; but a more impressive

comparable sequence is found in the prayer of Polycarp(36) - from

the same general period and from the same area of Asia - which

exhIbIts the same pattern in a less developed form:

(a) Thanksgiving - for the divine being and for revelation

through Christ.

"0 Lord God Almighty,

rather of thy beloved and blessed Child, Jesus Christ,

through whom we have received full knowledge of thee,

the God of angels and powers, and of all creation,

and of the whole family of the righteous who live before thee?

(a') Thanksgiving for a share in Christ.

r bless thee, that thou hast granted me this day and this hour,

that I may share, among the number of the martyrs,

(35) 'Marcus Gnosticus and the New Testament: Eucharist
and Prophecy' in T.Baarden, A.F.J.Klijn and W.C.van
Unnik, edd., Miscellanea Neotestamentica (= Supplements
to Novum Testamentum XLVII), Leiden 1978, 161-79.

(36) H.Lietzmann, ,Ein liturgischer BruchstUck des zweiten
Jahrhunderts', ZwTh 54 (1912) 56-61 ,leans heavily on
parallels in rites of the fourth century and later;
although this proves directly only that the prayer
must have served as a model to later liturgiographers,
it establishes indirectly that its liturgical language
is native to the Great Church of earlier periods.
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in the cup of thy Christ,

for the resurrection to everlasting life, both of soul and

body,

in the incorruptibility of the Holy Spirit.

(b) Prayer for acceptance of the oblation.

May I be received among them before thee, this day,

as a rich and acceptable sacrifice,

as thou hast prepared beforehand and revealed beforehand and

hast fulfilled,

o God never lying but trueo

(c) Concluding doxology.

for this and for all things praise thee,

I bless thee,

I glorify thee,

through the eternal and heavenly High Priest Jesus Christ,

thy beloved Child,

through whom to you, with him and the Holy Spirit,

belongs glory both now and into the ages to come.

Amen.

(Martyrdom of Polycarp xiv. b1 -3; PP.330-3 Lake,

ET adapted).

The section (a'), though clearly adapted to the situation of

martyrdom, is no less clearly based on the equivalent section in the

eucharistic prayer such as Polycarp's church heard it regularly

uttered by their bishop. In this text it is closely linked, as part

of the thanksgiving, with praise for God's being and for his self-
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revelation through Christ; but its description of the cup

(metonymously, of both species) as being instrumentally effective
. nfor the gift of the Spirit and so for resurrection, eteral life of

A

body and soul and incorruptibility, and its place as an introduction

to the petition for the acceptance of oblation, are both indicators

that this is where an epiklesis is about to develop. The account of

Marcus shows no sign of his including prayer for the acceptance of

an oblation or subsequent doxology; but he appears to have elaborated

the sequence thanksgiving-epiklesis already seen in development in

the usage of Polycarp. In this process of elaboration, the epiklesis

has become a distinct feature rather than an extension of the

thanksgiving. It is interesting to contrast this pattern of

development with the extant text of the Anaphora of Addai and ~ari:

even if this is an interpolated ~ext(37), it ~ represents a

stage at which the epiklesis is still hardly distinguishable from

the flow of thanksgiving:
And we also. 0 Lord.-3 Times-your lowly. weak and miserable servants
who are gathered together and stand before you at this time have received
by tradition of the example which is from you rejoicing. and glorifying.
and magnifying. and commemorating and praising. and performing this
great and dread mystery of the passion and death and resurrection of our
Lord Jesus Christ.

May he come, 0 Lord. your Holy Spirit and rest upon this oblation (of)
And the deacon says: Be in silence:
of your servants. and bless and hallow it. that it may be to us. 0 Lord. for
the pardon of debts and the forgiven~ss ..of sin~. and a great hope .of
resurrection from the dead and a new life In the kingdom of heaven with
all who have been olessinq before you.
And for all your marvellous economy towards us we give you thanks and
praise you without ceasing in your Church redeemed by the precious bloo-i
of your Christ. with open mouths and with uncovered faces.
Osnons. As we offer up
And they reply: Amen.

(37) On Addai and Mari: E.C.Ratcliff,'The Original Form of
the Anaphora of Addai and Mari: a suggestion', JTS
XXX/1 (Oct.1928) 23-32; B.Botte,'L'Anaphore Chaldeenne
des Ap8tres', OrChr.Per. XV/3-4 (1949) 259-76; W.F.
Macomber, 'The Oldest Known Text of the Anaphora of
t~c Apostles Addai and Mari', OrChrFer XXXII/2 (1966)
?_;5-?71;~.,J.Clltrone, 'ThevAnaphora of the Apostles:
lmpllca bans of the IvlarEsa-' Yrl Text', Theel og~
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This consideration of Marcus' 'consecratory' methad(38) ~gth9d

paints to the conclusion that here at least his usage was deliberately

designed to resemble and to fit into the eucharistic practice of the

Great Church. But can the same be said of his ritual schema as a

whole?

It may be argued(39) that, since Marcus concentrates on a cup,

and seems to show no interest in the liturgical use of bread, he is

not concerned with the Christian eucharist, of which bread was an

essential element. On the other hand, Palycarp's prayer, certainly

based on eucharistic phraseology,singles out the imagery of the cup,

although admittedly for the special circumstances of martyrdom, and
Iw.,c/· .. ,

makes no use of the imagery of bread, Polycarp's exampl~ argues that,.
the omission of any specific feature is not conclusive evidence.

A more conclusive method than appeal to individual features is

the comparison of liturgical sequences. A comparable sequence is not

hard to find. The eucharistic order in the Didache (ix.x) exhibits

this sequence:

(a) Thanksgiving over the First Cup.

"We give thanks to thee, Our Father,

for the Holy Vine of David thy child,

which thou madest known to us through Jesus thy Child

To thee belongs the glory into the ages.

Studies 43 (1973) 624-42; B.D.Spinks, 'The Original
Form of the Anaphora of the Apostles: a sugGestion
in the light of Maronite Sharar', EphLit 91 (1977)
146-61; id.,Addai and Mari - the Anaphora of the
Apostles: a Text for Students (Bramcote 1980 = Grove
Liturgical Study No 24).

(38)
, I

'\'/h~teverform it took, Marcus' tid K >---'1.JI.s' was clearly
~ell.eved to be the means of effecting a "consecration":
8.C.Ratcliff, 'The ~ucharistic Institution Narrative of
Just in r'1artyr's First Apology', JEH XXII/2 (April 1971),
p.100, n.2.

(~9) As by Ganschinietz (1914). Wetter (Charia 101 A I)
th . . t h ' , nm. fsympa laes W~ this view, but jnaista that the cup
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(b) Thanksgiving over the Broken Bread + Prayer for the Church.
"VIe eive thanks to thee, our Father,

for the life and knowledge
which thou madest known to us through Jesus thy Child.

To thee belongs the glory into the ages.

Just as this broken-bread was scattered upon the mountains,

and was broug~t together and made one,
so let thy Church be brought together from the bounds

of the earth into thy Kingdom;
for thine is the glory and the power through Jesus

Ghrist into the ages."
(c) Thanksgiving after the Meal + Prayer for the Church.
"'rle Give thanks to thee, Holy Father, for thy holy name which
thou didst make to tabernacle in our hearts, and for the
knowledee and faith and immortality which thou madest known

to us through Jesus thy Child~
To thee belongs the glory into the ages.
Thou, all-ruling Master, establishedst the universe for thy
name's sake; thou gavest food and ~ink to humankind for their
enjoyment; but uS hast thou favoured with spiritual food

and drink and life eternal through thy Ghild.
Above all we give thanks to thee for that thou art powerful.
To thee belongs the glory into the ages.

Be mindful, Lord, of thy Church, to cleanse it from
all evil, and to perfect it in thy love;

is nonetheless presented as a "Gnadenmittel", and also
that the setting is eucharistic (Altchristliche Liturgien,
Gbt tingen 1921, 76-7). Peterson (art.'Har-co, gnostieo '-,-
Ene.Gatt.VIII, Vatican Gity 1952) 49-50) sees evidence of
an existing Gatholic belief in 'transmutazione eucaristica'.
Wetter also (,Der Sohn Gottes', GHttingen 1916,41-2), sees
"d as Kultwort, die hei.Lage Formel, die my st eri bse r;eheime

Weisheit in den Weihen mit~eteilt' as the nctual re~enerative
instrument in Marcus' rite.
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and gather it from the four winds, sanctIfIed, into

thy kingdom which thou has prepared for it:

because thine is the power and the glory into the ages.

Let grace come, and let this world pass away!

Hosanna to the Cod of David".

(d) Invitation.

"If anyone be holy, let him come;
C39a)

if anyone be not, let him repent. Maranatha. Amen".

The composition of this text was discussed in the review of the

origins of ~hri5tian worship; we assume here our conclusion that its

extant form W89 available before the time of ~arcus. (b) and (c) are

clearly sep8rated by a meal. (3), said over the first cup accorcing

to the Lucan order, preserved here perhaps especially for the

initiary setting, is oddly simil~r to the first part of (b), and a

swift repetition of such phrases is peculiar unless something

sUbstantial occurs between. We have argued above that something

substantial is the free and spontaneous exercise of prayer, singing

and prophecy mentioned obiter in I Corinthians xiv. (For another

case of prayer before prophecy at the start of a liturgical, but

not certainly eucharistic, gathering, we ~~ ~!,t:;~eeSiOR \~

~ Hsrmas, The Shepherd, Mandates xi. 8-9, in our review of the

development of Christian worship). Reitzenstein(40) is justified in

calling Marcus' ritual a Prophetenweih8; but it belongs in a

eucharistic setting.

We need not go so far as the excessively charitable Mosheim(41),

(39n) Author's ET from Funk-Bihlmcyer-Schneemelcher, edd.,
Die ~postolischen V!itcr ('rubingen 1956) ,5:29-6:26.

(/+0) Reit:,enstein, Hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen,251.

(41) I.L.Moshcmii De rebus christianorum ante Constantinum
~gnum commentarii ([{clmstndi.i MDCCLIII) 390-1.j.
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who suggested that Marcus presided at a perfectly respectable if

somewhat decorated eucharist - pouring red wine symbolic of the

Passion into white wine symbolic of Christ's purity - and that

individual communion cups, when nearly drained, were then emptied

into a large principal chalice which was not always big enough to

hold the remains (this tells us more of Lutheran liturgy in the

Enlightenment than of anta-Nicene usages); but a deliberate

imitation of the Eucharist cannot cogently be denied.

Our conclusion is that Marcus presented himself, probably as
~)e.a wandering prophet (~ especial liturgical liberty at the

Eucharist was recognized in the Didache, x.7 albeit with a note of

reserve dictated by experience, xi. 7-12), at Christian eucharists,

and, after the opening cup-thanksgiving for knowledge - which he

made more impressive by his conjyring - he picked out women to

prophesy, and among them made a further selection of women to whom

he promised an even more intimate religious union with the agent of

inspiration - himself. At some stage in this process, perhaps not at

the first such occasion, he used his book beginning with his self-

declamation: "I am••• It.

On the other hand, it is not safe to assume (despite the
Icoincidence of the common use of vv!-'ctwv, 'bride-chamber') that

Marcus is adapting the Valentini an "sacrament of the bride-chamber"

which some have postulated. (Cuite simply: while the Valentini an
, I1),)t.44>w~ is the scene of the eucharistic action and also of the

o ,
eschatological fulfilment to which it pt1nts, Marcus's vVfJ-fWII is

the receptive soul of his disciple). It may be that Marcus encouraged
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such developments elsewhere; but is more reasonable to see Marcus'

liturgical adaptation as an example of the ways in which the Synoptic

imagery of the eucharist as a wedding feast could provoke speculation
(41a)1

and ritual creativeness. '

~owever tentatively, the question of Marcus' personal motivation

must be raised. The hankering for power which is typical of those
s

who practi~e the magical quest for power which Irenaeus' anonymous

source more than hints at, was no doubt one element in his emotional

make-up. So too, quite possibly, was the need for sexual manipulation

of a variety of women, which Irenaeus' report clearly suggests -

however much we allow for Irenaeus' own hostility. His alleged

preference for upper class women as the targets of his manipulation

may have bean due to simple greed, as Irenaeus says; but a strain

of social resentment surviving f~om a deprived or humiliating youth

is at least as probable.(42) His-choice of female imagery ('the

womb and receptacle') is a strong suggestion of a profound sexual

ambivalence and inadequacy. Is it possible to detect here, at some

deeper level, any more truly religious imperative?

The suggestion that Marcus saw himself, and was seen by others,
(L~3) .'Gottessohn'. made by \'/etter , r s not very helpful here.as a

Nor is the classification of Marcus as a 'prophet,(44): there is

(41a) It may be added that this term for 'bride-chamber' would
have cultic associations for some reared in a Greek
religious atmosphere: see Pa~sanias 2.11.3, on a shrine
to Dionysos, Demeter and Kore (1,156 ET Levi).
cf the case of Bonsels, infra (n.45).
G.P:son Wetter, IIDer Sohn Gottes". Eine Untersuchung
Uber den Charakter und die Tendenz des Johannes-
Evangel±ums (G~ttingen 1916) 8,41-7,70 Anm.1,
7ZfA'nm.1, and Kap.7.
As by Schmithuls, Office of an ~postle 171.

(42)
(43)
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remarkably, no quotation that makes him call himself merely a

prophet - though no doubt prophesying was incidental to his higher

status and functions.

An interesting and potentially enlightening parallel came by

chance to light in the short story, "Das erste Abendmahl" ("The

First Communion") chapter 4 in the novella Menschenwege, the first

part of Waldemar 80nsels' series Notizen eines VagabUnden.(45) For

the atmosphere of Hellenistic occultism we must substitute the

pantheistic native-mysticism and intense introspection of German

Romanticism; instead of a vision we have an inner voice; instead

of Charis we have a hungry and compelling love: but the psycho-

dynamic patterns that made it natural for Marcus to run mysticism,

sexual imagery and eucharistic symbolism together appear again

unmistakably in the young wander:r. Albeit in a fictional setting

Bonsels gives first-hand evidence of a state of mind in which a

man can, in his fantasy, be a god who confers his very life-blood

upon a female worshipper by means of ritual copulation.

C. The Ritual ~ractices of Marcus' O!sciples.(45a)

'There are also various disciples of his', (continues lrenaeus,

after his summary of Marcus' rites and before his exposition of

Marcus' theology, AH I. vii.5 = I. 123-7 Harvey; I. 13.6 - 1. 200-

205 Rousseau-Doutreleall) 'who drift about on the same sort of business,

(45) Berlin 1930; see pp.90-9.
(45a) Limited discussion in Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis

(Gottingen 1907) 61fj Wetter, PhO'S':".:-Eine Untersuchung
Uber hellenistische FrBmmigkeit •.• (Uppsaln, LeipziG,
1<)15)t.~_10; Sagnarri, La gnose valentinienne ... , lt18-9.
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made open admission, others have kept it secret, silently despairing

of the life of God; some go in for it entirely, others waver and

suffer the proverbial fate of being neither in nor out - the only

fruit they get from the seed of the Children of Knowledge!'

Irenaeus has clearly been less successful in winning back the

women seduced by Marcosians than his Asian colleagues had been with

the deacon's wife. His personal observation of the psychological

effects on women in his own flock suggests that the disciples of

Marcus who moved in his own area used the same rites as Marcus

(though this point is never explicitly made), but had added this

new formula, a 'liturgy' for use after death but probably taught

by recitation in a ritual setting on earth.

If a link between this section and I.xiv be insisted on,

then "redemptions" there are Lit~rgical events and processes. When,

however, this passage is allowe~ to speak for itself, "redemption",

read naturally, has the wider sense of 'the new status of the

believer', considered generally. Being redeemed is an entire new

state of existence, beyond the power of the angelic judgec The

enlightened can confront him with the fact of their belonging to

the company of the redeemed. Entry into redemption is, of course,

inseparable from ritual initiation; but there is no suggestion

here, as there is in I.xiv, of an additional rite or rites peculiar

to ~1arcosians and singled out as "Thy Redempt.ion" or "Redemptions".

There is no indication of the identity of those disciples of

Marcus, nor any hint that they have any organisation. Indeed,

Jrenaeus' description of their adepts strongly suggests that ~
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the'Marcosians' were wandering mystagogues, and that those whom
t~it:~t.

they ~RiB~ee were left to their own devices when their teachers

moved on. Discussion of the relationship between I.vii.5 and I.xiv

has been hampered by assuming too readily that both passages must

refer to the life of an organised community with a developed liturgy.

Observers of occultism are familiar with the genre of the 'hit-and-

run' mystagogue, who specialises in one particular piece of secret

lore and is happy to leave behind whatever emotional confusions his

encounters have caused. Marcus is clearly one such - as perhaps

Simon also was - and his 'disciples' are no different.

The claim to be perfect, to have privileged access to total

knowledge of the unutterable ~ower, to be superior to the Apostles,

even to exist in superiority over all Power, and to be free from

any inner or outer restraint, is_compatible with the claims made by

Marcus; but there seems to be n~ claim like his to be recipients of

a revelation - the revelation they enjoy is apparently a personal

achievement - and the general tone of these claims is more like

that ascribed to the Carpocratians (AH I.xx), though there is no

echo here of the distinctive theories of the Carpocratians(the

omission of any claim to resemble or outclass Jesus is notable).

The solid information available to Irenaeus is confined to

the formula taught by these mystagogues for use by the departed

soul as a means of evading the Judge of the dead.

The invocation reads:

(Latin)

(1) 0 assessor Dei et mysticae illius pro Aeonon 5iges,
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(2) quam Magnitudines semper videntes faciem Patris

(3) te viae duce et adductore utentes,

(4) abstrahunt sursum suas formas,

(5) Quas valde audax ilIa ducta phantasmate

(6) propter bonum Propatorem emisit nos imagines illorum,

(7) tunc intentionem illorum Quae sunt sursum quasi somnium

habens:

(8) ecce iudex in proximo

(9) et praeco me iubet meae defensioni adesse;

(10) tu autem,

( 11-12) quasi quae scias lJAt£81'tJmElUenostrorurn ra tionem tamquarn

unum (te) exsistentem,

(13) iudice adsiste

(1) et om AQS Erasmus.

aeonon: eo non AQ enon S.

Siges: syges AQ sygos S.

(2) magnitudines: magnitudine A magnitudinem A.

(3) te viae duce: via te CY sui a te AQS Erasmus.

(4) abstrahunt: abstruunt Q; ? astruunt s.
suas formas: suam formam S.

(7) tunc intentionem illorum om Q.

somnium: omnium Vac.

(8) iudex: inde S.

(11-12) te: mss. te ex te Erasmus.

(Vol.I, p.202: 114-204:123, Rousseau-Doutreleau).
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(Greek: Epiphanius, Panarion 34,3,7-8; 11.9.13-20 Holl
( 1)

( 10) r;:': ~i.

0f I.203-5 Rousseau-Joutreleau)
(1) at'wJJwll e d d , ] at'w~'or VN

(2)
Cl P

.y;'J' \,I,',~; Rousseau-Doutreleau.,(J!oll,lJ' , but as;,alt~rfchler )

Vcorr• d d 7C!>,~f]C:;.''''i·';' Vfirst handj·,1.7rpOITaylrYyEI ,e. ;(3)

( 5) _ OtUti:fa sup s r as , V.

i' Turt) 11111(' lat., alter rebl~r fllr T~ r~ ,( Hall)
The only textual point calling for discussion here is the

,
conjecture 51' '1s offered by Rousseau and Doutreleatl~

....
• • <

/j"L 'J S

certainly makes the Greek text read more smoothly. However, the



t.\
Latin unquestionably reflects ~~, and, although the construction

is clumsy (as indeed the whole formula is clumsy), sense can be

made of line 2 by regarding ,/ ~ n I.
If> J1fv,"wrrtlJ TOl) I/J.Tf'$ as in apposition

-to 11/. The figure addressed Functions as viae dux et adductor to

the Magnitudes as they gaze upon her. The preoccupation of Marcus

with the vision of the Father's face has already been noted; its

appearance here, in an oddly phrased sentence, is good reason both

for marking it as importation into an existing text to make that

text fit into a 'Marcosian' schema, and also for ascribing the

earlier form of the text to some other group.

hIe render therefore: (4S·)
, 4--l

(1) 0 companion of IIhtiAC and mysterious Silence -

(2) you, whom the Magnitudes, ever gazing upon you - (the

Father's face) -

(3) employ as guide and leader

(4) as they withdraw upwards their forms,

(5) (the forms) which that foolhardy deluded being,

(6) because of (her fascination with) the Forefather's goodness,

emanated as images of them - namely, ourselves -

(7) then being obsessed with the Higher Beings, as if in a dream:

(8) 10, the Judge is at hand,

(9) and the herald commands me to make my defence'

( 10) you, then,

( 11 ) as knowing the essence of us both,

(12) that the essential nature of us both is as one,

(4-5A) (lv, r~~~b'o,
~ ~ttA;",.). ~K



(13) oppose the Judge (for me).'

The terms of the petition and of its expected fulfilment find

obvious counterparts in the system of ptolemaeus as expounded by

Irenaeus.

The emanation of images by a foolhardy deluded (female) being

occurs there as the act of Achamoth the inferior Sophia:

Hanc 8utem Achamoth extra passionem factam

concepisse de gratulatione Borum,

Kal CTuAAa{3ovCTall,-i xapii

quae curn eo sunt Iuminum visionem,

id evant, Angelorum qui erant cum eo,

et .te Lec t atam in conspectu aorum
\' , "«tu €,,/KICTCTt}CTaCTall aUTOllS',

peperlsse fructus secundum illius imaginem docent,
, " , .. , !I to'«exvnxeva: Kap7f'Oui) «ara Tt}I! flKOl'a OlOaCTKOu(TI,

partum spiritalem secundum similitudlnem satellitum Salvatoris.

(AH I.i.8 (I. p.41 Harvey).

The nature of the pneumatics is as one with that of the higher

Sophia:

Partum vera matris ipsorum, quae Bst Achamoth,

To de K1JllI.l.a '-~S' I.I.'1TpOS' a1iT(7'1J 1 T~S' 'AXal.l.w(J,
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quem secundum inspectionem eorum Angelorum qui sunt

erga Salvatorem generavit,

existentem ejusdem substantiae matri suae sp~italem •••
. , " -, \

0!J.OOU(TlOII u?rapxoll Tfl 1"'/TPI, 7rIJ£VIA.aTLKCllf •••

(AH I.i.9 (I. p.SO Harvey).

The response which the 'Marcosians' expect their Mother to

make to their prayer has also its parallel in the places of

ptolemaeus' higher Sophia:

Cum autem uni versum semen per Fectum fuerit,
"OTOII Je ?rail TO CT7replJ..a 'r£A£LW8!i,

Achamoth quidem matrem ipsorum transire de medietati3 loco,

dicunt, et intra Plerorn8 intraire,

et recipere sponsum suum Salvatorem,
KO; ar.OAa{3£ill 'lOl' I'VIJ..¢!OI' aJT~~ TOI! ~(}_'Ilipa,

qui est ab omnibus factus,

uti syzygia fiat Salvatoris et Sophiae, quae est Achamath.

Et hoc esse sponsum et sponsam: nymphanem vera universum Pleroma.

Spiritales vera exspaliatas animas,

et spiritus intelleetuales [aetas,
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inapprehensibiliter et invisibiliter intra Pleroma ingressos,
a.1;p(lT~TCJ.'~ Kat aopUTWf £vTA~ 7rA1]pwp.a'TOf ft'CTfA(}Ol/'Tar

;is
sponses reddi ~ qui circa Salvatorem sunt ang81is.

(AH 1.i.12 (I. p.58-9 Harvey).

This hope for fulfilment of the individual pneumatic's destiny

through the consummation of Sophia's relationship with Saviour was

vividly expressed by some Valentinians on behalf of their departed

friends, as is movingly exemplified by the insciption of Flavia

Sophe (a full Bxamination of which must be left until the Valentinian

communities and their rites are discussed); this passage from Ptolemy

(via Irenaeus) is therefore not confined to the realm of universal

eschatology, but was seen by Valentinians as realised in some measure

also in individual eschatology, so that it could aptly be mentioned in

prayer for individuals.

The formulae taught to the qying, or to be learned in anticipation

of death, according to AH I.xiv.4 (1.186-7 Harvey) are com~arable,

insofar as they too are words of power to accompany the soul on its

journey after death and to enable it to survive the challenge of the

Powers. However, whereas the 'Marcosian' formula is a prayer to the

Mother, and the inscription of Flavia Sophe suggests an attitude of

dependence on the Mother if not explicit petition addressed to her,

the words in AH Icxiv.4 are words of direct challenge - 'I am a son

from the Father, the Father pre-existent ••• ', 'I am a precious

vessel ••• ' - and they are designed to cope, not with a single judge
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(as the 'Marcosian' prayer is), but with many potestates, with ~

gUi sunt circa Demiurgum. 80th formulae assert a kinship with the

superior Sophi~, and therefore belong (at least in their origin)

within a community that used the Sophia myth, and they clearly come

from a milieu akin to that which produced the 'Marcosian' formula;

but the differences of address and stance make it inadvisable to

insist too confidently that they must all be of one provenance.

The 'Marcosian' formula can hardly come from anything but a

Ptolemaean-Valentinian body of prayers, but has been adapted for

'Marcosian' use: it is not the Powers or Magnitudes in general that

are the threat, not yet the Demiurge, but the Judge, and Marcus' own

fascination with the face of the Father is dragged in bodily. How a

formula expressing calling for aid 3gainst fear of a judge (presumably

of morality - Rhadamanthus?) came to be favoured by men who 'do all

things freely, fearing no-one and nothing' is beyond explanation.

The impression cannot be avoided that some element of Hellenic

popular religion associated with some such figure as Rhadamanthus

has also had a part to play in the growth of this formula. There is

no suggestion that the Judge has any moral claim on the departed

initiates, or any significant relationship with the protective power

of the Mother or with whatever beings preside over the Nymphon. Another

Hellenistic feature is the re Ference to Homer's helmet of Hades from

Iliad V.S44(46); even if it is Irenaeus' ironic touch, it attests a

link in his own mind between 'Marcosian' psychopompy and Greek

paganism.

(L.6) \vith AH lat.; while Rieu (E'f 113) prefers "cap of
invis:i.bili ty' •
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Another influence, coming from the side, may also be detected

here. The 'Marcosian' formula is, unlike the other noticed,

emphatically a petition. This is typical (so far as can be judged

from the few surviving sources) less of the Valentini an than of the

Ophite style of formula for this sort of setting. The example of

Pistis Sophia ch.58 has long been known:

'I will sing praises unto thee, 0 Light,

for I desired to come unto thee.

I will sing thee praises, 0 Light,

for thou art my deliverer.

Leave me not in the chaos,

Save ~e, C Light of the Height,

for it is thou that I have praised.

Thou hast sent me thy Ligh~ through thyself

and thou hast saved me.

Thou hast led me to the higher regions of the chaos.

May the emanations of the Self-Willed which pursue me

sink down into the lower regions of chaos,

and let them not come to the higher regions to see me.

And may great darkness cover them

and darker gloom come upon them

and let them not see me in the light of thy power

which thou hast sent unto me to save me,

so that they may not again get dominion over me •• o'

(ET Meade).



The probability is that the "Marcosians" have adapted a formula

from the body of prayers originally composed by an 'Ophite' author,

itself perhaps borrowed (like so much else) from that tradition by

some Valentinian or ptolemaean teacher. The plain inference is that

Marcus himself left his imitators nothing to meet the sort of need

envisaged by such formulae. His special line in liturgy luas of limited

extent, and had soon to be supplemented.
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CULTS or POWER: 7

ELCHASAI

"The Book of Elchasai", as it appeared on the Christian scene(1),

was noticed by three principal(2) observers whose comments have

survived: the author of the Refutation (IX.xiii-xvii and X.xxix),

Origen, whose homily on Ps. LXXXII is quoted by Eusebius (h.e. VI.

xxxviii), and by Epiphanius, whose remarks are made essentially

obiter (see haer. 9.1.2, 10.4.1, 53.1) but more extensively within

reports of Jewish-Christian groups influenced by the book: the Ossenes

(~. 19) and the Ebionites (haer. 30). Whether 'Elchasai' refers to

the subject or to the author of the book(3) is not entirely clear;

what is clear is that it is indeed a book that is in question, a book

around which a varied cult developed, and not a clearly demarcated

sect which happened to use the b6ok, or a philosophy expounded in it.

The Refutation speaks of a book brought to Rome by Alcibiades

of Syrian Apamea (IX.13). Origen emphasiser rather the unnamed

(1) Cn the relevance of the role of Alcibiades in datine this,
see particularly Chapman (1909).

(2) Nothing added by Theodo~et or Filastrius, followin~ the 'lost
Syntagma', to which, in this case, Epiphanius
seems to owe very little (Lipsius, Quellenkritik,
35) •

(3) There is no indication in the title, however read,
to suggest that the author presented himself as a
a redeemer-figure (VG Waitz, 1920, 89).



teacher(4) who has come into the public eye wielding the book

allegedly sent down from heaven. Epiphanius notes the influence of

the book, and summarises sUbstantial passages with an accuracy that

would not be apparent if the more literally cited excerpts in the

Refutation were not available to vouch for his accuracy. Allowing

for their varying interests, the three witnesses give essentially

compatible reports of the content of the book. Analysis may fairly

take as its starting-point the account in the Refutation, noting

the additional material, especially identifiable quotations, in

Epiphanius, but also checking his references for additional clues

as to the book's composition and character.

The Refutation states (p.251, 1.9 - p.252,1.4 Wendland) (xiii.1):

' ••• a crafty and irrational man, by name Alcibiades, who lived

in Apamea in Syria, •••cama to Rome bringing a certain book,

saying that this had been received from the Chinese (7) of

Parthia by a righteous man named (lchasai'; (2) and that he had

handed it on to the so-called Sobiai as having been granted by
r

a messenger (angel) whose height was 24 schoenoi.L= 96 mile~

whose width was 4 schoenoi, Rnd 6 schoenoi from shoulder to

shoulder, the tracks of his feet 3~ schoenoi in extent[- 14

(4) Perhaps Alcibiades; so, quite reasonably, J.Chapman
(1909) but this is not an assumption from
which safe conclusions may be drawn.
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miles,',11 schoenoi and ~ schoenos high. (3) '~fithhim wa s said
to be a female whose measurements are alleged to match those

just mentioned. And the mala is said to ba the Son of God, and

the female to be called Holy Spirit'. (Epiphanius refers to this

at haer. 10.4.1, 19.4.2, 30.3.12 and 53.1, and again at 30.17.7,

where he ends with a direct citation: 'I saw from the mountains

that their heads extended to them, and having learnt the dimensions

of the mountain I knew the dimensions both of Christ and of the

Holy Spirit').

'With this tale of marvels he reckons to dupe the stupid,

8nd goes on to s~y that (4) 'There was proclaimed to humankind
the scad news of a new forgiveness of sins AS from the third

(year) of the reign of Trajanr; and he specifies bnptism, a~ i

shall exp.lain ' (whereas Ori.gen's summary speaks of Cl forgiveness

promised to those who hear the book and bBliev~, but JOBS not
D-f,.'i~

nemo baptism); 'he says that 'f ~ involved in all kinds of

indecency and turpitude and illicit ects, if he is also a

believer, after being converted and listening to the book and

believing, receives forgivGness of sins by baptismv.!

After describing the controversy stlrreJ up by the ~efutator

in opposition to Alcibiad8s (13.5-6), he resumes his summ8ry thus
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(p.252, 1.18-p.253,1.5 :uendlamJ, xi vv t }:

'Thjs man proposes a rule of life based on the Law - for the

purposes of decoy - saying, »All who h~ve come to faith
, ,
lTISTI L01:EU){01:ac:) must be circumcised and live accor dinq to

the Lal~". Picking elements from the heresies described above,

he also says that Christ is a man generated in the manner

common to all, that he was not now for the first time born

of a virgin, but was born previously and will be born often

again, destined to appear and exist, changing his condition

of birth and migrating from body to body - an obvious adherence

to the dogma of Pythagoras. (2) They even presume so far as to

claim fore-knowledge, adopting clearly the nebulous measures

and numbers of the aforementioned Pythagorean art. These

people cleave to mathematic.i.ans and "lstrologers and magicians
-as if they told the truth, and by adopting these things they

dupe the senseless into thinking th8t thay have access to a

Word of r-Oh'er«(\.()YOlJ OlJvO':rov fJ.E:1:£XSLV),

(3) Also, they teach certain incantations ane formulae

(EncnOLoa.c: -rE: xo.t, ETII.A.OYOlJs 1:LVQs), for the benefit of people

suffering from dog-bites, for demon-possessed persons an0 those

afflicted by other illnesses'.

The application of this corpus of ritual precepts which aroused

the irf~ of the Refutator, and gave him arnmurut.Lon for his attack on

:allistus, was Alcibiades' offer of a second baptism. In reading the

carefully quoted passage from the Book of Elchnsai, it is important

to notice what the text itself says of its relation to the book as



a whole: it refers back to the core of the book for cer t ain esserrt i o.l

phrases, the plain assumption being that this section of the book

(IX.xv) is at or near the end.

'(xc.1): He transmits baptism, therefore, to those who' (the

text is here irrecoverably damaged) '•••saying to those he

deceives: "Now, children, if anyone has had intercourse with

any sort of creature, or a male, a sister, or a daughter, has

committed adultery or fornication, and wishes to receive

forgiveness of sins, from the moment that he listens to this

book, let him be baptized a second time in the name of the

Greatest ana Most High God and in the name of his Sun tho

Great King. Let him be cleansed and hallowed, and let him call

as his witnesses the seven witnesses written in this book: sky

and water, and the holy spi~its and the angels of prayer, and

oil and salt and earth". (And after a scornful interj8ction:)

.~~gain, I say, 0 adulterers and adulteresses and f~lse prophets,

if you wish to be converted 50 that you= 5ins may be forgiven

you, there will be for you pe3ce and 3 portion with the righteous,

from the moment that you listen to this book and arc baptized ~.,
second time, together with YQ~garments". (p.253, 1.10-19, ?3-7G

Wendland).

No indication is given of the conditions(6) upon which Alcibiades

admitted the penitents he was seeking to bring forwnrd. The statement

(6) Pericoli Ridolfini (1950) suggests a fore-going
confession, but without evidence.
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that he transmitted this new baptism, that is, passed on teaching

concerning it, does not indicate(7) whether he performed it or guided

people as they administered it to themselves (or simply left them to

do it for themselves on their own!). The recommended invocation of

the seven elemental witnesses says nothing as to the presence or

absence of hum~n witnesses. The Refutatar says plainly that Alcibiades

was cashing in on Callistus' policy of extending the ministry of

reconciliation: did he offer a quick and do-it-yourself method that

by-passed even Callistus' relaxed but no doubt still demanding cJ.:sc;r/j~ ~

~isciples' The apotropaic retention of garments is carried over with

no explanation.

~hat is meant by 'listening to this book' at the end of which

this invitation stands, and particularly how one is to invoke the

seven witnesses listed in the bq9k's formulae, the reader can learn

only by turning back(S) into the volume. This the Refutator proceeds

to do, selecting the treatment of choice for dog-bites (IX. xv. 4-6),

and also that for phthisis (IX.16.1). He gives no example of any

formulae for revelation-magic, although his remarks about Alcibiades

and his friends claiming prophetic powers suggests the book contained

such; but he does give a selection of the general rubrics warning
~~iSr

the ~~eele~i3t against bad days for his theurgic operations (IX.xvi.

2-4), and guarding the secrecy of the book (IX.xvii.1).

(7) ~ith Brandt (1912), 19, as against Waitz (1921) 93-4.
(8)This seems,to be the only case in which the Refutator

does not slmply follow the order of his source' we
must,modify the otherwise correct obGervation ~f
BareJ.lle (1901).
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The treatment for dog-bites (p.254, 1.2-15 Wendland):

'"If therefore a dog, foaming at the mouth and mad, in whom

there is a spirit of destruction, bites or gnaws or licks any

man or woman or boyar girl, in that same hour let that person

run, with all his clothing, go down into 3 river or spring

where-ever there is a deep (enough) place, and be baptized

together with his entire clothing, and pray to the Great and

Most High God in heartfelt faith, and then let him call to

witness the seven witnesses written in this book: I Behold, I

call to witness sky and water and the holy spirits and the

angels of prayer ~nd oil and salt anJ earth, ! c~ll to witness

these seven witnesses that I sh31l not sin 'g~in, ! shall nut

commit acultery, I shall not steal, ~ shall nut do injusti~e,

I shall not be greedy, I sh!ll not hate, I sh811 not despise,

nor shall I take pleasure tn any evil thinys'. So, after saying

these things, let him be baptized together with his entire

clothing in the name of the G.1.'8atano rlo st Hi.gh God".

The list of witne3ses given by Epiphonlus differs. At ~.

3D.17.A, he lists 'heaven and earth, salt and water, the wind~, the

3n9815 of righteousness, bread ana oil', nncJ begins the following

petition, "Help me, ano deliver rne f ron the ovil!" (p.356, 10-15

Hall). It is too readily assumed that this is sim~ly a variant upon

the Refutation text, or that either the Refutation must be mistaken

in applying this formula to dog-bites when it was meant for snake-

bites, or that Epiphanius has made the same mistake in the opposite

direction. Hence the confusion in luendland, who cites ~. 30.17
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only as a parallel to IX. 15.1-2 (the 'second baptism'), whereas it

is obviously more comparable with 15.4-6. Hence also the attempt, as

by Peterson(9), to make both 'Hippolytan' and Epiphanian versions

different allegories of carnal concupiscence and its sacramental cure.

A more economical explanation (if less edifying and ~xciting) is that,

while the Refutator has selected the formula for dog-bites, another

item in a varied collection, that for snake-bites, has caught the

eye of Epiphanius. This is not to argue that both writers must have

reproduced their sources infallibly. Even in their respective sources,

translation difficulties may have confused the material: the problems

of rendering a semitic text into Greek are reflected in the expressions
'- ~I

T,,,- nv/:.(",'ITJ T_~ .:ll',,y (Ref.) and T.", Ott o v cr- cs » (Epiph.), which clearly

represent nll or some cognate. In any case, of course, the presence

of eight members in Epiphanius' list raises questions, which need

separate discussion below.

As to the treatment of phthisis (IX.xvi.1):

'(16.1) •••he has a formula for consumptives, teaching that

that they are to be baptized ~v ~'v ){f~ forty times a day f'o r

seven days, the same as for demon-possessed persons'.

(p.254, 11.17-18 W8n~l~n~).

From the general rubrics:

(IX.xvi. 2-4): '''There exist evil stars of wickedness. This

now has been declared to you, devout ones and disciples: guard

(9) ,Bchandlung der Tollwut' (1947).
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yourselves (middle voice) from the authority of the days of

their dominance, and do set the commencement of your operations'"

(='theurgic operations', 't"~v ){ao't"o:.px~v 't"wv £pywv") "upon those

days, and do not baptize man or woman on the days of their

dominance, when the moon rises from their sector and shares

their trajectory.

(3) Keep that day for when she does not rise from their sector

then baptize, and commence the first stage of any of your

operations. ~oreover, honour tho day of the Sabbath; that is

one of such days.

(4) But guard a130 8gainst making n commencement on the third

day after Sabb ath, for 011 comp let Lnn of three years of Tr ajan

Caesar, from the time when he subordinated the Parthian by his

own authority, when three ~e,3rs were completed, there breaks

forth w3rfare between thR dngels of wickedness of the north;

thereby <111 kingJoms of wickedness 8re in confusion"'.

(p.254, 1.21-p.255, 1.5 Wendland).

The colophon (7) on sec=ecy (IX. xvii.1):
) I'''Co not read out (.-'"v"'yl.V .....,.:;-tq,T<: ) this ..Jordto all persons,

and guard these ccmmancme nts carefully, for not all men are

faithful, nor are '311 women urright'''.

(p.255, 1.8-11 Wendland).

Before reviewing the complementary information from Epiphanius,

we may pause for a provisional characterization of the Book of Elchasai

as known to the Refutator. A distinction may be made at once between

the special features emphasised, and without much doubt composed
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81S0(10), by Alcibiades: the reference also singled out by Origen as

the definitive feature of the book, the gospel of a new forgiveness

of sins proclaimed in the third year of Trajan (the same date, when

cited in the rubrics, marks an astrological interpretation of world

politics, not a kairos in the economy of grace); the invitation to

penitential re-baptism, which assumes ('now') that the candidates

have already been selected to hear the reading of the book - and

the book which he inherited. That inherited book contained: an

account of a theophany or prophetic vision; exhortations to live by

the Mosaic Law; a 'roturning prophet' Christology; formulae for

revelation-magic; incantations and formulae for theurgic healings

(dog-bites, snake-bites, phthisis, demon-possession); rubrics about

propitious and unpropitious seasons for theurgic operations; a

colophon enjoining secrecy. There. are signs that the inherited book

was itself composite: the treatment for dog-bites seems to require a

double baptims, one followed by an invocation of the seven witnesses

and another(11) in the name (?= with the invocation(12) of) the Gr~at

and Most High God; injunction to avoid the Sabbath ( £1: l, Se 1: (,fl~Oa:rE

I:~V ~~L£Pcx.V I:oiJ Ocx.SSO:I:0U), appears oddly among a catalogue of days

ruled by evil stars, involves a forced reading of Exodus xx.S,

(10) A point noted only by Chapman (1909).
(11) Brandt's suggestion that the first ba~tism was

an anticipat{on of the second (Brandt; 1912,52)
is not helpful.

(12) Brandt (1912, 33) well expresGes the uncertainties
surrounding this invocation.
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r"~v~oerrr l, 1"Tjv ~IlEpcx.V 1"WV oa.0~6:.1"wV ay l,cXr,E LV cx.U1"~V , and in any

looks like an afterthought ( {{1:' L ot ).
Further characterization of the book inherited by Alcibiades

requires an analysis of the report by Epiphanius on the version he

found among the "Ossenes", whom he depicts (haer. 19) as a Jewish,

not a Jewish-Christian, sect.

The Ossenes, or 'strong Men' (Epiphanius seems to suggest an

etymology with 1~y Ar am, 'be strong') are presented as a group

originally living near the Dead Sea, who were joined duriny the

reign of Trajan by one Elxai, a brother of whom, Iexeos, was also

r emembe r-ao among them. Sin:e 'luxeos' r!13Y 90 back(13) to an Ar ama i c

8xpression for 'Hidden Cod', both names rRise questions. It i8

tempting to dismiss buth Elx?i/Clchasai and his 'brother' as

fictions; but the memory of historical persons, both bearing cult-

titles that survived when their ~ersonal names had been lost - as

if Simon's name and his dismissive soubriquet 'Simon the Magus'

hac been forgotten, and he had been remembe red only as 'Power-of-God'

(or [lymDs!) - is not even improbable. ether members of the family

turn up later, as will be seen.

This Elxai professed adherence to the Law, but seemed, at lenst

to Epi ph aru.uo, to have sat very light to It: area I Iouoo~~wv OPfJWflCVOC;,

rW\ ~O" 'Ioube- {wv cppOVWV, HCX1"C't.vopOV OS iJ,~ T[OA l,1"EUOiJ,EVOC;

(19.1.5, p.218,11-7-9 Holl). The most un-Jewish feature

of Elxai's activity was his doctrine of tho seven witnesses, which

(13) So Bareille (1901).
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explained their use in invocations. He scorned virginity, and

insisted on the necessity of marriage. He claimed to have revelations.

He deplored martyrdom, and argued that a pretended adherence to

idolatry in time of persecution was excusable, on the grounds that

t d tL~ d t .. t t\W~ . t .t (19 1 5 9)ou war ~tterAeee6 0 no comprom~se ~ we~ ~n egr1 y •• - •

Epiphanius had heard news of Ossenes thus influenced by

Elxai, whose name they rendered as "Hidden Power":

~cx.v"'t;&~ov"'t;cx.l,oE o~e£v Xcx.A£~V "'t;ou"'t;ovouvcx.~t,v
I 'l.' s:. ' -r\. ,'u,_ ,Jcx.' c-'i~ecx.'axox£xa~u~~£v~v, ul,a .0 W~ n ~~~V ~

ouvalll..v, 3cx:C et H£xa"Aufl~sv~V.

(19.2.10, p.219, 11.8-10 Holl.).

- a rendering since tested and found to be sound.(14)

The Ossenes, now known as "Sampsaeans", dwelling in Nabatea and

Peraea in Epiphanius' day, claim~d to have had descendants of the

original E1xai living amo~them but lately - the sisters Marthos and

Marthana, whose spittle and other effluvia were said to have healing

properties (19.1.12-13). These Sampsaeans forswore the eastward-

facing attitude of prayer, but insisted on facing Jerusalem. Epiphanius,

who spells this out with mocking exactness, dismisses this preference

as inconsistent, for these people reject animal sacrifice, the very

raison-d'etre of the JerusaleM temple. (This rejection of the Temple

cult, linked with a rejection of fire and an exaltation of water, is

not ascribed to the Book of Elchasai, and since it is attested

(14) Particularly by Chwolson, cited by Waitz (1921) 88-9.
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elsewhere(15) in sectarian Judaism, can be adequately explained

here by reference to such origins).

It appears, however, that we return to the Book of Elxai at

haer. 19.4.1-2:

r" , "E 'W, OE ot.a.ypacpEt.Xp t o-rov r Ivo; ELvaL ovva\-Lt.v,of) xaL 'to:
, , L ,,,'/""~E'tpa. O~~aLvEL: E XOO~'tEOOapwv ~£v OX~LVWV 'to ~~XOs, Ws
,\" ",",'" ,~l.nLWV EVEv~xovTa£~. ~c bE xAa~os 0XOLVWV f~, ~LAtwv

EtXOOl.T£Oo4pwv: xal, 'to mxxos 6~otws 'tEpa'tEuoflEVOs, xa\
'tovs xooas, xal 'ta aAAa flU8oAOY~fla'ta.. ELvaL O~ xa~ 'to
aYLOv TIVEUfla xiI, aUTO 8~AELav, OflOl.OV T~ XPLO'tQ, avopLav'tOs
t;...' t ' , , J', , t' Cul.X~V vnEp VECPEA~V, xaL ava flEOOV Ova apEWV EOTOs'

(p.221, 11.6-12 Holl.).

This corresponds obviously to the vision recorded by the

Refutator in connection with the,original gift of the Book of the

Hidden Power - this link survives in Epiphanius' reference to 'a
" ... )) \ "certain Power' - but there is a suggestion (I~('(L 'rex i:;J.f'>-'oL /-4iJOO-

I>-0'(1"1 p,-tcJ11i) that the original account of the male figure detailed many

more features than the Refutator's version, perhaps pruned away by

the Christian Alcibiades. The appearance of the reference at this

late stage in Epiphanius' account does not argue the presence of

the th80phany at a later stage of the book than in Alcibiades'

(15) By the Essenes: see Conybeare in HDB I (1898) 767-8
Moffatt in ERE V (1912) 396-401. '
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version; the 'Christology' of the Ossenes/Sampsaeans - or, rather,
their 'Messianology', if we take seriously [piphanius' clear conviction
that they were Jews - something £piphanius naturally singles out for
special mention.

The other feature singled out for such special mention before
the closing tirade of haer. 19.5 is a peculiar prayer-formula of the

Ossenes (19.4.3):

TLcrL O~ AOYOLs xa1 XEvo~wv[aLs Vcr~Epov tv ~~ ~t~A~
I _.If \, \...1. ' ) IN ,axa~~ A~YWV: ~nOELs (n~ncr~ ~nv ~p~EvELav, aAA n ~ovov
tv ~~ £6x~.~&&£ AtYE~W. Ka~ a6~a O~eEV ~x~ (E~pa~x~s
6LaAtx~ou ~£~Evtyxas ilis&x; ~tpous xaTELA~~a~Ev o6o~v
JI ...... ,,_ ' , "" / J ....ov~a ~a xap au~~ ~avTa(O~Eva. OaaXEL yap AEYELV: A~apl

..... " ...."''''Av~o, ~~w·C~, NWXLA£, Llaacrql.,'Av~, LlaO'"crql.,NWXLAE, Fw·Cf3,
, " ,.... ,AVLO, A~ap, ~£Aa~.

(p.221, 11.13-18 Hall.).

'He concludes with these deceptive words and
nonsense-syllables: "None shall ask the

interpretation; this shall simply be uttered
in the prayer:" he imposes formulae in
a Hebrew dialect, which we have partly understood,
for none of his own strange interpretations are extant;

he instructs them to say, "Abar, Anid, Moib,
Nochile, Daasim, Ana, Daasim, Nochile, Moib,
Anid, Abar, Selam'.
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Epiphanius, not a man to be deterred from confident statement

by mere lack of knowledge, proceeds to offer his interpretation (19.

4.4 ): 'Let humiliation pass from my fathers, the humiliation of

their condemnation, of their crushed state, of their labour, by their

crushed state in the condemnation of my fathers, from humiliation

which has passed into the apostolate of perfection'. Petavius did

his best (MGP XLI 265-6) to justify this rendering, and had to confess

himself beaten; SLaliger's effort (ibid.) was no more convincing. The
(16)riddle was finally resolved in 1858 by Ign. stern and M.A. Levy ,

who read the text by the rules of gematreia thus:

~II
'Ich werde ~ber euch leuge sein am Tage des grossen Gerichts" -

'I shall be a witness in your case on the Day of the Great

Judgement' -

not indeed, a prayer in the usual sense, but a threat, a magical

defiance-formulae 17), apt to the .needs of a persecuted minority:

precisely who 'you' means need not be spelled out, for safety's

sake, and in the natural thought and feelings of people under

(16) References in Brandt (1912) 39-40 to Ben-Chananja
(Jan.1858) and to Zeitschrift der deutschen morgen-
lMndischen Gesellschaft XII (1858) 712. ---

(17) Bareille (1901, 2238-9), ignoring or ignorant of the
work of Stern and Levy, attempted to revive Epiphanius'
rendering thus: ",~~ :O.~ ~! .?'~j J"iJ~ n·J¥ 1J¥
wElle est pass'e d'affliction, don des fraudulents
adorateurs d'Achima" (cf II. Kings xvii.30). 'Achima'
is said to be a covert allusion to Christi so 'Les
fraudulents adorateurs du Christ •••ne seraient autres
que les chretiens orthodoxes, et les elcesaltes se
seraient felicit'es de voir passer l'uffliction, don
de ces m~mes chr~tiens.' Pericali Ridolfini (1950)
adapts this theory slightly, to see the whole text
as 'una formola blasfema contra gli adaratori del
Christo'. Both are surely right in detecting a note
of Covert threat and defiance.
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e
threat often has no d11imitable sense, but corresponds with Malvolio's
'I'll be revenged on the whole miserable pack of you!'

. (18) th' f E . h . ,Much trouble has been caused by e d1vergence 0 P1P an1US
account of the Seven witnesses from that in the Refutation. Epiphanius
writes as if the use of the formulae in ritual prescriptions was
prefaced by an explanation of their nature and value, a section not
mentioned by the Refutator, but surely to be expected in a book with
an apocalyptic introduction~(19) Indeed, this was the core of Elxai's

departure from essential JUdaism:

•... [6tav a~~~ a[pEOLv x"A&oa~, ff"Aa~xat 06wp xaL Y~v
(.1/ ,-", " "xaL ap~ov xaL oupavov xa~ a~OEpa Ka~ &VE~OV Bpxov a~~ot~

EL~ ~a~pE[av dpLO&~EVO~: xo~~ 6~ X&~LV &~~ou~ ~&p~upa~
sx~a OpLO&~EVO~, ~OV ovpav6"v CPT)~L)-(a~~~ {)6wp xaL 'JtVEu~a~a,
,: ,," , , , ,
< w~> 9~aLV, aYLa HaL ~ou~ aYYE~Ou~ ~~~ rrpOOEux~~ xaL ~O
V\ ffE/\QLOV XQL ~o aAa~ xaL ~T)V,y~v.,

(19.1.5-6; p.218, 11.9-14 Holl.).

(18) e.g. for Brandt (1912) 14-22.
(19) But the work as an entity does not belong to an

apocalyptic Gattung vs Waitz (1921) 100.
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Both these lists differ from that in the Refutation, and also
from that mentioned as in Ebionite use in Panarion haer. 30 - we need
not complicate matters by including the list in Panarion haer. 19.6

(pp.223-4 Hall.); it is not the catalogue of Elkesaite 'witnesses'
that is the target there(20), but the notion that natural elements

(such as those that Elxai revered) could be divine, or have salvific
power independent of their Creator.

The lists are:

Refutation Epiphanius

A

(dog-bites)
B

(Alcibiades)
C o E

Ossenes:
theory

Ossenes:
Practice

Ebionites

sky sky salt sky sky
water water water water earth
holy spirits holy spirits earth holy spirits salt
prayer-angels prayer-angels bread prayer-angels water
oil oil sky oil winds
salt salt ai r salt angels of
earth earth wind earth righteousness

bread
oil

Epiphanius notices the
L~he met among Ossenes (i.e.
l

~incosistency within the Book of Elxai as
A

the divergence between our lists C and D);
his degree of attention at this point suggests that he had checked his
sources. The economical explanation is that the original form of the

(20) Hall's conjectural insertion of €v, ~PT't /(.0(';.

(p.223, 27-2~4, 1) is therefore ot~ose.
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Book of Elschasai listed the seven witnesses - all 'pure' things,

spiritual and physical 'elementals' as in A and D. The Ossenes, though

they used the original list in rites (D), altered the theoretical

section o~ the book (list C), perhaps preferring naturalisitc uses

of 'air', 'wind', to avoid polytheism, and replacing 'oil' with 'bread'

( = manna?). Alcibiades, adapting the book to mission among Christians,

nonetheless kept the original list B. The Ebionites, at least by the

time Epiphanius knew them, had altered the list, perhaps on the basis

of the Ossene list C; references to Christian sacraments have been

seen here(21), but the order is odd. Most significant perhaps is the

expansion of the list to eight items - a surprising departure from

the magical seven - so surprising that it must be regarded as deliberate.

It has been suggested(22) that these lists are of basic necessities

of life: i.e., 'May I be for ever. deprived of water, bread, etc, if ever

I sin again'; but this formula, in all its variants, is not a curse

but an adjuration: From Epiphanius' protest (haar. 30.17.4), from his
Ichange that ~~1f~'~is virtually offered to the seven, and from the

terms of the direct appeal at the end of the Ebionite version - Sorl8Et~~
. (p.356, 11.14-15

Hall.) - it is clear that we are verging upon the language of prayer,

(21) e.g. by Uhlhorn (1898).
(22) Considered tentatively by Brandt (1912) 19-20.
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prayer within a polytheistic setting. We meat hare a bargain made

with powers that, though potentially dangerous, are essentially

benevolent.

We must therefore see the two figures of the thaophany also in
i~

polytheis~ terms. Of course, the adjuration of the witnesses does

not explicitly deify them. The formula, without' the direct plea

for help, can be transported into a monotheistic context if the

witnesses are reinterpreted as being invited to witness before God

against the worshipper, rather as God calls heaven and earth to witness

in Deut. iv.26. But their original status was greater; it is ironic
~

that it is in the monotheistic Ebionite context that be liturgical

trace of polytheism has survived. There is also an apotropaic element

in the retention of clothing, a feature, furthermore, so unrabbinic as
(22a)

to be almost pointedly non-Jewis~. The promise made in the prayer

is not the vow of an initiand irr a mystery. It is made ~ the

theurgic immersion; it neither a~sumes nor intends any new relationship

between worshipper and deity, as implied in Christian baptism(23),

requires neither maintenance nor relinquishment of other eults(24),

(22a) See Uhlhorn (1858) 772, Brandt (1912) 25.
(23) As in ~ ii, let alone Rom.vi.

(24) In contrast to (e.g.) the vow of the ISis-initiate;
ef R.Merkelbach, ,Der Eid der Isismysten', ZPE
1 (1967) 55-73.
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and places not new obligation upon the worshiPper(26). It is not an

initiation, but a bargain(27).
The evidence of Epiphanius gives us access to a form of ~

Book of Elchasai before its expansion by Alcibiades, a form within

which there are already signs of other adaptations, some at least
.,

earlier than AlcibiadeJ day and arguing a removal of polytheisitic
,-,

elements.
We reconstruct the history of the Book of Hidden Power therefore

thus:
(i) A pagan Aramaean theurgist compiles c.101 or earlier(28) a

book of power-formulae. Contents:
'"

Theophany.
Virtues of the 7 Witnesses.
Spells invoking the 7 Witnesses.
Rubrics: Good and bad days,

secrecy.

(ii) Adoption of the book by e Jewish, perhaps Jewish-Christian

group: Additions: The Theophany reinterpreted?
Call to adhere to the law.
Excuses for not being martyred.
Alteration of the theory of true witnesses
to allow place for human works.
Rubrics: reference to Sabbath.

(26) In this re~pect quite unlike the Egyptian
priests' oath edi~ed by Merkelbach.in-ZPE 2 (1968)
7-30 (,Ein I:Lgyptisches Priestere1'd") and directly
compared with the Elchesaite 'vow' by 'Koenen (ibid.31-8).

'(27) Not 'appreciated by Peterson, ,Behandlung der Tollwut',
225-7. The statement that the Book of Elchasai distinguished
once-far-all baptism from repeatable lustrations (see
G~Str.cker. 'The·Problem of Jewish Christianity' in Bauer,
Orthodoxy and Heresy (ET 1972) 265, n.68) may be true of
Alcibiadesj it is neither true of nor relevant to the
Ossenes; and that the 'Ebionites' even compared Christian
baptism and theurgic washings requires proof.

(28) The date may apply to stage (ii); cf A.Hilgenfeld, 'Das
Elxai-Buch im dritten Jahre Trajans', ZwTh 9 (1866)'240.
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(iii) Adaptation by Alcibiades(29) for propaganda among

Christians, c.200. Additions: Gospel of new forgiveness.
Theophany reinterpreted?
Concluding invitation to ra-baptism.

The group or groups that usad (i) survived as the Mughtasila of
the Fihrist(30), although the latter had changed by the time Ibn
an-Nadfm came across them, as one group of the same complBx had
changed more markedly by the time they provided Mani with his spiritual
cradle. (1)

As its name implies, the Book is a manual of esoteric power
techniques; as the Refutator says, its users sought the reputation of
being party to, having a share in, a Logos of Power.

The bulk of the material in the Book of Hidden Power is pagan,
not Christian. Despite the efforts of Waitz and others(32), it cannot
be made the foundation for an extensive reconstruction of Jewish

oW'/' k.-~ er,
to Christian worship before

~
Christianity. Its only cartain addition

(29) The Refutator's plain statement that Alcibiades made
substantial changes is noticed only by Chapman (1909).

(30) Brandt (1912), Kap.8.
(31) Klijn and Reinink, 'Elchasai and Mani', Vig.Chr. 28

(1974) 277-289.
(32) Wait~ (1921); Schoeps, Judenchristentum 325ffj

Strecker,. as in n.27 ~p~.
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Nicaea is Alcibiades' invitation to second baptism which was extremely
short-lived. The essential content of the book was liturgical. The
liturgy in question however, was not that of initiation, but of
theurgy. The adaptation of theurgic practice indicates how profound
was the need for a potent answer to the problem of post-baptismal sin.

No considered Christian teaching ever admitted the possibility of such
a cult of power providing the means of reconciliation, although popular
devotion may have thought otherwise. What appeal, also, the idea of
bargaining for safety by means of baptimal vows may have had we can
only speculate.

At what stage the Elchesaite theurgy was taken up by some Ebionites
is unknown. The question of the Elchesaite inflwence on other areas of
Jewish-Christian liturgy must be left for our discussion of the
Clementine Romance.
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CULTS or POWER:

Some Concluding Remarks.

Of the individuals and groups noticed in this part of our

investigation, some illustrate the powerful drive to personal

domination that was mentioned in the introductory comments - perhaps

Karpokrates, almost certainly Marcus, possibly Alcibiades - and also

the tendency of cults of power to single out the miraculous, time-

defying types of experience which appeal to the deprived, the lonely,

the inadequate, the inferior - Simon, Marcus again, Karpokrates. In

the case of Elchasai, we see the-instinct to meet the needs of the

troubled conscience, and, in the work of Karpokrates himself (if not

of his disciples), the instinct to meet the needs of the bereaved.

Certain persons and groups who will claim attention later might

have been considered as candidates for inclusion here. In the case

of Justin the Gnostic (Ref. V), we shall consider a man whose use of

the Jewish-Christian traditions:of speculation and cult he took over

produced what, for his personal purposes at least, must have been a

cult of power. He is not included here because his rites seem clearly

to fit into a particular category of Jewish-Christian tradition; but

he must be mentioned at this point as illustrating the way in which

cults of power are parasitic upon more responsible, balanced and

sophisticated traditions of worship, and also the readiness with

which any liturgical tradition may degenerate into a cult of power.

Another case is the ~Phibionites~ whom Epiphanius knew personally

(~ 26). The way in which his female informant presented their

practices to him has much in it that is reminiscent of a cult of

power - the flooding of the recipient with bewildering quantities
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of information, the recurrent emphasis on secrecy, the repeated

exploitation of sexual interest - and, although the woman in

question might be regarded as a power-cult with a membership of

one, it will be shown that her information, when analysed, disguises

a very different reality - another Jewish-Christian liturgical

tradition.

The case of Simon, in particular, illustrates the ways in

which cults of power flourish in and by means of reputation. The

name of Simon crops up again and again simply because of the
r:
l fascination always exercized by the thought of power. A similar

process is seen at work in the case of Nicholas and the "Nic(j)laitans".

They are mentioned, of course, in the Revelation(1) without any

explanation. The proximity of the name of Jezebel suggests that the

term is being used as a conventional portmanteau expression for

syncretistic and amoral doctrines(2); but there is no clear suggestion

of any specific group. By the time of Irenaeus(3), it has become a

term with no historical associations at all. This does not embarrass

(for example) Epiphanius, who is anxious to find heresies to fill

his list(4), and he is not ashamed to invent scandalous tales(S),

~ieR ellebl hiiil to uSe tile "rQ1colaitalls" ea iii IRaan!; (;If C:8~e90IiJ:i~

(1) Rev. ii.6,15.
(2) E.SchUrer, ,Die Prophetin Isabel in Thyateira Offenb

Joh.2.20', ~n A.Harnack et al., Theologische Abhandlu~gen
~;~~8~on We~zsHcker •••gewidmet (Freiburg-i._Br. 1892) --

(3) AH 1.xxvi.3 (Massuet) = 1.xxiii/1.214 Harvey.
(4) ef F.Young, 'Did Epiphanius know what he meant by

"Her:sy'.'?', in E.A.Livingstone, ed ,, Studia
Patr~st~ca XVII/1 (Oxford 1982) 199-20·T!'8-.---'----'
P~n.haer.25.1 (1,267-8 Hall). The tendency had begun
w~th the 'lost ~yntag~'(cf Quorum haereticorum i
1II.33 Otto) and Refutation (V1I.36.3). ' ,
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which allow him to use the "Nicolaitans" as a means of categorizing

other, genuinely existing, groups(6) and of damning them by

association.Clement of Alexandria's account(7) of the pious

simplicity of the deacon Nicholas shows how ascetic enthusiasm can

be misunderstood, wifully as well as innocently, and then abused.

Once the story was abroad, it had a life and power of its own.

(6) And cf also Tertullian, de praescr.33 (and R.W.Moss
on the use of the name as 'a convenient description
of the morals of some of the Gnostics' in ERE IX
(1917) 363.

(7) Strom. 111.iv.25.6 (11.207 St~hlin), and reproduced
in Eusebius h.e.III~29.2-3 (108 Schwartz). The misuse
of this source by Epiphanius (see n.5) does not make
Clement's statement any less likely to be true~ Brox,
,Nikolaos und Nikolaiten', Vig Chr 19 (1965) 23-30,
esp.29-30, dismisses this too readily; he has not noted
the evidence of Moss (1917) on the misunderstanding of
'contempt of the flesh'.



a

a. St.l.tuctte of Christ (?). Musco delle T("[I11(" Rome. Early third century, (See p. 32.)
b. Christ in tile allitud:_~f a G.:_c::ekroet. Part of a sarLOphagus found in Constantinople.

..

b

From W.Lowrie, Art in the Early Church, PI tes 10.1a and 101 bj
of the former he says (p.3~):
A marble statuette of Christ (pl. 10[a), recently discovered and now 1I1

the ,\luseo delle T crrne at Rome, has been widely published as a portrait of
Christ. But its admirers are put to some embarrassment by the fact that the
breasts are evidently those of a woman. The artist must have taken as his
model a statue of Serapis, which he transformed into a .tatue of Christ by
putting in one hand a roll to represent the Gosp I, and by elevating the other
to imitate [he gesture of a teacher. It probably was made about the time
Ircn.eus told of Gnostic groups which claimed to po sess a portrait of hrisr.
r believe \Vilpert is right in saying that this likely was a nostie production,
and in remarking that the dealer was not far wrong when he described it as
"a ~el"len.isti~ poetess." .

The apparently parallel case of the second figure may ju'st
conceivably support this argumement; but I see no cause to
identify the former as a portrayal of Christ.
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CHAPTER THREE

GROUPS ORIGINATING IN THE SEPARATION Of CHRISTIANITY fROfII JUDAlSfiI.

1. Christianity within Judaism, and its ACquisition of a Separate

Identity.

When the Christian movement appears up~n the public scene, it

is presented 8S a re~wal movement within Judaism, and yet already

looking further to a universal mission: "Men of Judaea and all who

dwell in Jerwsal~ •••Men of Israel ••• Let all the house of Israel

therefore know assuredly that God has made him both Lord and Christ,

this Jesus whom you crucified ••• Repent, and be baptized everyone uf

you in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins; and

you shall receive the gift of the forgiveness of your sins; and you

shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirito For the promise is to you

and to your children, and to all that are far off, everyone whom the

Lord our God calls to himll (Acts ii.14, 2?, :)6, 38-39). The gift of

baptism preached in the name of the glorified Messiah, and the

annexed gift of the Holy Spirit, is offered to the covenant people

of Israel, in fulfilment and' continuation of the divine promise made

and kept through successive generations(1), and is now, with a new

comprehensiveness, to be offered also to the Gsntileso(2)

Jewish response to the new movament was varied. Substantial

numbers joined it, including la great many' of the hereditary

(1) Bruc" on v.39, cites Gen.ix.9, xii.15, xvii.
7ff, Gal.iii.16, Ps.xvii.50, lxxxix.34ff,
cxxxii.11f.

(2) A process of decision is hidden behind the use
here of the OT quotations: Ehrhardt, The Acts
of the Apostles (Manchester 1969) 15.
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Aaronic ministry (Acts vi.?); but opposition was no less sUbstantial,

and when the effective centre of the movement had been driven by the

opposition from Jerusalem to Antioch, the scene of exceptional

proselytising successes(3), and it there received for the first time

a distinctive name - 'the disciples were for the first time called

Christians' (Acts xi.19-26, esp. 26) - the question of the compatibility

of this new body with its parent faith was qlearly becoming urgent.

The account in ~ of the conflicts and martyrdom of Stephen

seems to reflect, among other things, a tension already present

within Judaism, an existing controversy about relationships with the

Gentiles(4), as emotive and explosive as such issues of social and

spiritual identity must always be. A renewal movement like that of

John the Baptist, which asked a whole nation conscious of commitment

to God to repent, to set aside its confidence in inherited faith and

see itself as under divine judgement and in nsed of forgiveness, must
O~

in itself provoke reaction; but when that movement, ~ its successor,
b~t~

goes on to set lesser ~ without the Law on a par with one's own

uniquely privileged people - then the difficulty of humbling one's

individual pride is magnified by the even more shocking demand for

corporate humility. Yet the new Christian movement was asking no less.

There were Jews who were equal to this demand; and when such

persons embraced the Christian Gospel they had agonizing decisions

to make: granted that their loyalty to God required them still to

(3) So Josephus, BJ vrr.iii.3.
(4) cf Ehrhardt, Acts, 29-33.
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keep Sabbath and festivals, to circumcise their sons, to observe

kashruth in their diet, should they accept Gentiles as fellow

adherents to the Gospel only if they did the same? or, if the

Gentile disciples were free from these obligations, how close could

association with them be? or, did openness to such Gentiles make the

old obligations unnecessary even for Jews who were Christians? - or,

as some bold spirits seemed to say, did the new relationships render

the old observances actually wrong?

These issues had been implicit in the Gentile mission of JUdaism

from ~e beginning. This, and other contacts with the Gentile world

from the Exile onwards, had left marks on Jewish worship and

understanding of worship: some passages in the Synagogue prayers may

reflect influence from ~ersian angel0109y(5), and such influences are

more than obvious in the development of Jewish Merkabah mysticism.

The very concept of a transport of the soul to gaze upon the divine

'A Ithrone has the same roots as the V~1&Jl~of Julian and his fellow

Neoplatonists.(6) The hymns and acclamations of earthly worship

provide models for this style of meditation, and the two universes

of discourse of theology and devotion meet in the notion of knowledge

by adoration, of doxology as a means of COgnition.(?) If, as has been

(5) cf Schrire, Hebrew Amulets (London 1966),
ch.10.

(6) Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy, Cairo
1956, ch.lll; E.des Places, Oracles chaldaiques
(Paris 1971); P.Boyance, 'Theurgie et telestique
neoplatoniciennes', RHR (1955) 189-209.
Heiler, Pray~ (ET of 1932),New York 1958,184-7.
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suggested,(8) the Hermetica and the Septuagint are both products of

an attempt by Ptolemy Soter to reconcile his Jewish with his

polytheistic subjects to the enrichment of both, than it is not

unlikely that (e.g.) the Prayer of Thanksgiving in the Asclepius

exemplifies a Jewish effect on Gentile thought and practice:

'We rejoice because thou hast shown ~s thyself. We
rejoice because while we were in the body thou hast
made us divine through thy knowledge'

(ET Brashler, Dirkse, NHLE 298).
Gentiles entering the ranks of the Christians were faced with

corresponding decisions. Were they obliged now to rest on Sabbath,.
k~Sh"'lA Ii\.

observe k.&R~~, circumcise their children? Were they to require

other Gentile Christians to conform with whatever degree of observance

of these Jewish rules they individually felt bound to? How far, and

on what terms, were their new Christian ekklesiai to resemble the
~si,fi~:t/~t

Jewish synagogai, to accommodate the S8Rsitiwies of visitors who

were Jews?

One matter in which these questions showed themselves with

brutal practicality was capable of immediate and unambiguous

answer: during a famine. in Judaea, when you were collecting herd for

famine relief and decided that the beneficiaries were to be your

fellow-Christians, who got the cash? Such records as survive(9)

suggest that The Collection marked a hig~ point in Jewish-Christianl

Gentile/Christian relations. But religious cohesion, especially in

(8) B.H.Stricker, 'Corpus hermeticum' in Mnemosy~
1945; Bleeker, 'Egyptian Background of Gnosticism',
in Bianchi, Origini (1957) 234-5.

(9) K.P.Nickle,~e-COllection - a Study in Paul's
Strategy, London, 1962; Haenchen, Acts of the
!postles (ET Oxford 1971) 372-9.



a community pOiS.ed between two cultures so distinct, cannot wait

upon disasters.

The sequence of the events in which the admission of Gentiles

to the infant Church was decided and the terms for their admission

determined is not clear(10), even within the limited time-span

covered by Acts. ~ viii gives the impression that the Gentile

mission began before ~eter met Cornelius - unless, perhaps, the

eccentricities of Philip did not commit the Church at large, even

if Jerusalem sent Peter and John to lend respectability to his

alarmi~ experiments with Samaritans. The practical issue, itself
f'f i~C.I·pI.c.

a thorny question of ~~ei~le, was given an even more threatening

aspect when in the wor~ and teaching of a Saul of Tarsus it became

a debate on the very basis of divine-human relationships. Just what

is such a man suggesting by "the end of the Law" (Rom.x.4)? ~randon's

view that, after ~aul's death, his theology was totally ecliPsed(11),

and that only the fall of Jerusalem ended the dominance of a "James-

party" that kept Christianity within the confines of Judaism, thus

making possible (and necessary) a synthesis between the conservatives

and Pauline radicals, has proved fruitful, but is still debatable.

However, Brandon's reference to the fall of Jerusalem rightly

identifies the most powerful factor in the process that left Jews

(10) e.g., the mission of Philip in Samaria precedes
the events at Caesarea, and seems to arouse
no interest at the Jerusalem Council.

(11) Brandon, Fall of Jerusalem, ch.?
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and Christians distinct - the Sufferings of the Jews.

2. The Sufferings of the Jews.

Of one Hebrew account of the sufferings of the Jews, [mak Habacha,

"The Valley of Weeping", it has been observed(12): "the story of horror

is told with a dull monotony in which all separate incidents are

merged in one long agony of grief". This could be said also even of

the descriptions 'of the exceptional catastrophes that befall the

Jewish people between the middle of the first and the middle of the

second century C.E.

After the upheavals or Alexandria in the autumn of Jti C.L., and

the rebuff of Philo's embassage by Caligula's own short-lived plan

to place his own statue in the Jerusalem temple, Claudius' reversal

of this policy and his own subsequent expulsion of Jews from Home -

all routine events in the thorny history of Jewry - there is an

acceleration of conflict and disaster, first to the point of the

fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of its temple.

Josephus' account spares the reader nothing of the ghastliness,

and even in its detached tone presents the inexorable course of

catastrophe not only as a tragedy but also as a divine judgment. In

terms that his pagan readers would recognize all too well, he recalls

the omens, or, in the terms of his own faith, prophetic warnings:

the wilfully optimistic, misled by false prophets,

"•••did not attend, nor give credit, to the signs that were so

,
(12) by R.T.Herford, in Bevan and Singer, edd.,

The Legacy of Israel (Oxford, 1928 edn)119.
On the fOllowing: Philo, in Flaccumj Leg~
ad Gaium, esp.346ff, quoted in Eusebius h.e.
II.v.j Claudius, Rescript to Alexandria (ET
in M.Grant, Jews in the Roman World (London
1975) 135; Josephus II.ix; Acts xviii.2j
Suetonius, Claudius 25.4.
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evident, and did so plainly foretell their future desolation;

but like men infatuated, without either eyes to see, or minds

to consider, did not regard the denunciations that God made to

them. Thus there was a star resembling a sword, which stood

over the city, and a comet, that continued a whole year. Thus

also before the Jews' rebellion, and before those commotions

which preceded the war, when the people were come in great

crowds to the feast of unleavened bread, on the eighth day of

the month Xanthicus, and at the ninth hour of the night, so

great a light shone around the altar and the holy house, that
lc,ht 100st&J

it appeared to be bright day-time; which ]ast9~ li~~t for half

an hour. This light seemed to be a good sign to the unskilful,

but was so interpreted by the sacred scribes, as to portend

those events that followed immediately upon it. At the same

festival also, an heifer(13), as she was led by the High ~riest

to be sacrificed, brought forth a lamb in the midst of the

temple •••Moreover, ,t that feast which we call Pentecost, as

the chief priests were going by night in to the inner temple,
W\'w(st.,~t:o~

as their custom was, to perform their sacred rM:Rietl~etl!'l!It!iIiiR!!5,

they said that, in the first place, they felt a quaking, and

heard a noise, and after that they heard a sound as of a great

multitude, s~ying, 'let us remove hf~'~ ,
, . But,' what is still

more terrible, there was one Jesus, the son of a plebeian and

(13) a symbol of the means of reconciliation
with God: Numbers xix.1-10.
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and a husbandman, who, four years before the war began, and at

a time when the city 'was in very great peace and prosperity,

came to that feast, whereon it is our custom for everyone to

make booths to God in the temple(14), began to cry aloud, itA

v~ce from the east, a voice from the west, a voice from the

four winds, a voice against Jerusalem and the holy house, a

voice against the bridegroom and the brides, and a voice against

this whole people!lI.

(B.J. Vr.V.3, ET Whiston alt.).

The attitude of the Jews to their own holy place and the other

desperate behaviour provoked by the siege of Jerusalem (particularly

the eating of her own child by Mary of Be ttie zob , (B.J. VI.iii.4), are

represented as calling forth devout words from Titus - God's people

justly rebuked by the holy pagan:

"Why do you trample upon dead bodies in this temple? - and

why do you pollute this holy house with the blood of both

foreigners and Jews themselves? I appeal to the gods of my

own country, and to every god that ever had regard to this

place (for I do not suppose it to be now regarded by any of

them); I also appeal to my own army, and to those Jews that

are now with me, and even to you yourselves, that I do not

force you to defile this your sanctuary; and if you will but

change the place whereon you will fight, no Homan shall either

come near your sanctuary, or offer any affront to it; nay, 1

(14) ef Nah.viii.16.
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will endeavour to preserve you your holy house, whether you ~ill

or not".

(B.J. VI.ii.4).

"•••for Caesar, he excused himself before God as to this matter,

and said that he had proposed peace and liberty to the Jews, as

well as an oblivion of all their former insolent practices; but

that they, instead of concord, had chosen sedition; instead of

peace, war; and before satiety and abundance, a famine. That

they had begun to burn down that temple, which we have preserved

hitherto; and that therefore they have deserved to eat such food

as this was".

(8.J. VI.iii.S).

With almost icy detachment, Josephus touched on the devastating

question posed by these events to all who revered the Temple: "•••yet

hath not its great antiquity, nor its vast riches, nor the diffusion

of its nation over all the habitable earth, nor the greatness of the

veneration paid to it on a religious account, been sufficient to

p~Bserve it from being de~troyed" (B.J. VI.x.1).

This curt avowal of a personal and corporate faith tested well-

nigh to breaking-point is matched by Josephus' portrayal of Titus'

triumph; the humiliation of the Jewish people and the spoliation of,
th~ir sanctuary are portrayed being dedicated to the gods of Rome

His uncritical, almost admiring, narrative is eloquent of the

upheaval in his religous life, and gives an opportunity to infer

how much more terrible the impact of these events must have been
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on Jews who, without Josephus' powers of survival, had still to

witness such scenes of pagan worship apparently victorious over

their own:,
"Vespafian •••gave them a signal of silence. And when every

body entirely held their peace, he stood up, and covering up

the greatest part of his head with his cloak, 'he put up the

accustomed solemn prayers; the like prayers did Titus put up

also; after which prayers Vesparian made a short speech to all

the people, and then sent away the soldiers to a dinner

prepared for them by the Emperors. Then did he retire to that

gate which was called the Gate of ~omp, because pompous shows

do always go through that gate; ther.e it was that they tasted

some food~ and when they had put on their triumphal garments,

and had offered sacrifices to the gods that were placed at the

gate, they sent the triumph forward •••

•••(among the scenes portrayed on the processional floats) was

to be seen a happy country laid waste, and antire squadrons of

enemies slain; while some of them ran away, and some were

carried into captivity; with walls of great altitude and

magnificence overthrown, and ruined by machines; with the

strongest forifications taken, and the walls of most populous

cities upon the tops of hills seize~ on, and an army pouring

itself within the walls; as also every place full of slaughter,

and supplications of the enemies, when they were no longer able

to lift up their hands in way of opposition. ~ire also sent

upon temples was here represented, and houses overthrown,
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and falling upon their owners; rivers also, after they come out

of a large and melancholy desert, ran down, not into a land

cultivated, nor as drink for men, or for cattle, but through

a land still on fire on every side •••

••• for the other spoils, they were carried in great plenty. ~ut

for those that were taken in the temple of Jerusalem, they made

the ~reatest figure of them all; that is the golden table, of

the weight of many talents; the candlestick also, that was made

of gold, though its ~onstruction were changed from that which

we made use of; for its middle shaft was fixed upon a basis, and

the small branches were produced out of it to a great length,

h\Ving the likeness of a trident in their position, and had

everyone a socket made of brass for a lamp at the tops of them.

These lamps were in number seven, and represented the dignity of

the number Seven among the Jews; and the last of all the spoils,

was carried the Law of the Jews.

After these spoils passed by a great many men, carrying the

images of Victory, whose structure was entirely either of ivory,

or of gold.

After which Vespasian marched in the first place, and Titus

followed him; Domitian also rode along with him, and made a

glor~ous appearance, and rode on a horse that was worthy of

admiration.

Now the last part of this pompous show was at the temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus, whither when they were come, they stood

still; for it was the Romans' ancient custom to stay till
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,I'

brought the news that the general of the enemy was slain. This

general was Simon, the son of Gioras, who had then been led in

this triumph among the captives; a rope had also been put upon

his head, and he had been drawn into a proper place in the

forum, and had withal been tormented by those that drew him

along; and the law of the Romans required, that malefactors

condemned to die should be slain there. Accordingly when it was

related that there was an end of him, and all the people had set

up a shout for joy, the¥ then began to offer those sacrifices

which they had consecrated, in the prayers used in such

solemnities; which when they had finished, they went away to

the palace •••

After these triumphs were over, and after the affairs of the

Romans were settled on the surest foundations, Vespa~ian resolved

to build a temple to ~eace, which he finished in so short a time,

and in so glorious a manner, as was beyond all human expectation

and opinion; for he having now by Providence a vast quantity of

wealth, besides what he had gained in his other exploits, he hao

this temple adorned with pictures and statues; for in this temple

were collected and deposited all such rarities as men aforetime

used to wander allover the habitable world to see, when they

had a desire to see one of them after another: he also laid up

therein those golden vessels and instruments that were taken out

of the Jewish temple, as ensigns of his glory. ~ut still he gave

order that they should lay up their Law, and the purple veils of

t~e holy place, in the royal palace itself, and keep them there".

(8~J. VII. v.4, 5, 5-7).
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This report is cited at length as conveying more than any modern
comment can of the devastating effect of these happenings up.n the
surviving Jews. Little need be added of the further slaughters in the
time of Hadrian, for the events of 66-70 C.E. had produced what for

the purpose of this investigation were the most significant effects -
a gross deformation of Jewish liturgical life, and what has ever since
seemed an irreversible division between Christians and Jews. Eusebius
reports (h.e. III.v.3) that the Christians of Jerusalem had been
warned by an oracle - one wonders if there is a reference to the Jesus
who prophesied against Jerusalem and the Temple according to Josephus
8.J. VI.v.3? - to leaveJerusalem before the war, and that they had
therefore moved away to Pella in Paraea, the modern fahl. Brandon's
objection that such a move would have been impossible during the
invasion, and that a more likely refuge would have been in Egypt(15),

e
is only cogent if we ignore Eu~bius' plain statement that the move

roccurBd before the outbreak of hostilities. Whether true or not, the
I-

statement itself may indeed have the two-fold function posited by
£o~

Michael Grant(16), namely, of reassuring anamns that Christians
were not involved 1n the rebellion of 66 C.E., and also of explaining
what had happened to the Jerusalem Church. Another, more obvious yet
not apparently previously considered, explanation for the currency
of this raport is that it represents the growth of a new centre of
Christian activity and thought in Peraea, the emergence there of a
Christian group that sought validation by a claim to continuity

(15) Brandon, Fall of Jerusalem, 118-75.
(16) Grant, Jews in the Roman Emp!!!, 210.
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with the church of the Holy City, the church of James the Lord's
brother. It is often asserted(17) that this move was resented by

the Jews as an act of desertion, a not improbable view but one

lacking specific supporting evidence. At least we may see the move

(or at least the statement that it took place) as in part a distancing

by Jewish Christians of themselves from Jewish nationalism.

Reference may usefully also be made at this point, ncnetheles~J

to the Second Revolt and preceding events, for it brings into our

field of vision two factors of lasting significance for this whole

investigation: the mysterious history of the Alexandrian church, and

the figure of Habbi Akibao
'.

The traditions preserved by Eusebius as to the origins of the

Alexandrian church (h.e. II. xvi-~vii, xxiv, III.xiv, xxi, IV.iv)

have been dismissed as legendary - dismissed indeed, in too cavalier

a-fashion(18), although hi~ misreading of Philo's account of the
K

Therape~tae from the ~ork On the Contemplative Life is certainly a

blunder. This apparent vacuum in early Church history was seizeG
upon b, Bauer, for whose anti-Roman theory it was very suitable to

I

argue that the earliest Christianity in Alexandria was "gnostic" in

character.(19) That the chu~h of Alexandria produced no giant like

Irenaeus, Ignatius, Polycarp, or even a celebrity of lesser stature

(17) e.g.by Grant, Jews in the Roman Empire,210.
(18) as by Brandon, Fall of Jerusalem, 1bE=173.

Even LUdemann, in his careful survey in Studies
in Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, It
fails to consider that the Pella-flight story
might be the tradition of a minority group.

(19) Orthodoxy and Heresy, ch.2
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l
such as Hermas or Theoph,lus, does not of itself argue that

Basilides and his like had a monopoly of the Christian name. The
survey by C.H. Roberts of the surviving papyrus fragments from

second-century Egypt(20) suggests both that the earliest Christianity

in Egypt was mostly what later controversialists would have called

"Cathol! c" and also that the earliest Christian community was more

closely associated than soma other contemporary churches with the

neighbouring Jewish community, and shared with it the crushing

reverses caused by pagan onslughts in liS' -II1 • Such an hypothesis

would explain both the status in the earliest Egyptian Church of the
(21)Gospel of Matthew , with its manifest Jewish interest, ann alsu

the concentration in'Egypt, as will be noted later in this part of

our investigation, of eccentric Christian groups whose peculiar

preoccupations can be traced to the traumas of the emergence from

Judaism of the still malleable Christian tradition.

The role of Akiba in the revolt of bar Kosiba, his supplying

the rebel leader with his quasi-Messianic title 'bar Kochbar',

his convinced anti-Christian stance (which bar Kosiba translatad

into inquisition and persecution, according to Justin ~Iartyr, 1

Apol. xxix), and his martyrdom are well known; but it is significant

for our present study to link thase things with his special place in

the history of mysticism.

(20) Manuscript, Society and Belief in Early
Christian-Egypt, London 1979.

(21) Brandon, Fall of Jerusalem, ch.12.
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3. Jewish Liturgy and Prayer after the Destruction of the Temple

and the Banishment of Jews from Jerusalem.

The cessation of the Temple cultus punched the core 'out of

most of the festivals of the Je~s - in theory, at least, for the

Jews of the Diaspora must have accommodated themselves already

to long absences from the Holy City: Yom Kippur and Pesa8, to

take the most acute examples, required a new rationale once the

ashes of the red heifer were no more to be had and the paschal

sacrifice in the temple was ended. These elements were not

secondary or decorative, but of the divinely given essence of

things: .}[
"tap "'vA'/ ;raif1!'i UiJ.p"o. 'a!f'a. ,,~~ou iV'rt, lW' £yw 8.8",,<0,
aifro ~lp.lV (7:"1 7"U;; O\,'uLfl.,) Ti/p(UU ,tl.J\tlCrf\.t'I' Out 17ffJl Tt7)V t7L'A'~v
{_'pWv· TO yap ur/la aCrvv .aYr, VVA~'i ltl./\C[(rtTlLL.

was there in plain sight in the septuagint

(lev. xVii.11), for Jew and Gentils alike to ses.

Ths synagogue service inevitably changed. an the most obvious,
la~el, the destruction of the Temple needed penitential rem8mbrances:

"On the 9th of Ab it lIIasdecreed against our fathers that they

should not enter into the Land, and the Temple was destroyed

the first and second time, and 8eth Tor was captured and the City

lIIasploughed up. When Ab comes in, gladness must be diminished"

(Mishnah, Taanith 4.6, p.200 Danby). The table of calendrical

precedenc. had to be rethought: "R. Eliezer says: Since the

destruction of the Temple Pentecost is deemed to be like the

Sabbath. Rabban Gamaliel says: The New Year and the Day of

Atonement are deemed like to the feasts. But the Sages ~a: It

is not according to the opinion of either of them, but ~entecost
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is (still) deemed like to a feast and the Day of Atonement like to

the Sabbath" (Mishnah, Moed Katan 6.3, p.210 Danby). To replace the

now impossible morning, afternoon, Sabbath and holy-day offerings,

Mishnaic "Korbanoth" and other passages descriptive of these

offerings were introduced into the daily prayers at appropriate

times(22): "After the destruction of the Temple, said God unto

Abraham, your children shall study the laws concerning sacrifices,

and I will consider it as though they had actually offered them and

will forgi ve their sins".

The period under discussion was one in which the synagoque

~ called for freedom and creativity in thoss who voiced the

prayers. Although the elements and structure of the services ~~~

becoming uniform, the precise content of many elements was not

fixed, but also deliberately and on principle left open to

extemporisation. This meant that criteria had to be worked out by

(22) Idelaohn, Jewish Liturgy and its Development, New York 31975,
26: b.Meg.31bj Taanith 27bj Menahoth 40a; Tanhuma, Tzavj
Pe~kta da Rav Kohana 6; Yalkut 776; cf P.S.Goldberg, Karaite
Liturgy, Manchester 1957, 2-4. Neusner, 'Map without Territory'
(1979) urges caution: the sources are of no earlier than
3rd century date; apart from the fall of the Temple, there
was a general move in late antiquity from concern with
sacred place to concern with sacred man e.g., from
Eretz Israel to the p~le of Israel, who survive the loss
of the land. And on the survival of Jerusalem worship after
70: Walker 1975. .
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which dangerous tendencies could be identified and stopped - hence

the proscription of particular phrases, some of which we must notice

shortly - but it also meant that Jewish worship W86 extremely
(23)sensit~ve to current religious thought and feeling. It is agreed ,

t

specifically, that a major influence on Synagogue prayer (more
noticeably in Palestine and thus on the Ashkenazi rite than in

.\\,

Babylon and the Sephardi rite (24», after the cessation of T-....,I<
kJOffJ..ip, ~ '-I~,:afl, Cl" /'r:c rhlllt'&..r~Y' A.-' ~ttllt~J e.f n..
Ked.sha, was Merkabah mysticism, the search for the vi~ion of the

divine splendour, of which the central symbol was the throne

(merkabah) of God. Prominent among the contemporary practitioners of

this mysticism was Akiba.(25)

The vision of the lord saated upon his throne, with his royal

robes filling the Temple, granted to tha prophet Isaiah in the year

of King Uzziah's death (ls.vi), is described by him as if it happened

unsought. So it may have been; but there are already hints in earlier
e ($ ta.Sjt~

Jewish prophetic tradition - the apparently self-induced te$tai'jes

of the nabiim (I Sam~ x.9.12 and xix.24, read in an ironic sanse),

the role of sacrifice (1 Sam. xvi.2-3) and of music (1 Sam. x.oJ I

Chron. xxv.3, II Kings iii.14-15) - that these moments of revelation

were deliberately sought by the individual. Whatever alien examples

(23) Iserlohn 32.
(24) Zimmels, Ashkenazim and Sephardim (OUP 1958), Pt II,

ch.3.
(25) G.Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, etc. New York

1960, passim •.
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may have done to encourage Merkabah mysticism, the principle itself

may be thought of as continuous with some ancient elements of
&.

Israelite prophefy. Some of the literature of the Merkabah

tachnique is now being pUblished(26), and studies of this area of

spirituality are advancin~ rapidly. What most concerns the present

investigation is to point out the awareness of Akiba, R. Johanan

ben Zakkai and other practitioners of Merkabah technique of the

dangers attendent upon this mystical quest and of its inhe~ent

theological ambigUity.(27)

Of the four rabbis who 'entered Paradise' in course of this

mystical quest, tUne saw and died, the second $11 .. ' end 'diad, "~9'
~e~gnd saw and lost his reason, the third laid waste the young

C. '(2t:l)plants. Only Rabbi Akiba entered in p~ace and came out in peace.

The dangers warned of are essentially two-fold: danger to the

mystic's survival and sanity, and danger to his spirituality,

his orthodoxy, and his infiuence upon the younger generation

( 'the young plants' ). Among the signs of the former danger,

,

(26) Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, Appendix C.

(27)Maier, Gef~hrdungsmotiv (1963); Sed, 'Traditions
secr~tes' «1973).

(28) b.Rag 14b, using ET in Scholern) On the Kabbalah
and ita Symbolism, New York 1909, 57.
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R. Akiba singled out the vision of water.' The latter kind of

danger, exemplified by R. Elisha ben Abuya, who iM his apostate

condition was known as 'the stranger', A~Br, is that of foundering

upon the problem of good and evil, of divine justice in' an 'an unjust

world, of being tempted to deny the uniqueness of God, to posit 'two
S4

powers in heaven'. G. Stroum~ has helpfully gathered for English

readers the Bvidence that Aher felt compelled to adopt a dualist-,-
stance: if God allows the virtuous to suffer as a result of virtuous

(31 )acts, "Where is the •good' of this one, his 'length of days' 'i"

Later tradition spelled this out: "A~er thought that there are two

powers, like the Magi, who speak about Ohrmuz and Ahriman, the

source of good and tMe source of evil, the abode of light and the

abode of darkness", according to R. Hai Gaon.(32)

That these dangers were terribly real, no student of the

history of religious enthusiasm can dOUbt.(J3) It is not surprisinq

(31) Stroumsa, 'Aher: a Gnostic', in Layton, ed.,
Rediscovery of Gnosticism, Two, Leiden 1981, 809.
(32) Osar haGaonim, 4, ET in Stroumsa, ibid.-.
(33)cf Teresa of Avila, Interior Castle; Louis
of Blois, Divine Meditations; A.Huxley, The
Devils of Loudunj R.Knox, Enthusiasm.
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that Akiba and others committed to the Merkabah quest were concerned

to do more than utter warnings. In the best tradition of spiritual

direction(34), they offered counter-measures. One of these, a 'ritual'

defence, has been studied by Maier (1963) and especially by Sed (1973);
(

the other has not, apparently, been recognized. Maier's excellent

study of 'Das Gef~hrdungsmotiv bei dar Himmels~eise in der j~disch8n

Apokalypti,k end GnOSis,(35), after analyzing the concepts of spiritual

threat used in b Hagiga and the Hekhalot, detected (N. 38-40) the

development of ritual structure in the discipline recommended, but

wBnt no further. Nicoles Sed, in his sympathetic Bssay on 'Les

traditions secr~tes et les disciples de Habban Yohanan ben Lakk8i,\Jb),

notes the importance of doctrinal succession, and asks why the

succession is defined, not by masters teaching pupils, but by pupils
~ ~~~ ~ kM 14N\A.,I.:-J~

explanation, ~ ritual patternexpounding to masters. This calls for

of instruction here. At the crucial point, there is a liturgical

principIa of aequencB, but it is not the usual didactic sequence of

exposition and assimilation/questioning; because of the acute danger

of the master going too fast for his pupil and destroying his entire

spiritual life (even his sanity) by minute ambiguity, it is necessary

at this stage for the pupil to expound to the master, before the

(34) cf., e.g., Scupoli, Spiritual Combat;
Harton, Elements of the Spiritual Life;
J.Chapman, ~piritual Letters.

(35) Kairos 5 (1963) 18-49.-(36) Revue de l'Histoire des Relig~ 184 (1973),49-66.

,
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master comments. He illustrates this sequence from the Jerusalem

and Babylonian versions of Hagigah. The simpler (Jerusalem) version
will suffice.(37)

"Once, Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai was journeying, sitting on

an ass. R. Eleazar ben Arak was following him. He said to

him, 'Teach me a chapter of the MaL Bseh MBrkhabah'. He

replied, 'Have not the wise taught you that the MaLaseh

Merk.bah is not to be explained, lest the (pupil) is unwise

and unable to learn by himself?'

(Eleazar) said to him, 'Rabbi, permit me to say something

in your presence'. 'Say it', ha replied.

When R. Eleazar ben Arak was on the point of expounding

the Malaseh Merkabah, R. Yohanan ben Zakkai got down from the

ass, saying, 'It is not fitting for me to listen to (words about)

the glory of the Creator sitting on an ass'. They went and sat

down under a tree.

Fire came down from heaven and surrounded them. ~Iinistering

angels disported about them, like wedding guests rejoicing

before the bride-groom. One angel began to say, in the midst

of the fire, 'As you are about to expound it, Eleazar ben

Arak, even 80 is the MaLaseh Merkabah'. At once .the trees gave

voice, and chanted the song, 'Let all the trees of the forest

shout for joy'.

When Eleazar ben Arak had ended his discourse on the Ma~aseh

(37) from S~d, 1973, 57-8.
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Merkabah, R. Yohanan ben Zakkai rose and kissed him on the

forehead and said, 'Blessed be the LORD the God of Abraham

and of Isaac and of Jacob, who has given our father Abraham

a wise son, that of himself understands the glory of our

Father who is in heaven. for, sometimes, one explains

fittingly, but (the hearer) cannot put it into practice,

and at other times he can put it fittingly into practice,

but (the master) cannot explain it. Eleazar 'ben Arak explains

fittingly, and knows how to put it into practice. Blessed

are you, Abraham our father, to have Eleazar ben Arak among

your progenIY~'

This sensitivity to perilous topics of meditation was not

confined to the intimate circles of the mystics. Even in the

Mishnah we read (Hagigah 2.1, pp. 212-3 D8nby): "The forbidden

degrees may not be expounded before three persons, nor the story

of Creation before two, nor the Merkabah before one alone) unless

he is a Sage that understands of his own knowledge. Whoever gives

his mind to four things it were better for him if he had not come

into the world - What is above? What is beneath? What was beforetime?

and what will be hereafter? And whosoever takes no thought for the

honour of his Maker, it were better for him if he had not come into

the world".

The other counter-measure is psychological rather than

procedural. The chosen title of the Merkabah mystics was I'Yaredei
•• ~ Ij ( 38)Merkabah, those who descend to the chariot/throne. This is

(38) See S~d, 1973, 51.
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( 39)used in preference to an image of 'rising', certainly used later ,

and also, of course, used earlier by Paul the apostle (II Cor. xii.
t: I (./ I ) " )1

2-3: rJ..pntlylf::VTeX ~W5 rpt.rOLJ OUpciVOU =>: e-lTc?, I V '\. /' / )} C 'iLl \
(:"V' ~{;Jf"'cf.n (;\T(; "Wfl,) IOU ovJ~d-iOS OUI( OlOd., (J uE()~

The image of the mystical quest as descent - as it were, sinking

into oneself - is used by Akiba(40) with remarkable persistence.

Conjecture is hazardous, but this striking choice of terminology

asks for some explanation, however tentative. The suggestion here

is that the image of ascent, with its obvious pSYChological overtones

of achievement and mastery, proved too heady for any but the most

humble, whereas the image of descending into oneself served both

to humble and to warn the mystic, and no less to remind him that all

his perceptions were still inward, subjective, and creaturely.

All thase signs of caution point to a danger that was not

remote, and, indeed, also to a body of dangerous practice that had

grown up and needed guarding against. A heady mysticism of ascending

into the heavens, defying danger on the way, and perhaps expecting

to arrive at a vantage-point superior to that of the Creator,

leaving ana with a sense of being an alien in this fallen and

ignorant world of fallen and ignorant people, if traces of such a

(39) e.g. by Rashi: Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, 101.
(40) See Scholem ch.IV.
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a thing could be found, would explain the warnings of Akiba and

Yahanen and the others.

In an already ancient example of a mysticism of this very sort

it is possible to distinguish the driving forces (concern with the

problem of evil, vividness of metaphor) that made such a tradition

so compelling and at the same time so perilous. In the oldest

stratum(41) of the Book of Enoch (xiv. 8-24, ET Charles 41-2),

carefully described as the content of a dream (xiv.1), we find:

"Behold, in the vision clouds invited me and a mist summoned

me, end the course of the stars and tha lightnings sped and

hastened me, and the winds in the vision caused me to fly

and lifted me upward, and bore me into heaven. And 1 went in

till I draw nigh to a wall which is built of crystals and

surrounded by tongues of fire: and it began to affright me.

And I went into the tongues of fira and draw nigh to a large

house which was built of crystals: and the wells of the house

ware like a tesselated floor (made) of crystals, and its

groundwork was of crystal. Its ceiling was like the path of

the stars and the lightnings, and between them were fiery

cherubim, and their heaven was (clear as) water. A flaming

fire surrounded the walls, and its portal blazed with fire.

And I entered into that house, and it was hot as fire and

cold as ica: there were no delights of life therein: fear

covered me, and trembling got hold upon me. And as I quaked

(41) Perhaps pre-Maccabaeanj discussion summed up
by Oesterley in his introduction to ET in
Charles, ed., ~p~ypha and pseudePigrap~a
of the Old Testament, II (Edinburgh 1917 •
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and trembled, I fell upon my face. And I beheld a vision,

and la! there was a second house greater than the former, and

the entire portal stood open before me, and it was built of

flames of 'i~e. And in avery respect it so excelled in

splendour and magnificence and extent that I cannot describe

to you its splendour and its extent. And its floor was of fire,

and above it were lightning and the path of stars, and its

ceiling also was flaming fire. And I looked and saw a lofty
Ik

throne: its appearance was as crystal, and be wheels thereof

as the shining sun, and there was the vision (?) of the

cherubim. And from underneath the throne came streams of

flaming fire so that I could not look thereon. And the Great

Glory sat thereon, and his raiment shone more brightly than

the sun, and whiter than any snow. None of the angels could

enter and could behold his face by reason of the magnificence

and glory, and no flesh could behold him. The flaming fire was

round about him, and a great fire stood before him, and none
te'"around could draw nigh him: ~ thousand times ten thousand

(stood) before him, yet he needed no counsellor. And the most

holy ones who were nigh to him did not leave by night nor depart

from him. And until then I had been prostrate on my face,

trembling: and the Lord called me with his own mouth, and

said to me: 'Come hither, Enoch, and hear my word'."

In the ~ame tradition, though now with the presumption that

the vision of the divine Splendour needs to be, and may be, sought

by deliberate means, is th~ Nag Hammadi tractate VII/5, The Three
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Steles of Seth.(42) This book declares itself from the outset to

be a Jewish bOOk(43), and specifically a product of esoteric rather

than of "normative" JUdaism: "The revelation of Dositheus" (e.G. VlI.
118;10), "which he saw and understood" (VII. 118:13-14). W8 therefore

read the sub-title, "about the three stales of Seth, the Father of

the living and unshakable race" as having nothing to do with any

supposed "Sethian" cult, school, or group; it simply lays claim to

a theologoumenon on tha spiritual life current in some Jewish esoteric
debate.(44)

T~e recipients of this privileged information regard themselves

as'"the elect" (118:18); they are akin to the divine, more particularly

as the divine is conceived as the archetype of humanity, Geradamas

(118;26-119 end); but this is not enough to ensure direct personal

knowledge of the divine - that depends on the divine goodness (119;

18), power (120.16) shown in salvation (120;34, 121.2-3, 121:12.13,

123;15-16, 124;1, 125.13, 125~14, 125.16-17, 125.19-21, 126.24, 126.

30-31 - the terminology of "salvation" is at the heart of this

(42) using ET of Robinson and Wisse in NHLE 362-7,
compared with GT of Berliner Arbeitskreis in
TLZ 100 (1973) 571-4.

(43) The mystical names include Greek forms: Mirotheos,
Senaon, Optaon, Elamaon, Emouniar, Aphredon,
Armedon, Antitheus include at least three such;
but they are also no less 'Jewish' than 'Metatron.'
The Berlin group (572) note an Egyptian quality
in 'Emmacha' (118:29); no continuity with the
Egyptian Set can be established, but an Egyptian-
Hellenistic milieu is indicated.

(44) The data assembled by Klijn and Reininck, Seth
in Jewish, Christian and Gnostic Literature---
(1977) preclude the assumption that there was
a dis:tinct and consistent 'Sethian' system vs
the suggestions of Schenke in P.Nagel, ed. '
Studia Coptica, 1974. '
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S
spirituality). Salvat~on is the be~towal of power otherwise denied;

power that brings every aspect of deity to bear upon the mystic:

"I bless his power which was given to me,

who caused the malenesses that really are to become male three

times,

who was divided into the pentad,

the one who was given to us in triple power,

the one who was begotten unconceived,

the one who came forth from what is select;

because of what is hL!mble, he went forth in the midst".

(12U, 16-26).

"For their sake ( = those of the one, 122:16),

thou hast empolileredthe eternals in being;

thou hast empowered in divinity in living;

thou hast empowered the shadows which pour from the cna ,

Thou hast empowered this (one) in knowing;

thou hast empowered another one in creating;

Thou hast empowered him who is equal, and him who is not equal,

him who is similar, and him who is not similar •••

(122: 18-30).

At the height of vision, the sense of this power as utter gift

is intense; it is not the property of the visionary, but keenly felt

as a gracious'gift. At this stage, the seeker realizes both that his

acquisition of knowledge by means of praise is a response to his

being al~aady saved, but now also an admission of a newly realized

need and an even more longing plea for the state 'of salvation:
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"As what shall we bless thee?,
• We are not empowered.

But we give thanks, as being humble toward thee.

For thou hast commanded us, as he who is elect,
to glorify thee to the extent that we are able.

We bless thee, for we were saved. Always we glorify thee.

For this reason we shall glorify thee, that we may be saved

to eternal salvatjon.

We have blessed thee, for we are empowered.

We have been saved, for thou hast willed always that we should

do this.

(126;18-32, ET Robinson).

Tha saving vision of the divine, the supreme gift, may be sought,

and that by ritual means. Several lines on p.127 of Codex VII have

bean described(46) as "rubrics", and this is not inept: "•••they

all bless thee individually and together" (127~11-12).

places the tractate (interestingly and unusually) in two contexts

often kept separate - personal devotion and corporate1liturgy. "And

afterwards they shall be silent" (127;13-14) seems to apply to both

uses; the prescribed silence is no doubt for the sake of reverence,

as modern readers naturally assume, but also has apotropaic overtones,

(46) by the Berlin Group; ef n.42.
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,
faD in this setting ( 47) , and even

more importantly, is itself a kinship with the divine(48), although

these aspects are not made explicit in The Three 5teles of Seth. "And

just as they were ordained, they ascendll (127:14-15)

app.ars to refer not to a stage of ritual after the silence, nor to

inner experiences in the silence; rather, there is a suggestion that,

even in a corporate exercise, the individual experiences will differ

greatly from one to another. The awareness of this may hinder and

humiliate the less advanced, and trap the more advanced with pride;

all are therefore reminded that their varied degrees of inward

exaltation vary only as God appoints, and perhaps also that the

shared silence may be an act of fellowhip reconciling those of

differing attainments. Lines 16-17, "After the silence, they descend",

show. that the first

reference to silence does not refer to the closing stages of the

proceedings, but to their central part: "bless" is both the prayer

and its fruit in vision, and it is at the high pOint(49) that silence

is kept. The mystics must come down from that high point, and the

9ame technique is used, though now in reverse, for that descent to

(47) from the Liturgy of St James (in F.E.
Brightman, ed., Liturgies Eastern and
Western, I (OUP 1896), 41:15.

(48) cf Ignatius of Antioch, Ephesians vi.1:
'And the more anyone see that the bishop is
silent, the more let him fear him. For
everyone whom the master of the house sends
to do his business ought we to receive as
him who sent him. It is clear that we must
regard the bishop therefore as the Lord himself.'

(49) '•••zwischen dem ersten und zweiten Beten des 3.
Gebetes hat man sich als eigentlichen Zweck der
Liturgie die schweigende Gottesschau vorzustellen':
so K.Wekel in TLZ 100 (1973) 571.
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be achieved in safety. "After the silence they descen~.from the

third they bless the second; after these the first. The way of ascent

is theyway of descent" (127:20-1). In terms of external observance,

this clearly means that the three sections of the tractate are

recited as mystical doxologies, first in 'ascending', then in

'descending' (reverse) order.

Each of the three doxologies, one on each of the "Steles", is

essentially pure pr~se, though a petitionary element comes in.

Thus, in the "First Stele" (11(j~24-

121:19), WB find

,

"I bless th~e".(118.25-6)

119.4.5

I bless thee as God 119:13-14

I bless thy divinity 119:15

I shall utter thy name 119.20

by mind thou art glorified. 119.19-2U

I bless his power 120.15

We bless thee, Thrice Male. 120.29

We bless Thee eternally 121.1.

We bless, thee, once we have been

saved. 121.2-3.

Thou art perfect, thou art perfect,

thou art perfect. 121.14-1b.

from the "Second Stele" (121.19-124.16):

"Great is the first aeon" (121.20)

"We bless thee, producer of perfection"

(121.4-5).
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"Thou hast heard! Thou hast heard!

Thou hast saved! Thou hast saved!

"We give thanks! We bless always! We

shall glorify thee" (124.10-14).

In the "Third Stele" (124.17-1267 - text damaged):

"We rejoice! We rejoice! We rejoice"

(124 ..18).

"We bless thee, non-being •••"

(124.25-26).

"We all bless thee, knower" (124.34).

"How shall we give thee a name? We

do not have it" (125~26) ..

"As what shall we bless thee?" (126.11:J).

"We give thanks, as being humble

toward thee" (126.19-20).

"We bless, for we are saved" (126.24).

"Always we glorify thee" (126.25-6).

"•••we shall glorify thee •••"

( 126. 26-27 ) •

"We have blessed thee •••" (126.1Y).

Jt is clear from the frequent occurrence of terms of praise,

thanksgiving and exultation that these elements are not

accompaniments of the mystical process, but its very essence.

Progress in the saving work of praisin~ is due to the divine

graCiOU~ness, which makes possible by the divine command what
t

otherwise the creature could not do:
.. Present a command to us to see thee, so th~t we may be saved.
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K'_wledge of thl:!8,it is the Salvation of us all. Pre ent a

cornmand}:

When thou dost command, we have been saved!~

(125:11-16).

The doctrine of godhead is presented in strongly triadic

form, but so as to return repeatedly to assertions of the divine

unity:

"I bless his power which 11185 given to me,

who caused the malenesses that really are to become male three

times,

who was divided into the pentad,

the one who was giv8Q us in triple power ••• 11

(120~16-22).

"We bless thee, thrice mala,

for thou'didst unite the all through them all •••"

(120~29-30, cf. 121~8-9).

"Thou art perfect! Thou art perfectt Thou art perfect~"

(121~14-16)•

Thus much in the First Stele; in the second we find:'

"We bless thee, Lady that-bringest-to-perfection(49', anti

givest aeons j

Thou hast seen tria eternal ones, that they are from a ShAdow.

And thou hast become numerable.

(49a) There is a devotional tone caught by the GT,
,Erzeugerin, Schtlpferin' - and an irony -
that the ET has to forfeit.
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And thou didst find, thou didst continue being one Lady;

yet becoming numerable in division, thou art three-fold.

Thou art truly thrice, thou one (fern.) of the one (rna88.) ••• "

(122~4-13) •

"fatherly God, divine child,

begotter of multiplicity according to a division of all who

really are,

th~ (masc.) hast appeared to them all in a word.
~ ot.U-

And ~ (masc.) ~ possess them all uncpnceived

and eternally indestructible on account of thee (fern.).

Salvation has come to us; from thee is salvation.
"Thou art wisdom, thou art knowledge; thou art truth fulness.

On account of thee is lifa; from thae is life.

On account of thee is mind; from thee ~s mind.

Thou art a mind, thou a world of truthfulness,

thou a triple power, thou threefold.

Truly thou art thrice, the aeon of aeons ••~

But the first divisions are as thou wast divided.

Unite us as thou hast been united".

(123:6.26,29-31).

Similarly, but more succinctly and confidently, in the third

Stele:

"We bless thee,

non-being, existence which is before existence, first being

which is before beings,
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Father of divinity and life,

creator of mind, giver of good, giver of blessedness!"

(124:25-:53) •

"Thou art one, thou art one,

just as there is one wo will say to thee,
'Thou art one, thou a single living spirit'.

How shall we give thee a name? We do not have it.

For thou art the existence of them all; thou art the life of

them all; thou art tho mind of them all •••"

The doxological use of a tripartite formula is strongly

reminiscent of the three-fold ~dS of Isaiah vi, and can hardly fail

to be continuous with use of the Qedusha in earlier Jewish Merkabah

mysticism. Its use here also resolves a theological and spiritual

t~nsion, by enabling the mys t rcs both to rejoice in the multiplicity

of the manifestations and apprehensions of the divine (roughly

grouped: God's kinship with humanity, the "sacred Adam" imagery;

God's tenderness, the ~lif8-~iYing ~aiden" imagery; the sovereign,
Father), and also triumphantly to assert the divine unity. God is

one, and good, and the good Creator; and creation is good, a

multifarious reflection of creating goodness.

The affirmation of unity includes a solution to philosophy's

problem of the One and the Many, but gOBS far beyond it, unifying

the divided self of the mystic and creating a unity in the

fellowship of mystics which mirrors the divine unity. The masculine

and the feminine elements of reality are one, and, although this
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mystical writer moves in a milieu where one knows that other people

posit a fundamental dualism of "male" and "female", such a dualism

is overcome here. This is perhaps one aspect of the strength derived

from this mystical practic9 by those who share the quest of the

perfect: "Ha who will remember these and give glory always will

become perfect among·those who are perfect, and unattainable from

any quarter" (127.6-11:
(c.,~' ~ a,.. '"" 'lo,..k )

- we are not yet at a formula for defence of the soul after death

against the angels that beset the way, but the basic idea of all-

round supernatural protection is already present.

In The Three Steles of Seth, then, we have a document of

Jewish "Throne"-mysticism, a liturgy, for use in a circle of mystics

on earth, which affords access to the heavenly realm, ascent through

it to the climactic visiQn, and then safe return to normality and

egress from the celestialo It is rooted in the Jewish traditions

that use the typology of Seth and his stelai, adding a third to the

traditional two( 50) to match the pattern of the Qedllshau The mystical

names reflect a Hellenistic, perhaps also Egyptian-Hellenistic,

milieu(S1); but we are still in the ambience of a J~wish monotheism.

Our placing of The Three Steles of Seth enables us to do the

same for two further documents from the Nag Hammadi collection,

(50) cf n.43.
(511 No real parallel wit~ the 'identification'-forrnulae

of P.Caernarfon, Cairo 45060, vs Berliner Arbeits-
Kreis, 573: the formulae of StelSeth are doxological,
not identificatory; there is no suggestion, vs
Wekel,op cit 574, that Seth is a cult god.

,
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Allogenes (c,c, XI/3) andf"larsanes (c.c, x/1).

C.G. XI/3 (XI, 45:1-69:20) is clearly an apocalypse, with the

colophon "Al{ll)cqene s" (69: 20), and a concluding exhortati on to limy

son Messos" (68: 24-69: 19)..The identit y
"A\\ ~ \ Mapocalypse ",\o'(tllout; /(_d t... 00(}O U

of the book with the

by Porphyry (vita Plotini xvi) and with the

(52) , among others, mentioned
I

~j;~ f..00S' E-Tci>ol$ 'AXAO-
"...1f1f/..t; t{eaSUred by the 5ethians of Ep.ipbaruus (~ 39.~o1), which

these details of the book make certain, will concern this investigation

again at a later point. The apparent contradiction between the

singular and plural of "Stranger" is resolved by the tradition,

preserved by the Archontics (~ 40.7.1-2), that Seth was called

)A'A~oicv~~ and his sons >A)..Ao-Yf:Vf:7s • (53)
Allogenes portrays the elect revealer as taken up in an ascent

to vision:

"When (1) was taken by the eternal light

out of the garment'that was upon me,

and taken up to a holy plAce

whose likeness cannot be revealed in the world,

then by means of a great blessedness

I sawall those about whom I had ne ard,

And I praised all of them.

and I (stood) above my knowledge

(52) preferring the longer form (double sigma),
with Puech and P.Henry, vs Armstrong.

(53) Baur, christliche Gnosis, 201; Hort, DCB 1.86.
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and (inclined to) the knowledge (of) the Totalities,

the Aeon of Barbelo".

(58 :26-59: 3).

The garment laid aside is the flesh, human limitation, as in

50:9-10, which cannot hinder lesser revelations. (There is no

suggestion of ritual unclothing). There is no doubt here that he
\ ,/is )CWP'~ To" 6'tI)~d.TOS (II C01. xii.3).

Although there is little development to be traced in the content

of the six revelations recounted, beyond perhaps a shift of emphasis

away from the triple nature of the Triple ~ower (47:7-49:j~) to the

Unity of Existence (62:28-63:82) there is an appreciable development

in the causality of the revelation experience. The first fiVB(~3~ are

attende& by Youel (tl Jah is God1l), who touches (54) Allogenes to
~$to",u

signalise a gi ft of power already bpeth'liled on him "which the Father

of the All, the Eternal put upon you before you came to this place,

in order that those things that are difficult to distinguish you

might distinguish and those things that are unknown to the multitude

you might know, and that you might escape in safety to the Une who

is yours, who was first to save and who does not need to be saved"

(53a) I.e.: 45: 76-50:17; 50:17-52:12; 52:12-55:16;
55:16-30; 55:30-58:6.

(54) an anointing 7
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(50:26-36). During the sixth revelation(55), Youel does not appear,

although she snatched out of the body (58;26-59:3) already in

converse with the powers previously beheld, and they advise him to
ascend by means of self-knowledge (59:40-60:18).

Youel, preparing to expound during one revelation, is moved by
hearing the Triple Power snore (!) in its perfect rest (53:32-37),
is moved to a hymn of praise:

"•••but thou art
•••Solmis ( =7 ) !
••eaccording to the Vitality that is thine,
and the first Energy from whom divinity derives.
Thou art great, Armedon!
Thou art perfect, Epiphaneus!

And according to that Energy of thine,
the second power and the Mentality from whom all bliss

derives -

(Autoer! 8eritheus!
Erigenaor! Orimeniosl
Aramen! Aphleges!
Elelioupheus! (L)alameus!
Yetheust Noetheus!) -

(55) = 58:7-67:end; not a wholly different scene,
vs Wire, NHLE 443.
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thou art great! He who knows (thee) knows the All!
Thou art One, thou art One,
He who is good. Aphredonl
Thou art the Aeon of Aeons,
He who is perpetually!"

(So far, presumably, addressing the Triple Power under three distinct
aspects, for)

"Then she praised the Entire One, saying,

lalameus! No(eth)8us~ Senaon!

Asine(us 1 ••• )riphanios! Mellephanens!
[lemaoni! Smoun~ Optaon!
He-who is!
Thou art he who is, the Aeon of Aeons,
the Unbegotten, who art higher than the unbegotten,
- Yatomenos! -
thou alone for whom all the unborn ones were begotten,
the Unnameable One•••knowledge".

(54: 6-55: 11)•

There may be some suggestion here of knowledge-by-adoration, but the

heavy use of the language of Hellenistic-Jewish magic makes this
hard to interpret.

At~ll events, Allogenes does not join in this hymn. He prays
for fuller revelation (55:31-2). Before the ulti~ate vision he
praises the Powers (58:37-38), but after it he is reduced to plain
statement. There are no·formulae for this ascent: it is a gift. At

the last, even when power to stand is needed, there are no prayers
or other formulae to say, for Allogene~ must purely know himself:
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"•••behold your blessedness in the manner th~t exists in silence,

wherein\ou know yourself as you are, and, seeking yourself, ascend
I

to the vitality that you will see moving" (59:9-16). Truly to know

is not to know - "I was seeking the ineffable and Unknown God,

whom if one should know completely one would be ignorant of him,

the mediator of the Triple Power who subsists in stillness and

silence and is unknown" (61:14-22). "Cease hindering the inactivity

that exists in you" (61:28-29).

The recipient of the revelations is addressed throughout as

"Allogenes". from the closing paragraph (p.68), we learn that he is

not the scribe, who is the father of Messos. The opening paragraph,

now lost, may just have given the scribe a name (Seth?). The

purpose, if any, of a Rahmengeschichte format here must remain

unknown without that information; it probably does no more than

suggest an atmosphere of remote and venerable tradition, but it

might just conceivably have indicated the adoption of this apocalypse

by some group other than its originators.

The mystical tractate Marsanes is comparable with this book,

but there are significant differences. Although there is an ascent

to a mystical vision (C.G.X, 16:20ff), it occurs only after the

Spirit - the tractate is too fragmentary to say confidently who

this "Spirit" is in relation to the Triple fJower - has dascended

(x, 6:2ff) and then run upward again (X, Y:29ff), so that the

soul's mystical ascent is an imitation nr accompaniment of the

Spirit. The centre of interest has shifted from a contemplation

of the divine glory to a comprehension of the mysteries of
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creation (X, 21-39). Of Jewish origin, however, or at least in

sympathy with Judaism; is the promise that the dangers of the

ascent are restrained by God's marcy, and that ethical considerations

are paramount:

•••they

~NT4 'eN Oy~HT e-rr [oJY13 MY
found him with a pure heart,

t-I'-i c f: i(_ ~C'I e-I--I N TOO C iJ Ii
they are not afflicted by him

with evils. Those who have received

TH 1"1 E:

you will be given their

-
T!> E: 1< (;; E: \( CAT n e-T 13 [ E J 0 '(

choice reward for

t_vnoMON1-1 Ayw YNb..
endurance and he will

(_HfOY N (i1TIf_)
ward off from them the

evils. But let Aone of us

be distressed and

, NNT~(;11 MC:EyCf
think in his
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'( M T Af- '-tf j) n [..-
heart that •••

~ <'I nNc,.(9 Ne [,JWT L( [0wJ
•••the Great father;,
~T rAP AAM n1HPLJ [b.YwJ
for he looks upon the All and

YYI 'TH [PoY].
cares for them all.

(c.c, X,1: 11-25, 252-3
PU(~OM.
tii'ez3ien).

The name "Gamaliel" appears (X,64:19), another Jewish feature.

In its entirety, however, the tractate seems to belong outside

JUdaism(5?), and in this investigation will be considered in

relation to the peratae.(58)

4. Jewish Liturgical Responses to "Minuth".

Changes made in synagogue worship in the first two centuries

of the Christian era were caused not only by the loss of the Temple

but also by pressures from minim. Exactly what the offence of rninuth

was that qualified persons as ~ is not clear. Before 135 A.D.,

the category seems to include only heterodox Jews, but later came

(57) Note Pearson (1978) on Marsanes as a Platonist
document.

(58) see pp.368-72.
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to cover a wider variety of opponents or corrupters of rabbinic

Judaism.(59) One very obvious change was the inclusion in the

Amidah of a special prayer against such persons, the Birkat ha-

~, perhaps designed as 8 liturgical-doctrinal test.(60)

Another change was the abandonment of the recitation of the

Decalogue "because of the carping of the rlinim". (61) It has been

suggested that this "carping" was the use of the Decalogue in

Christian-Jewish synagogues(62), but B~chler(63) is probably

nearer to the mark when he suggests that the "carping" was the

argument of several groups that the Torah was not uniformly

inspired and that the Oecalogue was one of the passages more

truly inspired than the rest.

Changes in the rite for making proselytes may be more

significant. Instead of a concentration on the Decalogue in the

final instructions before ~he Mikveh, we find concentration on

other, seemingly minor, aspects of the Jewish Law, particularly

(59) cfIserlohn, 30
(60) Herford,Christianity in Talmud and Midrash 125-36.
(61) b.Ber.12aj other texts in Herford, 308-15.
(62) 90ulter in Classical Philology 35 (1940) 60-3
(63) BUchler, Studies in Jewish History (London

1965) 273.

,
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the rule on leaving the corner of the field unreaped. The proselyte

is to be warned off, because Jews are inevitably to expect persecution,

and after the bath he is to be reminded forcibly of the exclusive

position of the Jews:

"If (the proselyte) has taken upon himself (the law), then

he must be takendown to the bath-house Ci1;,'110 n - JYJ..) ).
While the water covers him up,to the loins, some particular

points of the commandments shall be repeated to him: (he may

be,ome a Jew only) on condition that he observe the forgotten

sheaf (~ xxiv.19), the second gathering and the corner of
!.iofM

the field (lev. xix.19), and the b±tte (for the poor, ~

xxvi.12ff). As that is said to a man, so to a woman must be

said: (She may become a Jewess only) on condition that she is

conscientious about the Rule (of removing the leaven) and the

lighting ~f"tbe candles (Sabbath-eve, Hannukah).

Then.he is dipped and broughtup, then friendly and

encouraging words are to be said to him: To whom have you

committed yourself? Salvation be yours1 To him who by his

word created the world~ for only for Israel's sake has the

world been createdt It is only the Israelites who are called

God's children! Only the Israelites doefGod love~ And all

that we have said to you, we have caused you to remember,

only to make greater your reward~"
(63 )(~, after ~olster ).

(63) G.Polster, ,Der kleine Talmudtraktat Uber
die Proselyten', AGGELOS 2/1 (1920) 1-38;
see 3-4. ef Slotki, Yebamoth (London 1936) 298-314.
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There is a new emphasis on the isolation of the Jews (persecution,

divine favour); there is a new emphasis on the laws of generosity

that counter-act the conventional Gentile slanders - and there is

avoidance of the singling-out of the Decalogue which continues in

Christian use of "proselyte-baptism", such as will be seen in the
Didache.(64)

Some of the changes in the synagogue prayers and regulations

may have a reference, then, to Christians. Mishnah Meqillah iv.8-9

condemns the ambition to go before the Ark in coloured garments or

in sandals, the wearing of a round tephillin or wearing it on the

forehead or the palm of the hand - there may just be references to

the words of Jesus(65) here - the wearing of a gold tefillin or

placing it on the robe (no Christian reference), and lIif one say,

'The good shall bless thee', 10, this is the way of Minuth. (If one

say), 'Thy mercies reach to the nest of the bird', 'Let thy name be

remembered for good', 'We praise, we praise', they silence him".

"The good shall praise thee" has been taken to mean that there is

no hope for sinners, but may be a covert acknowledgement of Gentile

fellow-believers; the "nest of the bird" is distinctly reminiscent

of Jesus' words on the sparrow(66); "Let thy/name be remembered" is

(64) Didache i-vi. General disussions:- Jeremias,
Proselytentaufe und Neues Testament', ThZ

5/6 (1949) 418-28; Torrance, 'Proselyte Baptism',
NTS 1/1 (Oct 1954) 150-4.

(65) cf Matthew xxiii.5.
(66) Matthew x.29/Luke xii.6-7.
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" \ 'likewise reminiscent of Ci= I) T'1 v &/-" Y) V in the

Institution Narrative; and perhaps "We praise, we praise" may indicate

an association of the Lord Jesus with the praise offered to Adonai.(67)

The Birkat-ha-minim, however, seems to be of wider reference. It

included the words, "That castsst down the proud" (j. Ber. gc, see

also b. Ber. 28b-2ga, b. Meg. 17b). Its omission was one, but only

one, of the signs of Minuth (j. Ber. gc). It ought to be linked,

however, not 60 much with the Christians as with those who worship

the powers in heaven (b. Sanh. 38b) - and this is to be linked, not

with the Christians, but with those whose preoccupation with mysticism

had led them into dualism. The classic ease of one who had thus fallen

is that of A~er, the Alien (Allogenes), Elisha ben Abuyah; the

compassionate account of him in the Babylonian Talmud(68) depicts a

man who had thus been led astray, and felt incapable of repenting,

though he wished to. A prayer in the later Sephardi liturgy(69)

preserves the underlying motive: aspiration to divine mysteries was

perilous, and the dangers of pride call for divine protection.

(67)'Herford 202-3.
(68) excerpted by Stroumsa, as in n.31.
(69) S.Gaon, ed., Book of Prayer of the Spanish and

Portuguese Jews' Congregation, London, I (London
1980), 146: 'As we attempt to leap towards thee,
but cannot touch thee ••• '
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i. Peratae-Naassenes-Ophites: an Ordering of the Material.

It will next be argued that an analysis of certain patristic

sources makes possible a tentative reconstruction of a group of

liturgical traditions detectable behind those accounts and some

of the texts recovered through the Nag Hammadi find, traditions

which are related with one another and may credibly be interpreted

as derivatives from Jewish-Christian liturgy as affected by the

tensions experienced by Christians who were also Jews during the

difficult years of the separation of the two faith-communities, and

also influenced by Jewish Merkabah mysticism. Since the immediate

cODtexts of the sources belong to different times and places (all

of them late in the history of the developments detected), it will

be necessary to survey some of the material twice, first detached

from and then within their chronological order.,
(a): Justin th~ Gnostic and the fi fth Book of the Refutation.

The fi fth book of The Refutation of All Her'esies is devoted to

four subjects: the Naassenes, or self-styled "Gnostics" (v. 6-11);

the Peratae, founded by Euphrates the Peratic and Celbes the

Carystian, a group that, as the Refutator observes, has hitherto

remained in obscurity (V. 12-17); the 'Sithians', as he calls them

(v. 19-22); and Justin the Gnostic, with whom is associated the

book Baruch (V.23-28).

The grouping together of these four heresies is not solely

done for the sake of forming a conveniently sized volume. They have

much in common: a triadic theological system (Naassenes, V.B.1-4

Peratae, V. 12.1-7, 17.1-2; 'Sithians', V.19.1-12; Justin, V.26.

1-2) and similar cosmological ideas.(1) They share a policy of

(1) cf Gass, .Ophiten' in Herzog REPTK 1858; M~ller,
rPeraten', ibid. 1859.
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wide-ranging syncretistic interpretation of Jewsih, Christian and
pagan rites, literature and traditions: thus the Naassenes claim
links with James and Mariamne (V.7.1) but also with Barbarians and
Greeks (V.7.1-2, 7.3-6), and unique understanding of tha religions
of Assyria (7.15) and Phrygia (7.20). The Peratae, it seems, are
lass ambitious, and plagiariss the Chaldaeans (V.13) and other
astrologers (V.14). The 'Sithians' imitate the mysteries of Eleusis
(V.20. 4-5) and of the Great Mother (20.5-8). Justin has syncretistic

interpretations to offer of Hercules, Babel/Venus '(26.20, 26.26-28),

of Priapus (V. 26-32) and of Zeus (V. 26-32). They share also a
preoccupation with sexual imagery and themes: in the account of the
Naassenes, there ia mention of Adonis and Venus (V.7,4-13), of the
evil nature of sexuality (7.14, 8.33, 9.11), of Attis (7.15), Df

unnatural affection (7. 17-18), of Mercury as a priapic figure
(7.29, 8.10), 'of generation (7.39-40), Df the Samothracian mysteries
as priapic (8. 9-12), 'of Jesus at the Cana wedding to symbolise
fertility (8.7), of fruitfulness (8.31-8), and of emasculation
(8.40); while the Peratae dwell upon hermaphroditism (14.3, 14.10),
on Krgnos as a symbol of generation (16.1-2), on generation itself

as corruptible or incorruptible (17.4), on Eve as the Mother
(16. 12-13), the Sithians assert that the creating Powers perform
cOitus,detost the womb as evil (19. 19-21), are fascinated also by
priapic imagery (20. 6-7) and that of commingling (21. 1-6); and
Justin has an interest in the sexual aspects of Heracles (25. 2-3),

eof Edfm and Elohim (26.2); of Naas, Eve and Adam (26. 22-3), of

Nass' designs upon Jesus (26.31), of Priapus (26. 32-3) and of the
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loves of r,.." (26. 34-5). All of them, finally, share a further
preoccupation - with mystery-rites, and in particular with their
secret nature and with their provision for advance from lower
grades to higher. The lang~ag8 of mystery is found in all four

accounts (Naassen&s, V.7.1, 8.39, 8.40, 8.42, 9.6, 9.22, Peratae,
17.13; Sithians, 20. 4-6; Justin, 24.1, 24.2, 27.2, 27.4).

In his important study, Hippolyts Ketzerbek~mpfung,(2) Dr.

Klaus Koschorke has argued that these similarities are suspicious,
and suggested that some crafty book-sellar, detecting in the credulous

Hippolytus a ready market for anything savouring of salacious deviant
religion, has had a series of works fabricated for his customer. This
is at least more charitable - and more probable - than the cha~~e
preferred by Salmon(3) that Hippolytus himself forged the whole

farrago. More probable than either view is the suggestion that the
Refutator has used his sources as he found them, albeit with varying
degrees of detail, and quotes lass of the Peratae and the 5ithians
than he has of the Naassenes, for very weariness - "the rest of the
books" of Peratae "contain tha same method, ~f it were agreeable to, .
an~ ana to wade through them all" (V. 15.1), and "If•••any one is

desirous of learning the entire doctrine according to" (the
Sithians), "let him read a book inscribed Paraphrase of Seth, for
all their secret tenets he will find deposited there" (V.22) but

(2) Kosehorke, liiPpolyts _KetzerbekHmpfung, 96-9.
(3) ef Koschorke, 99.
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that these sources were already contaminated before he received

them, and that the principal author of the contaminations was Justin

the Gnostic himself.

The accounts cited in the Refutation indicate. by title some

of the books allegedly used by the sects in question and also, not

necessarily on the same footing, the texts on which the sects'

writers commented. The Naassenes claim traditions of James and

Mariamne (7.1); they use a Gospel according to the Egyptians (7.9)

and a Gospel according to Thomas (7.21, cf 8.32), and possess at

least(4) one psalm of their own (V. 10.2). They are said to offer

comments on Genesis (8.6, 8.20, 9.14, 9.17) on Deuteronomy (8.30,

9.14], 'p'e~_hapson JoshUil (7.40),;;on Sam. (9.22), on the Psalms

(V.7.24, 32, 35, 39; 8.15, 18,19,45; 9.6), on Isaiah (V. 7.2,

8.16, 8.17, 8.34, 8.38, 8.45, 9.21), on Jeremiah (8.37), on Daniel

(7.36), and on d££ (8.19). They also comment on New Testament texts:

most of allan Matthew (V. 7.26, 7.28, 8.38, 8.8, 8.23, 8.27, 8.28,

8.29, 8.31, 8.37, 8.45), on ~ (8.11), on ~ (v. 7.40, S.S,

8.7, 8.11, 8.14, 8.20, 8.27, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.19, 9.20), on Romans

(7.18, 7.34), on 1 Cor~ (8.26, 8.28), on 2 Cor. (7.15, 8.25), on

Galatians (7.15, 7.39, 78.36), and on Ephesians (7.33, 7.35, 8.22).

They are further quoted as commenting on Homer (7.30, 7.34, 7.37-8,

8.3, 8.35), Anacreon (8.6) and Pindar (7.3); in addition to named

authors(S), the Naassenes are said to claim support from a hymn 'to

(4)Discussion in Wolbergs, Griechische religi~se
Gedichte der ersten nachchristlichen Jahrhunderte,
I (Meisenheim 1971) 37-82.

(5) The reference to Hippocrates is a polemical
insertion by the Refutator.
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Attis' (9.B-9). The Peratae, it seems, have also a sacred library.
Dna book, quoted withouta title in V.12, either includes comments
on, or is illustrated by parallels in Colossians i.19 and ii.9. A
cosmological treatise of theirs, Tha Suburbans up to the Aether,
is summarized in V.14. They are said to offer comments on unknown
Greek poets (16.3), on Heraclitus (16.4), on Exodus (16.15-16), on

Matthew (17.7). for the '5ithians', we are referred only to a
Paraphrase of Seth (22.1), and to a collection of "interminable

, , I I.commentaries" (21.1, .. t..J "nt,poLS d'tJ1YP fAlAd'&), though whether
thee. are distinct works or passages in the Paraphrase or simply a
characterisation of one of the kinds of things they write in their
books generally, is not claar. They are said to comment on
Philippians i1.7 and ~ ii.24, and perhaps on John iv.7.14 (se~

19.20), and also on Genesis and Exodus (20. 1-3) and on Plutarch

(20.6). Like Naassanes and Peratae, the 'Sithians' like Jewish and
Christian scriptures and pagan literature. In the case of Justin,

his book Baruch is the only source used, but the impression is
conveyed that Justin had written others too (24.2). He is said to
offer comments on Isaiah (24~1), on Psalms (24.1, 26,15, 26,16,
26,17, 27.3), Herodotus (24.2-3), Genesis (26.5, 26.9, 26.22),
perhaps on Hebrews (24.1, 27.2), on Galatians (26.24), on ~,
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(26.2, 27.2), and on Hosea' (27.4).

These references are given with the aid of the notes in

Ma~lahonts translation and in the editions of Duncker and Schneidewin

and Wendland. They are not examined in any detail, for they are, for

the most part, to be set aside for the immediate purpose of this

stage of the investigation. It is to be argued that the syncretistic

exegesis of Jewish and Christian scriptures and pagan Greek literature,

"and also of the mystBry-r~ligio~s and their rites, far from being

doctrines of the Naassenes, Peratae and "Sithians", are t~ndentious

additions made to th&ir books by Justin. It is possible now to believe

in the exist~nce of the books namad in the Refutation, as documents

available for Justin to tamper with, now that Nag Hammadi has yielded

up its codices.

Th. Gospel of Thomas named at 7.21 is safely to be identified

with th.'Nag Hammadi Gospel of Thomas on the strength of the quotations

in V.7.21 (explicitly) and V.8.32 (tacitly) - compare:

,
Tf46d.ft I<d~ ~~ 1<.al.1"'t

(V. 7.21, p.83:12-16 Wendla"d), and
t +~rert I~dl ('W..;roi

" T"oh) \,w\lToL

(Ref. V.8.32, p.95:3-4 Wendland).
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with the following:
1>.. 'A}.p. TMNTf:-fO

CMnCTNe.~'"
H8ut the Kingdom is within you and

- -
CMf\~TN'tOY'" AYCJ

outside you •••H

nE-be I, L"''')'~'''~Y ~.
f'I '" "'&.IMf N t~~CI e.~ "IE; 4~OoY e JNE

ayKoy" ~~kPe ~Hrw\ &:4t~ ,~~q
~ eoo'1' ~T8E '10140' Mn(,J.rI~ ~y{,tJ.. ,y,~~(J "" ~ Si ll" -, e:~e p'I::J a p.n
"Jesus said: The man old in days will not

hesitate to ask

a little child of seven

days about the Place of life, and

he will live".

(Gospel of Thomas, log,3,4,.PP'o2-3 Guillaumont et al.);
,c r I .. ,"15 ••• ko" 'l ~~d' L~E-&4 T..," ~ufd.tJw'"

!VT;{ U ,...~~ (e]IJTl [ ...

....
,

OUK

(P. Ox. 654, verso, lines 15-16,22-5; Grenfell and Hunt(6),
15,17).

"••• And the Kingdom of Heaven

is within you •••

(6) «B.P.G~enfell, A.S.Hunt, New Sayings of Jesus
(1904) 15, 17, but with the damaged lines
reconstructed in the light of R.M.Grant,
D.N.Freedman, The Secret Sayings of Jesus
(1960) 80. --
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A man (old of d)ays shall not hasitate

to ask a ch(ild of seven

d)ays concsrning the Place of (Lifs •••"; and also

i:-,(w ""£-""",oo'<T C'i:-40N~ ).J'( ~'(c.v NC:Tol'lt

Ct-roI~""fJ'( boN N~Oo'( <(f""'E-l'~r; etYc,..Jt'1'

T\QN < ~.oTA'" ~TfrN ~ booN ~ wIT ~ ~M noy
Oc-IN or ntTcNb~""~~.f

"And th.-things-that-ara-daad are not living, and the living

shall not die. In tho days when you devoured
a

that-which-is-dead you made as that-which-,.
lives. When you coma into

light, what will you do?

(Gospel of Thomas, logion 11, pp.6-7 Gauillaumont et al.;
ET after Grant-Freedman, p.123).

~" rv iv, "jThere is nothing in the &WNd R~ Gnek or Coptic texts of the,.
Gospel of Thomas that corresponds to the passage referring to Christ's

return in the fourteenth aeon as quoted in th~ Refutation. The Greek

text dif~rs from the Coptic text at sufficiently numerous points

to make it impossibls to be sura that this passage did not occur in

the Grlilektext of the "Gospel" at some stage in its history. As it

appears in the Refutation, it does not fit into any detectable plan

of Justin, and is therefore probably a genuine quotation from that

book as Justin himself received it, but was added to the Greek text

• NB: no p.299
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at some stage before the Coptic version was made. It is hardly likely

to belong to the original text, for it is quite inconsistent, vague
though it is, with the firm disavowal of any prediction in logion
113 (p.54-7, Guillaumont et al.): "It (se., the Kingdom) will not

come by expectation; they will say, "See, here", or "See, there";
but the Kingdom of the Father is spread upon the earth and men do
not see it".

The Refutation's version of the saying on seven-day-old children

sounds like a garbled form of that saying as in Thomas confused in

the Refutator's mind(9) with the saying that those who receive little

ones also receive Jesus, as that saying is found 1n the canonical
text of ~ viii.10, or perhaps with the saying that the Kinqdoru

,
is granted only to those who receive it w'f n~1~tDv (filarkx.15).

Were it not for the fact that the themes of the inward Kingdom
and the insight granted to infants occu~ so close together both in
the Refutation and in the Gospel of Thomas, there would have to be
serious doubt among identifying the "Gospel" cited by the Refutation

mt;..~with the latter; but their close proximity in both documents ~
that identification morally certain - and therefore sheds valuable
light on the method of 'the Refutator (who here seems to quote from

(pp.BO: 21~81:2 Wendland). The backward reference to

(9) Quoting from memory? - and therefore assimilating
to the proverb attributed to Hippocrates which
he is about to quote ? '
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"these multifarious transformations" is unclear; it may extend back

to V.6, the description of the primal Adamas, to whom hymns are
) \ ,

addressed, one of which includes these words: d-.(Co OOv n ~T'1f
I \ "~I I , I ) / .....

(JI::; f"-Y)TY)p) Tii buD lieC1V~Td. O·\JOJAd-Td..) g~(NlhJv to"V!:;lS ,
I )/

nO~~7~ oJpol.vou 'fvt€Yd..~WlJV}A{; d:"BpWf\.;{Hef.V. 6.5, p.78:10-11

,
K.;«(

Wendland). This primal man has three parts: rational, psychic, and

material. To know him is to have the power to know God.
(10) , \(the same or another) addresses him thus: do rX'l

7 r: le"" ~ 'J ' I,,(-VWOtS d-cvepwno'lJ, r;-ou 6. YVw(ftS ~Jl'~rT(()f'A~'\I'1

A hymn
I

Tt:).cl (,I dfCJS
/

TE '\C:-i W OI,S

(v. 6.6, p.78: 14-15 Wendland). All three parts or expressions of

the primal man have descended into one man, Jesus who was born of
'\ ...fllary.Each of three respective inner resources ( d7io T'w\l

,
, !'o.>v

, "
OV(fIW" ) to the several categories of persons - i.e., ·the rational,

the psychic, and the material - who correspond respectively to each.

These three categories form three races - angelic, psychic, material

- these correspond to three "churches" (the angelic, the psychic,

and the material), which are therefore entitled "Elect", "Called",

"Captive". These, and similar speculations, are taught on the
(11) .authority of Mariamne and James the Lord's brother. We are now

.
in Ref. V.7, but, although it is convenient for editor and reader to

start a new paragraph here, there is no break in the flow of

exposition such as there is immediately after, for the tone of the, _.
(10) The reading assumes an expansion of ~NOV

for which there is room in the MS; on this
as one of the Jewish-Christian nomina saCra
contractions, see Roberts, Manuscrip!, Society
and Belief, ch.1.

(11) So Duncker-Schneidewin; Wendland reads, with
codd., 'Mariamme'.
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Refutator becomes polemical at V. 7.1b, just as the sUbject-matter

changes.,Although he is quoting from what is before him as a single
I

document or group of documents, his change of tone suggests that he

detected a major shift in his document at this point.

The Naassenes, it seems, argue from pagan mysteries as well as

from doctrines taught by Mariamne and James. f'lythological traditions

of "the Greeks" (V.7. 3-4), of "the Libyans" (V.7.5), of "Assyrians"

and "Chaldaeans" (V.7.6) are adduced on the subject of a primal man.

(This may be a polemical insertion by the Refutator,(12) but this is

nut certain).

The exposition goes on (Hef. Vo? 6b_8a, p.80:5-17 Wendland) to

treat of the first man on earth, who is the image of the Primal Man

to whom the hymns were addressed. There is an inconsistency in the

account of his origin. At one moment he is derivsd fDom earth alone

(80:5-6 Wendland); at another, he is brought into being by the great

concourse of Powers, "concerning each one of which", says the

Refutator, "there is an extended statementll• As first made, this

earthly man is empty of breath, immoveable and unmoved, or, as we

might now say, showing no physical Qr mental activity. He is, however,
,

given Life, or Soul (~u)C'l), but only for the remarkable purpose

that he may suffer, and so that through his sufferings his

prototype, "the Great and Most Lovely and Perfect 1"1an",may also

suffer; so Ref. V.?7b·is to be read. During this process of the

(12) It would be in line with his method of
trac~ng.all deviati?ns back to pagan thought;
but 1t 1S also cons1stent with Justin's method
of brain-washing by a flood of diverse data.
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enlivening and tormenting of the man and his original, the soul,

or life, goes through many changes, so that it is impossible to

define (V.7.8). It is ~lear that two quite inconsistent narratives

are fused here. In one stratum, the origin of man on earth is the

creation by all the supernal Powers collaborating, of a reproduction

of the Primal Man, in his greatness, beauty and perfection - for the

author of this stratum, creation is good. To this has been added

another stratum, in which human life in this world is of purely

material origin, and the purpose of the gift of life is to inflict

pain and humiliation both on the earthly creature and also on the

heavenly model of good - for the author of this stratum, creation

is an act of ingenious mal~ce, and the only way of turning creaturely

existence to good account is to rise above the limits of reason (and

probably of morality also).

The immediately preceding references to the instability of the

soul would lead us naturally to interpret the "multifarious

transformations" mentioned in V.7.9 as the subject of the "Gospel

according to the Egyptians" as meaning that the "Gospel" was solely

devoted to such transfor~ations.(13) However, the transformations

have little meaning without the cosmogonical and theogonical

framework, and it is reasonable to conclude that the Naassene

"Gospel according to the Egyptians'!, as known to the Refutator,

told most of the story that began at ~ V.5, though just possibLy

without the passage on comparative mythology at V.7.3-6. At the

(13) as~ apparently, Schneemelcher does: Neutesta-
I· mentliche Apokryp~ 1,111-2.
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same time, the text as he knew it showed signs of having been

tampered with, and expanded in a way inconsistent with its original

character.
~

There is a strong suggestion in ~ phrasing(14) of Ref. V.7.9

that the summary of this "Gospel" continues as far as V.7.20, where

the comm'nts on the Gospel of Thomas begin. Thera is a discussion

of the relation of life to inanimate nature (9-10); everything tends

to desire life (11), and this desire underlies the various pagan

myths of divine lust (12-13). The Naassenes are said to jumble

together the mythology of Rhea with Paul's letter to the Rom ans to
ts

prove that sexuality ~ per se evil, and that the ideal is a return

to an hermaphroditic state (14-18). The final comment on Hool. i.2Ll-27

is so strange, moving abruptly from -0 AssertieR ~Aet iR his

condemnation of idolatry and homosexual behaviour as containing,
, J ,,, ,,1 .. I

hidden within it, To 1<~i.J~~~" dvn~v I<dl ~ff'17cr'" T"1S "..(j.~tJ.pltti.J

rVo"T~ pto"" ~ G01l; S1 to the praise of a rite containing lustration
Jand anointing - the only link is the dual meaning of fAvdT'f1P'QV 05

"hidden message" and "rite" - that here also we must trace an

overlaying of one source with another. The exposition of Paul's words,

and indeed the presence of the quotation itself, belong to the more

pessimistic of the two strata identified before, while the other,

the more optimistic, has provided the other:
,.._ .., 1./ , ,) I
(VUrpOU oUK O(~}.'"I "'S E(fTL I<oIT dIJf"vS,
" It' ,,\ IlJrV ii~o<r(;i.''11 'rev 'l8ov'1V 'fou f\f!HJ0f/' f-\JtJ 1.1
, I) , I, /

K~l XPl~fAE;VO~ Cj).rJ./'I~ Xpa trttci.TL
(p.83: 5-8 Wendland).

(14) A quotation-formula (varying between singular
and plural, since the Refutator is aware that
he is dealing both with a group and with an
idiosyncratic individual interpreter of it)
at least once in every section as marked by
Wendland from &.10 to 7.20, except in 7.17-18,
which is interjected comment.
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This book, of course, is not the "Gospel according to the
Egyptians" previously known in fragmentary form among the New

Testament apocryphaQ(15) The fragments quoted by Clement as from

that book come from something resembling the canonical books

enough for Clement to quote it with a modicum of respect, and

certainly from a book in which words of Jesus figure largely. In

the book summarised by Ref. V.6-7.19, by contrast, Jesus appears

almost as a lay figure, and the emphasis falls on theogonic and

other lofty speculation and allegory.

The situation is very different with the work recovered from

Nag Hammadi in two copies (C.G. 111/2 and IV/~), The Sacred Hook

of the Great Invisible Spirit, sub~itled, or re-titled by some who

used it, The Gospel of the Egyptians. In that book, three ~owers

come forth from the great Invisible Spirit, the Father (in what

Bghlig and Wisse(16) call "The Introduction"). At a later stage,

Adamas is produced from the fir~t man (III. 49:8-16). There exists

in heaven an incorruptible, spiritual Church ,(III. ss:2-16, IV.66:
I14-67:1). There are various races or generations (yE~E« ) of men

~Q.N 1'.~

(e.g., 111.60:2, IV.73:7-26).~to spiritual rebellion (e.g. 111.58:

23-29:1, IV.72:27-74:9) and to repentance (111.59:9-60.:2, IV.70-71),

to··which nothing corresponds in the Refutator's account. There are

indeed references to sufferings (111.61:1-15, IV.72:10-27), but

without any suggestion that they humiliate the Supreme Good or that
diN'"f" It;.. h~j r~.~~ \Jil~ I~s. _;.....~ ~

(15) Hennecke-Schneeme1cher, Neutestamentliche
!pokryp~, I.109-117; ~a.mea, ANT 10-12; ~('" "",~,:.,.~...
R.McL.Wilson, 'The Copt1c Gospel of'Thomas'
NTS V/2 (Jan 1959) 273-6; 'One Text, Four
Translations', in Jonas-Festschrift (1978),
.441-8.

(16) intra. to the edn by themselves and P.Labib
in NHS IV (1975), 52. See also B~hlig, 'Die
himm1ische We1t ••• ', Museen LXXX (1~67) 365-77;
,Christentum u.Gnosis im Agypt.ev' I 1969;
Schenke, 1970; Hedrick, 'Christian Mot1fs'1981.,
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they are the result of some spiteful trick underlying all creation.

If the book cited in the Refutation is indeed the Sacred 800k of

the Great Invisible Spirit, then either the Refutator knew it in a

form slightly fuller at some points (Classes of hUman nature,

identity of the "races", cosmic significance of suffering) than in
et

i~s Nag Hammadi form, but also at other points less developed (fVll,

repentance). It is difficult to make confident comparisons, for the

Sacred Book is too fragmentary, even with two copies to use, to be

sure that it lacked the sort of inconsistencies that the Refutator's,
source betrays. That the two are in fact identical is made virtually

certain, however, by two SUbstantial points of cont act r "The I'lan
~ --exists, and .. Son of Plan" ('"I~Oon "'., npwME iii'" ~HPf iiinploIl'ltlll.

,I , t ,

59 :2-4, p.126 BohUg-Wiss8; cf. TLlAW~I" 0'\1 epwnov K~" tH 0"
, I

£h>f)rwnOlJ ,.B.!f..:. V.6.4, p.78:6 Wendland), and the ccnc Lud i nq

"baptismal liturgy" of the Sacred Book (111.62:24-68:1; IV.74:19-

80:'5), the climax of the Nag Hammadi tractate as it is of the

Refutator's source. It is tantalising that the Refutation's

references to living water (cf. "baptism of the living", 111.64:17,

IV.76:5-6) and to chrism (cf', C~PArlc. , 111.66:3, IV.78:5) are

neither exactly reproduced in, nor certainly absent from, the

Sacred Book. In this case also, however, by bracketing syncretistic

and erotically directed passages, as with the Gospel of Thomas, we

can identify a now availa~ text and also tendentious additions

made to it before it came into the hands of the Refutator.

Of the books of the Peratae, liThe Suburbans up to the Aether",
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summed up i~ ~ V.14 appears to remain unknown. It is clearly more

than an astrological treatise, although astrological themes dominate

it, for the voice whose utterance it records announces its intention

to strip the Powers of "Chaos" (V.14.1); i.e., some mystical or

theurgic operation is intended. There is no trace of tampering with

this text (again, we may have to allow for the Refutator growing

weary, but it is likely that he would have picked out any particularly

offensive passage). By contrast, an extant work can be identified as

the source of the theological exposition in V.12-13. In her edition

of Setheus, Untitled Work in the Codex Brucianus,(17) Charlotte

Baynes noted 8 large number of close parallels with the H~futation:

most of the parallels of thought seemed to her to savour of

ValentiniaDism(1B), but most of the terminological similarities belong

to the account of thePeratae.(19) The shared ideas are less

significant than the shared terminology, for the common body of

concepts was shared by a wide variety of schools of a "gnosticizing"
character. The origin of all is a 'spring', both in Refutation
V.12.2 and in Setheus (p.1 Schmidt, xi and 40 Baynes; p.3
Schmidt=xiii and 51 Bayhes; p.5 Schmidt=xv and 56 Baynes;
p.49 Schmidt=lix and 177 Baynes). The basic triad of categories,

C.Baynes, ~tic Gnostic Treatise in the
Codex Brucianus (CUP 1933); also C.Schmidt,'
V.MacDermot, 1982; Liechtenhan, ,Untersuchungen
zur koptisch-gnostischen Literatur', ZwTh 44,
1901, 236-52; Abramowski, ,Nag Hammadi "Zostrianus",
das Anonymum Brucianum, Plotin, Enn.2,9 (33)' I

ZnW 74, 1983, 108-28.
(18) Baynes 14, 22, 29-30, 44-6, 76-7, 91, 93, 99,

106-7, 119-20, 128, 130.
(19) Baynes 44, 93, 98, 154.
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,
"Unbegotten" (ti"(f""'I1r,r~s ), "Self-Begetting" (Q~To""c""f~ ) and

"'Begotten" (yt""'lTo $ ), the all-determining principle of the system

in Ref. V.12, runs also throughout Setheus (see, e~g.~ p.S8 Schmidt

= pp.vii and 32 Baynes; pp.10-11 Schmidt ~ Pp.xx-xxi and 81-3

Baynes; p.49 Schmidt = lix and 177 Baynes). In both documents, the

triadic nature of the Triple-Powered One is throughout the Pleroma

and all the works ad extram of the Powers, even to the three-fold

realisation of aspects of the humanity of Jesus (see p.39 Schmidt

PP. xlix and 152 Baynes). Perhaps most impressive of all i~ the

CO~CIUding(20) note of hope that all creation will ascend through

Christ (Hef. V.12.6, cf. p.51 Schmidt a pP. lx~lxi, and 180 Baynes).

This alone would raise the rrobcbility of th~ source of Hef. V.12

being S~theus to a virtual certainty. Whether Setheus as known to
I

the Refutator was the extant form in the Bruce Codex must remain01
uncertain, for there is no mention in Ref. V.12 ~ the intercession

of the r.other (p.32 Schmidt = pp.xlii and 136 Baynes; p.39 Schmidt

.. PP. xlix and 152 Baynes; pp.44-46 Schmidt = PP. lix-lvi and 167-

169 Baynes), while the exegesis of Colossians i.19 and ii.9, and of

John iii.17 in ~ V.12.7 makes no appearance in Setheus although

its theme (the humble state of Christ as saviour of creation) fits

the book entirely, and although similar exegetical comments do

occur in the extant text of Setheus - so frequently(21), and so

(20) The evidence of Ref.V.4 supports the theory of
Baynes that her leaf xlix belongs to the end
of the book.
e.g.: Schmidt-MaoDermott 226, 233,236,237,238.(21)
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well integrated into the text, that they are certainly not mere

interpolations.

There is less certainty with regard to the data in Hef. V.13.

It is not clear from 13.1 that the Refutator is quoting from the

same source as in V.12. If he is, then the astrological exposition

must have been a tendentious addendum to the conclusion of 5etheus,

for the plot of the universal drama recounted in Setheus comes to a·

natural and satisfying denouement with the ascension of the created

order with Christ. It is more likely, however, that the Refutator

has turned away from ~eratic sources to cite purely astrological

material in readiness for his account (V.14) of The 'juhurtJansup to

the Aether.

One further passage of the Refutation's account of the Peratae

may also now, albeit with considerable caution, be identified with

an available text,C.G. IX/3, The Testimony of Truth(22); ~ V.15.

2-16.16. For the Refutator, the key phrase is 'right and left power'

(V.15.5). This distinction occurs at a crucial passage of Testimony

of TI;uth (C.G. IX, p.43:10- IT ): "And when he had received power,

he turned towards the parts of the right, and he entered into the

truth, having forsaken all things pertaining to the left, having

been filled with wisdom, with counsel, with understanding, and with

insight and an eternal power". The exposition of the theme of Christ

typified by the serpent in Paradise and the snake held up by ~oses

(22) ET Giversen and Pearson, HNLE~·06-16; also
Koschorke in ZnW 69 (1978) 91-117; ,Polemik
der Gnostiker'in NHS XII (1978).
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in the desert (V.16.6-12) matches, in general, the argument in

Testimony of Truth (e.G. IX, p.45:23-49:10). Both these themes

occur also in Hypostasis of the Archons (C.G.II/4) and Urigin of

the World (C.G.II/5 and XIII/2), which give every appearance of

emanating from the same circles but with less of the vividness

that characterizes Testimony of Truth.(23) That work itself, as we

now have it, is certainly in a more developed state than it was as

known to the Refutator; the lengthy homiletic(24) and the polemical

asides !;IgainstValentinians, Basilidel and Isidore, and "Catholics"

look like ad hoc adaptations of a standard text.

The group that treasured Setheus must have also revered the

authorities cited in it. In addition to the references(25) to

canonical scripture - Psalms, Song of Songs, Galatians, II

Corinthians, I"latthew,19.b.!J., Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Luke, Hebrews

-.there is a respectful referenc& to an unidentified Phosilampes

(p.12 Schmidt = pp.XXV and 46 Baynes) and also this quotation (p.12

Schmidt, ..pp.xxii-xxiii and 86 Baynes): "They did homage, namely,

the Powers of the mighty Aeons, to the power of Marsanes, saying,

'Who is this who beheld these things with his own eyes, that is,

(23) Christ and the serpent: ef C.G.II 89-90, 118-20.
(24) Thus Pearson, intro., NHLE 406.
(25) Listed by MaeDermot in Sehmidt-MacDermot,339-40.
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concerning him who in this manner was revealed?' Nikothoos spake

concerning him, 'He had seen him, for he is one who was in \hat

place'. He spake and said, 'He is, even the Father, who excels all

perfection; he revealed the invisible triple Power'." That this is

a direct reference to the tractate Marsanes now recovered from Nag

Hammadi (e.G. x/1) can hardly be doubted. The Peratae of the

Refutation may therefore be credited with the use, if not also the

composition, of Setheus, The Testimony of Truth (probably), Marsanes,

and possibly Hypostasis of the Archons and Origin of the World. Their

general position in the history of religion, particularly a~

exemplified in the subject-matter and affinities of Marsanes, is

indicated(26) by the hint at Merkabah mysticism which occurs in

Setheus (p.14 Schmidt = pp.xxiv and 89 Baynes): "The Chariot of God
th

is ten ~ousandfold ••• " ' 2lPMA MnNOY lE. OYT6)' Ht<I.Ja ne-, from,
Psalm lxxvii.18 - To

Coming to the "Sithians", we are on different ground. The

summary in the Refut&tion suffers from the author's increasing

irritation. Sketchy as it is, however, it offers parallels to the

treatise now entitled The Paraphrase of Shem (C.G. VII/1). There

exist Light and Darkness, and the Spirit is between them (~ V.

19.2-5; cf. C.G. VII.pJ1: 25ff). The terrible water that is

Darkness longs for the Light, 'and Ithe concourse of the two Powers

generates Chaos (Ref. V.19.6j cf. C.G. VII, pp.4-15). The perfect

(26) The reference to Ps lxxvii was identified by
Baynes, 89.
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God descends to liberate mind (~V.19. 16-17; cf. C.G. VII, fJP.

15-20). Thus> creation appears (Ref. V.19. 17-18; cf. C.G. VII, pp.

20-24). To rescue imprisoned spirit from the foulness of creation,

the Saviour assumes the form of the serpent, and enters the defiled
S

creation ~ and share¢ the pollution of matter by being baptized;

he assumes his garment of ~lory (~ V. 19-21; cf. C.C. VII, pp.30-

49). The Refutator here offers less than the present text would have

justi fied. It is impossible to say whether ht:=omits the mer a sordid

details, or is simply brief for the sake of ·brevity, or whether he

had before him a shorter form of the book than C.C. VII offers. One

concluding ritual detail which the Refutation (V.19.21) QiV8S is not
"I \ I J. - ./ ( \ \ /in the Paraphrase - I~dl ~~IE To llOiYJPl.O)1 ,>""Y1'Oj v8ctToS o(1\1I0/lA.tVoV

"he drank the cup of living bubbling water" (p.120: 25-6 Wendland).
t\ ... I

The repetition of this detail in the .ne xt sentence (0 ~e~ !rd.VTwS

p~120:26 'Wendland), as a condition of stripping off the

servile garb and donning the celestial, shows that this is not an

addition by the Refutator ~ut stood, as an emphatic item, in his
aoriginal. That ~ was in the Paraphrase as first composed, and was

lost before the Refutator saw it, is not impossible, but it is far

more probably an addition by Justin who desi~ned this as an,
ant~cipation

, I " ...of his awn rite, as in ~ V.27.2: I<.c;t 1t',Vc-l "'lto ~
,I
V8c:lTOS (p.133j 6 Wendland).r~u ~WVTOS

The further account of the "Sithians" (Refo V.20-21) add::;

nothing to the information in V.19, and no surviving text can be

identified as its source(27)j as in the cases of the Naa5s~n8s and

(27) N~ne of ~he works considereJ by Tardieu) 'Les
l~vres m~s sous le nom de Seth et les Sethiens
de l'her~siologie', in M.Krause, ed., Gnosis
and Gnosticism (NHS VIII,1977), 204-10, or by
Schenke, 'The Phenomenon and Significance of
Gnostic Sethianism' in Layton, ed., Rediscovery,
Two, 588-616. -
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th~ Peratae, the references to pagan cults and to most of the

scripture texts allegedly "fulfilled" have every appearance of

being additions from the hand of Justin - with the one exception

of the inference drawn in V.20.8, that "one may reasonably assert

that the Sithians celebrate rites among themselves very closely

bordering upon those orgies of the Great Mother that are observed

among the Phliasians,,(28), the detached and judgemental tone of

which is more typical of the comments of the Refutato~, although

it does betray the Refutator drawing exactly the conclusions that

Justin wants his readers to draw.

The emergent hypothesis is that ~ V dr aers on a genuine

sectarian source, and a very bulky one: a whole library of tractates
onQ

from more than",minority group, distinguishable from but akin to

another, tendentiously edited by Justin with the final addition of

one

books bearing his own nams. The whole is arranged on a proGressive

plan.

That Justin worked in such a way, and to a detect8ble plan, is

stated directly in the Refutation (V.23), with a confidence that

encourages the belief that Justin himself candidly statod something

of his proposed end and method:

"This man endeavClurs to lead his hearers into an

acknowledgement of prodigies detailed by the pagans,

(28) On the associations of the passage: Marcovich,
'Phanes, Phicola and the Sethians', JTS NS
XXV (1974) 447-51.
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and of doctrines inculcated by them. And he narrates,

word for word, legendary accounts prevalent among

the Greeks, and will not teach or deliver his 'perfect

mystery' until he has bound his dupe by an oath.

Then he brings forward tables for the purpose of

persuaSion(29), in order that, their heads swimming with

the boundless nonsense of these books, they may
(30)find new stimulation in his tales,

like thirsty travellers turning aside to an inn; then,
f·urged on again to pusue the diffuse theory of these
{

lessons they will not detest them until they

blunder, bewildered by excessive instruction, into the

lawless things that he has devised.

Having previously bound these people by fearful

oaths not to publish or to abjure his doctrines, and

having by this means compelled them to admit their truth from

the outset, he then delivers the 'mysteries' impiously

invented by himself, employing, as we have already

described, partly the Greek legends, partly the books

admitted to be his own - which to some extent

show resemblances to ~he heresies described above.

So, bound together by one spirit, they dre all drawn

into one abyss of pollution, with all their supposed

,
(29) ¢uxayw¥~a~ X&pLV = brain-washing.
(30) napa~~eLOV ~XWOL Ta ~u~eEu6~Eva: lLapa~GOLov~

stimulant, as in Plato, Critlas 115B, ~.690E
(Liddell-Scott); also, in relation to next stage
of the experience, = a refreshment.
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uniqueness offering the same interpretations, telling the

same tales. And this is the way that all
k

these fol, display themselves as 'Gnosticstt",
(Ref. V.23. 1-2; p.125: 6-23 Wendland).

Justin's method is to whet the appetite of enquirers by

offering secrets, exciting desire for occult advancement, overwhelming

their minds with vast amounts of information, remaking their whole

milieu by giving new meanings to familiar tales, mingling the well-

known and the arcane, the ascetical with the libertinistic, holding

out at one moment and at the next withdrawing hints of salacious

mysteries, until at last they have been led to the point ,where

Justin can offer his own mystery, similar to the mysteries he has

compelled them to study before and (as he suggests) foreshadowed by

them, but transcending them.

What Justin himself offered as the perfect mystery must be

considered a little later, as one of the last and deviant develo~nents

of the tradition which he plagiarizes. At this stage of the

investigation, it has been possible to isolate some features of

that tradition upon which Justin the Gnostic is a parasitic growth.

The tradition, which Justin appears to have .ncountered after it had

already developed for some generations, is the fusion of at le8st
e~" lie(

two BBFilier streams of tradition, or the confluence of two groups.

One has come to be characterized by its opponents as "Naassene",

tlSnake-worshipping", a cross-cultural neologism that belongs to a

setting where Semite and Hellene are in clos8 contact. Their
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preferred imagery uses the figure of the serpent in Genesis iii 85

t.
the paradigm of misunderstood wisdom; applied) Christ, this manner

of speech is most natural in a Christian community with a long

experience of being betrayed by the faith, or at least the community

of faith, on which they had once expected to be able to trust, and

expected to accept and support them. Among their sacred books are

the Gospel of Thomas and The Sacred Book of the Great Invisible

Spirit. The other group are called "Peratae". This sobriquet has no
ptj o~G.t:.,~

obviously ~jQi'a6ive sense; indeed, the "Peratae" themselves are

Wendland) - "They call themselves 'Peratae' (Transcenders'), on the

theory that none of the things that exist on the transient level of
k,otte ...

thing5 ru.gjnqiFl~
ht.,Q.tt.:..,

from a IslIii§iilillIIY ••• ' We alone',

inSight(30~ into the necessity

can escape the fate of things that came into being

he says, 'and only we, who have
9'- ",t.ro.1il>t\.

that govern5 be~iAAi"g and into the

ways by which man(31) has come into the world, are enabled by our

,
(30a), Or, 'have come to have insight'.
(31) Or, 'The Man' (= Christ).
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thorough instruction to pass through and transcend destruction".

This interpretation of their name does not seam to ba its original

sense, however, for Clement of Alexandria(31~ lists their title,

without further explanation, among the names of sects who are. \

called after their place of origin, &(1110
,

TGn~V • Further, the

negative view of the created order implied by this interpretation

is not ~tirely consistent with the comparatively hopeful view

preserved in Setheus.

The prayer of the Mother for the perfecting of her children is

essentially based on an optimistic view of creation - too optimistic

to come to him despairing of "the wicked creation" (Hef. V.27.3). It

iSI all the more interesting that he retains the doctrine of·final

ascent CV. 27~ 1-3), and to do this he has to limit ~~~ ~&&QRt ts

the ascent to the elect few who drink the "living water" and bind

themselves by oath after the model of Elohim. He has removed it,

apparently, from his edition of Setheus, where it is applied to all

creation, a~d it is astonishing that it has survived, and in its
,,",i " t.If ~..t.:sk(,
IwiverlBe~ie form, in the Paraphrase. So optimistic a theme is

surprising enough in so world-denying a text as the Paraphrase,

and its survival can only be explained by its being deeply embe~ded

in an earlier tradition held to be authoritative. The survival of

this world-affirming note is therefore strong evidence that Justin

encountered the series of writings Gospel of Thomas + Sacred 800k

of the Great Invisible Spirit + Setheus + Suburbans up to tne

(31a) Strom. VII.xvii.108 (190-1 Hort and Mayor).
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Aether + Testimony of the Truth + (7 Hypostasis of the Archons +

Origin of the World) + Parnphl.'aseof Shem/Seth as an already formed

corpus.(32) Within that corpus, and within the group that treasured

it, the Paraphrase and the 'Sithians' seem hardly distinguishable,

except for a new note of sombre disgust. On what grounds Justin (or

the Refutator?) ascribed the Paraphrase to a distinct group at nIl,

and whether it was this ascription which led to the erroneous

reading of the title ai Paraphrase of Seth, is as yet beyond solution.

The Refutation speaks of Justin (V. 27.1) in the past tense,

although the historic present is used when quoting his book or books.
. ""-'S

By the time, therefore, that he was included in b..i..& book appar-entLy

provoked by the actions of bishop Callistus of Rome (217-722), he

was dead. Unless he appears elsewhere in history under another name,

no more precise date can be ascribed to him than the second half of

the sscond century; the history of the developments culminating in

the group upon which he based his parasitic cult can be reconstructed

only from other sources.

(b) The "Heresy" of Prodik05 and the "Gnostics" of Plotinus.

A little earlier than the composition of the Refutation is the

record by Clement of Alexandria of contemporary(33) sectarians Who

"propagate the heresy of Prodikos". Since he reserves the term

"heresy" for deviations within Christianity, tithe sects which

(33) All Clement's statements (and those of Tertullian
in the Scorpiace 15 and adv.Praxean 3, where
Prodicus is mentioned in the same breath as
Valentinus) are in toe present tense. The name
was current; this cannot be affirmed of the-man.

assumed by Setheu6, it may
~; b",~ f~ .t.i M1-
~o bt lo..."·d~.....t
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deserted the Primitive Church", (Strcm. I.xx), he obviously

understands Prodikos to be, or to have been, a heterodox Christian.

The views of the "Prodikians" on worship are of especial interest to

this investigation.

ano kp~4>ovs
,

To~Se
, ,

... ~:pA~us TolvSf()S 01 r,,,,
f e I

a ~XO~o"l I<f KT~"BoCL .npOSt.KOV /'AcTIO\lTES tXL P~a'LV

(Strom. I. xv. 69.6); II. 44:6ff 5t~hlin-Fruchtel):

"Those who propagate the heresy of Prodikos boast

of possessing secret books by this same man" (se., by

Zoroaster the Magos).
,... \ c.' 'IT I /

TOlotuT~ I<'dl ~L o{no P.:JbII(W ~~(JSo"O"'W)
\ ,. )" / (' /

r"WO'TIK()US tr~dS d v tovs ej.·I.J(1.1oPEUOVTtS ·00'Yfd.T4;OVtJI;V,

t \ ., I .... ,. e ,.. /
lJl .. ",S JAfJ:U q,VO"U loLl 7TpwTOLl eou A€.r0"\JUS
) \ I , .... , I ,

~VTOus' I<d-T~ Xpw~t"o, 6, T!'} €vlE.VH~ I<~l
I ' • /

T~ €.~£Ue(f(~ S~(fl'" ~S ~{jLl~(JVTrJ" POll AOYTttl.

'I .. '.,'S~ <t>L~~8ovw.s, kPdT~e?,~'dt. un ou6£.vos
I (" ~ " I

'V'"\J0fA' xc re s (..JS cl.v ku fLo' 'rou ff~PPcl.Tol,.J
,~I ,I I

I<~' vn f;p~ 'l1w ndvT tJs Yh'oIJS rctlPVI<OT~ s

Pd6"t)'6t>L ;TT;; aES. ~"dL,Ae;~ 8£) cPc/.d(
I ,I

VOJAO$ d.rfdtPoS.

II 11(strom. I11.iv.30.1-2j 11.209 5tahlin-Fruchtel):

"A similar doctrine" (sc., elevc.ltingcarnal pride to the

level of prophecy)" is [lronlulgatedby the followers

of Prodikos, who proclaim themselvBs by the undeserved

title of 'Gnostics', and describe themsAlves as being by
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nature sons of the first God. They make a

great play of being entitled, by their noble origin

and their liberty, to live as they choose: they

choose to live in the pursuit of pleasure,

acknowledging the rule oft none, on the grounds

that they are Lords of the Sabbath, superior

to every race, royal children by their lineage:

and for a king, they say, there is (only)

an unwritten law" (and Clement gOBS on

to observe that they are not in practice free to

do as they choos~, and their lib~rtine behaviour,

far from regal boldness, is furtive and fearful).

't' .lI ~ I " '"
~V1dUr1d. Y£,yoVOff,VO$ unepJA.vrJtrB"v fwv iitft. TllU
\ ,..,/ , r I

,....." S£-tll· E.UXtd'a".. '](f~S nvloJV C"repo OO!WV,, ,,' IT o / t/
"fOUT'4'in' 'f~" 0(",,4>, Ttp) po 01/(01) a_, f'trlll,

" I e t ., '"
]lrJ.fClCT"'iofAt'VWY SQ"(fA~1'IIIJY. 'V'" OUl' f~Sf. font

Ttl.t TY) d. u.,.~y r~ ~8{w O'ocP:'" ~~ e~y~or 1<:).Aw~ r~l
~I l I I I , ,

<Xlpe~(;L , ~rJf)tTWd'tAV rrpOel A~ tj>6d.1. r'.; ~n~ 'rwv
KuP'1"tX"K.W" At:rO,.,.tvwv qhXt<To~Wl'.

(Strom. vii. 41.1-2; 111.31 St;hlin-rr~cht91-Treu).

"This calls to mind the doctrines current ~nong certain

heterodox persons - namely, the adherents of the

heresy of Prodikos - that it is not right to pray.

These people, lest they be puffed up with pride by

the notion that their godless 'wisdom' is sorne new

and strange heresy, need to be taught that they

have got it from the so-called Cyrenaic philosophers".

- --
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" .. ( 34)(strom. VII.xvi.103.6-7) 111.73 Stahlin-Fruchtel~Treu.

Tertullian also knows ,the name of Prodikos, and menti oriehim in

association with Valentinus as teaching that martyrdom is not

meritorious (Scorpiace 15) and as maintainiQg a multiplicity of

gods (adv. Praxean 3). These vague references' betray a knowledge at,
best ind~rect. The information offered by Theodoret (haer. fab. i.6)

may safely be ignOred.(35)

So far, the patristic accounts may b8 summed up in the words of

bishop Kaye(36): "Clement mentions Prodicus as a leader of one of

the Gnostic sects. His followers asserted that they were by nature

the sons of the Supreme or first God, and ~n~J~~&y at liberty to

live as they pleased, being in subjection to no one, lords of the

(34) 'For indeed what place was left among the great men of old _
according to the Gnosis of the Church, I mean - for Marcion, say,
or Prodikos or the like, who walked not along the right road?
For they could not have surpassed in wisdom the men who went
before, so as to discover something beyond what had been truly
spoken by them; but might have been well content if they had
been able to understand what had been already handed down.'

(after Hart aDd Mayor 183).
(35) cf Salmon in DCB IV (1887) 4107; anon. in

Herzog REPTK XII (1860) 199.
(36) Some·Account of the Writings and Opinions of

Clement of Al~xandria (edn, Ancient and Modern
Theological Literature, London n.d.) 187.
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Sabbath, born superior to every other, royal child~en. They denied

the necessity of prayer".

The Nag Hammadi materials offer some clues as to the interests

and even affiliations of the "followers of Prodikos". "The First

God" is reminiscent of the "First father" or the "first-existing

God" mentioned in

the "Valentinian Exposition" (C.G.

XI/2, 24: 2-7) and the Teachings of Silvanus (C.G. VII/4, 91:15);

and of the "Archigenetor" who appears in Trimorphic Protennoia

(C.G. XIII/1, 40:23; 43:25,30,32; 44:27; 49:13). The claims to be
l'\-OV\C...

royal offspring, and to be subject to noen are closely parallel to

the concepts of the "Kingless Ceneration" in Apocalypse of Adam

(C.G. V/5, 82:19-20) and of "the kingless realm" in Origin of the

~ (C.G. II/S, 127:'13-14), of "the generation over which there

is no kingdom", "the sons of the Unbegotten Father" in [ugnostos

the Blessed (111/3, 75:16-23) and its Christian edition, Sophia

Jesu Christi (111/4, 99:21-100:2). The claim to lordship over the

Sabbath, obviously related to ~1ark ii.28/r~att. xii-S/Luke vi.5, rna)'

also be compared with the use of John V.'1 ('my Father is working

until now, and 1 uo ik ") in Interpretation of Knowledge (C. C. Xl.'1,

11:16-25). Parallels to the antinomian stance are less easy to

document; Clement does not here seem to be exaggerating for polemical

effect, but it is not impossible that his knowledge of these people

was derived from their more outr~ representatives, people wno liked

(in safe company, anyway) to be shocking. A "book of Zoroaster" is named

Elud" menb,oned 111Eagnostos the BleSsed and !!£piJia -

:Te.li OlllisLl (0.8. III/", 705::n c:.~.III/4, 99:9-
., .
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in the Apokrypbon of John (e.G. 11/1, 19:9-10); ~nd, as will be

observed shortly,(3?) .nother »bbok of Zoroaster» is to be identified

in Zostrianos through the deciphering of its end-colophon (C.G. ViIl/1,

132:6-9), so that Zostrianos is reasonably to be reckoned amon9 the

»other secret books by this same man" of which the "Followers of

Prodikos» claimed to be the proud possessors. The people known to

Clement who reckoned to be followers of Prodikos appear, therefore,

to belong to the group of sects that produced and used Origin of the

~J The Sacred Book of the Great Invisible Spirit, Trimorphic

Protennoia, The Apocalypse of Adam, Eugnostos the Blessed and/or

Sophia Jesu Christi, 7ostrianos, Apokryphon of John, and ~

Interpretation of Knowledge. (38) (The "VaLarrtLn.ian Exposition"

and Silvanus show fewer points of contact and, on other grounds,

are in any case to be placed in another context.

It has long been observed(39) that these "followers of Prodikos"

are in some way associated with the people of whom

Porphyry writes in his Life of Plotinus (xvi):
, \ ,.

l<d.T' ~urov iw\l

(37) 375-82 infra •
(38) On parallels with Apocalypse of Adam, Origin

of the World (and ,-less-convincingly , ThOmas
the Contender), cf Rudolph, Die Gnosis (1977)
283.

(39) e.g.by Cotelier in his notes on the Clementines,
cited in PG at Strom.I.xv.69.6; subsequently, e.g.,
by Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur
Teil II: Chronologie, Bd II, 413; now also Abramowski
'Mariua Victorinus:-Porphyrius und die rtlmischen '
Gnostiker' ZnW 74 (1983) 108-28.
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(p.43 Armstrong).

Porphyry clearly finds these would-be hangers-on of Platinus'

circle so irritating that he has no time to distinguish the different

groups involved. Were some pagans and SClme Christians, or were some.

already Christians and the others 8nquirer~s on the fringe of som~

Christian assembly? Into which category do Adelphios and Aquilinus

belong? Did the avid readers of the works of Alexander the Libyan,

Philakomos, Demastratos and Lydos also arpeal to the revelations

"o f Zoroaster and Zostrianas and Nikotheos and Allogenes and IVlessos",

and did the users of the latter also adopt the books of the minor

Greek Philosophers(40) mentioned!

The titles of the apocalypses listed by'Porphyry are jumbled

together in a contemptuous heap; the dismissive tone of the
,

repeated ~~ is eloquent of his feelings. Only the Nag Hammadi

evidence has made it possible to make sense of parts of this list.

C.G. VIII/1 concludes with a partly cryptographic colophon:

(40) Or is it meant that these books are by Christian
authors ?
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ZW'Tf/ANoc..

ol\ZI\Lf SoBAf.4 [8wr] cotp
y S Y 8 N A X A ~ " et] 605 Af 1.#

8c,.Jo1\ZA4 rCypt. Sw '/J vr [AX]

This type of cryptogram had been known for more than twenty

years before the Nag Hammadi discovery.(41) It is a modified form

of that known to crYPtOgra~hers as the "Atbashll(42)j the Greek

alphabet i~ divided into three sections, and the encypherment is

then carried out by the usual "Atbash" procedure of reversing the

order of letters in each of the three sections. The text as decrypted

reads:
ZWCTP/J>.NoC.

Aoroc. ~"~8~~c. z](.H.r
P I Mol 0 I( 8E0 C ~ ~ Iie !.i
lAc. "orae. 'Z.WPob>.cTPcY

which is usually(43~ rendered:

"Zostrianos.

Words of Truth of Zostrianos.

God of Truth.

Words of Zoroaster".

If,e~o( ·is taken as a distortion of an original Greek e~loc.. ,

an ~djective quali fying I\ore>c. , and I\oroc.. is read as "Di:::;course",

(41) J.Doresse, 'Les Apocalypses de Zoroastre, de
Zostrien de Nicotnee •••(Porphyre, vie de Plotin,
16)', in M.Malinine, ed., Coptic Studies in
Honor of Walter Ewing Crum-rBoston 1950),
255-64: 258-60.

(42) So-called because, in Hebrew (the language for
which an early form of the cypher was used),
!leph is represented by !au, ~eth by ~in.

(43) As by Sieber, NHLE 393.
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the title is a little simplified: "Zos tr-Lanos, The Discourse of,
Truth, by Zostrianos. The Divine Discourse of Truth,., ,

oLn 0)\0( ~u f"~
by Zoroaster".
t(...JPl>dt1"TPO vDoresse suggested(44) that Porphyry's

should be read as a single title with two

authors, which would come closer to the apparent sense of the
ihi.s

colophon of C.G. VII/1. Attractive as ~ suggestion is, it is

probably less likely than that of puech(45), to the effect that in

Porphyry's list the books of Zoroaster and of Zostrianos should be

distinguished, in the light of the fact that Porphyry's fellow-

philosopher Amelius devoted a work of several volumes to disproving

the alleged authorship of Zoroaster - Zostl'ianos is not mentioned in

this connection. As will be suggested in the relevant Place,(46)

C.G. VIII/1 shows signs of being a composite text; the curious

double title in its present colophon may then acceptably be

interpreted as an indication that the scribe of this or some

earlier copy knew that it was so. Zoroaster and "Zostrianus" also

appear in Arnobius of Sieea's adversus Gentes(47) as bearers of the
blAlt

same tradition of mysticism, trt- not as joint authors of a book: "Aqe ,

(44) Doresse (as n.41) 261-2.
(45) Puech, 'Les nouveaux ~crits gnostiques decouverts

en Haute-Egypte', in Crum-Festschrift (see n.41)
91-154; 108.

(46) 368-82 infra, esp. 375-8.
(47) edn Douai 1636, p.30.
(48)
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nunc vaniat, qui super igneam Zonam magus, interiore ab orb~

Zoroastres, Hermippo ut assentiamur auctori •••Armenius Zostriani

(so MS) nepos, et familiaris Pamphylus Cyri, Apollonius, Damigero,

et Dardanus, Belus, Julianus, et Baebalus, et siquis est alius qui

principatum at nomen fertur in talibus habuissa praestigiis".

Whichever form of Zostrianos is in question, some version of

C.G. VIII!1 or its sources may be traced among the Christian

hangers-on of Plotinus. The "Apocalypse of Nikotheos" which they

used is partly identified for us by the quotations of Nikotheos,
0'"

associate aJ>. disciple of I"larsanes,in Setheus, the book of the

Peratae.(48) Further, C.G. XI!3 provides a book Alloqenes, purporting

to be written for "my son Messos" (see C.G. XI, 68:28; 69:17); the

possibility that our Allogenes may be a Rahmengeschichte over the

name of Messos may identify the Nag Hammadi text as the sole document

referred to by Porphyry in his mention of the two names, but the case

of "Zoroaster and Zostrianos" warns us to be caut Lous.,

Clement does not speak of Prodikos himself as a contemporary, and

Salmon(49) argued that by Clement's time the heresiarch was dead. An

earlier Prd)dikos can indeed be found whom the "followers of f.lrodikos"

might well have claimed as a patron of their doctrine of the futility

of prayer - Prodikos of Keos~50) well known as one of the First to

1.'

(48) See 372-5 infra.
(49) DCB IV 490.
(50) F.G.A.Mullachius, Fragmenta Philosophorum Graecorum

II (Paris 1881), lXXV-lxxviii3 135-41; R.D.
HiC~s, 'Sophists', ERE XI 687 -692b; G.B.Kerferd,
"Prodicus of Ceos', Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Six
(New York 1967) 482-~ -
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attempt a social theory of the origin of religion, se. of the

deification of natural agencies beneficial to man. This theory,

far from being inherently hostile to religion, can be interpreted

as favouring it, as witness the use made of it in the ~acchae of

Euripides. (51) However, Prodikos was thought by many to have

radical~ undermined religion, both in his own time by Aristophanes

(Birds 692), and on the eve of the Christian era,by Cicero, who

asked, guam tandem religionem religuit? (de natura deurum 1.118).

Such a reputation needs explaining, and the explanation is provIded

by the pseudo-Platonic dialogue [ryxias. (52) Prodikos is there

depicted as being forced into a debate on ethical relativism, which
(53 )he does not really favour. He is driven to admit that prayer

has no good purpose - and at this point the gymnasiarch intervenes

and turns Pr~dikos out of the gymnasium as being a threat to the

morals of the young. Such a story makes Pr4dikos at least potentially

a by-word for the rejection of prayer - quite in contradiction, it

seems(54), to his genuine views on religion.

There is no need to suppose for a moment that the h8retics

criticized by Clement had studied Prodikos at all. They were ready,

(51) G.Murray, Humanist Essay£ (London 1964) 51-77.
(52) in Burnet's edn of Plato, Vol.V; excerpts in

Mullachius (n.50) 139-41.
(53) G.B.Kerferd, 'The "Relativism" of Prodicus,

Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 37 (1954) 249-56.
(54),W.Jaeger, The Theology of the Early Greek

Philosophers (Oxford 1967 edn) 179-8_3-;
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however, to borrow his name and reputation, as they were ready, then

and later, to use the name and reputation of Zoroaster to dignify

views of their own which both Prodikos and Zoroaster would have

abhorred. By the time this group begins to penetrate Plotinus'

circle, (that is, about 242-3, when Porphyry arrived in Rome), their

claims to use a work of Zoroaster are being challenged, both by
AlY\tl;lA.,s
P8~eli~eand by Porphyry himself (vita Plotini xvi); and they have

given up claims to Prodikos, claims that were impressive enough

while they moved in less sophisticated Christian circles.

They were convincing enough to persuade Clement that there hall

been a Christian Prodikos, who had rejected prayer. He know of the

historical' Prodikos of Keos, and refers with approval to his moraI

tale of Herakles' choice between Good and Evil both in the paedagogu;

(1.223.10) and the Stromateis (V.v.31.2).

A theory rejecting prayer - or, at least, prayer as petition -

is attacked by Origen in hls Treatise on Prayer, v-viii. He links

its 'adherents with "those who do away with the things of sense

altogether, (and) have no USB for Baptism and the Eucharist"; in

particular, however, he reproaches them that they "falsely accuse

the scriptures of not meaning prayer by that word, but of teaching

something else with a different meaning". (54) There is a lacuna at

V. 1, where the name 0 f exponents 0 f this lJiew may have been named.

However, that lacun8 cannot be filled. It is no more probable that

(54a) v.2j ET Jay, 93-4
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Prodikos' name stood there than that the passage mentioned Tatian.

Tatian is first mentioned at xxiv.5, in another dispute on the

nature of prayer, and there Drigen observes that he has criticised

him at en earlier point in the Treatise, although in the extant

text his name is not found before xxiv.5. If the targets of Origen's

strictures in v-viii are the "followers of Prodikos" attacked by

Clement, then by the time of Origen's writing, about 236,(55) they

have probably already dropped the name of Prodikos.

The group attested by Clement and Porphyry, and perhaps by

Origen, is for us a shadowy one, of whose own practices we have no,
infdrmation; only their public propaganda is reported. They are

trying to give their Christiani t/ 56) an int811e~tual and a mysticd

dimen~ion, bringing in (however.supe~ficially) the mysti~ism
of the East and the so{"",histicationof Hellas, typified

'"'
by Zoroaster and Prodikos, as~pplements to their
,"~Jo,'.u

pp8!¥ea heritage of Jewish mysticism (~g~)
and works of Peratic origin (Nlkotheos, ?Marsanes,
? Setheus, etc.). The denial of the duty of prayer may
indicate also the presence of the ~pel according~
Thomas, with its exchange (logion 104, 52-3 Guillaumont):
'Come and let us pray today and let us fast. Jesus said:
Which then is the sin I have committed, or in what have

I been vanquished 7'

c) The 'Phibionites' of EpiphaniuB

Panarion, haer.26 is one of the few passages of Epiphanius

that reflects personal observation. Epiphanius is obviously

(55) so Jay; 233-4, according to Quasten, Patrology
II (Utrecht 1953) 66.

(56) On Zostrianus as a Christian text with a spurious
pre-Christian air, see Abramowski (n.17).
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embarrassed by the memory of his close contact with the sectarians

in question, and speaks explicitly of it only towards the close of

his detailed and wearisome account.

He is led to a consideration of them by his reflections (haer.

25) on the "Nicolaitans". Typical of the corrupting amorality taught

by them is the teaching of these "Gnostics" - the acrimonious toue

of the whole opening sentence of 26.1.1 indicates that this title is

their own self-designation. Their offensive remarks about "the Womb"

are as disgusting to pagans as to Christians (26.1.2). They possess

a book called "Noria". Noria herself, they say, was the wife of Noah,

and corresponds to Deukalion's wife Pyrrha in Greek mythology - a
SYnc.,.. t istic.
8~R~£~titi&tic observation supported by dubious etymological

arguments (26~1.3-7). Part of the purpose of the~lood was the

determination of the Creator to destroy Noria along with everything

else. Noria foiled this plan by burning the ark three times (26.1.8).

She was assisted in this by the supreme Power Barbelo, and so

commanded resources greater than the creating powers that had

produced a material world that depends on human reproduction (26.1.

8-9). The method of 26.1 is significant. On the one hand, Epiphanius

may be seen at work, picki~g up themes frum his sources at random,

indifferent to any order of priority or attempted consistency that

may be found there by B more patient reader. On the other hand, he

is using his source with some accuracy - for it is identifieble, and

available as a check. Although no "Book of Noria" io extant under

that title, Origin of the World (C.G. 11/5, 102:10-11, ?4-25)

mentions a "rirst Book" and a "First Logos" (or, Discourse) of

"Noraia". The "book" and the "discourse" are probauly ir:!entical,
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and the difference in the spelling of the personal namb Is

insignificant. The tiny tractate (C.G. IX/2) that contains the plea

of Norea (IX, 27.21) is clearly related to the heroine of the

Phibionites' flood story, but it does not contain the .n~rrative

details mentioned by Epiphanius. Those details do occur, houeve r,

in Hypostzsis of the Archons (11/4, 92:4-18) - at least, so far as

Norea's first burning of the ark. Hypostasis of the Archons is

certainly not the product of a single act of authorship - the

sudden change from a third-person to a first-person narrative at

C.G.II, 93:18 is alone strong evidence of this(S?) - and the

re Ference to Noah's building ttIe ark "again •••for a second time"

(e.G. II, 92:18) has the ring of a story about to be repeated, but

this does not happen, and it S8ems likely that the story of the

burning ~f the ark was curtailed during the editorial process of

expanding the dialogue between Norea and Eleleth which now concludes

the tractate (C.G. II, 92:3-97:23), leaving the reader with a Hense

of unfinished narrative - an editorial process which also abandoned

Barbelo.

Epiphanius continues, with an unconvincing apology for treating

of disgusting subjects (26.2.1), to sa/58) that some groups of this

sect use a prophetic work by one Barcabbas (/6.2.2-4), of whom nothing

is known (unless we take seriously Epiphanius' charge that Barcabbas

taught gross amorality) beyond a statement of Agrippa Castor (in

[usebius h.e. IV.7.7) that Barcabbas was also revered as a prophet

, ~ - --.-
(57) So Bullard, The Hypostasis of the Archons (Berlin

1970) 2; also B.Layton, The Hypostasis of the Archons
(=HTR 67/4, Oct 1974) 352-426: "i'3'Z:i65i':.--';';-~"':':':;::"""'::~!.!.:::.!!!:::

(58) 26.2.2-4.
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by the Basilidians. Others, goes on Epiphanius(59) use a fictitious

"Gospel of Perfection": since this detail occurs in filastrius of

Brescia, "alii Butem evangelium consummationis et visiones inan8s •••

adserunt" (haer. fab. 33.7, p.18 Marx), this information may just

possibly come from the lost Syntagma, but it is not safe to work

on that supposition. Yet others, Epiphanius tells us (26.2.6), have

a "Gospel of Eve", in which wisdom comes to humankind from the

snake. Of the various rresentdtions of such a scenario in the ~ag

Hammad! documents, in Hypostasis of the Archons (e.G. 11/4, 89:31-

90:12), Testimony of Truth (c.c. Ix/3, 45:22-46:15), and Oriqin of

the World (11/5, 118:16-120:17), it is the last which gives [vs,

"the Eve of life" (115:31-116:25), the most central and signIficant

role. In his ~dition of Epiphanius, Holl (p.277) draws attention to

the passage in Irenaeus, AH I.xxx.37 (p.I, p.234 Harvey): "Pl at.ar

autem ipsorum 'arqumant.at a est per serpentem seducere Evam et Adam

supergredi prasceptum Jaldabaoth; Eva·autem quasi a filio dei hoc

audiens facile credidit et Adam suasit manducare de arbors, de qua

d!xerat deus non manducare. Manducantes autem cognovisse earn quae

est super omnia virtutem dicunt et abscessisse ab his qui Fecerant

805". This account of Irenasus, which must concern us further at

the next stage, does not tally with the exact version given in any

extant document: Irenaeus ascribes to Jaldabaoth person~lly th

prohibition of the tree of knowledge, whereas all the Nag Hammadi

(59) 26.2.4-5.
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texts ascribe it to all seven of the creating archons together.

Another area of disayreement is the effHct of the eating of the

forbidden fruit. for lrenaeus, the result is knowledge of the

female Power who transcends the creating archons; in all the

extant texts, the immediate result is awareness of shame. The

nearest parallel is in Hypostasis of the Archons (11/4, 89:31-

90:17), where the "female Spiritual Element" uses the snake to

enlighten the man and woman and then abandons it, and .the man

and woman, having eaten, are aware specifically of their 13ck

of the (Female) Spiritual Elen,ent. There must remain a large

me8sure of uncertainty as to which version of the story of the

forbidden fruit Irenaeus is here quoting; but that his source

here is from the same stock as Hypostasis of the Archons and

Origin of the World is sufficiently clear. How the quotation in

26.3.1 - "I was on a lofty mountain, and I beheld a large man

and another, stunted, man; and I heard as it were a voice of

thunder, and I drew near to hear, and it spoke to me, and said:

'I am yo\! and you are me, and wherever you are, there am I, and

I am scattered in all things; and wherever you w~sh you will

gather me, and gathering me you will gather yourselF'" (p.278:

8-13 Hall), said to be "in the Gospel" - is related to the Crigin

of the World as cited in 26.2, is quite unclear.

After a rude listing of the insulting terms applied to these

people in different areas (26.3.2-9, probably the point at which

he wanted to stop), Epiphanius feels compelled to press on to
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describe their rites. So far as he is concerned, P",ioJIiLe LiturUY
... "-is dominated by promiscuous intercourse (26.4.1: TTpWTo1' f'A'E.Y ••• ).

They have a secret sign'of recognition, consisting of a su~gestive

handshake, before admitting a stranger to their cultic meal (26.4.

2). Poor as they are, these cultic meals are lavish (26.4.3), and

conclude with scenes of wild excitement ( ~~s

26.4.3).
, , , I I\ 1

UTTo X(,Jf'1cfd.$ cPIlldK"k'h 0 f-fV C(V1P :TVJ $ 'YUVg(Lt~5
1 ~ ( .. \ ,I II Y I

.>'t)'w,", 7" tdVTOV llJ~tJllc' c,., IIIvc(«r et.) 1T"O''llfov~, / \ ,. ., ,. "
'ttl'> Uyo(nrp) rna{ Too o(S'''cPOIJ

"Then each man's husb ano, turning away from his

wi Fe, says to his own wife! - 'Rise, celebrate

the Love "( feast) with thi~ brother!'"

(p.280:21-23 Hall) -

and Epiphanius is too ashamed to describe the sequel (26.4.4). He

masters his feelings sufficiently, however, to give all the details:

, , \ - , ," '), ..
,lEra "lU(J TO .uliTJ~·at :ir(({ill :irO(JI'I'W:; :r(II); t.'TL T.Ot·TOI'; CWUT[I" 1)

1"onE; 'nil} ~at''CWl-' fJJ.(J.(jfJ quia» elc OV(I(()'OV 6iXE'Cat ,II£P 'CI~ it-I'aWI)
.. ( " , (' \), ." l l·tl ) ...[) ;Wl 0 aVI/(I 'CliP (lVOll' 'CTJV CCj[Q TOt; ap(lEVO'; t.; oia : aura})) l.El(!u.;

;WI tGraJJTat Fir; Ot!(lteVQV avavtt:uavur;. bri XEi(w; cJ~ fX(Il,"l'l'; 1:1]1-'

axc(&a(loic!v xai ftl.OVHCl cJ~ffEV, 01 ,/ltV .1:r(wrtrorlxoi xalov/uvOI ;(d I;
Ft'(OHxol, -rep :rc:T(li q;l:Ofl raw ';;'(')V :ir(loIHpi(JIlvu; avru rt~ I.:ri
ret; 'I.f(loi. XaL Ui'0VOtv ui,1af{-i(lo,uiv GOl 'COVW TO OWQOV, r(1 (iW,UG:

io T()V X(ltaToic.

(26.4.5-6, p.281:3-10 Hall).
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That is to say, both women and men (in pairs) take male

ejaculate on their hands and adopt the orants position and pray.

Their p~yer is addressed to the One who is by nature the Father

of all, and it is a prayer offering to him what is on their hands.

Epiphanius quotes the prayer as, "We offer you this gift, the Body

of Christll. After this "Anaphora", the "Words of Administration":

~d "ol;'C~~ ~"j;~-lait;01:~;i~;~~i~~i!Ja~b~r-/;r; 7:"ij~.te£1:-"
toi» aial.!l(Jr ,;w xed tpuac , rovTD tau 'to aw,uC! 7:0V X(l«]TOV )Cat
TIJV'CO ion TO .7H;c.1Xa, 6/ 0" ;;rtlc1l.H «i 'i.ukTEpa oropC!Ta "at aVlJ.yy.a-
;f'ClJ.l O.UO)_07tl~ TO .:;r(dfo:; TOV X(llo'Cni'c. -

(26.4.7, p.281: 10-13 Hall).
( IThe ritual is expanded (&.JlTrJv-r!.J s , a deliberate parallel to

I ~ xi.25, beyond doubt) to include the (7offering and) degustation

of the woman's menstrual blood at suitable times, the additional

words of distribution being, rO~TO Ecr1'~~T~ d'~f4~ T.V XP"fTOV
(26.4.0, esp. p.281: 16-17 Holl); no change to the formula of

offering is indicated. This detail is interpreted by reference to

the Paradisal trees of Rev. xxii, that bear fruit in every month of

the year (26.5.1).
fPI~~iM

The Phibionites, continues 1~9RQ8~e, do their best(60) to

avoid conception; but, if one of their women conceive, the fetus

is 2borted, beaten in ~ basin with honey and pepper and oth~r spices

(60) Apparently, by some sort of 'Karezza' discipline _
hence the following reference to gathering the
'failing' of the brother.
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and myrrh, and eaten with the fingers. The purpose of this "worship"

is said to be to escape the mockery of the Archon of Lust by .

"gathering up the failing of the brother". This is said to be

"the perFect Passover" (26.5.2-6).

To round off their celebrations, the Phibionites are said

(26.5.7-8) to smear their whole bodies with the fluids mentioned,

and to pray entirely naked, so as to learn freedom of speech i'lthe

presence of God. They spend day as well as night in caring for their

bodies, with scents, with washing, with feasting, indulging leisurely

I

"~'TdtS

in the pleasures of the bed and the bottle:

(p.282:20-21 Hall). They scoff at anyone who fasts, on the grounds

that "fasting is of this Archon who made the (7present) aeon". This

is oddly expressed, and it is tempting to adjust the phrase as is

done by the Latin translation in flligne(P.G. XLI 339C): "quod ad

hujus saaculi conditoraln principem jejunium pertineat":
~.,;"Sil>Vf

odd ~pe8eiMY may be half-deliherate, with a

but the
~ (4.S:.11.

half-realised~to some

such formula as logion ~ of the Gospel of Thomas. Which enjoins

"fasting to the world". More positively, the Phibionites insist

that food is needed to strengthen the body so that it may bear fruit
l'

in due season (an allusion to Ps.i.3, LXX: 0 , " ....
To" KctfJfoV dur •..;

, , '" 1\

b(..)lftL fV f(G"r~ dvlOv , but more signi ficantly related to the

just mentioned "sacramental" imagery).

They use both Old and New Testaments, but interpret them in A

sense consistently hostile to the Creator, an eX8rcise which seems

to betray a conDtant preoccupation with the Jews (26.6.1-7.6).

T'\By pOSSDSS also a vast number of other books: a [~uestions of
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, I M /1"1ary( f PLJT'1C1"tI.S... df&.oIS 26.8.1, p.284:11-12 Hall); works under

the name of Seth, in which Jaldabaoth is given hostile treatment

(26.8.1); 'Arrot<a(A~"'t"l.J To~ ').!Jd.f' (26.8.1, p.284:13 Holl);

"other Gospels attributed tp the Disciples", in which Christ himself

appears as the patron of their immoral precepts (26.8.1). There are

two editions of, or two different books both entitled, Uuestions of

Mary. the Greater and the Lesser; in the former, Jesus is portrayed,
upon a mountain, bringing forth a woman from his side and practising

with her the rites described above. In this book; or in the catechesis

surrounding its use, are said to be claims to fulfil some arcane

sentences(61) chiefly f'rom the Fourth Gospel (26.8.2-6).

In the same or some other book are expositions (26.9.1-5) of

Old Testament 'passages (Joshua ii., ~ V.15), that also "justify"

their rites. Each act of sacral coition is to be performed in one of

the 365 divine names, rreceded by a ritual invitation to the woman

to allow herself thus to be conducted to the Archon - an odd d8tail

in a cult supposed to defy the creating archons:

(26.9.6): p.286:

11 Hall). Each separate act is accompanied by a formula of dedication,

apparently asking one of the Powers to make t~e act an approDch to a

yet higher POWEr:

aol. 'laJ JElVl, 1'J.'a Jr(lOOEviY;'llq 'ftP &Elvl. ( 26.9. 7JP. 286; 13-14 Hall) - the. -
utterer inserting any "divine name" that o.::cursto the mino, The C1il"

is a sort of mystical ascent through the POlders until ttle seeker can

(61) Matthew xiv.31j John iii.12, vi.62, vi.33,
vi.60, vi.66j Psarm-i.3.
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finally say (26.9.8-9), --,ly(ril.ut 0 X!llor6~, i:rud1i'

a.poJthv xaw/JifJJjxa allx 'HOP.(!~~,uar"w~ reap TiE &{II.OVTWV.C (p.286:22-23 Hall),

"I am the Christ, fur I have come down from above through the 365

names".

The Greater and Lesser Questions of l'lar" canno t be identified,

if all the antinomian exegesis must be regarded as contained in

them. If not, the usually rejected identification with some elements

of Pistis Sophia may turn out to be correct.(62) "Sethian" works

hostile to Jaldabaoth are extant: Apocryphon of John, HypDstasis of

the Archons, Second Treatise of the Great Seth; but the evidonce is

lacking for identification. All Apocalypt>e of AdAm (c.u, 11/5) is IlOW

available, but only one; perhaps Epiphanius saw a volume of apoc~lYnsLs
t~ok

with the Apoca'lypse of Adam at the end, and ~ its title at the e.ld

as the title of the whole. Tho body of expositions and ritual

prescriptions in 26.8.2 - 9.9 need not belong to a single book, or

to any book; but the scenario of a transit through the 365 powers,

downwards by Christ, then upwards by the redeemed with Christ, is

reminiscent of Origin of the World (C.C. 11/5), with its apparat.us

of Powers (e.G. II, 97:24-102:23) and the final ascent of light

(127:4-5). The casting of the seed of the Powers upon the duplicate

Eve (117:4-15) may be the original for the Phibionite portrayal of

Christ doing the same to the woman drawn from his side(~ 26.8.2).

(62) cf Liechtenhan, ,Untersuchungen' (n.17); Meade,
Pistis So~hia (London 1921) xxxiii-xxxiv.
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After accusations of various kinds of immorality among members

of the "levites" of the sect, and comments on their strango notions

of virginity (26.11), Epiphanius sums up another of their books,

(26.12), from which he quotes a tale about the

violent death of Zechariah, father of John the Baptist. Zechariah

is struck dumb because he sees the ass-shaped man worshipped in the

Jerusalem Temple. When he recovers his speech, he is killed to protect

this secret - a secret usually kept because the spurious god is wa~ned

to hide by the jingling of the bells on the High Priest's vestment~.

A more infantile anti-Jewish slander is hard to imagine. Further

changes\f immorAlity, this tim~ against the clergy of the sect,
I

their "levi tes" (again, a preoccupation with the· Jews!), are f oLloured

by a description of their Gospel of Philip (26.13). This last appears
trlAnCAM

to be chiefly a ~ llie!! of ascent-of-the-soul mysticism, perhaps

including also the omd tale of Elijah and the succuba (26.13.4-5).

The Gospel of Philip quoted is, beyond doubt, the same work as

that mentioned by the Refutator in a Naassene context~:
)(i1t~'l..cD.u·}i',flo: (, xup:o;

15.t .1;'1 tJ;uX~v Ott Aiym i', "tij) civ:ivx~ E~i 'rcv c;~piXvb', 'l.iX! ::(~)=
£Y..aljt'!) ttilv ~vw oU'JaflEW'J 'dr;oxpiv£a&x~' o":~ idpwv Efl!:£U:l,'I,
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(p.292; 14-20 Hall).

"The Lord revealed to me what the soul must say at its ascent into

heaven and how it must answer each one of the Powers above(64):

'I have come to know myself,

and I have gathered myself from all directions,

and I have not sown children for the Archon,

but I have uprooted his root

and have gathered the members that were scattered,

and I know you for who you are -

but(65) 1am of those that are above'''.

, ..I ..I. I. ~ \ I 1',.1,
I'.t~ DuT'-l.s, 'fJ",,-.v. Qlll0I\V~ ",. tav oi, t:f1}(J[V, cV(lcthi "I~VVij. ;

Gaoa vlOV,· "adxelTal "arro tro~ UV Ta l'ola Tbeva Ovv11fhi avq).a{Jtiv I

x",l tlJ.'aGr(l_Etl'al EL;; i:at:t~v.

(p.292:20-293:1 Hall).

"And thus (they say) the soul is liberated. But if (they say)

the soul is discovered to have produced a son, it is cast

downward until it has succeeded in taking its own offspring

and recovered its true identity".

If this is typical of the content of the Gospel JF ~hilip,

(64) cf Gospel of Thomas and cognates; Ophite diagram-
'First' Apocalypse of James, all infra. '

(65) The conjunction is literally 'for' ; but contrast
is clearly intended.



0{
that. book is a remarkable document 8& syncretism. There are some

Jewish associations - the ascent~ and perhaps the story of Elijah

and the succuba (heer. 26.13.4-5) - but a polytheistic thought-world

) is not so far away. Creator and material creation

are objects of revulsion and defiance. The power in which the soul

defies the archons which threaten the upward path is appare~tly

available solely from the soul's own self-awareness and theurgic

practice. The whole scenario (at ~ point) is typical of Or pbi em,(b6)

and the gathering of the scattered members has overtones of Osiris(67)

fl f t· d t h . tvni 1 f H 11 . t· . ([)O )- a con uence 0 no ~ons an ec n~ques yp~ca 0 e en~s'~c maQ~c.

The remainder of [piph?nius' report (26.14-19) is given over

chiefly to adverse comment, but there are revealing personal
V'~w.ini.s~ .
MiilisCEilceswoven into it. Epiphanius himself had got involved with

a group of this sort, and his repeated assertions of relief that he,
was ~ot wholly swept away by their propaganda suggest strongly that

he was more closely involved than he cared to remember. He owes his
~\s

information chiefly to women of ~ sect; at first fascinated by

them, he becomes increasingly alarmed through reading their books
~~h.-1S

for himself (26.17); then, Dr ~p"pas later~ to reassure himself

that he has done the right thing, he consults other orthodox

persons, who confirm his impressions (26.18 ). He reports the

whole matter to the local bishbps, who, presumably with the assistance

of the civil authorities, investigate, ~ith the result that a total

(66) e.g.in Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker
11,175.

(67) et R.E.Witt, Isis in the Graeeo-Roman World
(London 1971),36-45.

(68) J.M.Hull, Hellenistic Magic and the SY~P!i£
Tradition (London 1974), 27-37.
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of eighty people are exiled from the city.

This last detail is extremely significant, and provides an

invaluable check on Epiphanius" report. That a deviant grQup was

indeed detected is confirmed by the punitive measures applied.

However, any group that could be proved to have practioed the

magical uses of the fluids mentioned would beyond reasonable

doubt have received far more terrible punishment, as we see f rorn

the personal reminiscence of st. John Chrysostom, nearly caught in

his adolescence in innocent possession of a book of spells.(69)

The public action of the authorities entitl~u8 to distinguish

levels of reliability in Epiphanius' information.

His account of the books of the "Phibionites", on which he

obviously made careful and detailed notes, may Ge in general

accepted, especially as much of his information can be chBcked

against extant copies of the books that he quotes, even if the
¥~tL..,S;o"l~

extant }aQC;;;Qsiul rs and those that ha possessed show diffarencss. i'll!ch

of the Phibionite library can therefore be listed: the books of

the Old and New Testaments; Hypostasis of the Archons, Origin of

tha iJlorltJ,?Gosrel of Thomas; Greater and Lesser Questions uf f'lal'Y;
r ( M (Apocalypse of Adam; ,£1I1Jt1. dpl~S and Gospel of Philip.

What dOBS not come frorn these books must be attr-ibuted to the

women who were [piphanius' leAchers on behalf of the S8~t. His

comparison of the situation with Joseph's exporiences with

(69) A.A.Barr, lThe Survival of the Magic Arts',
in A.Momigliano, ed., The Conflict between
Paganism and Christianity in the Fourth
century(Oxford 1963)100-25: 116, citing John
Chrysostom, In Acta Apost. Hom.xxxviii,
PG IX.273-4.
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Potiphar's wife indicates that one woman in particular wcs taking

the initiative (26.17. She has a comranion and confidante

with whom she jokes in Epiphanius' presence and at his expense,

saying that the young man is not ready yet for a~ult adventures

(26.17 ). It is her report (later disproved in the course Lf

police investigation, although [piphanius is unwilling to realiz~

this) which provides the "information" about rites with male ejaculate

and menst~ual blood, aborted fetus, prayer in nudity, sodomy among

the "Levites" and orHl intercouse (26.19. - the detail ouviously

hardest for Ephiphanius to mention). To say such things in an attL;II1:Jt

to inveigle a young mSDk into an affair is an extremely risky course

of action under the prevailing circumstances. Cases are known from

modern sectarianism of young women deliberately attractin\:)male

disciples by an initial tactic of flirtatious behaviour.(70) It is

more likely, however, that in this case we are observing an individual

pursuing personal ends by exploiting the imagery of a sect with a
e~('~1it£

severe eegFatite character; and her behaviour has a strong element

of "risk\'taking". (71)

Beyond the woman's distorting and tendentious account of her

sect's private acts of worship only the haziest picture Can be

detected. Prayer in the orants position is too conventional to be

dubious. A prayer of offering is to be 3e8n as derivative from

contemporary orthodox Christian anaphoral pray8r, such as that in

(70) J.Lofland, Doomsday Cult (London 1966),
ch.6 -'Embodied Access'; ch.9 - 'Promotion
Tactics'.

(71) Rettig and Singh, 'The Risk Hypothesis'
(1963).
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fourth-century Egypt, attested by "the prayer of offering of oishop

Sarapion", (72) with its statement as, r D~ nf06'1V~Yk«"'E.V T~~
" .. \" ,. I ,.

drTo'tJ TOVTDV, 1'0 -r-rr« 1Aou C1r.Jf"dTO$ 'rov !"OVO"yh/(JUS.

There is no indication of any attempt to interpret the relationship

of the liturgy of the sect to that of the Great Church - some very

angry comment from Epiphanius must surely have been provokod by any

claims on that score. It is remotely possible that the description

of sybaritic Phibionites indulging in anointings, washings (a very

monastic touch there~), and Feastings is a serious misre~ding of an

attempted reinterpretation of Christian initiation rites of

chrismation, water-baptism and Eucharist in purely naturalisitic

terms. It is not uninteresting that a sect preoccupied at so

m2ny points wlth anti-Judaistic slogans should choose the ~assover

as the liturgical ideal - "This is the ~ Passover" - and the

inference that the underlying ritual pattern is Jewish-Christian,

gravely distorted in course of time by resentment at non-Christian
Jews, is .fh:$ sect.i.s /AQ«i"tJ. fo~ A- J,."",',,,- ~sll~ t...~·t:o".

Although Epiphanius' female teacher and would-be Femme fatale

has made the rite of her community into an instrument For dcminating

another person, and has thereby in a sense created her own Cult of

Power, the underlying tradition does not fall into this category -

but its resort to potent erotic imagery in much of its peculiar

(72) ed. F.E.Brightman, JTS I/1 (Oct 1899),
105: 31-2.
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literature (e. g., the spilling of seed in rc~,,1. M&lp:tA. ~ and

Apocryphon of John) exposed it to such misuse.

(d) Materials in Irenaeus and Origen.

It will be argued in our next sUb-section that the liturgical

traditions that can be uncovered in the evidence of the Refutation,

Clement of Alexandria, and Epiphanius betray a continuity that

suggests a singl~ line of tradition springing from one form of

Jewish Christianity, given its distinctive character by the confusion

which surrounded the emergence of the Church from its parent faith.

This working hypothesis provides also a milieu for soma

documents preserved by Irenaeus and Origen which may be brie~ly

noted here. It was discovered by Carl Schmidt(73) tha~ in A.H.I.

xxix ( ; I.xxvii, Vol. 1, pp.221-226 Harvey) Irenaeus was using

some form of the Apocryphon of John, then recently discovered in

the Berlin Pap~rus 8502, which was not itself published until many

years later. (74) from the text there extant, and from the other

material now available from Nag Hammadi (C.G. 11/1, 111/1, lV/1),

it-becomes clear that Irenaeus does not attempt to summarize the

entire content. That much was in any case to ba read out of the

impatient conclusion of his account - "Et hi quidem talia mentiunturtt.

Ha gets,no further than "I am a jealous God"~ etc (I.xxvi1.2, Vol.l,

p.226 Harvey; I.xxix.4 Massuet), which in, for example, C.G.II is

(73) and summarised in his paper in Philotesia
Paul Kleinert (1909).

(74) ed. W.Till, Die gnostischen Schriften des
koptischen cOdeX Berolinensis 8502 (Berlin
1955.
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,
on page 13, little more than a third of the way through the bOOk.(75)

The next chapter of Adversus Haereses (I.xxx Massuet = I.xxviii, Vol.

I, pp.226-241 Harvey) is devoted to another body of doctrine, which

is related also in some way to the Apocryphon of John or at least

its milieu. Parallels have been noted by Hall in his edition of

Epiphanius(76) between this section of Adversus Haereses and

Panarion haer. 26.9-10, of which we maintained above(77) that it

represents a 3ummary of Origin of the World. Although the information
4&llet.!
58ile~ by Irenaeus from this source does nut seem to offer evidence

as to the rites of the users of the book, the mere fAct. that

Irenaeus uses it entitles us to date the work itself back into the

second century.

Informati"on more germane to a liturgiological .investigation is

found in Ori~en's account of the "Ophians" in the sixth book Contra

Celsum (VI.')1),'where the "Ophite diagram" is described. Although

the ritual details are not founel in Origin of the World, the niyt.h

from that book does appear in Origen's text, most significantly

where the scheme of archons to be passed in the mystical ascent is

set forth (C.G.II/S, 100: 29-~02:7, cf. c. Cels. VI. 31, p.101

(75) MILE 104.
(76) I.284-6 Hall.
(77) 334-5 supra.
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Koetschau). In this case also, the dating of Origin of the World

made possible by the reference in Irenaeus enables us to place

at least the essence of the scheme reported by Origen well back

before the com~osition of contra Celsum, about 244_9(7B), so that

not only CeLaus '.information (~es Logos was written about 177-

1BO) but also Origen'& additional evidence may be useJ to throw

light on second-century conditions.

(e) Peratae-Naassenes-Ophites: a liturgical continuity?

o It has long been noticed that the cosmological notions of the
rt'f'"t,.". .
~e!dtd[,the Naassenes and the Ophites are related, and that they

show a development with a certain consistency.(79) The suggostion

to be made here, and offered as a working hypothesis, is that there

is a liturgicial continuity also. With the proviso that the

congregations involved were probably unstable in both,membership

and theological stance, and that their books were subject to

frequent adaptation and re-interpretation, the following scenario

is suggested:

(a) the liturgical notions of these groups represent a survival

among Christians of a chiefly Jewish ascent-of-the-soul mysticism,

with a liturgical pattern of mys~ical prayer for this purpose,

mingled with a mythology and ritual of the "interceding (liother";

and that this schema is superimposed on a sacramental pattern

,
(78) H.Chadwick, Origen contra Celsum (cup 1953),

xiv.
(79) W.Foerster, ,Die Naassener', in Bianchi, edt Studi

di atoria religiosa della tarda antichita U~'aples
1968), 21-33; R.P.Casey, 'Naassenes and Ophites',
JTS XXVII/4 (July 1926) 378-87.
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characterized by baptism; .

(b) that the stage at which these traditions were fused is

represented by the Peratae, and that their name, (derived, according

to Clement of Alexandria, Strom. VII. xvii.100, p.190 Hort-Mayor,

), points to this process having occurred initially

in Peraea, the area to which the Jerusalem Church had fled before

the investment of Jerusalem by the armies of Vespasian and Titus;

(c) that the initial optimism of the Peratic phase was overcome

by disillusionment and scepticism, to the point where the goocness

of the Creator came to be doubted, and salvation to be conceivod

as an escape from the Creator and his ethics; that the reinterpretation

of.Old Testament myth along these lines, typified by an inversion of

the tale of the snake, caused these people to be nicknamed "Naassenes"

by their less pessimistic fellow Jewish-Christians, a sobriquet

which was given a Greek form, "Ophites", when they emerged into a,
wider Hellenistic social milieu;

(d) that such a pessimistic and ~ntinomian style of thought wa~

particularly susceptible to distortion and exploitation by occultists

like Justin the Gnostic and by such immoralists as Epiphanius'

friends - and that, in general, a world-denying atmosphere of this

character was naturally attractive to those whom contemporary

society relegated to marginal roles;

(e) and that this development began ,~ f36re~tiH;i.ri upon Jewish-

Christianity of a particular kind, and continued to be parasitic

upon the developing life of the Great Church.

6. The Gospel of Thomas.
Kp\owW\>

The book now I~ from its Coptic form recovered from Nag
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Hammadi (c,c, !l/2), as "The Gospel according to Thomas",

compared with the four canonical gospels, and similarly with the

apocryphal gospels modelled upon them. Evidence has been gathersd(80)

which suggests that soma of its material goes back to an earlier

stage of the oral transmission of Jesus' words than that which has

survived in the Synoptics, and there are even those who maintain

that it represents the earliest, non-narrative, form of the Gospel
genre.(S1)

However, the 114 logia of which the "Gospel" consists are not

all free-standing utterances of spiritual wisdom; there are in

several cases signs that the sayings have been removed from some

original narr~tive setting and rearranged to fit a systematic

exposition. Some logia are provoked by questions or comments from

indi vidual disciples, ~lary (~ 21), Salome (log. 61), Simon Peter

(log. 114), others by people outside the circle of disciples, an
(A,~ S ,~eifi~tJ.

unnamed woman in the crowd (~ 79), or wAefllilieifiii6il "them" who

happen to speak to Jesus (~ 22, 91, 100, 104). Logion 60 is

more explicitly in a narrative setting: " They saw a Samaritan

carrying a lamb on his way to Judaea •••" Even if this setting is

itself fictitious, and created for a special polemical purpose,

its form is an acknowledgement that the sayings of Jesus belong

in the setting of his life-history. Although the omission of that

history strongly suggests that the compiler of the Gospel of Thomas

~($~ R..ttl~/

(80) Quispel~1959; Cullmann,1960; Hunzinger 1960'
Nagel 19~0; Bartsch 1960; Frend 1967; ,
Englezak~s 1979; Horman 1979; Lindemann 1980.

(81) opposed by Tripp 198~.
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has lost interest in the historical setting of Jesus' life and

the events of that life itself, his dehistoricizing method is

still secondary to a narrative form of Gospel, which was itself

secondary to a kerygma of historical narrative form: IIGod has

raised this Jesus ••• 11 There is no evidence in Gospel of Thomas

of an earlier "timeless" Gospel genre.

As it is framed, the Gospel of Thomas is addressed to an

esoteric circle, a select band whose existence assumes a wider

community within which they were formed. N~" t-«' ;'~).'2(€ ~ef(n'

(C.G. II, 80:10-11), "These are the

secret words which the living Jesus spoke II- calling for a

restoration of Papyrus Oxythynchus 654 which had occurred to none

who had attempted it(82) - presumes the 8vailability of more

rublic words to the many. As will be noted, there are elements

in Gospel of Thomas which are critical of the many, the conv8ntional

majority of Christians. The book is written for i'I Illinor:ity.

The text (and where the Greek is extant, it confirms the

Coptic version suf't'LcLerrt Iy for this observation to hold of the

original\Greek composition) may be dividerl into an introduction

and ten IIchapters". Such a division is indicated ,by the use of the

introductory rubric, "His disciples asked •••" (logion 6: ),.Y2CoY~ ",,61

), "The/ IIHis disciples

said ••• 11 ( 10g1a 12, 18, 20, 24, 37, 43, 51-2-3, 99, 113) :

ITtA'e M I~AeHiH' N le Xc (~ 18,20);

ncxc N£4 M~e HTHC ~c (~ 24, 37);

nCA ~Y N}",-{ f N 01 ~~ Lf f 1"1). H1H( X~ (~ 43, 51, 52, 53, 113);

(82) H.G.Evelyn White, 'The Introduction to the
Oxyrhynchus Sayings', JTS XIII!1 (Oct 1911)
74-6.
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(~ 99).

(The other utterances which Jesus answers do not mark new

sections; only the questions of the disciples do this).

Running through all the sections are a number of recurrent

themes: the IIdisciples" addressed by the book are essentially a

distinct group, and their distinctiveness is frequently the

occasion of conflict, as to claims to the Kingd0m, and chiefly

conflict with the Jews, although conflict with other Christians

also makes an appearance.

The distinctiveness of the disciples consists above ~ll in

their possessing the aecrut of life through finding the interpretaLio~

of Jesus' secret words (~ 1). They are the chosen fish (~ 8);

their master is the incomparable Jesus (.!£9.:... 13). Their destiny

is to obeyed by the brute creation (~ 19). Part of the secret

of the Kingdom is the very fact that t hey are the elect (~ 23).

As the enlightened ones, they have the privilege of illuminating

the cosmos (~ 24), although they have renounced the cosmos as a
~od

fasting man renounces ~ (log. 27). They may expect the decisive

moment to be one in which their Master is revealed uniquely to them

(~ 27). They may fail him, and relapse into a pre-Christian level

of religion, and if they do so they may expect no mercy, privileged

as they have been (~43-44). Yet theirs is the Kingdom (~ 54),
bc.$toW~

if the yare true to the li Fe liB Iit ..eed upon them (~ 59), and the y

will be saFe even though thosa closest to them will perish (l9.9..:.. 61).

Their communion with Jesus makes thsm akin to him (log. 108); they

may be sure of the kingdom (113-114).

In the conflicts occasioned by their distinctive status, human
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pride will be humbled by their vindication (~4). The cause of

Jesus is fire cast upon the cosmos (log. 10), not p8ace but a

sword (~ 16). Their faith must be guarded in vigilance and

strength (~ 21). They will spoil the strong (~ 35). They

- n£):& j( 1St
qLi'l\Cl~M.~t'

have in the meantime to become detached from the world: (~42)
e.s.

(~. II, 88:19, p.24

bl'toJiH.etoJI'PI"l"It et al,}, "Said Jesus, Become Passers-by". They must

choose where their loyalty lies (~47). In particular, family

loyalties (10g.55) must be subordinated to the claims of faith;

like Jesus, the elect must expect to suffer and to be rejected and

persecuted (~ 65, 66, 68). They must, for this among other reascris,

be discreet in their choice of those who may hear the deep things of

God (~ 95). Rejection of family ties is repeatedly and sharply

called for (~ 101, 105), not for its own sake but as part of the

discipline of renouncing the world's riches in order to live on the

Living One (~ 110,111).

The sense of distinctness has deeply affected the versions of

the "Parables of the Kingdom", which have a large place in the

Gospel of ThomAs.(83) This tendency is perhaps clearest in logion
(84 '107, a quite perverse adaptation of the Parable of the Lost Sheep; )

"Jesus said, The Kingdom is like a shepherd who had a hundred sheep.

One of t~m went astray, which was the largest. He left behind ninety-

nine, he sought for the one until he found it. Having tired himself

(83) ef Mueller 1973.
(84) Matthew xviii.12-14.
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out, he said to the sheep, I lova thee more than the ninety-nine",
(e.G. II, 98;22-27, pp.52-5 Guillaumont et al.). What counts is

not that the sheep is ~, but that it is favoured. The frequency

of the use of the parables of the Kingdom is, significantly, greatest

in the long cardinal section, logia 51-98; 54, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 73,

76, 78, 86, 96, 97, 98.

In particular, the intended users of Gospel of Thomas see

themselves as distinguishable chiefly from, embroiled principally

in conflict with the Jews. The dispute as to the right of inheriting

the Kingdom is an ideal medium for Christian/Jewish polemic. In

logion 6, "If those who lead you say to you; Sea, the KingGom is in

heaven", then the blrds of the heayeQ~ then tha birds of the heaven

will precede you. If they say to you; It is in the sea, then the fish

will precede you. But the Kingdom is within you and it is without

you ••• ", it is not far-fetched to read "those who lead you" as

referring to the Rabbis, and the whole logion as referring to

discussions of-the signs of the ~lessiah.(sf) Fasting, prayer, alms-

giving and dietary laws (~ 6, and cf. 14, 27, 104), which are

major issues of contention, are characteristic of Jewish abodah.

The prominence of James the Just (~ 12) is a direct indication of

a Jewish-Christian milieu, and one in which persecution and martyrdom

loom very large. The e+ect possess the Paradise of Genesis (~ 19).

(8~a) ef Matthewxii.38;xvi.1 parr,; xxiv.3, etc.
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(~ 19). Jesus' distinctive glory is his "Place", (~ 24), a

well-known Jewish periphrasis for deity.' The elect observe the

true Sabbath in their renunciation of the cosmos (~ 27). Jesus

and his disciples are contrasted with the Pharisees and Scribes

(~39, 102). The vine planted ~thout th8 father (~ 40) is

clearly Judaism (cf. Isaiah li.7), especially Rabbinic Judaism.

Wilen Christians decline in faith, they become like Jews (~ 43),

when they ought to transcend, for they have privile0es denied to

everyone else between Adam and John the Baptist (~46). They must

not lower Jesus to the Levu I of the (Jewish)prophats (~52).

Circumcision (log. 53) is thA Jewish/Christian issue pi'lr8xcellenc8.(UG)

The Jews, who have rejected the r'lessiah(~ 65,66), are on the

very brink of 'baptism, but do not go the whole way (~ 74). The

f'act,that they are "'Ieasiah's kindred helps them not at all (.!E..9.:.. 7Y,

99, cf. 105), for their religion is external (~ 89) and negative

(~ 104, cf.6, 14, 27), and they have no faith. They will not,

however, realize their lack until it is too lata; that seems, at

least, to be the tragic meaning of loqion 97, the parable of the

rne aL lost unnoticed from the cracked jar, a parable with no canunical

parallel). Logion 102 saen.s to suggest that the Pharisees prevented

the Jews from becoming a wOFld-evangellzing people. The issues are

so specific(S?) that it is literally the Jews that must be understood

,
(86) as in Galatians iii.1-v.25i Panarion haer.30.

2.2.
(87) See Neusner, 'Zaccheus/Zakkai', HTR 57 (1964),

57-9
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here, not conventional Christians.

All these themes - distinctness, conflict, confrontation with

the Jews - are also all present in the canonical Gospels, but not

to the e\:tent of dominating the scene as thEly do in Cospel of

Thomas, where their prominence can only be the result of deliberate

choice. In the light of this polemical bias, the "chapters" of thE

Gospel of Thomas may be characterized by these titles:

Introduction: The Secret of the Kingdom

(logia 1-5 C.G.II, 80:10-81:14, cf. P.Ox. 654:1-31).

Ch.1: The elect do not need external religion

(logia 6-11 c 81:14-82:24, cf. ~.Ox. 654:32-42).

Ch.2: Issues to be faced after the departure of Christ

(lo·gia 18-19 = 84:9-25). D ,1
r()".us I~ •

Ch.3: The final lot of the elect (and the delay of tha P8P8Aeie¥)

(logia 20-23 = 84:26-86:3).

Ch.5: The nature of the Kingdom and of Inward Lifa revealed by

Jesus

(logia 24-36 86:4-87:26, cf. P.Ox.1:1-44, P.Ox.655: fr.I
a - b).

Ch.6: Jesus reveals himself to those who renounce

(logia 37-42 = 87:27-88:19, cf. P.Ox.655, f'r, Ib:sff, fr.ll).

Ch.7: The Questioned Authority of Jesus

(logi~ 43-50 (= 88:20-90:7).

Ch.8: Jesus the Fin81 R~velation of Life; tho need fur
MOo( t if' e-.t,'o Mo
~jtifxcabiClI'\ in readiness for that life.

(logia 51-2-3 to 98 = 90:7-97:20), and for logion 67 see

H. Puech, 'Una bandelette funeraire', AHA CXLVII/1955).
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Ch.9: Conflict of Loyalties

(logia 99-112 = 97:21-99:12).

Ch.10: When will the Kingdom come?

(logia 113-114 = 99:13-26)

Colophon: "The Gospel according to Thomas"

( = 99:27-8).

,
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On questions of worship, Thomas is very rpsc>rved.

Prayer, nS typical of Jewish devotion, 15, it seerns,

wholly discountenanced. In logion 14, J'esu s say s: "If

you fast, you will beget sin for yourselves, anti if you

pray, you will be condemned, and if you givp alms, yc>u

will do evil to your spirits. Anti if you go into ~ny

land and wander in the regions, if they receive you, p~t

wha t they set before you, heal the sick among t hain , Fo r

what goes into your mouth will not defile you, hut wh a t

comes out of your mouth, that is what will rl(~fil(-'you."

The missionary scene assumod pLac os this re-intpqln>t;ll ion

of Luke x.8-9 combined with Matthew xv.17-1H ill " t_j_"I.

when the Chri s t i an iu.i ssion has gone beyond the bou rul-;o JO

the Holy Land. In the Gospel of Thalli"!=;,thi s ] o o i.on i--,

I,,.',:
part of the answer to the question (see logion I:?)

is it who shall be great over us?" The .imme d i ate a.n :'>w('r

is, "\"herever you ha ve come " (again, the mission, IS

assumed to have become international), "you will Or) to

James the Just, for whose sake heaven and earth c arno in t o

bing. " There se ms no obvious conn ction betwpon tlli~

and the following discussion (logion 13) on t ho un j_(~llt-

ness of Jesus: wh i.Le 1-'etr cornpar s him wi th ;\n ,"'lrHJP],

and f\lat thew wi th a philosopher, Thomas Cl l.ono i-\drni t s t h. 1

he is unclassifiable. Thomas alone th ref ore becomes to he'

recipient of three secrets so terrifying t ha t oven (~l('('1

Christians might recoil from t hern wi th horror ((f 1 O~) io 11

17: "\,Ilhat eye has not seen •••"). One at Ie, st of 1hps('
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secrets may be the three fold abjuration of conventionnl

piety in logion 14. (Possibly, the three principles are

the three secret words of logion 13. Liberation from

these destructive acts of piety is by wo rshi.ppi.no t ne

unique Jesus,
.

not born of a woman (logion 15), even a.t

the cost of violent op~osition from nearest and dea.rest

(logion 16). If adoration is so needful, it may be

inferred, then the a~thor of Thomas does not reject all

wotship in his condemnation of prayer.

This condemnation is repeated in logion 104:

is said to Jesus by unnamed persons (perhaI-'s, by

conventional religion), "come and let us pray to<iay, ctnd

let us fast", "\'!hichthen is thfJ sin

that I hav~ committed, or in what have ,r been vanr.iuished':,

But when the'bridegroom comes out of the brid 1 chamber,

then let them fast and let them pray." On first re('l..din<],

the impression giv~n is that prayer, at least of a certain

kind (confession? pe t i tion for the coming of ~!essiah?)

is out of place, li.ke fasting is in f'vlrtrkii, 19-20 p,:ur.,

while the discipl s have Jesus with them. llowe v e r , lhp

replacement of the reference in the synoptic version tn the,
time of fasting wh n Messiah i_ taken away, sc. by

crucifixion, by a reference to the tim when )\:('ssiah

comes forth from the bridal feast, that lS, out of

heaven for judg~nent, th nit se Ins that the' syno .t ic

saying has been transformed into a t hr at dCJ<.iinsi-uc l. r'-,
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reject Jesus as a sinner. Fasting and prayer ay:> SlCJn~,
of, terror, apt in those who face Jesus as the ju~ge.

Those who will have no need for fear are those who rpjPct

all natural ties those who acknowledge father or

mother wi 11 be caLl ed ffth~ son of a harLot " (logion

105) , i.e., they will know the sha~e of the accusi\tion
(1 )

that was levelled by "the Jews" against Jesus. Tho~p

who are the Messiah's favourites, his big sheep (logion

107) , those who have the secret of the Kingdolll (as in

the closing logia 109-113),
,

are those who h;we fulf .i 1.1(:><1

two conditions: they hav become "sons of I'lan"(lOo),

and have "drunk from the mouth" of Jesus, and so bcoom«

as he is {lOB).

In the d- tai ling of these two requ i rernent s may hc..>
/

detected the scheme of Christian ini tia tion i\S .in t erp.re t'r«t

by Thomo1.s: a two-stage rite of baptism anrl euchArist.

It may seem far-fetched to detect baptism in 100ion 1()6,

where Jesus says, "\Jhen you make the two on e , you shall

become sons of Jl.-Ian.""The two" that ar. to b "m ad e one"

are the male and female elements. ThOnt<'1s u ses tho irn,\op

of the female as an image of fallenness; to becoJn0

masculine" is to know salva.tion. This is true of fin~1

salvation: "::>ec, I shall lead her"

wishes to exclude), "so that I will make her rualo , t li.i t.

she too may bec oma a living spir:i.t, res _lObU.no yOU rna 1('~.

(1) an echo of ~ viii. 31-8f ~~.~~ 31 pal.
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For every woman who makes herself male will entpr the

Kingdom of Heaven" (logion 11.4). In ThotnC'is, the

abolition of the male/female dichotomy, the abolition of

shame, the defiance of the world-rulers, the achiev0rnent

of childlikeness, are all fused into one comp lex of

images: So, in logion 21, Jesus says of his d i scip Los ,

"They are like Li. ttle children who have installed tlwrn-

selves in a field which is not theirs. Whpn thp ownpr~

of the field came, they will say,, 'Release to us our

field.' They take olf their clothes before t hc-m to

release it (the field) to them and to giv(! back t.hs-i r

field to them" (i.e., disciples defy the world-rulers

by stripping off their own bodies, which belong to thi~

·world). ~hen the disciples ask Jesus when h· will bp

revealed to them, he assures them (logion37):

you take off your clothing without being aShi.lllIed,and

take your clothes and put them under your feet as the

little children and tread upon them, then (shall you

behold) the Son of the living Une and you shaI I nOT f(~;lrr 11

The use of the imagery of unclothing in these two so

different contexts suggests that, in addition to its

symbol izing the ab ndonment of worl dly thin gs, it ttl so 11;-1'"

ali tera 1 reference to an unc lothi.ng - the bil[lt i slll,,1

ekdysis.
\

If it is correct to see a ritual allusion in Th()Ill;\.:I~

use of the imag of unclothing, it might be ()bj c t od t h.vt



the suppression of the imagery of washing infers at lpast

a rejection of water-baptism. However, one short sp~uencp

of thought in Thomas seems to betray an assumption on

Thomas's part that lustrat~on is involved. Logion 74

rebukes the "many arounci the' c i s t er n!", none of whrnn ent0r

it. In logion 75, Jesus agrees with this criticism,

observes, Iltvlany are standing at the door, but t ho

monachos, the ;501 i tary ones, are the ones who will pnt<>r

the bridal chamber .11 He di s t inoui shes those who encour,ICJp

participation in t he f i.na l wedding-banquet of fl!<?SS-L<.\!l bu t

do not t ke steps to be pa r tak r s of it t.hemso Lvo s f r oru

those who, by embracing the "solitary" life (another

expression for those who abolish the male/female> di cho t orny )

do indeed qualify for the great feast. Lorj i on 74 ::;P('lilo-, to

transfer this tragic distinction back to the case of t ho r.o
"

who advocate baptism for others' (pe r hap s the wi t nr- s s e s LIt

a proselyt -baptism) but do not accept bap t i srn [or th(>lIl-

selves: compare the use of t'-Iatt. ,'xiii.13-15 in L.J'.Ji,)fj

39, 1u2.

The imagery of the f oast cannot but provoke cl i s cu s si on

of the sacram ntal meal. Her again,

very oblique, and there seems to be an uneLlsin0ss in

Thomas's attitud to sacramental actions. Jl:"Sll,,,I wo rvi s ttl

logion 108, "\! 'hoev r drinks ,from my mouth shall become s

J am, and I mys If will b come he, and the hi;Jupn t hi n<Js

shall be 'r vealed to him" are as .'il)t to th(> l>U r eLy mo n t. 1
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imbibing of doctrine as to a sacramental cup.

however, in addition, several instances of the use of

eating- and drinking-imagery which, taken together,

encourage an interpretation in terms of a sac rameritaI Illr~i\ t:
, .

the strange picture of the man eating the 1.iori i,\l1d the>

lion eating the man (log. 7 ):t the even more distasteful

image of the eating of a corpse (10g.11), which m,,),h('

read as a protest against the (Pauline?) Ln terpreta 1. ion

of the Christian sacramental meal in terms of the death of'
),

Jesus; the turning of stones tnto bread ( 100. 19) ; tht'

s~ckling babes in logion 22; the invitation to t ho f0;\St

(10g.64). Most interesting of all is logion 60:

a Samaritan carrying a lamb on his way to Judq.ea (th:i .5

scene is so unlikely that we are obviously d(~alino w i th ari
\

encoged message), Jesus asks his d i scipLe s why the 111;\11 'I~';

carrying the lamb with him, "In order 'tha t he

may kill it and eat it." Jesus makes the ra t ho r supe rr t uou s

observation, ".'\S long as it is alive, he will not eat it,

but (only) if he has killed it and it has become a cor;)se."

The disciples reply (and the reader is expected to pcho

their common-sense rejoind r), "uth rwise he will not be

able to do .it s " Jesus goes on, "You yourselves, 5'ek a

place for yourselves in l~el'0se,lest you boc omo c\ corIJ";(~.u i.!

be ea ten. " No doubt much of the meaning of thi s orld
( ~ )

exchange is denied to us until we can recover its source.

Some levels of meanino are nonetheless rec ovrs raolo , '1'11('

lamb laboriously carried to JudaGa cannot but refc>r te> the

(2) With Doresse, Secret Books of the Egyp~
Gnostics (ET London 1960) 375.
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t'assover. It is not only the Jewish l-'a::.sove.cthat 1S ;lll'ant,

for the Samaritan would go to Gerizim, not to Zion. Th~

conclusion must be that this is the Christian l'assover,

which, if read as a commemoration of .Jesus' death must,

according to ThomAs, remain on h "Jewish" level, ",nd must

involve those who so celebrate it 1n the death of this

world. The very fact that the Christian Passover npeds to

be reinterpreted by Thomas as an antici~ation of the etcrnC\L

Rest (that is, wh~n it is riOhtly practised anrt understnort)

can only mean that the church of Thom,:\s d id inrtp(->dhavo cl

sacramental meal t ho t could be intE;'rprp-ted,1':; ,1. Ch r i x t ie.n

I:-'assover.

The statement that 'the initiate is brought into idpnt'ity

with Jesus, made in both logia 106 and ]08, by linking

thi s effect wi th both baptismal and eucharistic iln.:-\9l?ry,

more than suggests that baptism and meal belonged tOIJ<thpr

in one observance. The claimed effects assert, on one

level, a "high" sacramental theololJYi but there is al~o a

balancing assert ion that the true "sacramentc\ l C,\lI sa I1. ty"
( '3 )

is in fact self-realisation: "\·vhover finds hi.rnself, of

him the world is not worthy" (loo.JL1); t hi S s01f-d'i-;covc'ry

is patently available to all, if only men w i l 1 S("(> (1OQ.l 1:1)

"the Kinodom of the Pather is spread upon t ho p;:\rth,;\nrl mo n

do no.t see it."

Some reference to .mo in tinO might just po ssi bly 1)(> I .roson 1.

(3) cf C.~.Albanese, 'Inwardness. A Study of Some
Gnostic rhemes and their relation to Early
Christianity, with special refenenca to
the Gospel accord"ng to Thomas', RThAncMed·
~L"'W. ( l'ii') b4--iS,
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in the allusion to the five trees of Paradise (log.19),
(4)

which in Jewish lo~e would point to the oil of unction,

and also in the refer~nces to warmth in Jesus (not in lo~.

10, but in 109.82: "fIe who is near me is near the fire:>"),
( 5 )

which is later used in the Gospel of Philip as a

reference to chrism; but this is ~ui~e uncertain.

(~uestions incapable of solution aLso su rrouno l oo iou (,1:

"..:>alomesaid: ",Jho are you, man? Have you as from the linE>

mounted my bed and eaten from my table?' Jesus sa id to hc- r,

'I am he who came into existence [rom that which is eCju,l.l j

I was given the things of my Father.' (Salome replies)

'I am your'disciple.' (Jesus says) 'Therefore:> J say , when

it is deserted, it will be full of light, but wh an it 1.:'

shared, it will be full of darkness. III . This rend(?ring IS

(6 )
from Schoedel, and makes more sense in the context

(following the sentence referring to. two persons in one I)(,rj,,
91,: 23-25, alluding to Luke xv i i ,34) than that of

Guillaumont et al. Grant and Pr edman (ibid.) observp,

"If it is the deser ted bed which is full of light, we ruo.y

have a reflection of the Naassene rejection of sexual

intercourse (Hippolytus, l-<efj5,7,13)". That this

passage in the Refutation includes direct ~uot;\.tions of
Thomas we he ve lready argued. This logion rn.vy be ("("vi .\S

a de~ence of the sacramental meal, with its accomranying
Ln t erpre t a t i.on in terms of the II1.:lrriage-feClst, ;tD;\inst

slanders froln hostile outsid rs.
(4) 438-441. inf~~; ~-- b ~

11'1Sle.

(5) C.G.II/3, 57:22-28;~R.McL.Wilson, The Gosp~
of Philip (London 1962), 33, 90-1; W.C.Till,
Daa Evangelium nach PkAjtiP~ (Berlin 1963),
18-19. ;(;".5

(6) in Grant, Freedman,
Secret Sayings, 158
tTheir numbering is
62).
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Logion 50 offers a series of potent an swe r s t o c ha I Lo nrjo s :

1. "Jesus said:

2. If they sa y to you, From where h:\ve you
o r i n i na t s-d? ,

J. say to them, l'Je have come from t ho I.1.Oht,

4. Where the Light has originated throuoh 1.tsplf.

5. It (stood) and it revealed itself :in 't hoir im.vor- ,

6. If they say to you, Who are you?,

7. say, i':e Are his sons,

8. and we Are t h« l oc t of t h« Liv ino I,';,th<'[".

9. If thE'Y a s k you, \..:I1':\t i.~ t ho si~Jfl OJ your 1",11111"-

.j Il )Inti .~',

10. s ay to t horn ,

This logion .is markedly rhythamic, and lK'itTS the m.x r k ....elf

a passage to be learn8d by hei'\rt.

clearly cha l Lenqe s which may be expected on t ho Crpat

Journey to the Kingdom, of which the lJLE.Cedin<..)Lo oi on (-Iq)

says: "glessed are the solitary and elect, for you sha 1 ]

find th(> Kingdom; b caus you com8 from it, you shi\1J (10

there aoain. II

(7)
archous.

The c ha l Len qe r s would c ppec\r to hp no s t i 1(.
. '

"There image" in lin '" is obs.cu r o , ,tnrl lII~'V

Lnd i c a t e that the lines are an exc -r p t from d lUJ1~;PJ' j-utllHII II,

The "n?::;t" which is within th elect, and is one of t ho

resources which prot cts th m on their journey c\ft(~r <il'l\tll,

is both an inward qu a Lit y and a Lso ,-:l, s ac r amerit nl exp(~ri('nc(>,

as 1.S noted in the .foregoing discuss Lon of the sc\cr;t!lIent,l.l

meal. It is conceivable that the church of Thom.-l"> hacl S(}lfl(> Sa,t

of viaticum, a t whi.ch these r or muLs P. w re repeatp(j <.\S ;\

---._
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reminder to the dying initiate. :,\lthouoh the "I?(>st" 1.S :\lso

an eschatological concept, and is considered ~s ~uch in

logion '51,
I

with its discussion of the date of HIp. /\n'-\ll;:\1l'~i'-,

in logion 50 it has also its sacramental·overtones. The

likelihood is that these pass.-words, as in looion 50 or in

fuller form, were taught in a h(~J!iilyduring the .initi a t ion

ceremonies.

[low, if at all, these pass-words were r e Lat oct to the'
>

theme of the Motho r , in th(~ tantal i.zingly dalll,'l'Jed locri on 1III ,

is impossible to day; hut the role of the .in t.o r cr-ct i n-j ~,Ioth('l-

as 1n Sethpus, may he ~lluded to in this p.'\ssn00.

'J. The! 'era t('\p

Before noticing the documents a s so c i a t cd imlllPdi_,-\t(~ly w i t h

the Gospel of Thom~\s t r ad i tion, it is nec e s s a r y to r e J or to

a group of documents which seem to be the vehicle by m0~n~ of

]\lother,

which "the themes of heavenly ascent and of trw i.nt0rC(><iinO
(] )

aLr ady p r e san t in Tholllc\S, were fed into t h i s

where they were ~=wi th tho Chri.st.i .vntradition,

liturgical th~mes of ba~tism and eucharist.

discussion of our sources, we have identified this ~lr()ul)'

comprising jI.!.'I.rsanps, ~0theus, The ThoLlCjht of !\or(::>,-\, ;-\rH!

2iostrip.nos, as belonging to the Peratae.

1:-; a my s t i cn I t r oc t a t o , i_I Whi.C!1
(2)

Jewish and nco-Plat.onic elements a r e mixed , devotee! tn

Marsanes (
" - lJ 'c. I.,. ?il -)

(1) C.G.II!2, 50:1 (meaning obscure, and ignored).
£.2) ~.t6.{$-'t\1 t Tl'.. c.'tWt H-.<I'£u.t. ~ k. P'lvto~~ tVtUk't:o~ " II en,),
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the theme of the Mystical Ascent. The teacher begins with

the reassurance that he who is the.?longed-for vision i:-; CJoocl,

and not i11-dispo~ect to those who seek him: "they f ou nr t him

with a pure heart, they are not afflictel b)' h im with evils"

(1:11-14). The teacher expounds the t.ec hn.iqu e of the (\sc,'nt

in terms of thirteen stages, each one ch~r~ctcrizerl by A

"seal" (2:1\-4:24). Each stage is marked by p<\rticlll;,r

insights into truth: 1n the first, second, And t h i rd tlw

topic is the distinction of truth from that which 'is CO;-~11l i c

and material, a.nd the inner d.i sc i pI .ine of shunn in 0 ~),'ss ion

and rlistraction; the fourth ancl fifth c oricorn kriow Lr-c lor: o f

the three Powers and .the principle of Repentance - .vnrl '-,1) it

goes on ur'to the thirteenth stage, the reolisr\tion of tile

unknown 3i1ent One (4:19-24). It is this thirteenth stA0P

which the t~acher hrtS reinterpreted, according to his

introduction of the whole scheme (2:12-16)

Knowledge, Gnosis, and a Rest, Anilf)usis. He is,

interpreting an inheri ted tradi tion w.i th new rua t ori.aL,

The teacher goes on to xtol the privil g' which he

enjoys, and something of its significance (4:24-1-3:11). \ II

particular, he observes,

attain d to the boundary of the sense- ere ptibl w r l d '

(5:17-19), perhaps t h P ssage that lies behind t.h o
(3) we.

that the j>eratae c La imert to).1),,,ss(-'( JRefutator's statement
I

the bounds of sense. He has com t9 recogniz. his quest CIS,
be~ng for "the Kingdom of the Thre ··pow red On o" (6: 17-20).

0) ~.V.16.1
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His inner discipline of questioning had yielded result",: [or

instance, that the One works~from silence (7:1-6), and th~t

a-vision of his su?re~acy is possible (7:20-2 ).

granted revelation is a source of joy to, he s e ern s to !-:jctY,

the entire creation (7:24-8:11).

,
His further questioning is met by direct counsel from thp

third Power (8:12-1~:16, and perhaps onward, but pa.CJPs 11

to 24 are beyond recovery). His con t i.nuino quest must hl'~by

silence (8:18-25). The complete revelation will b~ not onl\'
~ .

TtlPf(" W· h('C>'lof timeless truths but of a salvific procpss.

di vi sian between the Na i.deri and the Ilale; to hea.l the

division, she has been made masculine, an event which is

part of a process of withdrawal by the three Po~ers. 1'h0

Spirit descends and ascends to give light to thQ confused

universe (9:1.-10:7). It is now possible for the ~)irit to

be bestowed upon the el ec t;: who may as a resu 1. t C\scpnrlw i til

the Spirit ( 10: 16-1 2 nd ) ,

x·
The next recoverable section of the tractate (2S:1~-10cn(l)

is devoted to an 1I.=.\lr h<lb(?talogy". 'ince t h i s SP(>rns to IIli\ rk

a regression from the new revelation in 8:12-11:1~, r roiu

the thouGht of salvation to a mere cataloC]lle of cosrnolog;ci\]

fact, it may represent an older stratum of t he t rac t a tu ()r

its t,radition, before M;).rsanes added hi s .ncw in sight ~. 'lhr-

course of the exrosition includ_sasides of mystic~l coun~(']:

II (control?) you rseIVRS , receive thp. imperi sh.l.hlc s(>(O>(I, Iv>> r
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fruit, and do not become attached to your possessions"
*(26:12-17); "For these reasons we have acC]uirprl suffici0ncy;

for it is fitting that each one acquire power for himself to

bear frui t and t ha t we never cast aspersions on the my st c-r i os
*(39:18-24) •

The "alphabetalogy" is followed by a discussion of thr
*final reward of the mystical quest (40 ff), which is

damaged at the end. After a large gajJ in the codex, thpre

is a closing conversation
.,. • .)!-

(55 - 6d ) also in <.I. vr- ry

fr· omentary stat~. Lt. is a t this :-,tagethat ill I U::,j.UIIS t ()

ritual acts appear, or seem to appear, although the ,,"Illy

battered st a t e of these pages makes the Lnt erprot a t ion

problematic in the extreme. "(After) I was silent, (1

said) , 'Tell me, what is the ••••• that will w~sh ••• en1ir0
Kgeneration?" (55: 17-21). The imc~ge of washing aprc1,rs .'Ui\ ill

*at 65:21 (perhaps, "fountain of immortality"),

*66:1-4, where an agent, whose identity is lost by th0

damage to the manuscript, will "wash h r from ..•. of (;()ll •••

the one whom they sea led has been adorned (wi t.h the» ,,(>,\ I

of heaven" (reading' lr)lKMt ~6[~~ tN .... f:_ MnN[OYTf ....
n [.NJTb.y(()~(P~'~E HH~"tJ ~t[oYJTc~tr(~&4 ~~ TC4>'~JfI [e
~ il]Tn~ ,with lJearson p. 342). This C\.[J[Ja.rcnt

refer nce to baptism (either accompanied hy o no t ho r .1 1. o i

."sealing", or itself interpreted as a sea L, i.p. ,\

recogni t iorr-rnark for protection during the \sc an t of tlw

Soul), prepares the initiate for the awesom(> visinn,
*blazing light (04:2-5)
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*(64:16), and specifically of Gamaliel, "who i._- in cnlllln;,\nd

of the spirits" l!-
(64:19-20), w i th "the ange 1s who r erx- ivp"

*(65:1-3) , the paralem()tores familiar from 2 Jpu 4?, ,
( 4- )

::";ethpusch , 8, and elsewhere in the related l±tC'raturu,

suggests that, now that a redemptive element has been
tirought into this mys~icism, a sacra~ental means for

,
identifying the initiate with the ascending ;pirit, .and at
the same time for protecting the ini t i ate aft or d e a t b from

the p"rils of the Great '\scent, is p r ov i dect in l)i-\~)tism.
,

The sea 1, or identity - disk of knowledgf? which t he fIIy:-;t},

needs is now a mark placed upon him or her by ;.\ 1 u st ra l

sacrament.

Sethpus admi ts to deperidi nq on r'Ic'lrsanes.
given to the po\ver of t-Jarsanes zef erred to in t ha t book

(CG.~,7:24-g:11) is mentioned, ri.ndgiv n prac i sp wo rcl i n o

here (p.xxii and 84 Baynes, p.12 -;;chmidt,[)235 schm id t -

]\iacDerrnot)• This work is not so much an <:I.iJocalY[ls('i,~

a system based on the data of apocalyptic. TIlp. whole
cosmos is a reproduction, on three levels, of the 'inr.or
life of the Triple ['ower.
the essen t LaI ingredients of the r edernp t i on-ss t o ry : the'

s ring (sc. for baptism) in the First Father C)226:1'J-14

Schmictt-MacOermot); the cross in the Father of :.11

(p.2,27: 15-19), which is also the s~ring; qnnsis and

life and hope and rest and love and resurrection and th~
seal (p.227:24-26). The cross is significant, l)L(>ci!,;ply

because the whole theme of the cross is foreion to thi.::.

(4) ~okryphon of John, C.G.III.33; Sacred Book,
C.G:"III.6l!-5; TI.G.8502.66-7; cf Pearson in loco
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work. The only other reference to it is the quotation of

~ viii. 34 parr., on taking up the cross and so fo110\',-

ing Jesus, which occurs in chapter 16 of ~ethGus

(p.256:3-6, Schmidt-MacDermot), the chapter devoted to

the rescue of humankind from darkness by the fir~t-born,

acting under the auidance of the Mot~er. There is no

mention of the crucifixion in the system; the r~al n0P~

is not of an atonement for sin but for the realisation of

a frustrated ideal.

The Mother's role is far more substantial.

(ch.17) for her offsprina, th('\tthe One,

in his mind, should ord r th m and giv them knowle<l(_Jp

of himself as :)<:\.viour.The answe r of the nne (ch.1H) i,

to send the 1ioht,- spark to wear the world 1ike ,'1 (_J<\rmr'n1

as the Mother's first-horn had done. This <\ct evoke,..;

raise from the celestial powers. He draws to him

worshippers, d i v ides the land into the area of life· .,nrj

that of death 9ch.19), and promises those ion t hr- l;:U)(J (>f

life - no-one appears to choose the other land! - th~t

they will be gods, and that God will dwell arnon n thl!fl.

'Then he departs. The No the r 's chi ldrcn then l))" ay on

their own account (ch.20) for lOW rs of di~c roment,

s~irits that may indwell them and tach th m.

This he do 5 by constructing an edifice of sp.iri t ua 1

beings, at the centre of which is a place for u<'\ptj :-,111.

"In 'tha t L La.ce they are Luunersed (~~Ya"""K") in the nill:le
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of the self-begotten one who is God after them.

that place over the spring (~.'J'I'4. inHfH ) of living wat or

were put powers which were br ou qht forth a s th(~>, camc ,

These are the names of the powers which are over the

living water: ]\lichar and ]\licheu.

through Barpharanges ••• " (p.263:22-27). -';ince the :;e1f-
I

begot ten one in whose name the f\lother' s chi 1cJren wash

themsel ves i& the one who invi tes them to t ak e lll) t ho i r

cross and follow him,. we certainly have C\ version of

Chr Lst i an baptism. The names of the a t t endxn t clngel:-; ,\r('

( 5 )
Jewish; since they do not occur in the openinrj :-.t."'r:F~01

the system it must be concluderl that.the tradition of,
baptism which the author of ;·3etl'leus has built into h i s

optimistic system is Jewish - hristian: He' has mrt it

in a form i~ which repentance is mentioned (1).263:J9-?O,

20-21) , but the emphasis falls on enlightenment anrl

guidance, presumably the gift of the S~irit.

tion with which he expects this sacrament to bp admin;stpr-

ed is summed up, therefore, in the preceding pr Ay or

(p.262:9-263:10). It is very improbabl

reproduces one actually in use, for it assumrs a SConp

in pre-temporal history; but it suggests t ha t <\ ['rt.> -

baptismal prayer for the gift of the sp i r i t Wi'\Sknown in

the Jewish-Christian bnptismal ri t upon which ;(~thE'lis

has drawn. Th presence of, T4\y Poe. nd c~rw'C. j n t ho

opening sections of Seth~us also indicates that the rito

was described as a seal, and thi'\t it referrpd to th

(5) So Schmidt-MacDermot 263.
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crucifipcl Jpsus, although both these fentures have been

omittocJ whpn the> rite itself~nrterl for insertion into

thp system.

The Thounht of Norea (c.G. ix/7.) 1S i'\ very differ-

=nt version of the Pz ayer of the No t her , as in Ch. '17

of :;etheus. Thp transformation of i'\ pre-cosmic mother-

fioure into Noah's wife suggests that there is here the

iceberg-tip of nn otherwise lost process of adapting the

mythologi~al system represented by Setheus to closer

nffinity with the thought-world of Jewish Christianity.

In the longest trnctato (132 pages) of the Nag

II~mmadi find, c.G. VItl/1, Zostrianos, another amalgam
~ (6)

of Helle~istic and Jewish occultism, another phase or

<t y lo of this ;YNCI r2TISTIC proc(>ss is to be observed.

The com~lexitics of this composite text dictate caution

in its intprpretation until research has clarified many
, C($""", 1.#3"w ,

1upstions •. There are signs that two different €oG~o19ies

I;"
n three-heaven scheme, with an accompanying programme of

four bap tism s , and a seven-her>.ven scheme, wi th a corres-

pondi.ng progr.;\mme of five or seven baptisms, hi'\vebe n

comb i nod , \ppnrently common to both schemes is th(> view

thnt the experience of baptism is a moment of revelation,

a mcve upward thr0ugh the ~eons. Each one is a baptism in

a nnme (6:7, 7:1-9, 7:9-16, 7:16); and the seri s is to

hp user! in revers as a technique for a snfe return from

(6) J.R~Sieber, 'An Introduction to he Tractate
Zostrianos from·Nag Hammadi', NT xv (1973),
230-40; M.Scopello, 'The Apocalypse of Zostrianos
(Nag Hammadi VIII.1) and the Book of the'Secrets
rd" P.no~h'. Vi r: r:hr 7)1+ (1g8o) ?76-8s. ET, Sieber, NHLE 368-93.
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the terrible heights of vision.

listed, which belong to the tree-heaven schem0, .::o.re"th"

washings of YUUEL"; the fifth baptism,

( 58-9) to fit the sevcn-hCcwen scheme and to pn.:1hl C e-n try

into "the great .ve on " (60:24-62:10), incorporates or i~

followed by, an anointing (63:23). The "seal" ha s now ,

it seems, become a distinct f ea ture of the ~)rocE'~s,

probably the anointing; this new arrangement is cornhinf'<i

with the angelological presentation of baptism as it

occurs in ~pth0us: "I was baptized in the name of t lu:

Self-begotten Cod by these powf~r::;which a ro ul)()nI.i Vi.I}(1

waters, Mlchar and Mi(?chea; ~.cheus).

by (the) great Harpharanges. Then (? they reve~lprl)

themselves to me arid w ro t e me in the glory. I \I1C1S sc">n.lf-'d

by those who are on those [Jowers, r-t.i char , il.icl)eu_,\fl' i

-;elda~ and El,'(ClOS) and Zogenthlos" (6:7-17). The

ba~tismal scheme, and the visionary quest which it m;.,]("S

possible, must meet a soteriological need - the conqul'st

of death, and therefoie also the conqu st of the

female principle. Like Seth, zostrianos 1 aves thr00

tablets for the duidanc of later g nerations ( I '10: 1- -+ )

!-Iethen descends, unseen by the an qe Ls arid rul ,YS

(130: .5-13), and a,.)peals in impassioned t.onos , .conc 1u:ling

(131:2-132:5),

liDo not ba)tize yourselves with death"

(i.e., bAptism must not b

crucified J sus),

l i.nk od w i t h tlw
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"nor entrust yourselves to those Lowor th"n you

instead of to those who are better"

(probably. asserting that the elect tr, i:I scond the!

world-makers).

"F'Iee from t he madness and the bonc!2I1JC'of

femininity,

and choose for yourself the salvation of

masculinity.

You have not come (? to suffer),

bu t to esc2IpE>your bond QP.

Release yourselves,

and that wh i qh has bound you will. tJe d Ls so lvr-ri ,

Save yourselves,

in order that it (=?) may be saved.

~hy are you hesitating?

:eek when you are sought;

when you, are invited, listen.

For the time is short.

The aeon of the aeon of the living ones ~s oreat,

but the (p'inishment) of. the unconv i nc cct is ore,-l.t

also,

Many bonds and chastisers surround you.

rVlatur CJuick1y before destruction re;\ch S you •

Look at the light.

Flee the darkness.

Do not bp 1ed astray to your. destruct i.on."

Th" .., f 11~s passaoe, w1th 1ts car u y con!tructecl bnlnnc(> of
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lana arid short sentences, its LISP. of pa r a lIe l 'i srn cHid

contrast, its concrttenation of imperatives,

for use as an pxhorti'\tion before an act of injtirttion.

It is not impossihle that the whole hook was used for

such a purpo s j but 'its author's design was a lso to

mike it a manifest of a chanoed vicwof religion and

ritual. The opening section (1 :1..,.4:19) is a sort of

religious autobiooraphy, in which /.ostrianos rpClJunts

how, after a time of limited sl)iritual as~irations,

during which he is content to seek a vision of th0

prayer, he is accosted hy Cl. messellger of lioht i-1.nd

rebuked for forgetting his true voca.tion to lIH?diat0

saving truth for the whole human race. It i.s this

rebuke which .irnpo1s him to th(' my st LcaI ascen t , -;uc.h

~n autobiographical ~ntroduction makes the entire book

into an invi tation to a new sty] C' of relLoi.ou s t hou qn rs,

the newly introducpd, or further elaboraterl, initiC\tion

rite is part of a new religious construct.,
These document s of the l'efatae are here .in t o rl)rptl'd

A
as products of"syncretisino orou[ who combine II('llprd~t;c

(76CJ ,tA
specula tion (in which ~QII!pl.d. is bot h thou Oh t ,\l,ci

mystical vision) with Jewish MerkC\bah mysticism, and

fuse thi s wi th a Jewi sh-Christ ian bapti smal <i(>votion.

The stance of the ))eratae is basically op'tililistic;Hlr!

wor Ld=ar f i rm i no , bu t conLact with .Jewish-Christi.ans
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seems with the passage of time to hi'l.ve brought ]() a

pessimistic and world-denying note. The natur~l

inference is that the .Jew.i s h=Chr i s t i an s in qu os t i on arC'

suffering from 0isillusionmAnt; and the obvious

candidates for such a role' are Jewish-Christi;:ws who

have fled to l)pIla in Peraea, and have w i tnl-'sseci t hr>
lA 1'1 p&A.\'\ ic k.tA
","llpUlv.lsM?>CI d(>secration of the Iioly "'lace in _Jprusalpfil.

I)oc:umpnts immp.ciiately re l a t crl to the "Cn,'-'pel nf

Thnn1(\'-;" Tr~-\<ii tion

In forcl]oing discussion of the sourcp", the (:n,,')(>I

of Thomas was observed in association with a number
of other ~ookst including the Gospel according to the
Egyptians

'-')he,Jn, the :\[20c-(\ lypsp of ,\ciA.1ll (all these a t t os t r d hy

name) , and, .xf t e r (jptective wo r k , with (Jrinin nf

Y','orld ann }-h,r)osti"\sis of the '"'rc-hons, T0stimnrlY nf Tnltll,

I. and A[Joc,'?-lVj)se of ')i1ul.

In varying ways, these works reflect a lituroic~1

pattern like t h:..t in Thornc s ,

(C.G. ~/S begins with R

rehearsi'\l of a version of the rall: f r orn c\n o r i.o in.i l

state of be i.no superior to the Cre(\tor (y,64:6-1C)),

/\dam and I~ve a r e divided, and robbecJ of t ho i r knowl('dCJ(',
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They t..rl" roused by a depu t a t ion of three mC>SSUl~]('r s

(65:26-66:1) who llromise new life. The fulfilment of
this promise is slow, and the story of the Flood i-.:, o vr t

of the long preparation for that fulfilment.

man upon whom the l lol y Spirit has caIne" f i na Ll y .vr r ivos

(77: 16-18) , then the hostile anCJpls are confused, ;-I.n rl

attempt to explain him i'\way by telling how "he Ci'\rne tn

the water". This l a s t phrase occurs as the c l imax of

each one of a series?f ina,rlequi'\te Ch r i s t o l o.j i os : pn"-

existent glory (77:26-78:5), a version of the> J:1ij:\h

story (7:6-17), the v i r o.in-cbor n ban i sh ed with h ia

mother (7R:18-?6),

79: 19) , gestation in the sea (79:19-27), th(> virqin-

born nouri~hed in i'\ oarden (79:28-80:9) ,

from heaven (80:10-~O), a rock ov or s ha dowad h~1 ,"\ c l ()ur,]

(80: 20-29),' a se If inpregna t ion by one. of t hr- r"ASC'S

(81:1-14), a clourl impregnated by a goel (8]:14-?~),

the fruit of an incestuous union (81:24-8~:4), the

product of two Ll Lumina t or s (8~: 4-10), a sort of l.oCJ()~'

theology (82:10-17). It is hard to take this list of

heterorloxies literally or seriously; but they ~.;(>elllto

stand for various popular speculations about JpSI1S.

h'ha t all of them and the author of t:1i s'\poc" 1 Y;)SP t :\ 1 1

have ~n common i s tho a s surnpt ion t ha t th ~ tXti)t tsin of
I

Jesus is a concial moment in the history of salvdtion.

Each erroneous ViRW is put forward by a different

"generation", Ytv'~ th cause of erroneous

Ch r i s t o l ooy 'is erroneous ~-uncierstandin<J.
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generation without a King rightly understands how Jpsus

"came to the water". He was chosen from the aeons, And

filled with a special gnosis. He came as the illuminCitor

to make the generation he had chosen to shine upon the

universe (82:19-83:4).

The salvation-history hinges upon the baptism of the

elect, as well as on that of Jesus:

"Then the seed, those who will receive hjs namp
,

upon the water, will fight against the powe r,

And a cloud of darkness wi 11 como upon t hom!", (B 'j: 4-~1) •

which will c use the peoples to relJent, and to LAllIeflt

their ignoranc:>, wh iI.e pra i sin o the gnosis of the elect:

"Blessed is the soul of these men, because they have

known God with a knowledge of the truth! They shull
/

live forever, because they have not been corrupted by

their desire, along with the angels, nor h~ve they

accomplishect the work of the Powers, but they h,\V('stood

in his presence like light that has come forth from f i re'

and blood ••• " (83:10-23).

At this point, th~ angels appointed to presirle over

baptisms are reluked for having allow_d the holy livina

water of baptism to fall und r th(~ power of 'tho l)owers

(84:4-23) • The three ""ngels are Mich u and j\:ichc::trAnd

Mnesinous (84:5-6), two of whom appe r (v. sLft)rC\) 1n

Setheu 5, Zostrii\nos and ,'acrc:!ctgo()k, and 11 of thelllin
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Trimorphic r'rotAnnol a ("1H,
of the angels conclurl~s with an

*48:18-21). The correct jon.
l

aff_rmation(84:~1-H5:1~)

that the elect will at the last be thp means of vindic~t-

ing the wisdom of the all-knowing God.

The closing paragra[Jh identifies this whole rloctrinC',

the hidden knowledge taught by !\da.rnto .~eth, ~s being

itself "the holy ba.[Jtismof those who know thp. eternal

knowledge through those born of the word and the irnppr-

.isha bLo i l Lum i nat ors who came from the holy sl)or(>:

Yesseus, f'vIazareus, Yessedekeus, the living wa t o r,!'

(85:24-31). True baptism, the living water, is now

available becau se it c'an be administered in the> names

appropriate to the Three-Powered One, and by those who

I

have the gnosis. The baptizino sect pr~sents itself,

then, ~s sent to renew the gift of saving bA(Jtisl':1which

conventional and popular Christianity has comp rou i s d ,

The Sf'l.cre,l ;:~nokof tho Gr .f'l.t Tllvj_:-,ihleSpi ri i (c .«.

111/2 and 1V/2 ) is an extremely complex work, of which

any analysis or surv y must be hAzardous. It combines

a eth-mythology with f'I. richly develo~ed Jewish

angelology, and a baptismal devotion with an ascent-of-

the-soul devotion. The book as a whole is f i.Llor l with

references to the giving of promise, and occasion~L

"~2uotations" of the content of t ha t pra i sa j its who lo

atmosphere suggests an exhortation t.hat wil L lCe-lei into
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prayer - which is, in effect, what this tractate dops •

.I\fter describing how '-'eth,the sav iou r=-fi oure , [>i\SSPS

t hrou oh the ruined, universe to save the errant r ace ,

and to provide "the cosmic reconciliation rl.nr!the

baptism of the body through the L000s-begottpn one (5n

lV,74:24-26/; "throlgh a Logos-begotten body", ll...!..,6"3:

10-11), which the great Seth secretly 0rpparpri throuoh

the virgin, to beget again the saints through t h» IICl 1 y

Spirit, and invisible and secret sYlllbols, t:hrouCJhtill'

reconci liation of world wi th world, through t hr- r orr-

unciation of t ho world .•." (C.G. J...'{, 74:~~4-7,):S), wr-

are introduced to the powers that iHiminister "t))p

baptism that surpasses the heavens" (lV, 75:11), thp

"great attenriants ••• Yesseus, t-lazareus, Yesse(jpkplls

the living ·w2..ter"(1V,75:25-27)," ... (those) who

preside over the springs of the truth, Micheus rl.nrl

Michar and Mnesinolls, and he who presides over the

baptism of the living, the purifer SesengenhC\rl)llaran~10s

".... (iv, 76:3-7), among oth r be nof Lc en t an oe l ic

figures. The mention of these details is not

gratuitous, for the blessed, tho sons of Seth, arp

those who "are worthy of the baptisms of t he rpn-

unciation and the ineffabl seals of (th ir) h~~ti5m,

these have known their receivers ()l<\ralemptor) as

theY,(have learned) about them, having known

(~hrough) them, and they shall not taste death"

( 1V, 78: 1-10) •
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The "riymni a section". (as the editors call it) at

111, 66:8-22 = lV, 78:10-79:3, is the doxology into

which the exposition naturally leads. It is not easy

of interpretation; but it appears to indicate th~t it

accompanies a bap t i srn about to be self-administered,

for the singer is the beneficiary of -the sacrament, and

it is he who has mixed "the incense of' Lif e !' into th{~

\-Vater. This is said to be performed "according to the

type of all archons"; but no detail in the surviving

text explains the phrase; the pouring of a SWP0t

unguent into the water, so that it. diffused slowly in "

manner vB<]uely suggestive of smoke, would pcrhi1ps fill

the bill. Such a ritual act is mentioned by Trpnapus

at .".•H. j_. x i v , 4, in connection w i t h a r t t o i)crforrne>cl

for the dying (but not, it seems, by them), and

perhaps more com?arably, at ~.~. I.xiv.3 with T0fercnc0

to an initiation (I, 186-7, 185 Harvey).

Th. hymn, or pre-baptismal thanksgiving, has been

rendered thus:

1• "Yesseus, EO OU £OUO ~UA, re lly truly,

2. 0 Yesseus, ~lazar us, Ye ssed etceu s , (I 1 .iv i no IV t ers

3. 0 child of the child, 0 glorious n<-1II1p.,TP;,11y
truly,

4. thou that art eternal,

5. 1 1 1 1, E r~ E E 0 0 0 o 1) U lJ'U () () o
A A A~, really truly!
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6. El A /\ A . o () 0 0,

7. 0 existing one that seest the aeons, reAlly truly!

8. AEE E EEl 1 1 U U {) U U 0 0 0 0 0 0,

9. who art eternally eternal, really truly!

10. lEA AlO in the heart: that existest.

11. U for ever a~d ever,

12. thou art what thou art, thou art who thou nrt.

13. This great name of thine is'upon me,

14. 0 self-begotten Perfect One, who art not outsirie me.

15. r see thee, 0 thou who art i~visible to ev~ryon0~

16. Par who will be able to cornprehend the<' in .vnot hvr

tongue?

17. Now that I have known thee,

17a I have mixed myself wi th th .inunu t ab l (~;

18. I have armed my self with an armour of light

lab I have become light.

19. Therefore I have stretched out my hands while they

were folded.

20. T was shaped 1n the circle of the riches of lioht

which is in my bosom,

21. Which gives shape to the many b gott n on c-s in t he

light into which no complaint reach2s.

22. r shall d clare thy glory truly,

23. for I have comprehenrl d thee,

24. Sou rES (=Jesus?) I])E I\I~IO ;\E1ll or ''; ()

25. Oh eternal, et 'rnal, 0 ori of silence!

,
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26. I honour thee complet ly.

27. Thou art my place of rest, 0 sou ES I.-,- ,

28. the formless one that ex i st ed in t h r- f o rrnless on os

29. that existest, raising up the man in whom thou

wilt purify

30. me into life,

according to thine imperishable name!

'31. Therefore the' incense of life is in Ine>,

. 32. I mixed it with \Vater according to th(> type> of

the "rc-hons,

'31. in or-der t ha t I r.iay 1 iv wi th thee in t lio l)(',tC('

of the saints,

34. thou t ha t c-xi st est really truly for vp.r."

(after I~tshlioarid \visse, 1.')4-160;

C.G. 111/2, 66:8~68:2)
/

Until further evidence is available, it is Impo ssi b) r>

even to guess whether the vowel-rows are encoriV'ridivinp

t.hey are, or

to be uttered as ct rhythmic me n t ra
( 1 )

repr se[lt·musical notation.

just ctSnames, or are

This pre-baptismal doxology says nothinr xplicitly

about the guardian angels mention ri in the pr ceedin0,
homily, once the opening lines are pas sen , <\net

nothing of Seth, or of the interceding fuothcr, who has

been mentioned in the exposition at ill, 59:9-60:2 =

1V 77:?-78:10. It is very probabl that the doxoloGY,

(1) Considered in passing by E.Werner, The Sacred
Bridg~ (London 1959), 381-2, 395-6.
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at least in its outline or style, belongs to an earlier

patter~ of ritual upon which the complex homily has bppn
t Q.lle~eDt ( :-> )grafted. It may be that ~U do.ecJ I:;;gyptian fpo.tu ros

of the homily point to the general area where this

haprened; but no ciate can at present be convincingly

suggested.

The baptismal rite assumed in the Sacred Hook has

gone beyond that behind Gospel of Thomas in ritual

development - and also in theological development,
,

for association of bap t i sro with the Cross is ionon:>rI,

anci not evpn disown~d.

~ orciers baptism emphatically to life Cl.fterdeath,

anci make renunciation of the world an essential

condition. If, as sepms beyond rloubt, the cult-

association' which used Thomas u sad --;acrpr!I~nok ,"\ncl

included them in thp same codex, the sub-title> of thp

latter coming at the end of the codex,

b tween Thomas and the Gospel ;'\ccnrcii.noto ihp
_ .. __ .- - . -' ( )

§.gyptians in the citations of Clement 3 -is explained.

The ri tes assumed in Apoc(\lypse of ·'\cL".11I a nd '';;lcrl'd

Rook are very similar, as is the [r sentation of th(>m

in an angelological setting. The more combativ( tone

of .l\po~alypsp of '\dam may ref 1ect i\different ~ t agp of

development, r simply a different context. !\poc,)1 VD ':;P

of 'd m, at lei\st, reflects the def_nsiv at t i t u.to of

a minority very much aware of i t s sup riur i.ty 0",-:1: ,\

--..lJl.Q.r:_e _CQrly____!l1_i.pnf\_.I.J'>: J._ __ __. _

(2) Schenke in NTS 16/2 (Jan 1970) 196-208.,
(3) James, ANT 10-11; all Clement's references corres~ond

with Gospel of Thomas material.
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An even more combative tone is to be heard in

Paraphrase of ~hem, C.G. VIl/l.
( 4 )

In this text,

which uses the most unpleasant imagery to convey a sen~~,

of disgust with material things, the usual bap t i sru

itself has been grossly peL~verteu by the demon who has

it seems, made Faith itself'into an evil delusion (Vll,

29:33-16). "For because of him the whole world will he

disturbed. For he will seek the power of Paith and LiClht;

he will not find it. Por at that time the demon will also

appear upon the river to baptize wi th an Lmp e r f e c t hCli)ti srn,
and to trouble the world with a bondage of wat or v " ('l():17

-27). Yet this demon ic act can be tur ncd to <]onrj: "

when the appo i n t ed days of the ciemon draw noa r - ho wlio

will baptize erringly - then I shall appear in 1:h0 bi\l.)ti::;rn

of the demon to reveal w i th the mouth of Fed th a t os t 'imori y

/ to those who belong to her" (31:14-22)~ Thcr0 Zl.ro

elements in C.G. VIllI
( "i )

that may be interpolations,

anci precisely in the apparently secondary strata are

utteranc s that seem to disown the us of wu.tpr-b('\l)tiStn

altogether, even though the earlier stratum offprs ~

defence of water-baptism through reinterpret('\tion, by the:

claim t ha t the I~edeem r-figure h s an t c r ed both t ho

element and the custom and w r sted from the (lpJlIon hi <.; 0\\'1)

instrument of harm.

The treatise which has· c omo 1:0 ue know a s T('s1:imot:11

of Truth (C.G. lX/3), although less empha t i c 'in t onr-

(4) ET, F..Wisse, NHLE 309-28; also Wisse, 'The Redeemer
Figure in th~ Paraphrase of Sham', NT XII (1971) 130-40'
D.A.Bertrand, 'Paraphrase de Sem et Paraphrase de Seth"
'inMenard, ed,, Textes· de Nag Hammadi (NHS VII) 1975, '
146-57_ (5) e.g., 'he who will baptize erringly'.
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assumes the same neg" t i ve s t an co

toward \i\teria 1 things, and therefore toward W:l t(>r-

baptism, or at least toward wa t e r= bept i sm a s convpn-

tionally understood. The Jordan is said to r op r os en t

car n a 1 des ire (1 '< , 3n: 30- 11 : '3 ) , and John the i~'l:)t;_st to

symbolize the destructive f erni.n i ne p r i.nc i.pLo ('11: ~-4). _

This interrretation is , on the surface, an t i-Jc>\v; -sh ;

but is used to attack conventional Christians who ma!,,(.">

the usual baptismal confession

31:24) and say,

aiming ul.!)'ond d lhis- ..o r l.dLy Lni t i a t i ori to o n c- t.l i.r t

conyuers death (11:25-1~:14). It is impLi c.! t h.v t 1.1)('

true ini t i a t ion f or c-csn.vtoweo by the d~~scent o f the'

Spirit or Jesus' baptism (JO: IB-JO) t brings to the->

initiate-the power of ~hrist's harrowing of hp]1, hi~

healing miracles anc! his tranSCE'ncJencc of the l,,\-\s of

nature ('32:~2-13:?4). This true initiation j_,; by lfI(';\n~;

of t he hei\ring of the \\:ord (40:1-41:4,45:1-:?:?), wh ic b

reproduces in the hel i eving hearer the sp] (-"war, nos « (II

Jesus. The whole history of Jesu_:; is de[)ictecJ as t hr-

journey into SP 1f-discovery of the r op r e s en t a t -j vr- I1J.-'nj

he even r ep en t s of the sins which o t he r s havr- iln~)lic;\t"(1 hi""
In by their misdeeds (4'-3:1-9; an c: t h= w i clo r c on t c vt til

41:11-44:'30) -. How this self-discovc'r~l; whon rt'jJ) ie-Ii" I

in 't ho bo l i ovor , this reception of I'the c rovn u n t' a lin':.:"

(45:5-6), is transl~t0rl into ritu~l, it -i.:, no t cl "-11'.

( () ;,
The hostile .it t it ude taken even to Va t en rin i an

baptism,
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when hp says (69:?~-~4): "But the bAptism of truth i.e;

something elc;Pj it is by r e nunc i a t ion of the> wor l r l thir

it is found."

This t r e a t i s a may be one of thp foundation r10CUlrlC'ntc-

I ' " ."
of the "Ca i a na h ae r e s i s " that Tertulll"n h,\t1 to .vr nu e w i t h

1n h i 5 e!e bC\"t i Sill 0 i, which rien;.0c1 -vny v a lu r> i n Ikll, t i "Hi

wha t ev e r • This v i c-w is not in essence C\ s ac r amr-n t a I

theology or a doctrine of creation or ;;p m.vt t o r ( d thnll':..'"

the -r e nu nc 'i a tion of "'- c ommun i,t y , The denunc id t ion of ,\

who l o se r i.o's of Ch r i s t i an mi no r i t i os - v~ l ont i n i an s ,

f3asi 1i.e! i;-1ns, ';irnClniC\ns (=7), rtnrj others (S4-7{)) -

comes to its climax with these words:

dwe l Li n o with t rie.n , e\5 did I)avid the Ki no , lie, i.s 111(' nil,'

who lC\id the foundrttion of Jerusalem;

whom he begAt .in (adultery), Lo the> one who built Jprll;."I/p';1

by means of tile demons,
I

he (ha~ finish cl bui Ldi n o , he imprisol1P.l tllf~ dC'JrIOIiS ill 1.111'

tf>lll[)1p.

remained a long time in the wa t er=-pot s , abi_\nclun<"d t h e r r -,

".'hen the I<omn.ns went up to .Je ru s a Lcru ,

water-pots, a nd immediately the d omon s ran out or t hr-

water20ts lik those who sC""f,>e from prison. \n.l tIl" I','"t.,I"

-pots rpmain0cl pure thereafter.

dwell with men who tire in i rmo r aric o , and t hoy h.vv r- n'I,I,',in:"!
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M
upon the earth" (70:1-24). The fragJ#entary comments
which follow (note the reference to "mys.tery" in 70:30)
indicate that this paasage is not to be read only on a
literal level. Part of its meaning seems to be that
the Roman attack on Jerusalem caused the dissemination
throughout the world of the teaching .'ofbaptism which

\
qur author so much detests.

Consonant with the author's rejeftion of the Judaic
Christianity which ha. formed his thought-world, even
. h . Et· .1 . (7). hi . t . f th L1n 1. gyp 1an m1 1eu, 1S s reJec 10n 0 e' aw,
and his interpretation of the story of the fall ..s a

moment of enlightenment (45:23-49:10).

Pearson ,(8) may be correct in his view that the
/

version of the midra.h on the serpent given by Testimony

of Truth is older than that in ~postasia of the Archons
and its companion work £!!gin of the World (C.G. 11/4
and C.G.11/5). There is certainly a sympathy in general
attitude between the two versions, not leaat in their
view of the tempting serpent ...a benefactor (11/4,89:32-
90:19; 11/5, 166:10-167:13). However, the two latter books
reflect a more positive and optimistic appreciation

----,--_._---_._._ ---
(6) Pearson, intro to his edn (1981); see also K06chorke,

ZnW 69 (1976) 91-117.

(7) Pearson (1981) 117. (8) op cit 106.
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of worship and sacraments that Testimony of Truth
offers. In both of them, the role o! Norea the
interceding mother survives~9) Even the creator,

. (So
Sabaoth, 0. more fool than rogue, and when he is
converted he sings praises to Wisdom and to Life
(11/4, 20-23).'The saving knowledge cQnveyed by
archetypal Man is'portrayed by an anointing: "•••he
will teach them about everything, and will anoint
them with the chrism of eternal life, which has been
given him from the kingless generation" (97:1-5). Aa
in Gospel of Thomas, initiation confers hope for the
Great Journey. There is, however, in the view of the

author of gypostasis of the Archons, no. more need for
pasa-words; the anointing will of itself enable its
recipients to vanquish the archons: "Then they will
cast away from them blind thought,. and they will trample
the powers to death, and they will go up to the Infinite
Light, where this seed is. Then the powers will renounce
their times, and the ansels will weep over their
destruction, and their demons will mourn over their

"'.fcAU~death." (97:6-14). The salvation of the paeemca will
enable the whole universe to praise the Father and the
Son with the Sanctu8, thus combining the goal of the

-------_.
(9) cf Layton, ed., li!postasi6, 365.

----- -_
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mystical que.t of Merkabah with the Naassene-Christian
version of the historY of aalvation: "Then all the
son. of light will indeed know the truth and their
root, and the Father of the All, and the Holy Spirit.
They will all say with a sing~e voice, 'Righteous is
the truth of the Father, and the Son is over the All.'
And from everyone t for ever and ever :-,Holy, Holy t Holy,

Amen.' " (97:15-20, combining the versions of Bullard

and Layton).

It is inadvisable to make confident a••ertions about
the way in which this faith was translated into ritual.
,There may'be a liturgical sequence of chrismation+
renunciation+doxology (said ~ the prostrate initiate 1)+
rai8ing-up~ in I1/4, 95:13-25. However, Layton's

/

rendering ("caught up" rather than "raised up"), which,
ia preferable, transfers at least the closing items of
this sequence into the setting of the ascent of the

redeemer which the initiate may sharei it is more probably
a theologoumenon than a direct use of ritual imagery. (10)

In Trimorphic Protennoia (C.G. XIII/1), we find a
fusion of a baptismal tradition with the theme of a
redeeming and protecting mother-figure (Epinoia). The

process of salvation is summed up in XIII, 47:29-48:35
baptismal imagery is there used in a curiously two-
d.;(~(t\O~
aipoetiunai way. One the one hand, the Redeemer appears

(10) regretfully dissenting from Segelberg, 'The
Baptismal Rite according to some of the Coptic-
Gnostic Texts of Nag-Hammadi', in Studia Patristica'
V (1962), 117-28: 127; and from Magne (1980), (197).
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to apply salvific water to the candidate, to strip
him of psychic thought before he is clot~ed with
knowledge (48:6-14; this passage is too badly damaged

\-<c..or\~t,.~c..tlolll
to be confident of the ~eeentIae~iea). An unclothing,
before a baptism is a familiar sequence; more ~urprising
is an ~clothing before a baptism, but.this seems to
be implied in the following lines (C.Q.VIII, 48:15-38):-

"And I delivered him to those who gave robes-

Yammon, Elas6o, Amenai -
anq they ••••him with a robe from the robes of light;
and I delivered him to the baptizers
and they baptized him -
Micheus, Michar. Mn(e)sinous -
and they immersed him in the spring of the (Water) of Life.
And I delivered him to those who enthrone -
Bariel, Nouthan, Sabenai -
and they enthroned him from the throne of glory.
And I delivered him to those who glorify -

Ariom, Elien, Pariel -
and they glorified him with the glory of the Fatherhood.
And those who snatch away snatched away -
Kamaliel, (•••)anen, Samblo,
the servants of the Great Luminaries
and they took him into the light-(place 1) of his Fatherhood.
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And (he received) the Five Seals from the Light of
the Mother, Protennoia,

and it was (granted) him to partake of the (••••• ) of knowledge,
and (••••••••• ) in light."

The author assumes a rite consisting of: unrobing +

water-baptism + robing + further baptis~ + enthronement +

coronation the last two details perhaps to be understood
by analogy with nuptial ceremonies. (11) The "Five Seals"
are more enigmatic. They may represent a further stage
of ritual action (but, if this is the case, they may be
conceived of a8 taking place only after death, without
any corresponding detail in the action on earth); they may
indicate a style of formula used in the invocation at

each stage of the progress; or they may in some way
\

I identify the character and effect of the whole initiatory
process. The reference in XIII,49:29-30'to lithe
Five Seals of these particular names" suggests that
there was an invocation of the five angelic triads

of 48:15-23 at the various stages, or all together at
an early stage of the whole series of acts. No
safe answer to any of these questions can be inferred
from any other document.

In the documents associated with the milieu of
Gospel of Thomas, the use of ritual imagery reveals
a combination (not always a harmonious one) of the

(11) Topic illuminated by M.Scopello, 'Un rite
id~al de l'intronisation dans trois textes
gnostiques de Nag Hammadi' I in R.McL.Wilson, ed.,
Nag Hammadi and Gnosis (1978) 91-5.
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themes of the true baptism and of the pass-words for
the journey of the soul. How compelling an interest
the latter could become may be observed in the

!pocalypse of Paul. The date and character of this
work are problematic. (12) The brevity and abruptness
of its Coptic form (C.G. V,22:25-23:28} indicate an
abridgement, a highly tendentious abridgement, of a
longer apocalypse; and the multifarious forms of the
later apocryphal work of the same name, as analysed by

(13)R.P.Casey, give every evidence of going back to the
same original: the vision of the enthroned aged figure,
which has a major place in the later texts and 60 also
. th .. I (14). d th t f tt t . .1n e or~g1na , ~s ma e e cen re 0 a en 10n 1n

the Nag Hammadi version (C.G.V,22:25-23:28), as a
means for advertising the technique of by-passing the
Demiurge.

The aged man enthroned in the seventh heaven challenges

Paul: "Where are you going, Paul, 0 blessed one
and the one who was set apart from his mother's
womb 7" (23:1-4). (The subsequent conversation shows
that this allusion to Paul's blessedness and in particular
to Gal.i.15 are not expressions of approval but of
hostile acknowledgement of his unique status). Encouraged

(12) So Parrott, intro~, NHLE 239; edn, ET, Murdock and
MacRae in Parrott, ed., NHS (1979).

(13) JTS XXXIV/1 (Oct 1932) ~-32; James, ANT 525-55.
(14) Casey, art cit 21-3.
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by his attendant spirit (23:5-7), Paul replies:
"I am going to the place from which I came" (23:8-10).

Asked by the aged figure to be more precise, Paul
adds: "I am going down to the cosmos of the dead
in order to lead captive the captivity that was
led captive in the captivity of Babylon" (23:10-17).

This curious adaptation of §p£.iv.8 and ~.lxviii.18
depicts Paul as both an alter Christus and the
prototype of the soul ascending through the heavens in
imitation of Christ. Unlike the guardians of the
previous heavens, who have been silenced by a command
(22:9-13), the old man is not overcome even by these
potent claims. He threatens Paul (23:18-21): "How
will you be able to get away from me 1" Advised by
his companion, Paul succeeds in deflecting his attention

-by showing him the sign which he is carrying (23: 23-30),
and passes on. Nothing in the surviving text identifies
this talisman.
,

IThe affectionate greeting with which Paul s fellow
apostles welcome him in the Ogdoad (24:2) may refer to
a Kiss of Peace after the definitive moment of initiation
(conceivably the impartation of the pass-words) in
the rite known to the author of the ~~ypse of
Paul. As a whole, the document is something of a---maverick; it is probably to be regarded as a rather
half-hearted attempt to capture the name of Paul, and
especially II Cor.xii.1-4, for the Naassene propaganda.
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9. The 'Ophite Diagram'

The strand of tradition, combining a baptismal
with an ascent-of-the-aoul liturgical piety, which
has here been traced provide~ the natural setting

for the 'diagram' cited by Celsus as quoted by Origen,
and also by Origen himself, in c.Celsum VI:

~C\V·I'Ev,p I;V d'ta7C'~<p'i xvx.(an,.,~.'loi.dvl'il.'llJ:V',uh,(b:'
dV.,)J.cov cJ{xa UVvool'IUil'(r)J1 cH t~<P' tl'U": x,:xi.o(", t;,: ~i.tjlHO
elvo: ') 1:WI-' ~i.(Uv !J'l'X'i xai n)I)O,Ua~EHJ .1wi"niftll',

- {1:;-c5~ 0 KD.uor; -,uJ..ah'!1 jI(,a,ul'!i .7cc!.dr- {/~oi OIU.('Il!I,ldvov
Elvat TU Otal(Ja/11ua. xat u:V1:,/v ;;!f(!uxtv, l:i(Jiiutfat al-!rcp rl>-
l'iEvvav, ouvav xal, 'l'('('TH('UV, ,-

_ x:\ ni. !_,.'}_,j.; j_i:_T_!!l.,; :Ir/:!,' __T.:!. V ~I ~q,!,cir(/ tIC!,! (I; /",vi, .7 (q)aX 0 V.
OH; nov :IrEQi 7:~'; xalm"uiJ'lIr; :IraQa Toi~ t.xx).ljOICWTIXOT,. Og::~(;YIOor;
lalm:j 'w'a txri{fHat &Vo1(ora xat cl,llol/laia; I{OJI:(1':, ru,.: 'l;O ~ ,lIh
Tli~" u<{(lflyiva .TE('I'T.tNiJ'fO:'; ,,((i.Ol',uil,'(Jl' :Ir{(q',~,;, Tilt: ,li;
.i(f(,(I,/l;O,lIivlJ'V 2EjlOIUtPIIV reo» xc:l viuv '<al ,LrOX(lll'lutl'l)l"

XiX(liU,I/{U xpiu,lltll'l ltl!x(v tX ~tli.()t' ;w~r;, I ;J.I/'!) UI!()'r iI· t ot ;
a:co 'ClUj.! atcdoi-wlJ 'iY.Ol:uaIIUI ,iI'E,j,'fICt, fira "at ':rJ{),IIUJ O()i;H
lqa ,II f VOIl t~"1U -r OJ JI st a (Hl (hao 1-'1: cov T Ii v 0 sp {IIql 0a cl tl aw v
( ,(. - - -) .. "I I "

E.7Ttc, eXC:1:t(IQJ{fEV <II l/lVX?I TOU C:;TCU..AI'l7:1:Il,llU'lJt' ';"fparo;

El{taT(!,lttl'llJV. T(,jll Ilbl' 1:0 V (J>£V TU; t Ti(J(OI' Ot T(,jv ';I'I/,lIa;o'
/liJ'(!)JI C:{'101'TI%(I)V. xl:i l.~j'f.l TUll ~"(JX()Jl1'a TH)/.' t:J·O.tlC:;V.'I/:· ...

!!(vll 1:'(J;(OI'7:tX(Jj!r i./ltu,'tat {fLO)'! ;W1:'/(JI:,UiI'OI'.

T((t~T.a

;a:i ..oi:
.Hr), ) -

Cl'T!) l'

, )... 1, ..

X{:I U(I(~:; ((~'fll'; XH'Z[(: TO t'';

tlO.~(i;II!'T((;, 1,'Tli:;rt~, T.:; ;;'{fl. rn'wOn,'
... , ) (I 1 i ~

T IJ I .; :r (I tu r 0 I .; II /' :J (I (tJ J7 0 t.; II'; I{ jI 0 l' /H IJ cp,
, -

X(U x(t%(J t'

~;~T.I~-I-V~ ;,r «~:O~I{jt(::;r~-;:u"i:IrOJ.E-

1~/COr(:T!)t' (;V:}(I(j~,-f()/; fI'l t C')~ xai 'l(ltXT.orc(rUV 0); OVX U~'l(t(/(I):rOII
'- ) I) " )~~) ( " I " _ '(j

cm'... tl.''}fJl):; I::j!..!:.!!. o.J ~~: l!~~. _ (JJ;;~.£, _~II/I'Vl'/)~Tat b'Tt 1:q) 'lA'- -~ .." , - ). )-

rfVCC HU'II"]VIV 1:I'UI-' a~'()tJ/(J)V (tt'I.()I'IJt"f;a)lol 'XcclElo{)'at, Evrp(I(( rlj v
.20i'(IJ~.
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, XXX I,"-'L" - -, - fJ ' , , - , ., ,_ ."' ,Ltv lflf<; UraV((I.U,U sav«: r« ;TI'(lt 7:0)V ~,,"I:T(~ C:('XIJl-'T(JH'

Oal,UOVOJl', ,IlIioa;i't:O;; Ji.tv t\"7U X(ltU~/;;I ..u'jV ;:I'tI!It:~O!;(;;~~-~i,II'I/
.l~ , , '() - 1 J' ,"" t ,(u 'L'_7U {{-It:rwv JUr(J/l (1,III-'(II'O,llO'(I)I', ')Cm 1'l'(1O,IIHI -yt I:V I!J xat li,lIfl..;

0/ txEiJ'Ot'':; iXTll(hi,uElfa Otcr.;:p/'/I,lIaTi TI/I' T(;~II' /),1I0[W": tXXU,II(I'I,I'

IIi.; (l /\[:;,00'; t;i.'ltro, (: ,111;1' utl' AD.uo.; [)_qc TUV Jr(l(;J1:1I1.' i<lt'V
~~(OV TO'; IIE,UOt)I{OJ,U(j.'OP, OI~X I:xlfi,u~t:O':;, 7:/1.'(( l:lJrUl' I;VO,II£';OI:Ull'
" :>. {} -.f ,~, (,f' <, " '} ('lI'tu.l/ W'; ul'UUl;pt01:aTOL' IdIEl.; ut £t'(IO,uE.V o t c TUI' t'V ret; LE(lta.;

Y(,.lI:l{ah; H~fJ!7i,1I0(;lIH'OV ai"/E;,OV T013 01lfllOVQYOV, 'fO;;TOV TO uca-
'(lOV ExsTvo dd:.y (lal'-!la ;'iqEV tivat IlltXftljl TOV lWI'TO£td~, J!'aMl'

T' ao 0 ,((EV AD.oo; fq;W]XE TUll tS~t; XI.d OIVTf(IOI.' til ..«« r a i=
'-\.1»)1 .,\ I \ 'lfl T '

(lO!" 0 U tIXII,lltl)r utc:YC'((,II,II(( rllv ~Ol:(JtllJ.. t I:ytl' tj.I'tlt iVI' rnr-
'f!MIO~, elr « (: ,lItV !l'D,00'; T(JiTOV ((,ug;i{Jtov TU'(( xat £{(llX(;jOt;'

iJTt a l'(ll ~0 v r u' 'to JE 0 t a i' (l ((,IlIJa T (ll r o V 'Plcq:aljJ. V,qf.V drat
('it'((XOVTOEtOij, Jr(()_lV re al: <> pEl' 1{iJ.uor; 1:UP ri!Ta(Jt:ol; ((ETtlC

tq-W]XEV tll:tv [.to(lff-'IV Trl cH Ot(("'I(I(1fl,U(( j'ai:i(llI/1. ~J.EJfV Etn({
-COl-' ae1:(iftoii, ~l{)' ~ tiEV Ilfl.(jo, TOV :'d,ltJrTOV tcpaoxtv Eil'(:1 /;(1-
x 0 v :r (I(; (iQ)JTOV £1. 0 V -cu' iU dE 0U( -y (Ia,llp cc -cav (:j(wD'a{Ju(ut'f ;:Ij a-
oxsv Elv((L TOV l:(lXOEtO'~, E/ft' u ptl) A"ilaor; r 0 v t'x T 0 V X VI' 0 ~ _7l (I(; 0,

Q):rOV ti,qfV tOTO(IElOffw JX~IV JWp' ~iai-J-'ot.;' TO 01: 011;-
• i'~((,uJi.a ~lfuaXI;V cival (,Jrt~V 'J~(.a{h((l).{}, d,'}' V ,(ltv lio.oo;; TI~/"
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(23) , "It contained a drawing of ten circles,
which were 'separated !rom one another and held together
by a single circle, which was said to be the soul
of the universe and was called Leviathan ••." Celsus
further said that "the diagram was divided by a
thick black line", and assert. that they informed
him that "this was called Gehenna, also called
Tartaros" ••••

(27) •••••He is inventing out of his own head
>

when he mentions strange doctrines and a "diafgue..
in which the one who administers the seal is called
Father and the one who is sealed is called Young Man
and Son, and he answers, "I have been anointed with

'white ointment from the tree of life". Not even
among heretics have we heard that this take. place.
Then, giving the precise number, he says that "those
who ~part the seal say that there are seven angels
standing on either side of the soul when the body
is dying, the one group being angels of light and
the other of what are called archontic angels." And
he say8 that lithe chief of those called archontic
angels is said to be an accursed God." ,

(28. Origen identifies the source of these opinions
as the Ophites):' •••such a God even deserves to be

cursed in the opinion of those who hold this view of
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him, because he cursed the serpent which imparted
to the first human beings knowledge of good and
evil •••these impious men pride themselves on being
called Ophites, taking their name from the snake,
which is a reptile very hostile to men and very
dreadful, as though they were not huma~ beings, to
whom the serpent is an enemy, but snakes. And they

boast that a certain Euphrates was the man who
taught them their impious doctrines' (cf Ref. IV.

2.1, V.13.9j X.10.1).

(30) 'Then he returns to "the seven archontic
demons" which are not "mentioned by Christiana" but
which are, I believe, spoken of by the Ophites.
In the diagram which we obtained on their account

/
we found the arrangement set out in a similar way
to that which Celsus describes. Celsus said that
"the first is formed in the shape of a lion',';but
he does not inform us what thoae people, who are
really "the most impious ones", call it. However,
we found out that t~e angel of the Creator, who
in the holy Scriptures is spoken of with honour,

.was affirmed by that diagram to be Michael the
bear-like. Celsus said that "the next, the second,'

i. a bull". The diagram in our possession sa.id that~:sSur;i.elis the bull-like. Then said th~t "the

third was a sort of double being and hissed dreadfully",
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while the diagram said that the third is Raphael,
the serpent-like. Again, Celsus said that "the fourth
has the form of an eagle", while the diagram says
that Gabriel is the eagle-like. Celsus then said

that "the fifth has the face of a bear"j the diagram
says that Thauthabaoth is the bear-like. Celsus

then said that "the sixth is asserted by them to
have the face of a dog"; the diagram said that he
is Erathoth. Then Celsus said that "the seventh has
the face of an ass", and that "he is called Thaphabaoth
or Onoael"; but in the diagram we f'ound that this
one is called Onael or Thartharaoth, and haa the
shape of ~n ass •••

(31) If anyone wishes to learn even the inventions
of these sorcerers, which they use with the aim of
leading men astray by their teaching, pretending to
the possession of certa{n secret truths, though they
have met with little success, let him hear what

they are taught to say at the eternally chained
gates of the archons after passing through what
they 'call litheBarrier of Evil".

"Solitary King, bond of blindness, unconscious
oblivion, I hail thee, the supreme Power, preserved
by the spirit of providence and wisdom (Pronoia and
Sophia); from thee I am sent in purity, being already
part of the light of Son and Father. May grace be
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with me; yea, father, let it be with me~" And they,
·say that the Powers of the Ogdoad come from him.

Then as they pass through the one they call
Ialdabaoth they are taught to say next: "And

thou Ialdabaoth, first and seventh, born to have
power with boldness, being ruling Word of a pure
mind, a perfect work of Son and Father, I bear
a symbol marked with the picture of Life, and,
having opened to the world the gate which thou
didst close for thine eternity, I pass by thy
power free again. May grace be with me, father,
let it be with me." And they say that the star

Saturn is in sympathy with the lion-like archon.

Then they think that the person who haa passed

through Ialdabaoth and reached lao must say:
"And thou, archon of the hidden mysteries of Son
and Father, who shinest by night, thou lao, second
and first, lord of death, portion of the guiltless,
I bear already thine own mind's symbol (reading,
with Matter, Histoire criti(l"'~du gnoillticisme,I1,419,
, " ')T~V LOLav TO~ VOU av~SOAOV J

and am ready to pass by thy power; for by a living
word I have prevailed over him that was born of
thee. May grace be with me, father, let it be with
me."
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Then next comes Sabaoth, to whom they think one
should say: "Arcnon of fifth authority, mighty
Sabaoth, defender of the law of thy creation which
grace is destroying, by a more potent pentad, look
upon a blameless symbol of thine art, and let me pass
by, preserved by the image of a picture, a body
set free by the pentad. May grace be with me, father,
let it be with me." ,

(The list given in VI.32 shows that the fourth
place, in both ascending and descending order, belongs
to Adonai; both this archon and the appropriate

pass-word have been omitted, most probably through
a homoioteleuton with "let it be with me").

'And after him comes Astaphaios, to whom they
believe one should say the following formula:
"Archon of the 'third gate, Astaphaios, overseer
of the original source of water, look on an initiate,
and let me pass, who have been cleansed by a virgin's
spirit, and see the world's essence. May grace be
with me, father, let it be with me."

And after him comes Ailoaeus, to whom they think
it right to speak as follows: "Archon of the second
gate, Ailoaeus, let me pass as I bring to thee a
symb,l of thy mother, a grace hidden by the powers
!

of the principalities. May grace be with me, father,

let it be with me."
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Finally they mention Horaeus, and think fit to
say to him: "Thou who hast fearlessly passed
beyond the wall of fire, who hast been assigned
the power over the first gate, Horaeus, look upon

a symbol of thy power ranquished by a picture of
the tree of life, taken by an image made in the
likene8s of a guiltl~6s man, and let me pass by.
May grace be with me, father, let it be with me." ,

(32) Origen explains that the choic~ of names for
ar~ons is symptomatic of a general confusion in
the minds of the Ophites, who have derived from
misunderstood magic 'raldabaoth', 'Astaphaios' and
'Horaeus'; and from misundestood Hebrew scriptures
'rao', 'Sabaoth', 'Adonai' and 'Eloaeus').

~~'Then ' s describes other fables to the
effect that "some return into the archontic forms
so that some become lions, some bulls, and others

serpents or eagles or bears or dogs." In the diagram
which we had we also found what Celsus called "a
rectangular figure" and what those wretches say
about "the gates of Paradise". The flaming sword,
as guarding the trees of knowledge and of life, was
drawn as the diameter of a circle of fire. Celsus,
however, was unwilling or unable to quote the

passwords which, according to the fables of these
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im&o~8 people, are to be recited at each gate by
those who pass through them ••••'

(34: Celsus reports that these people collect
e.".,st~rsayings of prophets, and cpsaipQ;t systems, 'circles

upon circles', with) , "emanations of an earthly

Church, and of circumcision, and a power flowing'
from a certain virgin Prunicus, and a living soul,
and heaven slain that it may have life, and earth
slain with a sword and many men slain that they
may have life, and death in the world being stopped
when the sin of the world dies, and a narrow descent
again, and gates that open of their own accord.
And everywhere they speak in their writings of
the tree of life and of resurrection of the flesh
by the tree ••••" (38 t" •..• they interpret certain
wOrds inscribed between the upper circles above
the heavens, and in particular two among others,

a larger and a smaller circle, which they interpret
of Son and of Father." In this diagram we found
the larger and smaller circles, on the diameter
of which was inscribed "Father'" and "Son". And
between the larger circle, within which was the
smaller one, and another which was compunded of
two circles, the outercjrcle being yellow and the
inner blue, we found insoribed a barrier shaped
like a double axe. I1.b,,~e it there was a small circle

,
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touching the greater of the first two circles,
which had been inscribed with the word "Love"j
and below it next to the circle there was written
the word "Life". In the second circle, within which
were intertwined and enclosed two other circles
and another figure in the shape of a rhombus, there
was inscribed "Providence of Wisdom" (Pronoia of
Sophia). And inside the sector common to them there
was a circle in which was inscribed the word "Knowledge"

(Gnosis), and below it another in which was inscribed
the word "Understandihg" (~ynesi6).' (elsus, it
seems, states that these people) , "profess also
some mag~cal sorcery, and this is the summit of

wis\Dm to them" ,
(ET from Chadwick, 340-354).

The diagram, as we know it from both Celsus and
Origen, was embedded in a longer text (and, no
doubt, surrounded by a considerable body of verbal

commentary). Celsus' source probably did include
the name which Origen supplies (30), for Gelsus
mentions the names variously applied to the seventh
archon (ibid.), and his omission of the other names
is sufficiently explained by the distaste of a

self-conscious Hellene for uttering 'barbarous names'
(cf VI.39)j though a further cause, if needed, may be

suspected in a residual fear of possible potency in
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'barbarian names of daemons and magical formulas'
(vI.40). On the other hand, Celsus' source seems
to have lacked the pass-word system quoted in full
by Origen in VI.31, or else he would have at least
glanced at it; in Origen's version, they look like
an interpolation (as will be argued in the next
paragraph but one), and their absence from the
version used by Celsua does not justify Origen's
tone of surprise.

The archon-system common to both versions is
that found in gypostasis of the Archons and Origin
of the World;(1) but, whereas in these works the
archons belong in cosomogony and theodicy, they
function in the diagram as directly encountered
hostile personal entities. It is impossible to
identify the diagram and the document containing
it with any of the Nag Hammadi tractates.

That the pass-word"system is an interpolation in
the version of the diagram used by Origen is to be
inferred principally from three facts: that the
sovereign protection appealed to by ~he initiates
is not that of the Mother (she occurs only in the
address to Aiolaeus) but that of the Father, whose
grace is invoked at each transition; that the archons

(1) Not mentioned in Hypostasis (which includes Norea
unmentioned in the diagram); but in Origin:II/5 '--- -- ,100-102, with an added system of secondary,
'feminine' names, derived (1) from the First Book
of Norea (see II.102:7-11), as the male names come
from the Archangelike of Moses the Prop~.



themselves, dangerous though they are, and transient
though their effectiveness is (compare 'Sabaoth,
defender of the law of thy creation which grace
is destroying' with Didache x.6: 'let grace come,

and let thia world pass away!'), yet retain some
kinship with the elect; and that the double numbering

of the archons, first-ta-seventh + seventh-to-first,
like the two-directional numbering of the heavens
in the Three Steles of Seth,(2) is quite inept for

a one-way transit after death but entirely suitable
for an ascent-plus-return of the Merkabah mysticism.
These features betray a document of Jewish (-Chistian 7)
mysticism, from whatever source and of whatever,
,age, (re)intruded into an 'Ophite' schema.

How the 'Ophite diagram' was employed is yet
another area of lasting uncertainty. It has been
called(3) 'an Ophite liturgy', and it may reasonably

be so entitled -. with the qualification that the
scene of the essential liturgical action, albeit
rehearsed in this life, was in the hereafter. Matter(4)
was convinced that the showing and contemplation
of the picture(5) was itself the sole initiatory
act of the Ophites. In their different ways, however,

(2) See 270-80 sup~.
(3) e.g. by J.Stevenson, A New Eusebius (London

1965) 105.
(4) Histoire critique du gnosticisme, II (Paris,1843) 437.
(5) The 'gnostic gems' give no recognisable clue here.
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both versions of the diagram assume a context of
other ritual actions: in Celsus' version, there
was an accompanying 'dialogue' about anointing with
the white ointment from the tree of life, and in

Origen's interpolated version the initiate refers
to previously experienced initiation(s) - 'overseer
of the original source of water, look on an initiate',
and also 'a symbol marked with the picture of life •••',
'I bear •••a symbol', 'look upon a blameless symbol of
thine art', 'a symbol of thy mother', 'a symbol of
thy power vanquished by a picture of the tree of life'.
The references to 'life' and 'the tree of life' may

be to fea~ures of the diagram (ef VI 34, 38); if 50,

perhaps the diagram itself was expected to be shown,
in some sense, to the archons. Whether some form of
traditio of such a physical talisman took place in
'Ophite' liturgy must remain uncertain. Matter's
conjecture of a ritual display of the diagram is
in itself a reasonable one: as a reminder of past

initiation experiences and as a 'visual aid' to
teaching, it would have served the same end as
the holding of a crucifix before a dying man's
eyes while the Act of Contrition is being said
by or for him, in later orthodox Christian practice.
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The 'anointing with white ointment from the
tree of life', found by Celsus in his source but

lacking in Origen's,.is to be noted here, both
.for its association with the theme of the Great

Journey and also for its changing status in this
tradition; further discussion is postponed(6)

to the discussion of the origin and overtones of
anointing as found in this context and also iri

that of the 'James'-tradition.

Origen's assertion that the 'Ophites' made the
serpent their eponymous cult-hero does no more
than link their name (whether of their own choice(7)

or originally applied by hostile observers) with
their peculiarly high estimation for the serpent
of Genesis iii. No cult of a snake is asserted.
Epiphanius' entertaining description pf the 'Eucharist'
of lhe 'Ophites' in Panarion haer.36.5 (11.56-8, Holl),
where he claims that they kept a snake in a box
and fed it, ready for the climactic moment of
their mysteries, at which the snake would be
enticed out on to a table heaped with loaves
and encouraged to writhe about upon and among them,
its movements being held to be consecratory, is
almost certainly a pure fabrication based upon

misreading of such statements as Origen's in c.Celsum

(6) To 436-8 infra.
(7) A name imposed: Ref.V.6j a name chosen, Origen on

I Cor (see p.412)7
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V.29. The scene itself is not incredible
snake-handling cults of the twentieth century

(8)are ~ell documented - and there are suitable
precedents in the world of Hellenistic paganism. (9)
If Epiphanius has any source(10) but his own imagination
(and the isolation of this account in the midst of
a series of vague charges against unnamed 'Ophites' makes
this unlikely), it is unnecessary to look further
than his inventive female informants already noted(11)

in connection with his account of the Phibionites

in ~.26.

Orige~'s statement that the 'Ophitcs' admitted
to their ranks only those who cursed Jesus (c.Celsum
VI. 28) appears also in his commentary on I Cor.:

(<TT~ n~ aip(<Tls '7rIS o~ 1rpocr{cral 'TOY 7rPOU-
I(IVTa la.. J4~. o.ya8'p.4T{CT'!] 'TOY 'IT}<Tovr. Ka, ~ aLIMO"lf ~KdYY1 &.t{a l<TTL TOU
clVOp.4T~ 0:; ;,yJ.'"!0"&' [UTI yap ~ aip(<TI~ 'Twr Ka.AollflfVWII 'Oq,la,,;;w, OiTlII'9

o~ 8'flIT4 >.1"10110'111 ,if (yKwflIOII 'TOU Jq,(WJ, •• ,

(ed. C.Jenkins, 'Origen on I Corinthians', JTS

X/1 (Oct 1908), p.30, incorporating Jenkins' conjecture):

'There is a certain sect which does not admit a
convert unless he pronounces anathemas on Jesus;
and that sect is worthy of the name which it has
chosenj for it is·the sect of the Ophites, who
utter blasphemous words in praise of the serpent.'

(8) Daugherty,'Snake-Handling as Sacrament' (1976),
(9) L.Fendt, Gnostische Mysterien (MUnchen 1922).
(10) Quorum haereticorum vi has no mention.
(11) 331-47 ~p~.
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Since Origen is here commenting on the in itself
problematic passage on those who shout 'Jesus
anathema' (1 Cor.xii.1-4), it is not safe to infer
that Origen means that 'Ophites' used that precise
formula. There must remain doubt(12) as to whether

Origen's statement is justified at all, beyond his
view that assent to the Ophite view of the Saviour
was grossly unworthy pf Jesus.

Such statements as the Nassenes/Ophites seem

to have made about Jesus may be adjudged heteredox
(and therefore to the mind of the Great Church
blasphemous); but they were not expressly blasphemous,
if we may judge from the two fragmentary hymns
which have been preserved in association with this
group of sects:- namely, those in ~.V.6 and
Ref.V.10.2.

The former (p.132,ll.63-5 Duncker-Schneidewin)
reads thus:

,
'A"' - ....reo aou TCCx:rllP

\ , ~ ,xaL 6La as ~ll~llP,
T~ 6Go &O~va~a 6v6~aTa,
, IaLWVWV yovE'i:C;,

reoAi:Ta ovpavov,
'I ' " 8~£yaAwvu~£ av pwres_

(12) Part of the problem is the underlying doubt about
the anathema: cf Hommel (1914); Maule (1960)-
Albright and Mann (1970); Holt (1972); Black'
(1973); van Unnik (1973)~ Derrett (1975).
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'From thee (comes) father,
and through thee (comes) mother,

, two names immortal,
progenitors of Aeons,

o denizen of heaven,
illustrious man ! '

~
In ~.VIII.12-15 occurs the account of Mo~oimus
the Arab, whose theology of introspection posits
an anthropomorphic view of the Absolute, thus

justifying his conclusion that the divine is to
hbe found ~ looking within oneself. ~his anthropomorphic

Absolute, the Monad, is, he says (426, 20-21 Duncker-
Schneidewin), Father and Mother, 'two names immortal'.
In this passage, possibly commenting on Eph.iii.15,
Monoimus is clearly in some sort of relation with

the hymn. He may indeed be its author. His relationship
with the Naassene/Ophite group is unclear(13) and

whether this hymn really belongs to the Naassenes,
or has been arbitrarily attached to them by Justin(14)

is equally unclear. Answers to these questions are
important for the history of ideas, but offer no
indication as to the liturgical function of this
hymn.

(13) Salmon, 'Monoimos', DCB III (1882) 934-5.
(14) Possibility not noticed by Herzhoff (1973).
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The original context of the second hymn is also
disputed. Herzhoff (1973, 77-140) has devoted an
elaborate philological study to it, and ascribes
it to Valentinus. Marcovich (1981) opposes this

conclusion, arguing that the thought is entirely
Naassene in character. The argument is not
conclusive, for the possibility remains that
Valentinus himself assimilated ideas from the
Naassene/Peratae/Ophite group and then turned
them into verse. Marcovich also contributes
(1981,770-1) a new critical text and translation:

NOjlOC; ~v Y£VIKOC; wQ lWVtOC; 6 np<Uto(wKO)C; N60C;,
6 ot': OEUtEP0C; ~v wu nporroroxou to xu6t':v XUOC;,
rprrurncv) 'Pux~ 0' UaW (E~)cpyaSojltvl] vouov

OIU. tour' O..UlpOU jlOplp~v nCplKEljltVT)
Konl~, Gavun!> ).IEA£tT)jla, xpcroouevn-
nott': ().ltV) paaiA(£LOv) £xouaa pA£nEI to <P&C;,

7 nott': li' de; (an)~Aalov EKpl(nto»).I£vT] KAUC!.
7a {(notE jlt':v) XaiPEI, nott ot KAuictOl,
7b (norc ).It':v) xplvei, nors ot xpiverm,
7e norc ).ltv Gvi]aK£I, nOtr. lit yivsrrn. f

<K)aVt~ooov ~ ).IcAta KaKw(v)
Aapupl v60v EailAGE, nAuvwjltvl].
elnev 0' 'JT]aouc;' Eaop(u), 7tCLt£p'
sT)tT]jla KUKWV (tOO"> Ent X96vu
uno ailc; nvo( I)ilc; anOnAU~CWI'
ST)tEi lit Ip\.JYEiv to 7tIKPOV XUOC;

14 KOUK olliE(v 6)nCJX; olEAEuaEtal.

rourou us Xcipi v n£jlljlov, nutcp'

mppayioCte; £x.wv KatapT)aO).lUL,
A IwvuC; OAOlX; oLOoEuaw,
jlUatTlPLQ nuvw. 0' avoi~O)
j.lOplpUe; re eEWV E7tLOd~O)'

. (Kai) ta KEKpuj.lj.ltva tile; ariae; 6000,
21 rV<OO1v KaAtaae;, nopu&i>O'O).

,
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TRANSLATION

THE universal law of the All was the First-born Mind;
the second one after the First-born was the outpoured Chaos;
while the Soul got the third rank, with the duty to fulfil the law.

For that reason she put on the form of a hind
and started toiling as a captive, being a game (spoil) for Death.
Sometimes she would live in a royal palace and look at the light;

7 but sometimes she is being thrown in a den, and there she weeps.

, 7a [Sometimes she rejoices, sometimes she weeps aloud;
7b sometimes she is a judge, sometimes she is being judged;
7c sometimes she dies, sometimes she is being born. 1

Finally, she-wretched in her sorrows-
in her wanderings entered the exitless Labyrinth.
Then Jesus said: "Look, Father:
this prey to evils is wandering away to earth,
far from thy spirit (breath).
And she seeks to escape the bitter Chaos,

14 but knows not how to win through.

For that reason send me, Father.
Bearing the seals I will descend;
I win pass through all the Aeons;
I will reveal all the mysteries
and show the forms or the gods:
1 will transmit (deliver) the secrets 0(' the holy way,

21 calling them Gnosis (Knowledge)."

The liturgical locus of this hymn may be tentatively
identified as in the initiation rite or in the rite
preparing for death, shortly before the moment at

which the pass-words were transmitted.

10. 'James'-Traditions.

Logion 12 of the Gospel of Thomas gives to James,
the brother of Jesus, a uniquely important role.

To match this there is a series of documents claiming
association with the name of James and also clearly

cognate with Gospel of Thomas and apparently developing
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the tradition to which it belongs: the 'First'
!Pocalypse of James (C.G. V/3)j Ps-James,
Sermon on John the Baptist; with the !pokryphon
of James (C.G.I/2) representing a 'catholicizing'

adaptation of this style of spirituality.

A further document under the name of James is
related to this series in a way not easily divined:
the 'Second' Apocalypse of James (C.G.v/4). There
is a natural temptation to read this tractate in
closest association with the preceding item in
the same codex, the 'First' Apocalyp~; but, although

they share a concern with the martyrdom of James
the Just, they have otherwise little in common.
C.G.v/4 lacks the 'ascent-mysticism' of C.G.V/3
and Thomas, although its soteriology is couched
in terms of Christ taking those oppressed by the
evil archon 'above him who wants to rule over
them' (v.48:18-19). Jesus is 'the brother in
secret, who prayed to t~e Father' (V.48:20-24),
which contrasts sharply with the opposition to
prayer found in Thomas and 'First' Apocalypse'. (1)
We are, nonetheless, in the milieu of a dissident
theological tradition, for the evil archon is
identified as the creator (V.58:2-6), and the
christology is docetic (V.57:10-17).

(1) cf 359-61, ~p~, 423-6 infra.
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What most differentiates 'Second' Apocalyp~
from Thomas and its close relations and 'First
!pocalyp~ is its liturgical interest. In the
prayer (v.62:12-63:29) which dominates the account

of the martyrdom (61:7-63:end), James is placed
(2)

in the hole in which he is to be stoned. The text
and. translation according to Funk (1976, 212 and

230-1) read thus:

nAtWYT€ ). yw IlAi"WT
Il€NT )'<.JNA2H€T €80.\ 2N t2€.\mc €CHOOYT'

n€NTAtJTAN20€1 2NN 0YMYCTHPION NT€ ne re 2NAtJ·

IWK TP€YWCK NA·" N61 1~€i"200Y NT€ n€rKOCI'10C'
6 A.\.\A n€200Y NT€ Il€KOYO€IN €K€TI)€<.JPOYO€IN cxun-

).UIT €IlHA HIlAOy.x.Af·
80~ T €80.\ NCA80.\ Hllsi·MA ij60€1.\€·

t:inpTp€<.J<.1)U>XIl N2HT N61 nSK2MOT'
A.\.\A MAp€<.J<.1)wn€€tJOyAA8 N61 n€K2MOT'

10 NA2M€T €80.\ NNOYMOY €<.J200Y·
X€ NTOK Il€ IlU>N2 NT€ nU>NZ'

,ANIT €80.\ 2NN OYM2AOY €i·OI~2·
X€ <.JON2N2HT Nel n€K2MOT'

NA2M€T €BO.\ 2tlU OYCAPI NUOB€'
16 X€ ArnDT H2HTK iN TA60M THpC'

NA2M€T €BO.\ 2tTOOT<.J NNOYXAX€ Np€tJeB8Io,
N€KT AAT €TOOT4 NNOyp6tJt2An Nr€<.J<.1)U)(DT·

NA2M€T €80.\ 2M IlIW6€'
KW NAY €80.\ NNH €T€roi' THroy HTG N€WOY'

~o .x.€ tON2 ANOK 2rA·" N2HTK'
<.JON2N2HT N61 Il€K2HOT'

AYpApNICe€ NOYON IHM'
NTOX. A€ ArOYON2K €80.\·

NA2,..1€T €80.\ iNu ovexr]«; €C200Y'
25 -j-uov A€ nOYO€I<.1) n€ AYU> TOYUOY T€'

IlInNA €TOYAA8 MATlmooy 2ArOY HOYOYXA"j·
nOYO€II~ €80.\ 2,..11l0YO€II~ HAtAIH-IU) exu>Y 21l oveon

ill.TT AKO .NO)A€U€2·

(2) Here arranged by Funk in sense-lines.
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'But he stretched out his hands, and spoke this prayer -
not the one he was accustomed to speak:

"My God and my Father !

You that have saved me from this dead hope
You that have brought me to life through a mystery

of your benevolence !

Do not let these days of this world be prolonged for me,
but the day of your light -

in (which there) is (no resid)ue (of ni)ght -
(let it sh)ine (upon me !)

(Take me to the place of my sal)vation,
and save me from this (place of) sojourn !

Do not let your grace be left behind in me,
but let your grace become pure !

Save me from evil death «because you are the life of life !»
Bring me alive out of the tomb because your grace is alive in me !

- the desire to b~ instrumental in the matter of fulfilment.
Save me from sinful flesh,
because I have conformed to you with all my strength. « »

Save me from a humiliating enemy,
and do not hand. me over to a severe judge

(Save me) from sin,
and forgive me all the debts of the days !

For I am alive in you - in me there lives your grace.

I have renounced everything - but you I have openly confessed.
Save me from severe distress - now the time and the hour are come !

Holy Spirit, send (m)e salvation!

Light (from) Light, crow(n me) with (imper)ishable,(eternal) power,
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There are a number of apparent New Testament
allusions here:

'from this dead hope': cf I Peter i.5.
'grace become pure': ef II Cor.vi.1.
'out of the tomb': cf John xi.38-44.
'sinful flesh': Rom.viii.3.

'debts' : ~.vi.12.
'alive in you': ~.vi.11.
'lives your grace': II Cor.ix.14.

'openly confessed': (cf I Tirn.vi.12), Rom.x.19.
'the time and the hour': John xii.23-25.

The composition of the passage, as Funk's ordering
recognises and makes plain, is in liturgically apt(3)

'sens(-lines', ~rranged in parallelisms and antitheses.
The only exceptions are 'the desire •••fulfilment' and
possibly 'in (which) •••(of ni)ght', both of which
may be reasonably bracketed, on grounds of sense, as
glosses by the author of the Apocalypse, who in
v.63:30-32 virtually acknowledges that he is quoting
an existing formula. As a whole, the prayer is in
the c1assic(4) 'collect '-form: Address ('My God •••');

Reference to previous benefaction <'You that have •••
benevolence'); Petition ('Do not let •••send me salvation'),
incorporating an appeal to God's purposes, already

(3) cf Norden Agnostos Theos (Darmstadt 1974) 355-
364, 380-77

(4) J.W.Legg, 'Notes on Collects' (1912).
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partly realised in the suppliant ('For I am alive •••
openly confessed'); Doxology ('Light from Light ••• '1.
It is either quoted from a liturgy, or composed in
conscious imitation of an established liturgical

style and by an author experienced in leading corporate
prayer.(5) Funk (1976. 212-20) has brought together

as parallels other prayers: from the Acts of Thomas,
in preparation for death; from Pistis Sophia (Sophia's
repentance); from the Manichaean Psalm-Book, in
preparation for death); from the Mandaean Masiqta-
liturgy, in readiness for death; and (with suitable
caution) from Tripartite Tractate, the Hermetica
and the Valentinian Exposition in C.G:XI.40-44
prayers for revelation. Closer, however, than any of
the parallels cited by Funk is the Prayer of the Martyr
POlycarp~6) which interprets martyrdom by analogy
with eucharistic offering. Ih 'Second'Apocalypse of
James, the analogy is with baptism: James goes down·
into the hole, not only in a scene exactly described(7)

from Jewish law, but also in a manner reminiscent of
the font; and the New Testament' allusions are nearly
all to passages with baptismal associations.
(The reference to unclothing(9) may also be baptismal;
but the image is used eo frequently and with so many
different connotations of the mode of incarnation in

(5) The progressively stylised freedom in the Great
Chu~ch (H.P.C.Hanson, Liberty of the Bishop,
1961) is detectable here also.

(6) ET, 199-~00 ~pra. r
(7) Brown, Jewish and Gnostic Elements (1975).
(9) cf Segelberg (1962); on other possibilities, Magne,

'Ouverture des yeux' (1980).
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V.46, of Jesus' humility in his apostolic office at
V.56, and of the docetic humanity of Jesus at V.58

that this interpretation is dubious).

It remains virtually certain that the prayer of
James is from a baptismal setting, and reflects a
Jewish-Christian bapttismal rite in which the candidate,
standing in the water, prayed (at dictation ?) for
the redemptive grace of God in Jesus. Just how the

author of 'Second' Apocalyp~ stood in relation
to this rite is uncertain, for the discourse of
James and the martyrdom may have been originally
independent documents~10) and the author may be

using liturgical material from a stage of doctrinal
development which he and his circle had left behind.

With its use of the New Testament, its expectation
(V.44:16) that allies of Christianity may be found
among the Jewish establishment, and its omission
of any criticism of other Christians, 'Second' Apocalyp~

~is clo6~ to the Great Church than Thomas or 'First
~pocalyp~, and has about it less of the alienation
associated with the estrangement of Christian and
Jew~han is found in these books and their affines.
Although it may represent a later 'cathol~cizing'

of the 'James'-tradition, it is mor~ probably an

early witness to it.

(10) Again, Brown (n.?).
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'First' Apocalypse. of James (C.G.V/4) is closer
to Gospel of Thomas than C.G.V/3, and shares several
determinative features:

the place of James the Just (V.24:14-17; 26:2-27:14;,
28:10-24 and passim; cf Gospel of Thomas logion 12);

the use of the categories of femaleness and the
transcendence of femaleness as concepts of alienation
from God and the conquest of that alienation (V.24:

27-30, 38:13-41;18; cf ~pel of Thomas, logia 15,
114) ;

the hostile attitude to Jerusalem (V.24:15-18; cf
Gospel of Thomas logion 71);
- "ttvt-.c( Co

the negative atLiLiade to prayer (V.30:13-30,
32:3-12; cf Gospel of Thomas logia 14, 104);

concern with preparation for passing the powers
on the way to the beatific vision (V.33:2-35:25; cf
Gospel of Thomas logion 50).

Of particular interest to a liturgical investigation
are the last two of these features. A further ritual
allusion might conceivably be the mention of the kiss
(V.31:4-5). This possibility is remote; the kiss{,
~ interpreted in V.32:3-12 as a symptom of James's
sound spiritual instinct, but it does not convey

any grace (in apparent marked contrast with Thomas,



,
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logion 108), nor does it occur in a congregational
setting. Its sole liturgical interest would seem to
be that it testifies to the inner state of James
(v.28:10-24) which makes external acts insignificant,

and marks, for James, a transition out of prayer
and into an apprehension of reality to which prayer

is inimical. The sequence into which the kiss fits
is psychological rather than liturgical.

The chief burden of the Apocalypse is the assurance
that James (and so also the initiate, whom James
typifies) can overcome the danger presented by the
archons •.The archons pose a two-fold threat, which
is countered by two-fold measures. On the one hand,
the archons, concentrated in Jerusalem, dominate
all earthly phenomena (26:2-24), their number of

t . hei bi it (11)seven y-two represent1ng t e1r u 1QU1 y ;
this threat is met by an invincible recollection

of inward silence, manifested by Jesus (28:1-3)
and repeated in James (28:10-24). Silence as
spiritual power is known elsewhere in Syrian Christianity
in the person of Ignatius of Antioch(12)j here,

however, it is a rationale for a cessation of prayer -
we note that Jesus' commentary on the cessation
of prayer follows his reassurance that there is
no need to be concerned with earthly enemies (31:6-26,
followed by 32:3-12)~ On the other hand, the

(11) Schoedel, IScripture and the 72 Heavens' '(1971);
S~d, 'Les douze hebdomades' (1979).

(12) Ignatius, ad Ep~.vi.1, xv.1-3.
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archons are a threat to the spiritual destiny of

the individual (27:14-end), and bar the way to
the beatific vision; this danger is met by the

provision of pass-words of power that will enable
the believer to pass them unscathed (33:2-35:25).

Two apparent inconsistencies claim attention.
Firstly: it does not seem consistent to advocate
an abandonment of prayer and in the next breath
to offer formulas of power. The prayer discountenanced
may, of course, not be prayer of every sort, but
only petitionary or penitential prayer, and the
formulae of power are declaratory and triumphal

, \OUlAOCL(and yet the expression 'call upon', ~nLKa~ r "

must be held to retain some petitionary overtones).
Secondly, the schema of archons and other entities

·u.l~c.
assumed by the formulae of power does not to anything
mentioned elsewhere in the surviving text of the
apocalypse. To infer from this, however, that the
formulae come from some other tradition is unwarranted.
At all events, the producer(s) of the present text
cannot have felt that the ensemble was irreconcilable
with itself.

The theme of the cessation of prayer may be
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succinctly noted. James is praying (in a context
where it is clear that 'prayer' is in sorrow and
fear) after the crucifixion of Jesus (30:13-29,

where damage to the manuscript has lost many
details). As soon as the risen Jesus appears, James
stops praying, and greets Jesus with a kiss (31:
2-5). In the ensuing conversation, Jesus interprets
James's action thus (32:3-8, pp.82-3 Schoedel):

'You see how you will become sober
when you see me.
And you stopped this prayer.
Now, since you are a just man of God,
you have embraced me and kissed me.'

More substantial is the account of Jesus instructing
James in the pass-words. The theme of the discourse

is 'your (se. James's) redemption', ,;nECWT€ 03:1).
It is not clear whether this title is intended as a
liturgical term or connotes the whole eternal destiny
of the initiate, with the liturgical expression

of it as part, but only part, of the way to the
beatific vision the question is not resolved by
the interepretation of similar sources in Irenaeus,
AH I.xxi, although he does supply other valuable
evidence.

'When you are seized, and you undergo these

sufferings, a multitude will arm themselves against

,
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you, and may seize you. And, in particular,
three of them will seize you - they who sit

as toll-collectors. Not only do they ~
demand toll, but hey also take away souls
by theft. When you come into their power,
one of them who is their guard will say to
you (Question 1): "Who are you or where are
you from 1" You are to say to him (Response 1):
"I am a son, and I am from the Father."

He will say to you (Question 2): "What
sort of son are you, and to what father
do you belong 1" You are to say to him
(Response 2): "I am from the (Pre-existent)
Father, and a son in the Pre-existent One." ,

(V.33:2-24, 84-7 Schaedel).

At least Question 3 and Response 3 are too damaged to
reconstruct. Of Question 4, only 'alien things' survives
(34:1), However, the general sense of the question -
about the mortal and passible aspects of James which

IO{~Lc;.,I-,·ol'\
are inconsistent with his filialAto the Father - may
be inferred from Response 4:

'You are to say to him: "They are not entirely
alien, but they are from Achamoth, who is the
female. And these she produced as she brought this
race down from the Pre-existent One. So then they

are not alien, but they are ours because she
who is mistress of them is from the 'Pre-existent
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One. At the same time they are alien because
the Pre-existent One did not have commerce
with her, when she produced them."

When he also says to you (Question 5):
"\vherewill you go ?", you are to say to
him (Response 5): "To the place from wh i ch

I have come, there shall I return.1I

And if you say these things, you will
escape their attacks.

But when you come to (these) three detainers
who take away souls by theft in that place ••.'

(V.34:1-24; 86-9 Schoedel).

There is apparently no challenge from these new
opponents, but James is to say (Response 6):
"I am a vessel much more precious than the
female" - (so far, the text is a highly conjectural

reconstruction by Schoedel, p.89 n., following
Irenaeus) - 1I ••• You, too, will become Bober •••
But I shall call (upon) the imperishable
Gnosis, which is Sophia, who is in the Father
(and) who is the mother of Achamoth. Achamoth
had no father nor male consort, but she is female

.from a female. She produced you (pl.) without
a male, since she was alone (and) in ignorapce
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as to what (1 lives through) her mother
because she thought that she alone existed.
But I shall cry out to her mother."

~ And then they will fall into confusion and

will blame their root and the race of their mother.'
(V.34:26-35:23j 88-91 Schoedel).

The parallel between this passage and one section
of Irenaeu6 AH I.xxi (=1.232-5 Stierenj AH I.xiv.4

~I.186-8 Harvey) is too close to be other than evidence
of a common source:
Alii sunt (Irenaeus does not state, or claim to know,
who'these 'others' are), qui mortuos redimunt ad finem
defunctionis, mittentes eorum capitibus Qleum et
aquam, sive praedictum unguentum cum aqua, et
supradictis invocationibus, ut incomprehensibiles
et invisibiles principibus et potestatibus fiant,

t~"iS:b; l:~
et ut superascendat.super i~vjbilii interior

ipsorum homo, quasi corpus quidem ipsorum in
creatura mundi relinquatur, anima vero projiciatur
Demiurgo. Et praecipiunt eis venientibus ad potestates
haec dicere, posteaquam mortui fuerint: ~g£
filius a Patre (so edd.; Patris codd.), Patre
qui ante fuit, filius autem in eo qui ante fuit.
Veni autem videre omnia quae sunt mea et aliena;
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non autem aliena in totum, sed sunt Achamoth,
quae est faemina, et haec sibi fecit: deducit
enim genus ex eo qui ante fuit, et eo rursus
in mea unde veni. Et haec dicentem evadere
et effugere potestates dicunt. Venire quoque
ad aos qui sunt circa Demiurgum, et dicere
eis: Vas ego sum pretiosum, magis quam
faemina quae fecit vos. Si mater vestra
ignorat radicem suamt~go autam novi
meipsum, et scio unde sim, et invoco
incorruptibilem Sophiam,_quae est in
Patre, mater autem est matris vestrae,
quae non habet patrem,~que conj~g~
masculum; faemina (so codd., Harvey; coniug~
masculo-femina, Massuet, Stieren)
autem a faemina nata effecit vos,_!gnorans
et matrem suam,_!!_putans seipsam esse

salam: ego autem invoco ejus matrem.
Haec autem eos qui circa Demiurgum sunt
audientes, valde conturbari, et reprehendere
suam radicem, et genus matris: ipsos autem
abire in sua, projicientes nodos ipaorum, id
,eat animam. Et de redemptione quidem ipsorum
haec aunt quae quidem in nos venerunt.

,The Greek text is preserved in an odd fashion by
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EpiphaniuB in his account of the Heracleonites
(haer.36.2 = II.46.1Q-47.12 Holl; with improved

"apparatus in Volker, Quellen, 140-1). The fact

that Epiphanius attributes this passage to the
Heracleonites is of interest only insofar as it ~~(gJI? tr;:;r-

he did not regard AH I.xxi as a unity. The original
of '~go filius a Patre •••in nos venerunt' is cited
exactly, while the original of 'Alii sunt •••mortui

"fuerint' is much adapted and expanded. Volker (ibid.)
concludes, too readily, that ,die altlateinische
" IIUbersetzung angefuhrt werden muss'; but Stieren

(I.232-4) has successfully identified the central
elements af the Greek text, and his edition is

followed at this point:
5.' ..•. 'EOv~ ~ElEV'EW)l'ra!; &1'&' a-&rwv )Ca;' erri ~~v at;~~v

E'godo)l rp.:favov-rar; ••• lWQovna£ ••• nO'EE raQ UVEr; is a-&re'(jv
EA.aLOIIvdan IItganES, E'lu(1aUova£ ~ii xEpa).fj ~ov 19EA::Jonor;.
Ol (Je !IV((OV ~O lEy6,IIEIIOII ono(la).aalLOv xa, Vdwe '(~V entx).r;aLv
x~vT;v ElonE!; •... Yva O~:tEV •••• ax((Ur'}'w£ riv(IJIlTa£ )CaL ao-
(!cr~o£ wir; avw aqxair; x(t£ eso'vala/,r;, Elr; ~O 6nE((lJ~Jla£ aOQa-rwr;
\ v .. _ >1 n C - , , .,_

~Oll taw auttuv all,-,((C'lnOJl ••.• wr; ~wv awpa'Cwv 'COV'&CIJV,Ell 'fl)
xilce» x(t~alL!/nallO!Lb(IJII' 'f~r; eU '/Jux~r; at;'CciJv rw(!w'CaftEV7Jr;
'ftP d')f1tOV(!"!tfJ .•• e"!XE).E,vOvra£ (U ••• on ... Un n..:i.r; en, 'rar;
a(lXu!; xai. e;ol'aiCtl,;, ~lE ev Wf;NJ ~&DE ElnEill ,ura i~v enEV-
.:fE'll u).Et''C~J1· eyW v/or; ano IIar~or;, IIa'C(lor; n(loonor;, viar; De
'iv 'f~ij na(!Onl. 'U)':fOIl naJl'l(t iOEiv ~a tiU6r(lla xai ~aYOta'
xaL 01:)( ciH6rqta oe nallu).wr;, aUa ~~r; '.AxcCfuJ:f '. ~TLr; ea"C;'
.:f~lEla, xaL t:ai-ra Eawfj In()lr;aE. ](a'CayclJ rJi 1,'0 rillor; ex ~oj)
n(loono!;, xai noqEl:opaL ,na).lv Eir; 'fa l'rJta, 03-Ev e;,~).v:fa. Kat.
'faVTa EimlJll'a •••••• JtarpeVrEtV 'far; 19ovuLar; ••• E'exeu{}aL oe
br, "Coi:r;nEQ;' ~ov .d,)!lLOL'(!rOJl, xal UruJI ••• aXEuos Eip£ rna/tOil
ILiilloll nae" 'fIlII .:f~).etall Trv no,~aaaall ~/lfir;. E" I} IL~-rrJl!
c _) ~ \ C - A. 'r 11 \ 'Y ..t" , \ ,V/IWV ayvoE£ 'f'}v Eat''f,)r; I;'l."av, ErW OLva Eltau'rov xal YlvWall.(lJ,
r, Q. ." ',. , _ \)/ Q. T' rt ..,

ovev £t!lt, XClt enlxtu.ovpa£ ~1JV ap..,.a(l~ov ...oCftaV, 1JHS EaUII
b 'I'tji IIa'CQi J Pf;T1)(I de ,~r; Il')'feO!; V/IWJl ~ij) ,.!l~exov,,~c;

, > 11> 11 , ,. " , A Ii. ' 1 .t' t I , n. 1 '!'-'I'fE(!a, aAil. owe uv,:urov -a(lt:eva· "''1AEtll Vc uno \T'JAEt~r;
, ." (.... 1 .... .., I )... \

reVO/ltJl1j lno,,}aEJI vltaS, aylloouaa "at "''Ill fL'JTE(!a c;rV"f'}S xa£
doxoiJaa Eav~~11 elval !lOIl')V' erw dE emxa).ov,llat av'r~s 'l'~V
JI1JdQa. 'TO{l.,;oVS de 'fOVr; neqL 'fOV d'JlllOIJf!,,!OIl axol:aanas
qrpooea 'fa(lax:t~J1a£ ,ca;' xa"faYllevvat av'f(~v,' 'rijs ea;'Jr; xal. raj)
,.,illol,'!; 'f~S 111]rf!oc;., ' .AU'(;()JI de nO(!Ev:iijvat. *E1C;'ra l'J,a, eltpavra
'fOil oea!lov at;~ov, 'fOV'(;{Urt ,(;~11 ",uX~v. Kat. 'l7:E(!'lIiv "Cijr;ano-
lW(lwaEWr; 'lam-a Eawl oaa Eis ~/Ifis avvElr;U;:faILEv. • .' '.
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~enaeuB quotes the pass-words as a continual
f4ftt.fU~ext, as if they were to be ~uebeled all at once

and without waiting for any challenge to elicit

them. There are, however, signs in his text
that he is abbreviating, for some of the statements

as to the purpose of the formulae suggest that he is
quoting, in reported speech, some of the utterances

of the administrant, and is reserving direct speech
for t he words which the ascending spirit is to utter.

Irenaeus' source (derived, he saya, from books
handed in to himself or some other bishop of the
Catholic.Church by converts from the unnamed sect)
may be tentatively reconstructed thus:

Certain persons confer redemption on
those who are dying, at the very moment
of expiry, by pouring on their heads either
oil-and-water or the ~y~ called 'opobalsam'
(foll~ing the Greek; the Latin translator
assumes that Irenaeus is identifying the
sect and its sacramental elements with
those mentioned in AH I.xxi.4), using the
usual invocation (again following the
Greek where the Latin has assimilated the
source to the preceding section), saying:
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' ••• so
y~

that may become uncontrollable
10-

and invisible to the Principalities and
Authorities above, ~a so tnat your
inner man may ascend invisibly (so Greek;

Latin: "may ascend above the things
invisible"), as if your body were abandoned
at the creaturely level (of this world, Lat.)
and your soul were cast away to the Demiurge.

When you come the Powers (here, perhaps, Question
1 as in 'First' Apocalypse of James was predicted),
then you are to say, "I am a son, from a Father."
(Then, perhaps, Question 2; with the response)
"(1 am) a son of the pre-existent Father and
in the pre-existent One." (Then either a
third question followed, or the next words
continue what in the Coptic text of 'First'
~pocalyp~ we have called Response 2): "I
have come to see both the things that are

alien and the things which are my own" (the
L~in has reversed the order of terms, probably
to restore what seemed a more natural sequence).
"Yet they are not entirely alien, but they
are of Achamoth, who is feminine, and made
these things for herself. For she brought
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the race from the Pre-existent One."
(Since the next sentence in the Coptic
text clearly translates a Greek sentence
ending with 'from the Pre-existent One',

we may suspect a homoioteleuton which has
lost this sentence either from Irenaeus'
Greek text or even in his own composition
of the text: "So they are not alien,
but are ours because she who is mistress
of them is from the Pre-existent One".
At the same time, the next sentence in the
Coptic, "At the same time•••produced them",
is mo~e problematic. It is not consistent

with Irenaeus's, or the Coptic, version of
Response 5, and at first sight has therefore
the look of an interpolation. On the other

hand, Irenaeus's eye may have passed over this
sentence in his Greek source by accident as
he deliberately omitted Question 5, and went
on to Response 5, which is obviously consistent
with the last ~entence which he had just quoted.

S t"~,,"-t
He therefore went eh i~ft~ on to): "I go again
to the things which are my own, whence I came."
(The administrant then addresses the initiate
again directly.): ISaying this, you will escape

the Authorities, and then come upon those who

surround the Demiurge, and you ~ill say,
"I am an honourable vessel, better than the
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feminine being who made you. If your
mother is ignorant of her own root, I
know myself and know whence I came, and
I invoke the incorruptible Sophia who is
in the Father, and Mother of your mother
who has no father" (with Lat.) "nor male
consort. She being a female from a female"
(here the Coptic confirms the Greek against
the Latin), "made you, for she was ignorant
even of her own mother and thought that she
alone existed. I, however, call upon her
mother." They that surround the Demiurge, r I 11

. ~G-i.i~ 'To~"T~u,,t, ~ 'To\lTolJ~ 70vr f'o'YDcJS'

hearing these words' (r~adiRg ~ou'tou(5 {j oyoll'5

= the Words of Power), 'will be flung into
confusion, and will blame their own root
and the race of the mother. But you will make
your way to the things that are your own,
casting aside your fetter that is, the soul.'

The text thus reconstructed, cited in abbreviated
form by Irenaeus and either verbatim or with very
slight expansion in 'First' Apocalyp~, could
equally well have circulated in pamphl~tform alone,
or a~ part of a body of liturgical formulae. Of
I

the uncertainties remaining, the most puzzling is

the mention of 'the usual invocation', 1'~V En:bt.i\T)CHV HOl,V~V.

The most obvious (though clearly to the Latin
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u.,
translator ut~erly ~elcome) sense is that the users
of this liturgy employed a formula "of anointing common
to themselves and to 'Catholic' Christians. What
Irenaeus regarded as the 'usual' formula of anointing
he does not say!13)

One possible point of departure for the elaboration
of the 'gnosticized' formula is James v.14-15:

----- -_...- ....._--_.
'Is any among you sick? Let him call for the
Elders of the Church, and let them pray ov)r
him (perhaps also: laying hands on him),
anointing/having anointed him with oil in the
Name (of the Lord). And t~e prayer of faith
will save the ailing man, and the Lord will
raise him up; and if he has oommitted sins,
he will be forgiven.'

This passage of Jame,s, the isolated locus classicus
on the unction of the sick, is a tantalising piece of
evf.dence , References to healing in the New Testament

~t tht.
are many, AQt ~e only exp1ioit reference to anointing
with oil for the purpose is in Mark vi.13, where the
disciples are seen acting with Jesus' authority to
cast out demons (vi.?) but apparently without needing.
Not eVen wh~n speaking of healing: AH II.vi,
x.4, xxxi.2, xxxii.4, xxxii.5, III.v.2. Texts
gathered in E.F'rost, ~hristian Healine; (London 1949 edn) 100-~.
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his specific instructions to choose this means. The
only very early attestations of this method are in
Tertullian ad Scapulam iv and in the apocryphal Acts:

Acts of John 115 (22) - a 'sealing of the whole body,
in readiness for death (rr/1,215 Lipsius-Bonnet)j
Acts of Thomas 157 (1r/2 266-7 Lipsius-Bonnet) -
during the consecration of oil for the pre-baptismal
unction, one of epithets of the Saviour is 'symbol and
joy of the ailing'. The earliest liturgical evidence
in support is in prayers for the consecration of oil
for healing, principally for self-administration, in
~postolic 'rradition' (p.18 Botte).

There are issues of liturgical interpretation
attached to James v.14-15 in itself. Prayer 'over'
the sick man may connote the laying on of hands,
which may in any case be included in the notion of
anointing. The aorist participle in the verb for

. ,...the anointing may indicate a temporal se~ence of
prayer followed by and distinct from the anointing;
but the majority opinion (see Laws in loc.) is that
the two acts are meant to be simultaneous. The omission
of 'of the Lord' after 'in the Name' by Codex Vaticanus,
(feebly supported by C.Alexandrinus and some others,
which omit the definite article), is probably with

Mayor in loco the original reading. In a'Jewish

or Jewish-Christian context, it yields a perfectly
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workable sense: the anointing is performed in The
(Divine) Name. (14) The addition of the explicit

reference to 'the Lord (Jesus)' is clearly, on one
,level, part of the progressive christianization of
a Jewish formula; (15) the question must also be

asked even if it cannot be answered whether,
on another level, the addition was aimed at excluding,
'~nostic' abuse of an indeterminate expression. It
is heaping conjecture upon conjecture to speculate

whether a fairly settled Jewish-Christian formula,
even this very passage, expressing confident prayer
for the 'lifting-up' of a sick person was being abused
as a hook 'upon which the 'gnosticizing' sch~me of ascent

through the archons might be hung. The question needs
to be posed, for at least in some Christian circles
(I Cor.vi.14; II Cor.iv.14j Acts xxvi.8) an association

, -with personal eschatology could attach to EY£P£~·

Behind the early Christian tradition of anointing
and also its 'gnosticizing' adaptation lies a
body of Jewish &pocalyptic narrative, in contexts
where both theodicy and soteriology are at iS6ue.
It must suffice to note the key passages, for the
extent to which they were present to, and influenti~l9~~
upon, the early Christian mind cannot be s~agea in the
~~
~F.QAt state of the evidence:

(14) D.Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism
(London 1956), 236-7.

(15) So Mayor in lac.
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From the (Slavonic) Book of the Secrets of Enoch, or
'2 Enoch', 22.4_10:

'And I fell prone, and bowed down to the Lord,
and the Lord with his lips said to me: "Have

courage, Enoch, do not fear, arise and stand
before my face into eternity." And the
archistratege Michael lifted me up, and led
me to before the Lorci'sface. And the Lord
said to his servants tempting them: "Let Enoch
stand before my face into eternity," and the
glorious ones bowed down to the Lord, and said:
-Let Enoch go according to Thy word." And the
Lord sa:idto Michael: "Go and take Enoch from
out his earthly garments, and anoint him with
my sweet ointment, and put him into the garment
of my glory." And Michael did thus as the Lord
told him. He anointed me, and dressed me, and the
appearance of that ointment is more than the
great light, and his ointment is like sweet dew,
and its smell mild, shining like the sun's ray,
and I looked at myself, and was like one of the
glorious ones.'

(ET R.H.Charles, ~pocrypha and Pseudeplg~pha
of the Old Testament, 1913, II.443;
this is from the 'A' version; the place of the
unclothing+unction+clothing is diffe~ent in
the 'B' version, ibid., and may therefore be
an interpolation - of uncertain origin and date).
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From The Apocalypse of Moses (c.100 A.D.),
viii.3j xiii.2j xxxi.3-4:

'But Adam said to Eve, "Arise and go with my
son Seth near to Paradise, and put earth upon

m~('N
your heads and weep and pray God to have ~Fey

upon me and send his angel to Paradise, and give

me of the tree out of which the oil floweth,
and bring it me, and I shall anoint myself and

shall have rest from my complaint" •••••

And God sent the archangel Michael and he spake to
S~h: "Seth, man of God, weary not thyself with
prayers and entreaties concerning the tree which
floweth with oil to anoint thy father Adam. For
it shall not be thine now, (3) but in the end of
the times. Then shall all flesh be raised up from
Adam till that great day all that shall be of
the holy people. Then shall the.relights of Paradise
be given to them and God shall be in their midst.
And they shall no longer sin before his face,
for the evil heart shall be taken from them
and there shall be given them a heart understanding
the good and to serve God only." I

(At this point, in the christianized version of
The Life of Adam and Eve, there was inserted
a prediction that, in the last days, Christ
would come to 'anoint from the oil of mercy
all that believe in Him •••those who are ready
to be born again of water and the Holy Spirit.'
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This is probably from the Gospel of Nicodemue(17)
If M_Stone, in HTR 59/3. July 1966, 283-91,
is correct, the evidence of the Armenian Adam-
Book suggests that even the limited reference
to anointing in !pocalypse of Moses is an
interpolation but it need not be a Christian one).

'And Adam saith to her: ••••But when I die, anoint
me and let no man touch me till the angel of the
Lord shall speak somewhat concerning me. For God

will not forget me, but will seek his own creature;
and now arise rather and pray to God tizl I give up
my spirit into His hands who gave it me. For we
know not how we are to meet our Maker, whether He
be wroth with ue , or be merciful and intend to
pity and receive us." ,

(ET L.S.A.Wells,in Charles, ed., !pocrypha, etc.,
II, 143, 144, 149).

In connection with 'Jamee'-traditions, three
minor sources may be noted in conclusion: the !pokryphon
of James (C.G.I/2); Pe.-James, Sermon on John the
Baptist; and the account of the martyrdom of James'the
brother of 'John.

C.G.I/2 offers a form of the aecent-mysticism
considerably amended for alignment or re-alignment

withthe Great Church. There is no indication in this

tractate"; of its liturgical affinities, but the
insistence on the realities of Christ's sufferings

'none will be saved unless they believ~ in my cross.

(17) or, 'Acts of Pilate' (iii/xix, James ANT 127 •.
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But those who have believed in my cross, theirs is
the Kingdom of God' (1.5:3-7) suggests a marked
reaction against Docetism, aid the consequent doctrine
of mortification 'Therefore become seekers for

death, like the dead who seek for life, for that
which they seek is revealed to them •••the kingdom
of death belongs to those who put themselves to

death' (1.5:7-11, 17-18) is in line with such

a reaction. There is a teaching of the ascent, and
a reference to pass-words for eluding the archons,
but the pass-words are available only because Christ
has descended to suffer after teaching them, and
the conflict which he endures ends only after a
violent confrontation during the Asce~sion:

, "To you alone, James, have I said, Be saved!
And I have commanded thee to follow me, and
I have taught you ~hat to say before the archons.
Observe that 1 have descended and undergone
tribulation and carried off my crown after
saving you" , 0.8:31-9:1).,

'•••he departed. But we bent (our) knee(s),
1 and Peter, and gave thanks, and sent'our
heart(s) upward to heaven. We heard with our
ears, and saw with our eyes, the noise of wars
and a trumpet blare and a great turmoil.

And when we had passed beyond that place, we
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sent our minds further upward and saw with
our own eyes and heard with our own ears hymns
and angelic benedictions and angelic rejoicing.
And heavenly majesties were singing praises,

and we too rejoiced' (1.15:5-23).

There is a confident assertion that the disciple
can be assimilated to Christ, but only in humility:
, "Do not make the kingdom of heaven a desert within

you. Do not be proud because of the light that illumines,
but be to yourselves as I am to you. For your sakes
I have placed myself under the curse, that you may
be saved"-' (1.13:17-25). According to C.G.I.15:35-
16:11, a singularly obscure passage, it seems that one
aspect of this Christian humiliity is self-discipline
for the sake of the evangelisation of coming generations.
If this passage is here rightly interpreted, as a
testimony to the role of Christian families, it is
another indication that the author is trying to
rescue the 'James'-tradition for main-stream Christianity.

An instance of the persis~ng instinct to link
the ascent-mysticism (albeit more as a technique of
revelation, as in ~pocalypse of Paul, than as a

means of redemption, as in 'First' Apocalypse of
James) with a Christian rite, in this case the
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Eucharist, is found in four papyrus leaves from
the White Monastery,' 18now Paris. copte 129 ,
116-120, of the Bibliotheque Nationale, at least
three of which are from A Sermon on John the Baptist,

the author of which says (p.117; p.202:2-7 Winstedt),
'It is I, James the Apostle, who recounts this to
you.' In this case, James is purely a narrator, and the
centre of the stage is held by Jesus and John the
Baptist. James relates how Jesus holds a Eucharistia

or ~g~p~ (both terms are employed; as Winstedt.p.244, n.1
observes, they seem to be synonymous here) for his
deceased kinsman John the Baptist at the Feeding of
the Five ~housand.

'But when Jesus the merciful and compassionate
and Son of the Compassionate saw, he took compassion
in his heart on the multitude, as being the
good shepherd of everyone. The disciples said,
"Let the multitudes go that they may go to

the towns and buy something to eat." Said
" ' ,the Saviour: "Nay"; thinking, "What EVXCXPt.O'tt.cx

is it that I shall take before my kinsman, to
hold feast with those who trouble me for it,
if they go fasting thus 1" Even as Joseph

, ,the patriarch made the cxycxx~ ~t the death
of his father Jacob even so did Christ distribute

the , ,
a.yCX"Jl:T) for his kinsman John. Moreover,
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this thing and this custom was with ~ every
one for ever, that kinsfolk should distribute
the agape with their kin when they die'

(ET 244-5 Winstedt; Coptic, p.116= 241:9-14).

It is apparently during the discourse at this
commemorative Eucharist/Agape that Jesus takes his
Apostles (including his brother James, and with
Paul, Luke and Mark added for good measure) in an
ascent through the heavens. Of all the heavens they
pass, the third, the most beautiful, is reserved
for John the Baptist and his parents. The closing
excerpt, which in Winstedt's view may be from another
work, emphasizes the dignity of John the Baptist

~e~~
by dwelling upon the torments m8eteg out to an angel
(not a policeman, as Winstedt, 240, 247, reads) who
is disrespectful to him. Despite Winstedt's caution,
this probably is part of the Sermon on John the

Bap~, for in the preceding pages there are allusions
to the terrors of the after-life, even though the
itinerary there described concentrates on the heavens
of blessedness. Even on the way to the heavens,
there is 'a stream of fire, through which all my
saints and righteous men pass, all without exception,
be they righteous 'or sinners' (p.247). The only

ones exempted from this ordeal (and they will be
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ferried across the stream of fire by John in a
golden boat) will be those who have commemorated
John on earth: 'any man that shall make thy memorial
on earth, be it oblation, or alms to the poor and
needy, or writing a book of thy prais~ in thy
name and giving it to the Church' (pp.246-7; Coptic,
p.243:1-25 Winstedt).

In many respects, this is all very far from the
Gospel of Thomas and 'First' Apocalypse of James;
it is popular literature of the Great Church, late
enough for the custom of holding a Eucharist/Agape at
the grave- of the departed, (20) and for the cult of

saints to have replaced merkabah mysticism in Semitic
Christianity; the passing of the heavens is now
a matter of unqualified works-righteousness; the
anti-Jewish preoccupation is muted, although not
forgotten. The survival of the link between Christian
rites and ascent-mysticism is therefore all the more
remarkable.

One last small example of the use of liturgical
'James'-traditions is that of the account by Clement
in t\e ~ypotyposeis (as quoted by Eusebius, hoe.
II.ix.2-3) of the martyrdom of James the brother
of John. James is depicted forgiving, and rec'onciling
with a kiss, the man who has denounced(21) him but has

(20) Still possibly second century; a refrigerium
seems to be implied by Acts of Paul 25 (ANT 277).

(21) Rather than simply 'led him into court'; or why does
James have to think before forgiving him?
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now admitted himself to being a Christian. There
can be no doubt that this is anaetiological myth in

aid of the principle of reconciling apostates,,
4eriving from the Syrian (Jewish-Christian 1) church.

Why the lesser James was chosen for this purpose we
cannot say it is possible that too much was
already attached to the memory of James the Great,

and/or that the latter's memory was linked with rigorism.
The story is at all events testimony to the use of
a 'James' name in support of a liturgical policy
in the second century Semitic church, and therefore
a side-light on the vitality of the 'James'-traditions.

11. Some Liturgical Traditions of Uncertain Provenance.

There survive some materials which must belong in
the setting of the chaos left by the separation of
Christianity from Judaism, but which cannot be assigned
a place within any identifiable religious community,
although they may turn out to be related to the
'Peratae-Nassenes-Ophites' group or to the 'James'-tradition
group(s).

The first is a formula for water-baptism cited by
1renaeus (AH 1.xxi.3b/ r.xiv.2b):

Alii autem adducunt ad aquam, et baptizantes ita

dicunt: In nomen incogniti Patris Omnium, in
veritate(m) matrem omnium, in descendentem (in)

Jesum ad unitatem (et redemptionem) et communionem
virtutum.

(Latin of Irenaeus: 1.18 Harv y).
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,~ ol bi: ayovGtv lcp' VOW!! r.al {Jamtco')Ju.; ovrwr; btl-
I UyotJGt" ttl, o')Jop.a aYVWGrotJ naTeOr; TcU)!{JAW)!, cl; 'AA~DeLa)! flYJTiea
& <",))! > naVTwl', fir; TO)! xauM16".ra eli; •Inooii», ei; EvWGW xa, MO-
• ).VrI2WGtV xul XOLVW)!ta')J "u" 6vvap.ewv(,.

2 (roil') + Euseb., Holl.

(Greek of Epi,phanius, ed.Holl;
from Vtllker, Quellen, 138:31-139:3).

'Others, however, conduct (candidates) to water,
and, as they baptize, say (something like this 1):

"In(to) the Name of the Unknown Father of All Things;
In(to) Truth, Mother of all;
In(to) the One who came down upon Jesus;
(following words omitted by Eusebius, h.e.IV.11.5, 135 Schwartz):
Into unity with aItdredemption by and sharing of the Powers."
OR:

"Into unity; and into redemption; and into sharing •••"
OR:

"Unto the unification and redemption and participation of•••"
OR:

"Unto unity with and redemption by and fellowship with •••"

Eusebius' omission is probably no more than an accident,
for he is abbreviating his source here very noticeably,
ana the longer text is attested both by the Latin
and by the citation in Epiphanius. It may be that,
accidentally or not, Eusebius has detected a transition
in the sense of fue formula, from the essential content
to.an interpretative gloss incorporated into the rite.

The logical relationship of the cl~uses of the form

rem~in problematic. Is it to be read as baptism into a

six-fold name 1 or do the second three clauses corre~pond to
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the three former clauses and unpack their respective
meanings (sc., baptism into the Father is into unity
with/ unto the unification of, the Powers, etc.) 1. More

probable than either of these interpretations is

the view that baptism into the three-fold Name -
and there can be little doubt that this formula is
an adaptation, perhaps an intended explication, of,
the three-fold formula of Matthew xxviii.19 -
I

is intended to convey a three-fold benefit. Liturgical
instincts incorporated comparable glosses into later
Catholic baptismal formulae: •••in remissionem peccatorum
ut habeas vitam aeternam (MiBs~le Gothicum, No.260,
II.?? Bannister); ••unam habentem 6ubstanciam ut habeas
uitam aeternam parte cum sanctis (Bobbio Missal, No.
260, 11.75 Lowe). In the Catholic cases, the expansions
are importations from the preceding creed. A oomparable
process may explain the formula quoted by Irenaeus.

Some of the terms of the basic three-fold name formula
are reminiscent of the teachings of the pupils of Marcus
(AH I.xv.3/I.viii.14, Vol.I,p.150 Harvey): Pater omnium •••
cum autem venisset ipse ad aq~, d scendisse in eum,
quasi columbam, eum qui recucurrit sursum, et implevit
xii numerum;~quo inerat semen eorum,_qui consem'nat'
sunt cum eo et condescenderunt et coascenderunt (perh ps
an illuminating parallel to communionem virtutum ?); but
the place given to Alethia in the Marcosian p SSRa 6

less exalted than in the baptismal formula, w~'ch makes
her "the Mother of All Things" a title apparently
reserved by Marcosians to Sig~, according to AH I.xv.2/
I.viii.11, Vol.I,p.146 Harvey.
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A closer similarity may be detected between the quoted
baptismal formula and the theological scheme assumed in
APokryphon of John and also in Trimorphic Protennoia. In
the former we encounter a saving Trinity, "the Father,
the Mother, and the Son, the perfect Power" (CG 11/1,
9:10-11), with specific reference to the Holy Spirit as
"the Mother of the living" (CG II/1,10:17-18). More
impressive (although here too the explcit identification
of Truth as the Mother is lacking) is the comparability
with the baptismal formula of this sequence of thoughts
in Trimorphic Protennoia:

"Now the Voice that originated from my thought
exists as three permanencies: the Father, the
Mother, the Son. A sound that is perceptIble,
it has within it a Word endowed with every glory,
and it has t hr.e e masculinities, three powers,
and t~ree nanes •••M (CG XIII/1, 37: 20-26;

ET p.Lj·63Turner, NHLE)
"•••(I am) the Mother (as well as) the Light
which she appointed as Virgin, she who is called
Meirothea, the intangible Womb, the unrestrained
and immeasurable Voice" (CG XIII/1,j8:11-16;

E'I'p.463 Turner)
"••• 1 am the first one who descended on account
of my portion which is left behind, that is,
the Spirit that (now) dwells in the Soul, but
which originated from the Water of Life. And
out of the immersion of the mysteries I spoke,
I together with the Archons and Authorities."

(CG X1II/1,41: 20-25; ET p.46S Turner)
"And I am inviting you into the exalted, p rf et
Light. Moreover, (as for) this (Licht), when
you enter it you will be glorified by those
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who give glory, and those who enthrone will enthrone
you. You will receive robes from those who give
robes and the baptizers will baptize you and.
you will become gloriously glorious, the way
you first were when you were (Light)."

(CG XIII/1, 45:10-20, ET p.467 Turner)
"•••there is a Light (that) dwells hidden in
Silence and it was first to (come) forth. Whereas
she (the Mother) alone exists in ~ilence, I alone
am the Word, ineffable, incorruptible, immeas~rablc,
inconceivable. It i~ a hidden Light, bearing
a fruit of life, pouring forth Living Water from
the invisible, unpolluted, immeasurable spring,
that is, the unreproducible Voice of the glory
of the No cher , the gLor-y of the 0 i'l'.s.pringof
Go\ j a male Virgin by virtue of a hidden Intellect,
that i~, the Silence hidden from the All, being
unreproducible, an immeasurable Light, the source
of t~e All, the root of the entire Aeon. It is
the foundation, that supports every movement
of the Aeons that belong to the mighty glory.
It is the founding of every foundation. It is tho
breath of the powers." eCG XIII/1,46:11-29j

ET p.468 Turner).

Although the verbal parallels are not close, the version
of the Naassene triadic theology contained in 'l'rimorphic
Protennoia fits the baptismal formula in Irenaeusj 0
also does its high doctrine of the red eming·work of the
Mother and its account of the one who descends upon the
redeemed Redeemer. The identification is not beyond
doubt, but it seems more than probable that the formula
comes from the tradition which, in mor developed and
spe ~lative form, finds expression in Trimorphic
Protennoia.
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Next comes a baptismal formula in 'Hebrew', from
the same series of quotations in 1renaeuB (AH 1.xXi.3c/
I. xiv,2c): 'Alii auteur addueunt ad aquam, ct baptizantes ita

dicunt: sI,~ nomen incogniti Patrie omnium, in 'llCl'Uatc{llb](
matrem omnium, in dcscendentem 4 [in] Jesum ad unitioncn; 4 [et
redemptionemJ et communionem oirtutum, Alii autem et Hebraic~
nomina superfantur, ut stu pori sint, vel deterreant eos qUI

sacrantur, aie : Basuma caoabasa. tlanaa irraumista diarbada
- eaeota bafobor camelantlti. Horum autem interpretatio est
talis: Hoc quod est super omnem f)irtu~em r:atris ;,n",ooo, qu,()~
f)ocat'ur lumen. et spiritu«, et oita, quontam UI corpore re!lnastl.

lLatin of 1renaeus, 1.183-4 Harvey);

a).).OL be •E{Jeafxo. Twa 0'1'0-
pam 1,.tAlYOVC]L :neo, TO pu).).CW xaT~).~~aaDaL TOV(; n).OVpF:vOvr;, OV-

6 uor;' {JQ(JEflQ.xafloaa~ {Jaawvoo(!rl ptar:aOta eovabo "OVaTrl {Ja{Jorpde
"a).axDci. TOllTW1' tl ~ i(!ILYJvdu taT! TOLaVT17'vnie niiao» OVvalUV rov
flaredr; t:nt"Xa).ovpuL • rpwr; ovopa!;op£vov "Xat :nvcvlla dyaDdv "at Cw~,
lin lv awpun l{Jaa{).waar;.

7 "1 Hollerganst.: Of TO ...

(Greek of Epiphanius, ed. Holli
from V~lker, Quellen, 139:3-8).

That the transmission of 1renaeus' transliterations
has been fraught with mishaps is hardly surprising.
Of the suggestions listed by Stieren in his edition
of Irenaeus (1.228-30) a~d by Hugo Gressmann in

his article, ,JUdisch-AramMisches bei Epiphanius'
in Znw (Jahrg.16, 1915, 191-7), everyone requires
both emendation of the Greek and Latin texts and also
the hypothesis that Irenaeus' own 'translation' is
either substantially mistaken or has itself been
unaccountably mangled in transmission.

Among the many proposed reconstructions and interpretation
of the 'Hebrew', two may be singled out: those of

Hoffmann (in ZnW 4, 1903, 298) and of Gressmann (197).
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Hoffmann's theory yields a text that could be rendered:
'In the name of Achamoth, be baptized! The Life,
the Light, which has been poured forth, the Spirit
of Truth be present for thy redemption! ';
while~ Gressmann's would yield: 'In thy name, 0

,
Father! Be baptized (in••••• ), in the Light
into which the Spirit of Truth is emanated for thy
red~mption. Mayest thou live !' All that is secure

is that we have here some sort of liturgical utterance,

almost certainly for an initiatory context. If,
the invocation is of Achamoth, we are in the milieu
of the Naassene ascent-mysticism in the form found
in the 'First' Apocalypse of James. If the invocation
is of the Father, there is no obvious affinity
it is not even clear that the text is Christian, unless
the apparent reference to baptism must be taken as
-entailing this. The f'or-mu.Lais in some Semi tic language,
which its later users called 'Hebrew', and is therefore
probably to be traced back to some Jewish-Christian
grou~. who were still using Aramaic.

Those whom Irenaeus directly quotes must not be
assumed to have been Aramaic-speaking themselves. The
'interpretation' given by Irenaeus is not claimed by

him as his own, and can be read as that given by the
users. It is probably Irenaeus' translator
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who has added 'ut stupori sint, vel deterreant';
but he seems rightly to have gauged Irenaeus' tone
of dismissal. With that in mind, it is advisable to
read 'the interpretation of these', not as 'the

interpretation of these expressions' but as 'the
interpretation given by these people' with the
clear implication that the words have now lost whatever
meaning they orignally had, and are now used by
'these people' for mere effect. The 'interpretation'
is therefore most probably derived from the liturgical
book which Irenaeus is quoting:

'Other people-pronounce over (the candidates)
certiin Hebrew expressions' (or, literally,
'names') 'the more to astound those whom they
are initiating, thus: "Basernachamosse baaianora
mistadia rouada kousta babophor kalachthei."
The interpretation given by these people'
(or, 'of these expressions') 'is as follows:

"I invoke the Light of the Father which transcends
all power, and is called also Holy Spirit and
Life; because in the body thou hast reigned." ,

In the same series of Irenaean quotations occurs
a responsive liturgy for baptism+anointing 'unto
angelical redemption' (AH XXi.3d/ I.xiv.2d);
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Alii autem rursus redemptionem profantur sic: Nomen quod
ahsc(mditum est ah unioersa deuate, et dominations, et eeritate,
quod induit Jesus Nasaremu in zonis luminis, Ohristu« Dominus
"i'Dentis per Spiritum. sanctum in redemptionem angl'licam, No.
men quod est restaurationis: Messia ufar magna in seenchaldia
mosomeda eaacha faronepseha Jesu Na::arelle~ Et horum inter.
pretatio est talis : Christi non dirido spirieum, cor, et supcrcceles-
tem »irtutem 112 isericordem: fruar nomine tuo Saloator oeriiatis.
Et ha-c quidem profantur ipsi qui sacrant. Qui autern sacratur
rcspondet : Confirmatus sum. et redemptus sum, et rediiuo animam
meant ab mone hoc, et omnibus qU((J sunt ab eo ill nomine lao, qui
redemit animam ejus in redemptionem in Ohristo ~i'fjente. Dehinc
au perfantur qui astant : Pa» omnibus in quos hoc !lomen requiescit.
Post deinde ungunt sacratum opobalsamo. Unguentum enim
boc typurn esse dicunt ejus suavitatis, qulC sit supor universa.

(Latin of IrenaeUSj 1.184-5 Harvey) j

"AMOL {Ji naA.w TYJ'V).Wl?wO'w .. buMyo tJO'w0{Jt:(jJf; »TO B'VOfiaTO M~
10 'Xf;J«(!tJflp.bov and naa11~ {h;OT7JTO~ 'Xat 'XtJ(!tOT7JTO~ 'Xat a).1}{h{a~, 0

bdwaaTO "Inooi»; 0 Nal;U(}1}'V0r, b, 'lair, CuwaLr, TOV CPWTOr,TOV X(!IO'T01i,
XeWToV CW'V'ror.oui nvevflUTOr; 6:y{otJ, elr, AW(Jwaw dyyelL'X11'V(', ovoflU
TO nir; ano'XawaTaO'Ewr;' »M eaata o'vcpaeey"a flEfl1paL fI& XU). {Julall
floaofl11 /Jata axcpae vell)Et! ova 'lr;aov Nal;aeta«. 'Xat TOV'l(OVbi 1] £(!)1r;-

.15 vda lO'T'v TOtaVT17' »O'u btatew TO mevfla, TYJVxa(!Mav 'Xat T1)V ime(!o'V-
(!av£Ov IJVlla#Lv TT]V oixTleflova' Ollat)1r;v TOV av6flaTO~ aov, £0),,(1]e ailr;-
{htfJ.';~'. xat TUVW)1& buUyovaw aino; o[ TeAovvref;, 0 bi T£TE).eO')1i:vof;
anoxe{"£Tat' )lO'T~(!tYflaL xat ).eAVT(!Wflat 'Xat ):,rceovflat T1)" 1pVX1]"
)1-ov anD TOV alwvor; Tomov 'Xat navrwv TWV 7lU(}' ainov tv Tefl O'llO)1-a-':I

20 TOV 'laW, or; l).1J"C(!waaTo n]'II "PVXI]'II ainov elr; anOA.v.r(,lwaLv tv Tip
XelO'T0 T0 Cwvrt( •. eh' bUA.£yovaL'V 01 naeovrEr;' )eie1]vr; nllO'lv, ltp' 013r;
TO Qvflfla TOVTO lna'llaTtSnav'Wt«. l71tL'w )1-VetCOVaLU)V Tf:u).eap.b,ov Tip
10n41, T0 ano fJailaaflov. TO yae p.VeOll TOVTO TVnO'li Ti'jr. vnie TU 11).0
evwb{ar. clVaL Uyovaw.

9 .j Holl ergiinzt: InnEADu"Tt,. 11 CWlIIU,) .HolI: 'Wit;,. VM. Z,OOI8 I,,~.
la 1'. Abteilung od .sillll der FOI'Dl(·ln sehr 8chwi6ng. lell 8chhefie IDI'h Boll~

... "M ' I I . Holl K MUllul' willInterpuuktion an. 20 Rt'Toul . elUS at .• f(,(l'TOV. • • I ,

1"""C\lICJ; einschieben (S. 19~\ <'2 'I7III"I'l.7!I1'lIl"I<1,] H~ll, tllll"'I7IIIl'I1{t' \ M.
Han .. requie"cit lat.

(Greek of Epiphanius, ad. Holli
from Vtllker, guellen, 139:9-24).

In this case also there are problems with the
Aramaic element of the formula. The various solutions

put forward are listed by Stieren (1.229-30), by

Gressmann (1915, 193-6), and by MUller, in his
,Beitr~ge zum Verst~ndnis der valentinianischen
Gnosis' (Nachr.d.kgl.Ges.d.Wiss.zu Gtltting~,
phil._hist.Klasse, 1920, esp. 189-94). The least

problematic seems to be that of Stickel, in a private
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\
letter to Stieren~

"Viro. dodos, qui peri-
culum faciuhaut, formulam MarcosiorulII
sut ex hebraeo aut C SHO seruioue in-
terpretaudi, quum viderim a vera aber-
rasse 8C noibi sese obtulerit nOH erpo-
ncndi ratio , quam unice rectam esse
Jlcrsu~sissimulll hahr o , perrniuns , eam
ut liLi prol'0nam. Vcrb3 sunt chaldaica,
hoc modo consliluenda:
N~1~T} (1'2.) i'~~¢~~'P':':~~N~'~l~
(N1!j~;) :-t,?~:l~ (;'''1) :1;": CW l:n~.

. . ti~;,::.:~ )''1d' I:oi~:-t :1uio~
I' -.- -" ... -

hoc est: "Mcssi~s cl red",""r alli'llac
"lfaC ab aeollibu5 propler f,oleslulcm 110-

millis luI. (/el.ol'a), rrdimc,,'is ""iIllOlll CiIlS,
hie (Alessias) csl lcsu« Nuzara~"s. -
Dc nomine N'"n, co sensu, quem cqui-
dCIIl sumsi, in lcxico IJullurfii lion ohvio,

. confer •• locum Kimchii, in Gesenii The-
sauro linguae bebraeae s, b. y" uhi 5Y-
oonymum esse dicitur vocahuli 0"',
cui responder illud apud Epipbaoium
Icetum "/";1'."

'The Messiah and the Redeemer of my soul
from the aeons on account of the power of the
name of Jah, him that redeems his soul,
he is Jesus the Nazarene.'

Despite the reservations of Gressmann (194), this
is the only rendering that does not seem to make
Jao unambigiuously a saviour-figure. Even in Stickel's

0."" b'5\4i of..(
reconstruction there is an &Meg~i~y, but it is of

least possible to take the saviour-hood of Jesus
as being necessary because of .the (malign) power
of Jah/Jao; if th~s is the correct rea~ngt then
the apparent reference to Jao's 'self-redemption'
;stresses his dependence upon Jesus.

This must all remain highly conjectural, but it
is not necessary ~o go so far as MUller in
dismissing the attempt to make some sense out of

the Aramaic he compares it with the story of
a pharmacist who made up a medicine from a badly
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written theatre-ticket (191) ! and, at all

events, as with the preceding example, this formula,
however garbled, attests a Jewish-Christian corpus
of ritual adapted, albeit unintelligently, by a
Greek-speaking group of a generally dissident

character. We translate (chiefly after Epiphanius):
'Others, again~ pronounce (as they initiate):
"The Name hidden from all deity and dominion

and truth" (OR:"dominion: the Name of Truth")-
That (Name) which Jesus the Nazarene donned in the

regions of the light of Christ,
Of the living Christ, through the Holy Spirit,
Unto angelical redemption
Name of Restoration' -

Messia oupharegna mempsai men chal daian
mosome daea akphar nepseu oua Iesou Nazaria -"

(a missing line? - perhaps, "Now rests upon you" 7).

And the interpretation given by these people is this:
"I do not divide the .spirit, the heart, and
merciful power that transcends the heavens;
I enjoy the benefit of your name, Saviour of Truth."

The ones who initiate pronounCe these words,
and the one being initiated replies:
"I have been established and redeemed,
and I redeem my soul from this aeon and

from all that surrounds it in the name of Jao,
who redeemed his soul,
unto redemption in the living Christ."



Then those who are standing by say:

"Peace be to all, upon whom this name has come to rest."
Then they anoint the one who has been initiated
with 'opobalsam', for they say that this ointment is
a type of the all-transcending fragrance.',
This last example sets out something of the ritual

setting in which its formulae were used. There

remains about it and both the others an irremovable
uncertainty, nonetheless, for Irenaeus gives no
direct indication of their provenance.

The whole passage, AH I.xxi (Massuet, = I.xiv,
Vol.I, pp.18o-8 Harvey) has, pardonably, been read

as a unity, and, because of the present ordering
of AH It been attributed to the followers of
Marcus: hence we find Vtllker (Quellen zur Geschichte
der christlichen Gnosis, 1932, 136-41) using the

heading, ,Kultische Br~uche bei Marcus und den
Marcosiern', and RM.Grant's Gnosticism: an Anthology
(1961, 192-4) presenting excerpts from AH I.xxi
as 'Marcosian Worship'. We have argued above (Ch.
2, Sec.?) that AH I needs to be re-ordered, especially
with regard to the place of the account of Marcus and

the position of AH I.xxi. This section gives every
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appearance of being designed as a general characterisation
of all the deviant groups which Irenaeus has tried
to describe in his first book, and as an indication,
by reference to their liturgical uses as a sensitive
index to their beliefs and the tendencies of their

beliefs, of the extent to which, in their various
ways, they abandon the essential faith of the
'Katholikoi',the 'Common-or-garden', Christians.

The passage as a whole falls into the following

sub-sections:
(a) a general statement that 'redemption', as

ta~ght and practised by 'these people', is
removed to the realm of the supersensible;
that it varies according to the teacher who
is expounding; and that its one and only
constant feature is incompatibility with
true Christian baptism and with the faith
of the Great Church. This is a programmatic
statement; since his conclusion (j) will be ~
their very variety is .. a sign of their
reckless individualism, he will be able now
to turn away from a detailed survey of their
vagaries to an exposition of the truth, which
will go to the root of the issue;
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(b) a summary of 'their' argument that a

distinction must be made between the baptism
of the visible Jesus, which is for the forgiveness
of sins, and is still on the level of John's

baptism, and the redemption brought by the
spiritual Christ who descended upon the

visible Jesus. ~his relates, not only to
the teaching of Marcus, but also of ptolemaeus
(AR I.vii.2/I.i.13,1.60 Harvey), of Kerinthos
(AH 1.xxvi.1/I.xxi, 1.211 Harvey), and of
the Valentinian Exposition (C.G.XI/2,
41:10-38) - possibly. This section also is

,

programmatic: it adumbrates the christological

issues to be faced in the rest of the book;

(c) a description of an initiation administered by

'some people' in a nuptial setting. It has
been argued elsewhere (Tripp, "fhe "Sacramental

System" of the Gospel of Philip', in Studia
Patristica XVIII, 1982, 251-60) that this
refers to the ritual assumed in C.G.II/3,
and that the rite is Valentinian;

(d) a formula used by 'others' for water-baptism
(cf 447-451 ~pra). On the strength of the
Latin translator's 'alii', this has been
distinguished from the previous section,
although the Greek text would allow it to
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be seen as continuous with (e), and included
in the present context. This decision must
be tentative. There would be a natural fittingness
in a formula for the bride-chamber including

a reference to 'union with/ unification of the

Powers'; but it is easier to explain Epiphanius'
text as his interpretation making the two
groups uniform than it is to explain the

Latin translator's 'alii';

(e) another formula, 'in Hebrew', used by 'others'

(cf 452-4 ~p~);

(f) a further formula, partly in 'Hebrew', for

use 'unto angelical redemption' (cf 454-8).
The fact that both (e) and (f) include 'Hebrew'
expressions makes it necessary to ask

whether they come merely from the same general,
originally Jewish-Christian, milieu, or from

different parts of the same ritual. They
could be fitted'into a rite with a series of
repeated baptisms for various purposes,
particularly in association with the traditio
of the pass-words. A further question is as
to the relation between this text and Excerpta
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,

ex Theodoto 22 (56-9 Casey), where Clement
of Alexandria reports that 'they', presumably
the followers of TheodotuB, and perhaps other
Valentinians too, say, at the cheirothesia,
in conclusion, 'unto angelical redemption.'
TheodotuB, it seems, interprets this as
meaning that initiates are to receive that
redemption that the angels have already
received on behalf of humans in a heavenly
baptism, the archetypal 'baptism for the
dead'. Clement's use of a standard Christian
liturgical term, cf Turner,1923, may reflect
his own assumption that Theodotus' rites

were in general the same as tho~e of the
Great Church, but is more probably a true
indication that they were so. Any Aramaic
formulae attached would certainly have been
noted by Clement. The rite of Theodotus is
therefore different in character from the

rite cited by Irenaeus. Whether there was
more than an accidental parallel between
the two it is as yet impossible to say;

(g) a description of 'some' who use similar
invocations (sc., presumably similar to
those in the two preceding cases), but
administer baptism in oil-and-water, yet
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also add a post-baptismal unction with
balsam. It is to be inferred that Irenaeus'
church already knew a post-baptismal unction

with ~y~. There is no indication whose
usage Irenaeus is here describing, unless
'similar' invocations suggest the survival
here also of Jewish-Christian formulae,

(h) an exposition of the views of 'others' who

regard knowledge as the only permissible
initiation and eschew all outward and visible
cultic acts. These include the followers
o'fProdicus (cf 319-31 ~pra), and no doubt

many others unnamed;

(i) an account of redemption-rites for the
(~ dead and) dying. The precise text has
been identified in the 'James'-tradition
(cf 423-36 ~pra), and a parallel is known
in the usages of the followers of Marcus
(see Ch.2, sec.7), who have borrowed it
from an 'Ophite' source;

(j) closing comment about the variety of

heretical practice.

Of the ten sections here listed, three are programmatic
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announcements or general comments; one reports a
theologoumenon (h); one
belongs to a Valentinian setting; one (g) is a piece
of unassignable floating tradition; three - (e), (f), (i) -

certainly from the complex of sects thrown up by
the Jewish/Christian breach, while a fourth (d) probably
does, and a fifth (h) includes a reference to one such

group.

Concludi~g General Remarks

In this third chapter, a tangled skein has been
traced through groups thrown up by the separation
of Christianity from Judaism. Pessimistic forms
of the Merkabah mysticism, influenced by the sufferings
of the Jews, have been detected as helping to shape
the liturgical piety uf groups with Jewish-Christian
origins. Beneath a great personal variety, in which
baptism is divergently estimated, is a unifying theme

of ,editation, prayer and liturgy, that of the
'Great Journey through the heavens, prepared for and
(for some) fore-shadowed by liturgy on earth.

Parallel traditions have been distinguished,
although no dogmatic statements are possible as to
how sharply distinct they were, or how they may have
been interrelated. One line of tradition leads

through the Gospel of Thomas to its cognate treatises,
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this line being influenced (from the side ?) by

the 'Peratae'. Other side-influences have not been
ruled out, but are not considered here, either

because their attestation is later than that of
the tradition here traced (e.g., the neo-platonist

theurgy of Julian), or because their date and location
are too uncertain to be brought into tha calculation
(as with the"liermetica). The line from Thomas is
branched, with the self-styled 'followers of Prodicus'
and the Christians attacked by Plotinus and his
friends on the one side, representing the move to

replace cult by theoria, and the users of the
Apocalypses of ~ and Paul, Origin of the World

and liypostasis of the Archons, Paraphrase of Shem
and Sacred Book of the Great Invisible Spi£!i

representing, on the other side, a retention, in
varying guises, of the baptism+ascent mystical/ritual

schema. A distinct line of tradition has been traced

through the 'James'-literature.

It has not been possible to place the !pokryphon
of John within this framework,(although that is
probably where it belongs), not least because the
'five seals' which give the only clue to its liturgical
affinities (see C.G.II/1,31:22-25; ET Wisse, NHLE 116)

cannot be safely identified.

Very occasional side-connections with the Valentinians

have been noted. There. is, however, no indication
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that these traditions are derived from the speculations
of Valentinus or of the other system-creating

heresiarchs whom we have characterised as founders
of the 'Gentile counter-churches.' All the essential
elements of these liturgical traditions are already
available in Jewish and the earliest Christian materials.

It is not for one moment suggested that these
traditions represent the majority or the normal

forms of 'Jewish Christianity' - a concept which,
" t" (2) H~n any case, must now be used with cau ~on. owever,
one question remains to which an answer can here be
only distantly hinted at, and noted as a topic for

future inquiry: what is the origin of the anti-cUltic
strain in several strands of these traditions 1
for, occurring as early as it does, in Thomas, it
must be close to the fountain-head.

The antipathy of the,Hebrew prophets to the cult(3)

is certainly in the ~ack-ground here; but, since in
Thomas it is Jesus himself who is credited with
the repudiation of all prayer, some explanation must
be sought in the traditions surrounding him.,

Part of the explanation may be found in Jesus'

(2) Especially in the light of Brown (R.E.) 1983.
(3) Summary: Rowley, Worship in Ancient Israel

(London 1967) 144-75.
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saying in Mark ii.18-22 parr., that fasting is
untimely while the disciples have the bride-groom
with them. Another part may lie in the Lucan,
,account of the Last Supper (Luke xxii, esp.15-19a),

where, according to the reading of reliahle textual
witnesses (p757, Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, Vaticanus,
Koridethianus, the 'Lake' minuscules, Sahidic and
Bohairic), Jesus, having made preparation for the
Pesah, deliberately abstains from it, thus, by--.
implication, forfeiting God's covenanted protection
of the children of Israel (cf Exodus xii.1-27, esp.
15, 19, 23). Such a thought, that Jesus would
apparently step so decisively out of the framework
of divinely appointed worship, was so intolerable
that the textual tranmission of the Lucan Last Supper
narrative has tried to blot this detail'"Qut it
was sufficiently unwelcome to the other Synoptists
as to be transformed out of recognition (Mark xiv.
25, Matthew xxvi.29). Only a theology of salvation
which could see salvific purpose in Christ being
made a curse for us (Gal.iii.13), or in Christ's
suffering in isolation from the Father (Heb.ii.9,
with M,424c, 1739, and copies known to Origen,
Eusebius, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Jerome and Ambrose),

could cope with such a concept. A world-despairing,
defiant mysticism would seize upon it for another USe.


